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The internet is increasingly important in today’s society. The internet has grown from a small channel used by only a 
few people to a worldwide used technology. More and more often, this technology is also used in the orientation- or 
purchase process of consumer goods (e-commerce). Unfortunately there is little research available on the choices 
made by consumers between virtual and physical stores. What motivation do consumers have to buy on- or offline 
and what are the effects of quick rising communication channels such as social media? With the advent of social 
media, the consumer-company relationship has totally changed. Companies can no longer communicate simply 
by shouting one-way messages at costumers. And no longer do companies hold all the power while consumers 
struggle to get their voices heard. In fact, today’s customers can be heard loud and clear. The consumer can use 
his voice everywhere, including review websites, blogs, social sites like Facebook and twitter and many other social 
outlets. It is therefore that companies have to pay attention because social media are changing the way customers 
do business. Social media are influencing the entire buying process. But how do social media influence shopping and 
consumer behavior?

Purpose
The purpose of this study is to investigate the impact of social media on the purchasing process of consumers. The 
influence of personal characteristics and product / store factors related to the usage of different types of social 
media are investigated with the help of an existing consumer behavior model. 

Overview
The first part of the study is set out to put the issue in context by exploring existing literature related to internet 
retailing as a process, its relationship with traditional retailing and the role of consumer decision models. The Con-
sumer Decision Process model is used as a base for this study. 

Consumer	Decision	Process	model
The steps consumers undergo in the purchasing process are described with the help of the Consumer Decision 
Process (CDP) model. This model makes a distinction between seven steps, and is based on three phases: recognition, 
searching and decision. All current consumer behavior models are based on a traditional way of shopping.
The decision process begins with the recognition of a need (step 1). The consumer realizes that there is a problem 
or a need and would like to have it solved. This occurs when a difference arises between the current and desired 
situation. 
• Once the consumer has recognized his need, he needs to find a way to satisfy this need (step 2). The consumer 

will then search for information which can help him to facilitate the decision-making and avoid wrong decisions. 
• Once the consumer has enough information collected, he will evaluate the alternatives he gained information 

about during the search for information (step 3). 
• After the evaluation, the consumer will decide whether to purchase a product or not (step 4). 
• After this stage the consumption of the product follows (step 5).
• If the product has been consummated or used, the consumer can make the judgment if the product has met the 

expectations (step 6). 
• During the last phase, the disposal of the product, the consumer can exhaust the product, recycle or resell the 

product on the market (step 7).

Social	media	platforms
Next, social media platforms and determinants relevant to consumer behavior are introduced. Social media includes 
a wide range of online word-of-mouth forums including blogs, discussion boards, chat rooms, consumer product or 
service ratings websites, social networks and many more. Those social media have become a major factor in the 
purchase process, including awareness, information acquisition, opinions, attitudes, purchase behavior, and post-
purchase communication and evaluation. Since there is such a variety of social media and all of them influence the 
consumers decision process differently, there is a distinction made between five different types of social media used 
in this study: 
• Communication platforms such as WordPress, Blogger, Facebook, Twitter and LinkedIn, 
• Collaboration/authority building platforms such as Central Desktop, Dropbox.com, Google Docs and Wikia   
• Entertainment platforms such as Miniclip, Newgrounds, Cisco Eos and Second life
• Multimedia platforms such as YouTube, Skype, Instagram, Dailymotion and Photobucket
• Reviews and Opinions platforms such as ask.com, Kieskeurig.nl and WikiAnswers

Summary
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Approach
A sample of fifteen respondents (based on different age and gender) were invited for an interview based on an 
interview guide approach. The results of these interviews were used to construct a quantitative survey approach. 
214 respondents participated in a closed-ended digital survey. The survey was open for a period of approximately 
6 weeks.
It was very difficult to find participants which resulted in a sample of only 214 respondents. This was enough for 
most of this study. However for specific analyses of social media platforms it felt short. It was therefore impossible 
to research the influence of less used social media platforms in individual steps of the consumer discission process 
model.     

Response	
The sample of 214 respondents is reasonable representative for the Dutch population.
Of all participants 47% were male and 53% were female. The age groups ‘younger than 20’ and ‘80 years and older’ 
were less represented in the sample. Regarding educational background, the less educated category was on par 
with the Dutch population (20%), while the average educated category (33%) was less represented and the higher 
educated category (48%) was over represented compared to the Dutch population. Almost all household composi-
tions were well represented. Only the category ‘living with parents’ was less represented. In overall, the sample was 
representative enough given the research purposes.

Findings 
How	much	are	social	media	used	in	the	purchasing	process?
In total, 39% of all respondents did use any kind of social media for their last purchase. Communication platforms 
such as Facebook and review and opinion platforms are used the most in the purchasing process. Those platforms 
often provide a specific shopping purpose while other platforms such as multimedia platforms do not. Other social 
media platforms are less used but still appear in most of the steps of the CDP-model. 

What	are	the	characteristics	of	the	consumers	who	use	social	media	in	the	purchasing	process?
There is examined what kind of consumers are more likely to use social media in the different steps of the CDP-mod-
el. The personal characteristic gender plays a large role in this. Male consumers are more likely to use social media 
in step 1 (the recognition of the need), 3 (searching for alternatives), 4 (the actual purchase) and 7 (the disposal of 
the product). It appears that males use social media more often in those steps of the CDP-model. 
Younger consumers do use social media more often when using the product and for the disposal of the product. 
Since younger consumers use social media more in general, it is likely that they change the use of the product more 
often with the help of social media. Younger consumers also try to sell their product more often with the help of 
social media. 
Higher educated consumers do use social media such as fora about the product more often when using the product. 
Consumers from a rural environment use social media in step 6 (the evaluation after consumption)  of the CDP-mod-
el more often and consumers who are not content with their income use social media more often in step 7 (disposal 
of the product) of the CDP-model. 

39% of the respondents did use any form of social media for their last purchase (the respondents were asked for 
their own purchasing habits when buying non-daily products). So social media do have a large impact on consumer 
behavior. It appears that not every consumer is influenced by social media in the purchasing process. The outcomes 
showed that mostly males, younger and higher educated consumers do use social media in the purchasing process. 
While older and less educated consumers are less involved with social media usage in the purchasing process. 
Consumers who make the actual purchase online are more likely to use social media to give an opinion or review 
about it. The reason for this is that web stores often ask for a review after the purchase is made. This particularly 
counts for opinion and review platforms.   
Consumers who use communication platforms when searching for alternatives of the product are more likely to 
make their purchase online than consumers who do not use those platforms in these steps. The reason for this is 
that platforms which offer alternatives often also direct the consumer to a web store which sells the product.
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What	store	and	product	factors	influence	the	social	media	usage	in	the	purchasing	process?	
Product and store factors such as brands, service, pleasure and store atmosphere do also influence the social media 
usage in the purchasing process. For example, consumers who find brands important are more likely to use social 
media and consumers who find service and pleasure important are less likely to use social media. 
Personal products and tickets are bought most of the time on the internet, while household goods and fashion are 
well balanced between online and offline shopping. The reason for this is that consumers want to see and touch and 
fit household goods such as furniture and fashion first before purchasing. While consumers most often already know 
what personal products such as mobile phones they want to buy and therefore use the internet more often for the 
purchase. Finally, tickets are easier and cheaper to obtain on the internet nowadays than in traditional ticket- and 
travel offices.

What influence have social media on shopping and consumer behavior?
This study has proven that social media are indeed used a lot when shopping. Consumers do not only use social 
media when they buy products online but also use it for pre- and post evaluation purposes. Social media have 
different effects on traditional shopping. One effect is substitution; steps of the CDP-model which would otherwise 
occur in traditional stores are now completed with the use of social media. Complementary and modification 
effects also occur. Since social media could give idea’s for a purchase which would otherwise never have happened 
(complementary) or could change the decision about where and if the consumer wants to purchase a product 
(modification).
Social media are therefore already an alternative for the different steps of the CDP-model which would otherwise 
occur in a traditional store.  And the fact that younger more social media using consumers will substitute the older 
more traditional generation in time, it may be expected that the impact of social media on consumer behavior will 
grow further. Traditional retailers should take this into account.       
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This chapter discusses the research plan. In section 1.1, the outline for the research, the objective and the research 
exploration are given. Subsequently in section 1.2, the main question and sub questions are formulated and 
explained.

1. Introduction

The outline of the research
The retail business is a part of the Dutch culture. It provides a way for spending consumer’s money, employment 
and leisure. The retail property in the Netherlands is built on the basics of a functional hierarchy in which stores are 
spread spatially based on their function. With so many stores, why do consumers choose for a specific one? 

The way we use our leisure time has changed a lot the last decades. The amount of free time people have is declining 
again (Weltevreden, 2007a), and the main reasons for this are the rise in employment and the increasing complexity 
of society. The amount of free time affects the way we spend it. But not only the absolute amount determines our 
leisure time, social developments also play a key role here. The combination of less free time, increased amount 
of leisure activities and an increased income leads to more volatile and capital intensive activities which are 
planned more effectively. The consumer also individualizes. Consumers are increasingly looking for customized and 
personalized advice, and are more sensitive to price, service and ambience.  

The internet is increasingly important in today’s society. The internet has grown from a small channel used by only a 
few people to a worldwide used technology. More and more often, this technology is also used in the orientation- or 
purchase process of consumer goods (e-commerce). Unfortunately there is little research available on the choices 
made by consumers between virtual and physical stores. What motivation do consumers have to buy on- or offline 
and what are the effects of quick rising communication channels such as social media? One thing is sure, with the 
advent of comparison sites, forums and other social media, consumers have become experts. 

The objective
The central aim of this study is: getting more insight in consumer behavior under the influence of e-commerce. The 
impact of social media on the purchasing process of consumers will be investigated. If the impact of social media is 
clear, it can be weighed against other attributes (see literature study, chapter 2) which play a role in the store choice 
behavior of consumers. Subsequently, recommendations for new forms of retail can be done. The objective can be 
summarized into the following research subject:

The influence of social media on shopping and consumer behavior.

The research exploration
In order to explore the effects of social media on consumer behavior, a distinction must be made between three 
categories: social media, consumers and retailers (figure 1.1).

1.1. Research definition

Social media 
To investigate the impact of social media on 
consumer behavior, it has to be clear what 
these channels are exactly and how they oper-
ate. It is therefore important to know the differ-
ence between and the opportunities of these 
channels.
There are two ways in which social media can 
be used in the purchase process. There may be 
consumers which influence other consumers 
through social media (C2C). And there may be 
retailers which influence consumers through 
social media (B2C). Both can influence consum-
ers differently.

Figure 1.1: Distinction between social media, consumers and retailers
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The consumer 
The consumer makes his choice on the basis of store attributes. These attributes may include: promotion, service 
of staff, time, product quality, product price, etc. With the advent of e-commerce, consumers have to make another 
choice. They can choose to purchase their goods online instead of physically visiting a store. 
Nowadays, social media play an increasingly important role in the choice behavior of consumers. For example: A 
consumer on a social media site reviews a product. This review is then read by others who are affected in their 
product / store choice. In this way, other attributes can be added to the list of attributes affecting shopping behavior.
One can then begin to wonder what impact this new attributes has on store choice behavior of consumers, and how 
these new channels influence shopping. The new attributes for example could influence the choices of consumers 
and could affect both traditional shopping and e-shopping. Also, importances of conventional attributes may 
change. 

Retailers
Although this research is about the influence of social media on consumer behavior, it is important to know how 
the retailers act towards these new communication channels.

In order to reach the objective, a main question is formulated with associated sub-questions. 

Research question
What influence have social media on shopping and consumer behavior?

Sub-questions
The sub-questions are related to six chapters: literature, social media, determinants, research design, data collection 
and data analysis.

Literature:
1.  What theories are relevant when researching consumer behavior under the influence of e-commerce and     

 social media?
 1.1. What does the Dutch retail structure look like?
 1.2. What steps does a consumer undertake before he purchases something?
 1.3. What does the rise of e-commerce look like?
 1.4. What effects of e-commerce on traditional shopping may be expected?
 1.5. How has e-commerce developed in other countries?
 1.6. What trends can be expected in terms of retail?

Social media:
2. What are social media? 
 
Determinants:
3. What are the important determinants of consumer behavior? 

For the above sub-questions available literature will be used.

Research advancement:
4. In which way can the influence of social media on consumer behavior be measured and represented?

For this sub-question available literature and exploring interviews with consumers will be used.

1.2. Research questions and sub-questions
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This research structure is also the general reading guide of the research study. The research study starts with an 
exploration of available literature in chapter 2. This literature study provides questions, hypothesis and trends about 
e-commerce and consumer behavior which are used to formulate research questions. 
With those research questions in mind, more focused literature is found in chapter 3 and 4. With the help of this  
more specific literature a research approach has been made in chapter 5. Chapter 6 describes the data collection 
and the representativeness of the survey sample. Chapter 7 discusses the findings and chapter 8 gives a general 
conclusion and answers to all the above sub questions. The research questions are answered in the multiple chapters 
and the final conclusion.    

Delineation
On the basis of the preceding paragraphs, the research may be defined with a number of subjects:
• Impact of social media on consumer behavior 
• Impact of social media on traditional- and e-shopping
• Usage of social media in the consumer decision process  

As in the exploration of the problem is described, this research focuses on the influence of social media on consumer 
behavior. This research study will examine how this influence can be measured and to what extent this influence is 
relative to other alternatives and attributes in consumer behavior.

Research resources
In the first part of this study relevant scientific knowledge sources are used; literature (scientific-articles), persons, 
graduation reports and other information are obtained. For the practical part of this study, social media are analyzed 
and thereafter exploring interviews with consumers will be held. During these interviews ambiguities and aspects, 
which are important for the study, will become clear. Then, with the use of questionnaires will be attempted to 
research the influence of social media on the consumer decision process. 

Data collection:
5. What are the personal characteristics of the respondents?
 5.1. How well does the survey reflect the reality?
 5.2. How much are social media used in the consumer decision process?

The data collection is performed on the basis of questionnaires. The focus is on consumer behavior in combination 
with social media. 

Data analyses:
6. To what extent do consumers use social media in the purchasing process?
 6.1. What personal characteristics do influence social media usage in general? 
 6.2. What are the characteristics of the consumers who use social media in the purchasing process?
 6.3. How does use of social media influence the consumer decision process?
 6.4. What is the influence of social media on the choice between online and offline shopping?
 6.5. What store and product factors influence the social media usage in the purchasing process?

Figure 1.2: Research structure

Reading guide
To answer the research question, the research 
structure in figure 1.2 has to be followed. This re-
search structure is divided into five steps; litera-
ture, research design, data collection, data analysis 
and conclusions. By treatment of each step, the 
sub-questions will be answered. The findings will 
be fed back to the explored literature in order to 
check whether these findings correspond with the 
hypothetical questions previously found.
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To be able to understand e-commerce some basic notions have to be clear. This section briefly describes the retail 
landscape of the Netherlands. In addition, a distinction is made   between hedonic and utilitarian consumers.
This section also discusses the rationale behind the store choice process. This is done by using a model which de-
scribes the steps which a consumer undergoes when buying a product. It is important to know how the decision 
process proceeds for a consumer because the same process may be used for e-commerce purchases
In addition, the different reasons why a consumer chooses for a particular store are investigated. This is done with 
the help of a value balance and store choice models.

2.1. Consumer needs and behavior

2.1.1. Retail structure
The retail property in the Netherlands is built on the basics of a functional hierarchy in which stores are spread 
spatially based on their function (Weisz, 2011). This hierarchy is primarily based on the frequency of consumer 
purchases. For example, shops for daily shopping are close to home. The shops for not everyday purchases can 
be found in city centers and large purchases are mostly done in large concentrations (peripheral shopping areas). 
Ultimately, there is a distinction between three types of locations (Locatus, 2012); city centers (downtown and 
core centers), supporting centers (neighborhood centers, the district centers and community centers) and all other 
shopping centers which remain (large concentrations such as furniture strips and special centers). 
Within these shopping areas, there are A-, B-, and C- locations. The A-shopping areas are mostly found in the big 
cities centers and have a high passers-flow. The further away from the center the less consumers walk by, the lower 
the rating of the location (Bolt, 2003). The rent and investor returns are generally the highest at A-locations. In the 
district centers, neighborhood and community centers (B and C locations) there are declining rents and an increas-
ing vacancy. At this moment, around 10% of the B and C outlets are vacant, for A locations this is practically zero 
(Rabobank, 2011).

The literature study provides an overview of the most important literature on consumer behavior in e-commerce 
and its determinants. It is not intended to provide a complete list of all the factors that influence consumer 
behavior, but to report the most important models. Furthermore, the emergence of e-commerce and the impact 
of e-commerce on traditional shopping are described.
In the first section, a distinction between hedonic and utilitarian shopping is made. This section also presents some 
models which try to explain the store choice behavior of consumers.
Subsequently, section 2.2 discusses e-commerce. The emergence of the Internet and the associated shopping 
channels are described. Extra attention is paid to new channels such as social media. A logical continuation is the 
effect of e-commerce on traditional shopping which are described in section 2.3.
In section 2.4 the rise of e-commerce in other countries is explained. There is a distinction made between developed 
and developing countries. This section also examines how the growth of e-commerce is created.
Finally, section 2.5 looks at the future of retail. It shows retail trends and developments in leisure time.

2. Literature study
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And then there is a utilitarian shopper who is the efficient individual shopper who knows what he wants and he 
wants to spend the least amount of aggravation or hassle in the shopping process. This doesn’t mean that a utilitar-
ian shopper can’t have fun whilst shopping.

Because of the large differences between these two ways of shopping there is space for diversification in the shop-
ping areas. Attractive town centers focus on hedonic shopping and efficient retail locations and centers focus more 
on thematic and targeted acquisitions (Hennin, 2007).

2.1.3. CDP-model
Before we can look closer to multi-channel shopping it has 
to be clear how consumers make their store choice. A model 
which describes this decision making is the “consumer deci-
sion process” model (Engel et al., 2001). 
Having been developed in 1968, this model appears to have 
been primarily applied to traditional retail settings. Accord-
ing to Engel et al. (2001) their seven stage model can be ap-
plied to all retail channels, including the internet.

Figure 2.1: CDP-model stages (Engel et al., 2001)

In figure 2.1, the 7 stages of Engel et al. (2001) model are outlined. Each stage is influenced by a number of factors 
which can totally change a consumers’ behavior. Environmental influences, such as a consumer’s cultural or social 
background and their personal and family situation, influences the choices and decisions made when realizing they 
have a need.
Engel et al. (2001) separates these from a consumer’s individual differences such as consumer resources, motiva-
tions, knowledge, personality, values and lifestyle, all of which can influence a consumer’s need.
The three stages where the consumer’s behavior is most likely to differ between traditional and shopping online 
are: Information Search (stage 2), Pre-purchase Evaluation of Alternatives (stage 3) and Purchase (stage 4). 
Engel et al. (2001) makes a distinction between seven stages, which consumers undergo while making a decision 
and is based on three phases: recognition, searching and decision.

According to Arnold et al. (2003) there are different reasons why a consumer is a hedonic or utilitarian shopper. 
Hedonic shoppers can be classified into one of the following categories:

• Adventure, for example: exploring new shopping malls
• Social, for example: going with a friend because he asks
• Gratification, for example: you want to shop for satisfaction
• Idea, for example: you heard something from someone
• Role, for example: It’s a part of you to shop
• Value, for example:  You just like to shop

Currently, the consumer has two different reasons to go shopping (Khan, 2004). There is hedonic shopping also 
known as fun shopping or recreational shopping, which is one of the biggest leisure activities for people. In 
2008/2009, 86% of the Dutch population has been involved in recreational shopping. The past two years this num-
ber decreased by 20%, mainly because of the economic recession (Beek, 2011). Besides hedonic shopping, there is 
utilitarian shopping also known as run or essential shopping. Consumers need to shop, for example to buy food. It 
is therefore not surprising that almost all consumers do this kind of shopping. 

2.1.2. Hedonic versus utilitarian
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Once the consumer has recognized his need, he needs to find a way to satisfy this need. The consumer will then 
search for information which can help him to facilitate the decision-making and restrict wrong decisions. Finding 
this information is done in two ways. The consumer may have bought the product before and does an appeal on his 
memory (internal). If this is not the case, the risk of a wrong purchase is larger and the consumer will seek more in-
formation from other (external) sources. These sources could be gained through various channels. Examples include 
advertisements, salespeople, friends, the Internet, social media and acquaintances.

The decision process begins with the 
recognition of a need. The consumer re-
alizes that there is a problem or a need 
and would like to have it solved. This oc-
curs when a difference arises between the 
current and desired situation. The need 
could have several causes. For example, 
a product has to be replaced or the cus-
tomer just wants something new. Figure 
2.2 shows that environmental influences 
make up only part of a consumer’s need, 
memory also has a large influence, espe-
cially if it is for a product that the consum-
er has purchased before.
Advertising and promotion therefore 
also play a part in influencing consumers’ 
memories to try to influence them to pur-
chase differently the next time or to try a 
product they have never tried before.

In Engels’s model, stage 2 is split into two 
parts. The first part, figure 2.3, shows how 
the different stages can be influenced by 
environmental influences and individual 
differences as well as memory, and these 
factors can feed back their influence to 
preceding stages at any given point. For 
example, once the consumer has recog-
nized the need and wants to satisfy the 
need. He can consider issues affecting 
him from previous purchases, listening to 
advice and adjust the need to his available 
budget. While carrying out the search, a 
discovery of a new type of product could 
influence the need, provoking a reaction 
such as being satisfied with what they 
have already and thus terminating their 
purchase process. New information about 
new types of products may also influence 
the need and the consumer may feel that 
he/she needs more or different products 
than initially thought.
In figure 2.4, Engel et al. (2001) shows the second part of stage 2, explaining in more depth how a consumer’s 
memory is an important part of the decision-making process. It shows how the consumer’s memory can affect 
the consumer’s decision in more detail. Engel also introduces the idea that the variety of sources sought by 
consumers, are mainly split into two categories: 
• marketer-dominated (anything that the supplier does for purposes of information and persuasion, such as 

advertising, salespersons, infomercials, web-sites and point-of-sale materials).
• nonmarketer-dominated (includes friends, family, opinion leaders and media).  
At this stage, Engel mentions that the internet can increasingly aid the information search process, mainly be-
cause it is speedier in general.

Figure 2.2: CDP-model (Engel et al., 2001)

Figure 2.3: CDP-model (Engel et al., 2001)
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Once the consumer has enough information col-
lected, he will evaluate the alternatives that he 
gained during the search for information. In this 
phase the consumer compares what he knows 
about the products, brands and what he finds 
important.
Engel incorporates all of the previous influences 
and shows that the evaluation of a consumer’s 
choices is also influenced by environmental and 
individual differences (figure 2.5). At this point, 
the consumer looks at the ‘determinant’ and ‘sa-
lient’ attributes of the products.
Engel defines ‘salient’ as ‘the most important attributes of a product’ and ‘determinant’ as ‘details such as style and 
finish’, factors which usually determine which brand or store a consumer chooses. When a consumer decides that 
the ‘salient’ attributes are all equal, such as price and quality, they then make their decision based on the ‘determi-
nant’ attributes of a product such as ambience or personal attention given to the consumer.

After the evaluation, the consumer will decide to whether to purchase a product or not. If he decides to purchase the 
consumer passes through two phases. In the first phase, a preferred retailer (store choice process) will be chosen. 
This can be a physical store, but can also be an internet shop or mail order company, etc. 
In the second phase, the consumer is influenced by the store itself. The consumer that has gone through the first 
three steps of the CDP-model has the intention to buy a particular product or service. However he can still be af-
fected by the vendors, displays, promotions and advertisements in the shop itself, so that the consumer ultimately 
buys something totally different than he had planned.

After this stage follows the consumption of the goods or services. This may occur directly, during, or at a later time 
after the purchase has been made. How the consumer uses the product can also affect his evaluation of the product 
at the post-consumption stages. How the product is cared for can also affect how long the product will last until the 
next purchase (figure 2.6).

Figure 2.4 CDP-model 
(Engel et al., 2001)

Figure 2.5: CDP-model (Engel et al., 2001)
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Figure 2.6: CDP-model (Engel et al., 2001)

If the product has been consummated or used, the consumer can make the judgment if the product has met the 
expectations. The evaluation after the consumption is important because it is used in future purchasing decisions 
by himself or others (figure 2.6). The consumer can express his opinion about the product, for example against 
family and friends or via social media and comparison sites.

During the last phase, the disposal of the product , the consumer has several options. The consumer can exhaust 
the product or service, recycle or resell the product on the market.

Ultimately, a consumer will not pass through the whole process at every purchase. This depends on the degree of 
involvement, the difference between current alternatives, the time available to the consumer and how the con-
sumer is feeling at that moment. Thus, when a consumer purchases an expensive kitchen he will undergo a longer 
and more conscious process than when he is buying groceries.

Using the CDP-model with e-commerce
Engel et al. (2001) do not refer to the internet as a separate case. They do however, set aside one diagram to de-
scribe ‘A Consumer Analysis of E-commerce’ (see figure 2.7), taken directly from Engel et al’s. book and outlines 
the major issues and limitations that may occur during a purchase on the internet. Engel et al. (2001) dedicate 
only 2 pages in their book to E-commerce. They apply the first four stages of the CDP-model to e-commerce retail-
ing and consumer purchasing. In general, it is referred to in stage 2, Search for Information, as a source of informa-
tion for the consumer (Engel et al., 2001) split this stage into two parts: Search for Information and Information 
Processing, see figure 2.3 and 2.4). They argue that consumers searching for price information on the internet 
may make them more price sensitive. However comparison is made to other studies that have shown that the 
internet allows consumers to equally compare quality information and prefer to purchase products on quality 
rather than price. Engel et al. (2001) agree that some consumers prefer to shop in physical outlets and browse 
through malls. They refer to the search for an evening dress in a traditional store, and the pleasure or fantasy as-
sociation and anticipation the consumer may feel when trying it on. Here the experience may be more important 
than the price or the shopping time when the product is purchased.
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Figure 2.7: A consumer analysis of e-commerce. Directly taken from: Consumer Behavior,” Ninth edition, 
The Dryden Press, Hinsdale Illinois, 570 (Engel et al., 2001)

Stage 2: Satisfy the need

Stage 1: Problem Recognition

Stage 3: Pre-Purchase Evaluation of Alternatives

Stage 4: Purchase
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2.1.4. Store selection
An important item is the consumers’ retail store choice. As retailers re-
spond quickly to competitor behavior, there arises a converging effect 
on the diversification of the retail offer (Hennin, 2007). The consumer 
finds therefore a large part of the stores similar. So it is not imme-
diately evident on what arguments a shop is preferred over another. 
One way to get it clear why a consumer is opting for a particular store 
is the “means-end chain” (figure 2.8, McGoldrick, 2002). Through a 
network of links between underlying motives and patterns can be de-
termined which attribute gave the deciding factor for choosing a par-
ticular store. In Figure 8, a small part of this model is displayed. A full 
model would have many more attributes, consequences and motives.
What can be deduced from this model is for example how the attribute 
“more sales staff” leads to more buyer safety and self-respect. A draw-
back of this model is the assumption of positive attributes. However, 
there also exist plenty of reasons why a consumer will avoid a store. 
These points are raised in a “value balance for shopping.”

Figure 2.8: Means end chain (McGoldrick, 2002)

2.1.5. Value balance shopping
Because the “means-end chain” primarily focuses on why consumers 
choose for a shop instead of avoiding one, McGoldrick (2002) tried 
with the aid of a balance value (figure 2.9) to bring the costs of shop-
ping forward. Because, in addition to why a shop is attractive, it can 
also be useful to know why consumers avoid a shop.

In the balance is spoken about costs and not about negative aspects 
because not all consumers experience money, time, effort, stress and 
risk as negative aspects. Consumers could for example shop to fill the 
time, or overspend a lot of money to be seen (McGoldrick, 2002). Even 
factors such as stress and risk could be experienced as a positive as-
pect, for example going to a casino. So not only the shopping motives 
but also the costs per consumer are different. 

Figure 2.9: Balance value shopping (McGoldrick, 2002)
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Money is traditionally seen by economists as the main retail cost. These costs go beyond the cost of just buying 
the product or service. For example, these costs include the costs for parking, public transport costs, fuel costs and 
even costs of meals during the day to overcome (McGoldrick, 2002).

A cost that is increasingly important nowadays is time. Affluent consumers may be spending more, but they have 
like everyone else up to  a maximum of 24 hours per day for their shopping needs. The big difference with the 
cost money is that time cannot be saved and can hardly be transferable. In addition, time is a subjective concept 
(McGoldrick, 2002).

Effort is the third cost. Often time and effort is seen as the same factor. Although they can be linked together, they 
are not the same. Effort for example, could be seen as a physical activity. If a lot of steps have to be walked, it could 
negatively affect the shopping process.

Stress is a factor which could affect, in both positive and negative way, store choice. Some consumers consciously 
seek a stressful situation to make their lives more exciting and challenging (McGoldrick, 2002). Also, a retailer could 
change the shop layout for example. Some consumers would be encouraged by the changes and some would be 
frustrated because their familiar store has been changed. Stress plays a major role when shopping. Every aspect of 
a shop which does not meet the expectations of the consumer can cause stress.

The final cost is risk of multiple types. A consumer can avoid a shop because there are pickpockets (physical). A 
consumer may, for example, fear that he spends too much (financially). The products may not meet the consumer 
expectations (performance). A consumer can avoid a store because he does not know it or does not like the image 
of the store (psychological). And as a final example, consumers with high time pressure won’t choose a particular 
shop because they are afraid that it is too busy (time risk).

These five cost factors stand opposite to the positive shopping attributes. In this way the bias is smaller by not 
taking into account only the positive factors why consumers go to a particular store (McGoldrick, 2002). On the 
basis of this value balance also a balance between physical and virtual shopping can be made. Thus, for example, 
a consumer who is shopping physically has probably better service and finer surroundings. But on the other hand, 
virtual shopping means saving time and greater choice and availability. Those attributes can be used in the store 
choice model.

2.1.6. Store choice models
Multi attribute store choice models
Since there are so many attributes 
to measure, it is difficult to con-
struct a solid model. Bass and Ta-
larzyk (1972) tweaked the original 
Fishbein-model (1967) to measure 
more specific attributes of stores 
(figure 2.10). 
Several store attributes that have a 
significant impact on how consum-
ers see a shop are distinguished in 
this model.
The next step in this model is to examine to what extent the consumer is satisfied with that particular store that 
has the different attributes. In this way every store attribute gets a certain score. If one then adds all the weighted 
scores of the attributes, the total score of the store is known. Fishbein (1967) indicated that in this way about 
twelve attributes effectively can be examined. Since there are many more attributes which may be important in the 
choice of store, Louviere and Gaeth (1987) suggested to combine constructs for individual attributes. (For example 
to combine: helpfulness of the staff, great service, great staff, friendly personnel and the possibility to exchange 
products together into a construct staff and service.
This model remains fairly unrealistic because it is assumed that consumers make a simultaneous evaluation of 
all of the store attributes (McGoldrick, 2002). It also assumes that the attitude of consumers change linear and 
consistent when the attributes changes. It is however indicated that consumers have certain thresholds of accept-
able prices, location, service, and assortment. If the attributes are within a certain threshold the chances are that 
people will react indifferently on different attributes. For example, a shop located too far according to a particular 
consumer, should not be included in the store choice set, even if this store scores the highest on the basis of other 
store attributes.

Figure 2.10: Fishbein-model (Bass and Talarzyk, 1972)
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The store choice model of Engel et al. (1978) takes into account the fact that consumers draw a list of acceptable 
and unacceptable stores (figure 2.11). The model consists of four variables:

• evaluation criteria;
• the observed characteristics of stores;
• a comparison process;
• acceptable and unacceptable stores.
The store choice itself is seen as a conjunction 
of processes where the consumers compares the 
observed characteristics of stores (the store im-
age), with the proposed self evaluation. Accord-
ing to this model, the store image is very impor-
tant in the store choice.

Consumers do not have to redo this process 
completely for each new store visit. As previ-
ous satisfactory experiences with a shop, leads 
(more than likely) to revisiting that store without 
re-evaluation. In this case, there is habit forma-
tion or a limited decision process (Engel et al., 
1978). 
The majority of store visits are unlikely to be preceded by deliberate or extended store choice processes. The de-
terminants of store choice may differ significantly depending on the product being purchased, the type of store, 
characteristics of the consumers themselves and the situation of the purchase.

Hierarchical store models
Previously it was generally assumed that when choosing a brand or store, consumers did evaluate each alternative 
in terms of usefulness and benefits on the basis of a simultaneous evaluation. However, Kahn et al. (1985) provide 
a number of reasons why consumers make decisions on the basis of a hierarchical evaluation of alternatives and 
not through a simultaneous evaluation. The main reason is the limited human capacity to process large amounts 
of information, making a simpler procedure needed to make a decision when many alternatives occur. Even though 
it is possible for an individual to evaluate each alternative; time pressure, lack of information or other distractions 
could motivate the consumer to choose for a shorter evaluation process. 

Figure 2.12 represents a hierarchical store choice model in the form of a flow chart. Although a model is a simplifi-
cation of the complex reality, it shows the logic behind the model. Laaksonen (1993) has played an important role 
in the realization of this diagram. The main characteristics of the model are discussed below.

Habit
Rhee and Bell (2002) conclude that consumers often make binary choices between their
usual choice and any other alternatives. This means that as long as the shopping experience is within expectations 
and remains acceptable, the choice model will be simplified. Consumers will be loyal to their previous store.

Expectations and experiences with store
The role of expectations is crucial in determining whether the consumer will choose a particular store and its prod-
ucts. Swinyard (1994) found that a lack to meet the expectations has a much stronger effect on the intention to 
revisit a shop than an equivalent positive effect.

Shop and product choice
The determinants of store choice and brand or product choice are very different. However, it is not clear whether 
the choice of the store occurs first or the choice of the brand or product. Sometimes a store is chosen for its prod-
uct choice, quality or exclusivity, but it can also occur that a consumer visits a store for a specific product which is 
already pre-chosen.

Figure 2.11: Image-model (Engel et al., 1978)
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Influence of the situation
The influence of the situation is an individual factor on the flow chart that affects the store choice. There can al-
ways be factors which are not specifically chosen by the consumer. This may for example be time pressure.

Segmentation variables
Characteristics of a household, reference groups, cultural norms of the customer are important for the store choic-
es. They influence namely the lifestyle, the values, the motives and shopping behavior which could influence the 
expectations and the chance for variety seeking (Rhee and Bell, 2002). These variables are often used by retailers 
to segment the customers.

Choice activation
The lack of compliance of the expectations is just one of the examples why a wider and more conscious choice 
process will take place. Products that are purchased for the first time or products with a high commitment are 
more likely to cause a more complete evaluation of alternatives (Walker and Knox, 1997). Also, the actions of com-
petitors can activate the selection process by stimulating curiosity in the variety seeking behavior.

Importance of attributes
The attitude to a store or store image is not simply determined by the relationship between the perception and 
importance of the store attributes (Engel et al., 1978).
A certain level or threshold level of performance for a particular attribute will determine whether a shop is in-
cluded in the choice set, and this threshold can vary depending on the context.

Figure 2.12: Hierarchical store choice model (Laaksonen, 1993)
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Discrete choice store model
All purchases and store selections involve choice. Shoppers 
choose among competing stores or brands. They also choose 
to buy now, later, or not at all (Ben-Akiva et al., 1985). Each of 
these circumstances involve choices. In some cases, the set of 
alternatives and the cognitive process employed in choosing 
are complex.
Human behavior is especially complex. So much so that it is 
probably impossible to understand completely what lies be-
hind a single individual’s purchase decision. However, while 
it is impossible to say for sure what one person will do, one 
can draw inferences from the pattern of choices that groups 
of people make. So by observing many consumers’ choices, 
you can infer the probability of choosing a store based on the 
store’s characteristics (attributes) and the socio-demographic 
characteristics of the consumer. So the more attributes the 
consumer fits, the higher the probability that he will choose 
for a specific store (figure 2.13).

Figure 2.13: Discrete choice model (Ben-Akiva et al., 1985)

The theoretical base for generating discrete choice models is the random utility theory, which basically postulates 
that (Ben-Akiva et al., 1985):
• Individuals belong to a given homogeneous population, act rationally and possess perfect information. They 

always select the option which maximizes their net personal utility.
• There is a certain set of available alternatives with a set of measurable attributes of the individuals and their 

alternatives.
• Each option belonging to the set of alternatives has associated a net utility Uq for an individual q. Since the 

modeler does not possess complete information about the alternatives or the subjects, he assumes the net 
utility can be represented by two components: a measurable part Vq, function of the measured attributes, and 
a random part    q, which reflects idiosyncrasies and particular tastes of each individual, together with possible 
errors in the modeler’s assumptions. Thus, utility can be postulated in the following way:

 
• Finally, the individual q selects the maximum-utility alternative.

The choice probability of alternative i, is equal to the probability that the utility of alternative i, Uiq, is greater than 
or equal to the utilities of all other alternatives in the choice set. This can be expressed as follows:

With:
C n   Set of alternatives, or choices 
Uiq, Ujq  Utilities of alternatives i and j for the individual q

As can be appreciated, the utility depends on the individual preferences of the decision maker, the choice situation 
and the characteristics of the alternatives and their similarity. 

2.1.7. Conclusion
This section started with describing the hierarchical structure that exists in the retail property in the Netherlands. 
There are various store locations which are used for different purchases. Those store locations can be separated in 
A-, B-, C- locations.  A-locations are mostly found in the center of a city and have the highest amount of passersby. 
For consumers there is a distinction between hedonic and utilitarian shopping. Hedonic shopping means shopping  
as a leisure activity and utilitarian shopping means shopping because they have to. This doesn’t mean that utilitarian 
shopping can’t be fun.

More important, this section also described different consumers and store choice models. With the CDP-model we 
can now understand what consumers undergo while making a decision. The model describes seven stages which 
can be divided in the phases recognition, searching and decision. A consumer does not  have to pass through all the 
seven stages at every purchase. The more unique and expensive the purchase is, the more likely a consumer will 
pass through more stages of the model. 
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2.2.1. The internet
The internet has grown from a small channel used by only a few specialized people to a worldwide used technol-
ogy. Figures from JIC STIR (2011) show that Dutch people were on average 8.3 hours per week online in 2010 and 
9.8 hours per week online in 2011. The number of surfers raised from 11.9 million in 2010 to 13.1 million people in 
2011. It is remarkable that the group older internet users showed the highest growth. People in the age of 35 to 49 
were on average 10.4 hours a week online and the 50-plus 5.9 hours a week. However the group of young people 
in the age of 13 to 35 still spend the longest time online; 14.6 hours.

According to Mans (2011) The Netherlands scored the highest on internet use compared with other European 
countries in 2011 (figure 2.14). Other countries with a high internet use are Denmark (80%), Sweden (81%) and 
Norway (82%). Mobile internet access is also gaining popularity very quickly in the Netherlands. In 2009, three 
out of ten internet users said they had used a mobile web connection. In 2007 this was only two out of ten. Most 
people use mobile phones and laptops for mobile internet access. 

Figure 2.14: Internet usage (Mans, 2011)

More and more of those Dutch consumers 
shop online. Nearly three-quarters of the 
13.1 million internet users in the Netherlands 
said they purchased a product online (CBS, 
2012). A Little bit over two-third of them are 
frequent shoppers, and have bought a prod-
uct online in the last three months. For com-
parison: In 2002 only two out of ten internet 
users were frequent online shoppers. Those 
numbers mean that the medium is now firmly 
entrenched in Dutch society. 

2.2. E-commerce
This section describes the rise of the Internet. In addition, we look at the different models of e-commerce and 
physical shopping. A logical following step is the description of e-commerce and all its channels. 
The orientation and purchase channels are described,  and although they look very similar, Soopramanien et al. 
(2007), concluded that orientation channels (particularly browsing) are a lot different than purchasing channels. 
This chapter discusses if consumers change channels between orientation and purchasing and a number of upcom-
ming channels is discussed. 

Although there are more models for selecting important store attributes, the value balance for shopping uses both 
the positive and negative attributes for store choice. Those attributes can be used in different store choice models 
to calculate what store scores the best:
• The multi attribute store choice model gives every attribute a score and counts those up to calculate a total 

store score. This model does not consider thresholds.
• The model of Engel et al. (1978) does consider thresholds for attributes. The store choice itself is seen as a con-

junction of processes where the consumer compares the observed characteristics of stores, with the proposed 
self evaluation. So if a store is too far away, this model will not consider this store as an alternative.

• Kahn et al. (1985) provide a number of reasons why consumers make decisions on the basis of a hierarchical 
evaluation of alternatives. According to them, the human mind is simply not capable of considering all at-
tributes at once.

• The discrete choice model also says it is probably impossible to understand completely what lies behind a sin-
gle individual’s purchase decision. However, while it is impossible to say for sure what one person will do, one 
can draw inferences from the pattern of choices that groups of people make. 

All those models have advantages and disadvantages. All of those models can be used for the comparison between 
physical and virtual shopping. The research in this study will be done with the help of the Consumer Decision Proc-
ess model (CDP-model). The advantage of this model is that it describes the various steps a consumer undertakes 
in the purchasing process. As a result, it is not only possible to investigate the influence of social media on con-
sumer behavior in general but also on individual steps in the purchasing process.  
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The traditional retail model (figure 2.15) is one that has 
been used and proven since the beginnings of com-
merce (Chen, 2000). In this model the retailer provides 
a service to customers by displaying products and 
providing information and advice on the product. Most 
of the time with smaller purchases the goods are ex-
changed at the same time as the payment is received. 
Although with larger or customized goods, the item is 
delivered at a later date. The most important success 
factors of this retail model include: 
• store location;
• store atmosphere;
• store layout and merchandise presentation;
• high inventory levels;
• wide product range.

 

What is termed e-commerce actually covers retailing 
using a variety of different channels, and a particular 
internet retailer may use one or more of those avail-
able channels. In some cases an e-commerce retailer 
combines net channels with elements of traditional 
store models. In other cases the new channels are used 
to replace elements of store retail.
The e-commerce retail model (figure 2.16) is totally 
different from the traditional model (Chen, 2000). 
The consumer uses channels like the internet (via an 
Internet Service Provider) to search for a web shop. Via 
this web shop the customer orders a product which will 
be distributed through the supplier or the warehouse. 
The most important success factors for this retail model 
are:
• use of customer databases;
• easy ordering; 
• safe and quick billing of customers;
• good relationships with suppliers.

2.2.2. How e-commerce retail is different
In order to understand the potential impact of the internet on retail and consumer behavior, it is important first 
to understand how e-commerce retailing differs from conventional forms of retailing. At this moment there is no 
generally accepted classification of different types of retailing in literature. Therefore we make the distinction 
between buying in real stores and other retailing methods such as email and internet (e-commerce) which bring 
stores to customers (Engel, 2001).
Therefore the first step is to compare the traditional retail model with the e-commerce retail model.

Traditional retail model E-commerce retail model

Figure 2.15: traditional retail model (Chen, 2000)

Figure 2.16: E-commerce retail model (Chen, 2000)
2.2.3. Cross-channel shopping
Cross-channel shopping can be seen as one of the most important developments in the field of shopping. Either 
supplier, large and small retail shops with specific niche products show despite the economic recession a growth 
in revenues. This does not mean the demise of the traditional physical store. The consumer still uses both the in-
ternet and the physical stores as orientation, information and sales channel. It means however that the traditional 
retailer has to respond to the changing purchasing and orientation behavior (Rohm, 2004). Virtual orientation 
means that consumers are more efficient and can collect more information about products before purchasing 
them.  Important emerging trends in virtual orientation are social media, comparison sites and forums. Through 
these channels the range between consumers is extremely enlarged and extended, allowing both positive and 
negative reviews be rapidly exchanged between consumers. 
Yet a physical store still benefits over a virtual store. The chance that a passerby discovers a store is much harder 
on the internet. This should be contrasted with the high investment costs associated with opening a physical store. 
A virtual store is certainly cheaper to open but the awareness to be found takes a lot more marketing and the use 
of social media.
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Various channels
If we look at all available channels, we can make a difference between 
four types of channels; shop channels, print channels, internet chan-
nels and others. Some examples are shown in figure 2.17. Those chan-
nels are used for orientation, purchasing and reviewing the products. 
Despite of the relative short existence of the internet, it has a lot of 
channels which could be used in sales. And particularly the review sites 
and social media are very strong upcoming channels due to the large 
range they have. 

Orientation channels
Internet increased the number of orientation channels eminent. Figure 
2.18 shows that in 2011 for 47% of the purchases, shoppers oriented 
over the internet (HBD, 2011). In 31% of those purchases the internet 
was crucial for the purchase. Figure 2.19 shows that the internet plays 
an increasingly important role in the orientation on purchases. How-
ever, the traditional store is still being used in one-third (33%) of all 
orientations. As seen in the figures (total channels not equal to 100%) 
consumers sometimes use multiple channels for orientating before they 
decide to purchase or not.    

Figure 2.17: Channeltypes

Figure 2.18: Orientation channels, translated             
                      (HBD,2011)

Figure 2.19: Developments channels, translated                   
   (HBD, 2011)

Figure 2.20 displays the orientation via the internet and the traditional shops for a number of products (HBD, 2011). 
Strikingly, the internet channel is used especially for travel, software and eroticism. The store is popular as an ori-
entation channel for optics, pet supplies and plants / flowers. Furthermore, consumers do not always pre-orientate 
before a purchase is made (see for example the travel product), and sometimes both channels are used.

Figure 2.20: Orientation by   
product, translated (HBD, 2011)
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Purchase channels shopping
The logical step after orientating is the decision to purchase or not. The main difference between orientating and 
purchasing is that the consumer could choose to switch channel and use another channel to do the purchase. Fig-
ure 2.21 shows what kinds of purchases are made on the internet or in a traditional shop (HBD, 2011). 
As seen before in the orienta-
tion-phase, travelling, tickets 
and erotica are also the most 
bought on the internet. If we 
look specific to travelling we 
see that from those who orient-
ed on the internet (85%), 78% 
actually purchased the vacation 
on the internet. This means 
that 7% of the consumers made 
a channel switch. 
Also take into account that not 
everything is bought on the in-
ternet or in a traditional shop. 
For example, insurances are 
also sold via other ways like tel-
ephone. 

Figure 2.21: Purchase by product, 
translated (HBD, 2011)

Cross-channel
The final step is to see how many consumers used a cross-chan-
nel for their purchase. In figure 2.22 is shown what percentage of 
consumers switched from channel after orientating (HBD, 2011). 
Remarkable is that from the consumers who used both internet 
and a traditional shop as orientation channel, 75% choose to make 
the purchase in a traditional store. Another observation is that 
consumers who use the internet to orientate, switch more to a 
traditional shop for the purchase than vice versa. In total more 
consumers show a channel switch to a traditional store than to the 
internet.

Figure 2.22: channel switches, translated (HBD, 2011)

2.2.4. New channels
With the advent of the internet new consumer to consumer channels emerged called social media. Some exam-
ples of  social media are internet forums, social media communication platforms and comparison websites. Those 
three channels are very different from traditional channels because of their enormous range. One can write a 
review and thousands people can read it. 

The oldest of those three are internet forums. An internet forum is an online discussion site where people can 
hold conversations in the form of posted messages which are at least temporarily archived. People could use such 
forums to post reviews of products which they had purchased or could criticise others purchases. Despite the use 
of the internet, those forums have only a small range because people need to sign up to access the forums 

Comparison websites give product reviews from experts and users who access that website.  They have a greater 
range then forums because the websites are open access. 

The newest and most emerging channels are social media communication platforms. Channels like Facebook and 
Twitter have a huge range because reviews and purchases could go from profile to profile where every new profile 
has also a lot of connections to new profiles.    
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There are six different kinds of people (Mans, 2011) who use those 
new channels; inactives, spectators, joiners, collectors, critics and 
creators (see figure 2.23).
For e-commerce there are two important groups; collectors and crit-
ics. Collectors are important because they vote on web shops or share 
them with other people. Critics are important because they post rat-
ings/reviews of products or services.

As seen in figure 2.24, the Netherlands has a lot of spectators and 
relatively few collectors and critics (Mans, 2011). Remarkable is that 
the United States has relatively many collectors and critics. An expla-
nation for this could be that most of the social media sites found its 
origin in the United States and therefore consumers are already more 
into it. 

Figure 2.23: Types of new channel users (Mans, 2011)

Figure 2.24: Types of users who uses new channels (Mans, 2011)

Those new channels are used mostly to stay up to date (figure 2.26). However in the United Kingdom and Germany 
people use social media and forums the most for product researching. The Netherlands scores the lowest of every 
country for research / finding product to buy (Mans, 2011).

As seen in figure 2.25 the Netherlands lag behind other European countries (Mans, 2011). Only 62% percent of 
the people in the age of 15-44 use those channels. Norway, Greece and Spain have a larger user base from around 
80%. In all countries do younger people use those new channels more than older people. 

Figure 2.25: Age of users who uses new  
channels (Mans, 2011)

Figure 2.26: function of new channels (Mans, 2011)
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2.2.5. Conclusion
As seen in this section, the internet has opened the way for a lot more channels. But even with the highest internet 
rate of Europe, the purchases made via internet are far behind the purchases made in physical stores. Another 
conclusion is that orientation via the internet gives more physical purchases then vice versa. 
Some very important upcoming trends are new channels like forums, social media communication platforms and 
comparison websites. Unlike traditional channels, they have a very huge range. Although the Netherlands have the 
highest internet rate of Europe, they are lagging behind on the use of social media. 

2.3.1. Effects of e-commerce
The advent of the multi-channel shopping and the emergence of E-commerce could lead to four effects on the cur-
rent retail market (Weltevreden, 2007a). There may be substitution where physical store operations are replaced 
by purchases via the Internet. 
In addition, there may be complementarity which can be divided into two effects: enhancement and efficiency. 
Enhancement means that the use of one channel leads to the use of another. For example, a consumer could find 
a nice store through a website and visit the physical store afterwards. Efficiency means that the use of a channel 
makes using a different channel easier. A consumer can visit for example a website and start selecting the best 
physical shop and then actually visit that shop. 
Modification means that the use of one channel changes the use of a different channel. The use of the internet 
for example may change the timing, duration and destination. Or when a consumer is better informed through the 
internet, he / she is likely to spend less time on physical shopping. 
Finally there’s neutrality. In this case, the use of a channel does not affect any other channel. Thus it is possible that 
a purchase which took place over the Internet would not have occurred if the internet as a channel did not exist. 
Various studies (Weltevreden, 2007a) show that the substitution effects are marginal but are increasing. The 
amount of purchases that currently occur on the internet is still far behind the physical purchases. About the 
enhancement and modification effects the studies contradict each other. It is unclear what the dominant effect 
is. However, it can be said with certainty that online information seeking has a more positive effect on physical 
shopping than physical shopping has on internet shopping. But impressions of both an offline and online store can 
influence consumer online purchase intentions (Verhagen et al., 2008). To link offline and online stores, retailers 
could link offline and online databases. For example: they can remind online consumers of their offline purchases 
and inform them about interesting, similar, online offers.

2.3. Consumer developments
In this section we discuss the effects of e-commerce on traditional shopping. Purchases made via the internet could 
have an effect on physical purchases or vice versa. We also discuss the difference between e-commerce in urban 
and rural areas and finally a comparison is made between physical and virtual shopping.

2.3.2. Spatial differences
If we look at spatial differences between urban and rural areas, the following hypotheses are formulated (Farag, 
2006): 

• Consumers in urban areas have a greater chance of using e-commerce because it better reflects their lifestyle. 
In urban areas, the technology is better developed and people are generally better educated. This is called the 
innovation diffusion hypothesis or urban density hypothesis.

• Consumers in rural areas have a greater chance of e-commerce because they must travel farther to reach 
stores so they are more likely to use the internet. This is called the efficiency hypothesis or global village hy-
pothesis. 

According to Farag (2006), there is no unambiguous conclusion. It is true that consumers in urban environments 
use e-commerce sooner. But once consumers in rural areas made use of e-commerce, they continue to do that 
more often and frequently. Weltevreden (2007a) shows that when there are more of the same stores within a 10 
minutes drive by car, the likelihood increases that consumers seek online information about products. This hap-
pens because there is a choice where the purchase can be made. The chance of buying online increases as urbani-
zation increases. However, the lower the degree of urbanization the more often consumers buy on the Internet 
(see hypothesis Farag).
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2.3.3. Physical shopping versus e-shopping
The Internet is increasingly important in today’s society. Unfortunately there is only little research available on the 
choices made by consumers between virtual and physical stores. However, Lee and Tan (2003) attempted to model 
the store choice behavior and preference for online and physical stores. The two main factors in this study are the 
usefulness of the retail context and the risk perception of consumers about the product and service.
The consumer experience pleasure and utility of shopping in a physical store itself, leading to a positive experi-
ence. Consumers choose mostly for physical stores to purchase products with a high risk. They will choose a virtual 
environment for products or services that have a low risk, such as brands or retailers with a good reputation. To 
successfully compete with virtual shops, physical stores have to improve their shopping environment and services 
and have to focus on products and services with a high risk. Virtual stores should focus on reducing the purchase 
risk in online shopping (Weltevreden, 2007a).

Physical shopping
A distinction can be made between three types of purchases (Weltevreden, 2007a); groceries, non-daily shopping 
(clothing etc.) and major purchases (furniture etc.). As shown in table 2.1, the groceries are primarily purchased in 
community centers (24%) followed by inner cities (19%) -> village centers (19%) -> district centers (11%) -> remain-
ing sites. The non-daily goods are practically always purchased in the inner cities (67%). And the big purchases are 
mainly purchased in the large concentrations (21%) and inner cities (41%). Table 2.1 show that the inner cities have 
relatively the most traffic for all three type purchases. The reason for this is that inner cities have the largest and 
most diverse range of shops.

Table 2.1: Types of purchases (Weltevreden, 2007a)

Looking at frequency and duration, it can be 
said that consumers purchase groceries on av-
erage 10 times per month with an average stay 
of 40 minutes per visit. These groceries are 
mostly done walking or by bicycle and 23% of 
the respondents experiences no pleasure in do-
ing them (HBD, 2011). The non-daily purchases 
are done on average 3 times per month with an 
average stay of 80 minutes per visit. These pur-
chases are mainly made by car and public trans-
port and 51% of respondents
are experiencing pleasure in doing them (HBD, 2011). The large purchases, with an average of 108 minutes per 
visit, are mainly done by car and 44% of the consumers experience them as pleasant (HBD, 2011).

Virtual shopping
Consumers orientate on average 39 times a year via the internet. This results in 10 purchases with an average ex-
penditure of 225 Euros. The average web search takes 31.5 minutes and 40% of the consumers experience them as 
pleasant (thuiswinkel.org, 2011). The items which are purchased the most via the internet are second hand goods, 
books, CDs, DVDs and holidays / event tickets. 29% of these purchases are done from e-tailers such as Bol.com, 
18% from mail order companies such as Wehkamp, 17% from producers and service providers and only 11% from 
traditional retailers which maintain a web shop (thuiswinkel.org, 2011).

Impact of e-commerce on physical stores
Research shows that 26% of e-shoppers has oriented in a physical store before purchasing on the internet. This 
covers mainly orientations in the inner city (HBD, 2011). 77% of all consumers ever orientated via the Internet and 
16% do this with price comparison sites. 25% of the orientations at an online merchant lead to the purchase of that 
good on the internet. The orientation does not always mean that the consumer buys something online at the same 
shop (showroom effect). This event occurs mainly at retailers from the brown and white goods industry.

Effects of physical stores on e-commerce 
Orientating via the Internet before buying something in a physical store occurs mostly for non-daily and big pur-
chases. This variant of orientation is more common than vice versa. This type of e-commerce leads to price-con-
scious consumers who mainly consists out of men and youths (Weltevreden, 2007a). Especially consumers with 
multiple stores within reach are better in conscious shopping. This also confirms the efficiency hypothesis.
Consumers who search more often online, visit inner cities more frequent. Also the greater the number of years 
the consumer purchases on the internet, the less time they spent on everyday purchases at all. This means that 
e-shopping leads to more efficiently shopping (Weltevreden, 2007a). Substitution by e-shopping will continue to 
increase as more consumers will buy over the Internet.
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Farag et al. (2007) show that people who frequently search online make more non-daily shopping trips, and that 
frequent in-store shoppers are frequent online buyers. It thus appears that, in terms of shopping trip frequencies, 
e-shopping and in-store shopping tend to complement or generate each other.

Attributes of shopping modes
Figure 2.27 summarizes the attributes of shopping modes discussed above. According to Hsiung Hsiao (2009) some 
of the attributes may serve economic function (black), and some psychological function (transparent). Psychologi-
cal function is generally fulfilled with consumers perceptions of and feelings toward shopping modes. 

Figure 2.27: Attributes of shopping modes (Hsiung Hsiao, 2009)

2.4.1. Rise of e-commerce
Today, millions of people worldwide use the internet to do anything from exploring to purchasing products online. 
This way, the internet is affecting almost all businesses. Those businesses include the ability to advertise, generate 
and perform regular business functions. The largest impact of e-commerce is to intensify competition and offering 
benefits to consumers like lower prices and more choices. 

The following numbers can indicate the importance of the world wide e-commerce growth (Terzi, 2011). In 1999, 
worldwide e-commerce was worth only $150 billion. Around eight percent of all transactions were made between 
one business to another (B2B). At this moment the US and Canada are leading the world in e-commerce spending, 
however other countries are increasingly shopping online. It is expected that by 2014, the global e-commerce has 
been increased by more than 90 percent.

2.3.4. Conclusion
In this section we discussed four different effects of e-commerce namely, substitution, complementarity, modifica-
tion and neutrality. Since the amount of purchases that currently occur on the internet is still far behind physical 
purchases the substitution effect is marginal. It is unclear which other effect is dominant. 
Although there are differences between urban and rural areas, there is no unambiguous conclusion which area 
uses e-commerce more often. It is true that consumers in urban areas use e-commerce sooner. But once consum-
ers in rural areas make use of e-commerce, they continue to do that more often.  
If we compare physical shopping versus e-shopping it is clear that e-shopping is mostly done for tickets and low 
risk purchases. Purchases with a high risk, such as expensive and new products, are still mostly bought in physical 
stores.    

2.4. International
In this section we discuss the rise of e-commerce in other countries and some facts will be given about internet 
use. Then we discuss the internet growth in developed and developing countries, and what problems undeveloped  
countries encounter. Last, we will discuss an endogenous and exogenous growth theory.
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2.4.2. Developed and developing countries
Developed countries
In developed world regions like the US, Western Europe and parts of Asia, internet effectively opens markets that 
were previously closed. It does not only open new markets but also substitute old ones. Findings based on data 
(Shu-chun, 2007) from the United States and Europe suggest that the most internet intensive sectors are electronic 
components, foods and pharmaceuticals products. It is expected that in other developed regions, the same sec-
tors and industries will be affected. Those developed countries are likely to act the same way as the Dutch market 
described in this study.

Developing countries
Developments may be different for developing countries. As seen in figure 2.2, the internet growth is large in those 
countries, but the amount of consumers who uses the Internet is still very low. The main reasons for this are the 
following economical, sociopolitical and cognitive barriers. 

Economical
Kshetri (2007) has suggested that low internet diffusion in developing countries has led to a low IT-business value 
measured by performance and productivity. Slow internet diffusion in developing countries can be attributed to 
market and infrastructural factors controlling the availability of ICT’s. For example, in Tanzania there is a lack of 
electrical supply, a low density and a lack of purchasing power which resulted in a low rural internet usage. Then 
there is also the problem that manufacturers of e-commerce products focus on large distributors located in devel-
oped countries. 
Another issue in developing countries is the unavailability of credit cards. Kshetri stated that this problem occurs 
for e-commerce in Russia, India and Latin America. But not only the lack of credit cards is a major problem in un-
developed countries. Other aspects of financial systems are also undeveloped. For example, the Caribbean local 
banks do not process online credit card transactions or other forms of electronic payments. 
Further, the economic sector in developing countries consists for a large proportion out of agriculture. Cost-savings 
with e-commerce in those traditional sectors is a lot lower compared to for example electronic components. 
There is also a lot less bandwidth in developing countries which means that more time is needed to transfer data 
which results in a lower advantage of the internet.
Last but not least there is a lack of infrastructure. Rapid growth of e-commerce in Western Europe and the US can 
be attributed to an existing infrastructure and an easy availability of physical delivery systems. Those systems are 
rare in developing countries because it is difficult to attract delivery companies like UPS and FedEX.    

A large portion of that growth is expected to come from Latin America, where the time spent online is expected 
to be doubled. If all these projections are accurate, worldwide e-commerce spending (in billions) for 2014 will be:
• North America $202.8; 
• Western Europe $166.5; 
• Asia-Pacific $93.2; 
• Latin America $27.1; 
• Eastern Europe and Russia $27.0; 
• Australia $4.9; 
• Africa and the Middle East $3.0.

Also, the number of Internet users has reached two billion worldwide and is still growing (Terzia, 2011). When 
looking at the internet growth between 2000 and 2010 (table 2.2) it is clear that particularly undeveloped coun-
tries have made a large growth. 

Table 2.2: Growth internet use 
(Terzia, 2011)

However, this does not mean that e-commerce is only something for undeveloped countries. E-commerce offers 
opportunities to both developed and developing countries. Those gains are most likely concentrated in developed 
countries, but in the long run developing countries have more benefit (Kshetri, 2007). In the short run, developing 
countries do not have the infrastructure to take full advantage of the internet. But in the long run, they could skip 
some of the developing stages which developed countries already passed.
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2.4.3. Endogenous and exogenous growth
Information and communication technologies like the internet continue to have a profound effect on the econo-
mies and societies where they are used. Shun-Chu (2007) describes three related theories to describe the underly-
ing growth in e-commerce at the national level. 
Endogenous growth theory suggests that the primary drivers of e-commerce growth are internal to a country. 
Exogenous growth theory suggests that the primary drivers of e-commerce growth are external to an economic 
system. And then there is a mix of both.

Shun-Chu (2007) states that for endogenous growth the results show that internet user penetration, telecom-
munications investment intensity and education levels within a country have significant impacts on a country’s 
e-commerce growth. His exogenous growth model produced five external variables from a leading country which 
may be associated with e-commerce growth in a given country. Those are the extent of internet user penetration in 
the leading country, the intensity of telecommunications investment, the availability of venture capital, education 
level and the degree of credit card penetration in the economy. Ultimately there is not a dominant growth. Both 
endogenous and exogenous growth are different for each country. For example, countries close to well developed 
countries are more likely to profit from exogenous growth. 

Social political
Social political barriers can be divided in formal (political) and informal (social) barriers (Kshetri, 2007). Those barri-
ers often tend to be more difficult and time consuming to overcome than technological barriers. One of the largest 
social barriers is the preference for personal face-to-face communication. Political barriers also appear in develop-
ing countries. For example, many of those countries lack laws that provide legal validity of digital signatures. Those 
legal barriers are major hindrances to e-commerce in the developing world. 

Cognitive
Cognitive barriers are related to the skills of individual consumers and organisational decision makers (Kshetri, 
2007). Barriers related to this are for example: inadequate awareness, knowledge, skills and confidence. Another 
cognitive barrier is related to computer illiteracy and the lack of English language skills. Most software, computer 
interfaces and web content are in English. But most people of developing countries cannot speak an official lan-
guage other than their own vernacular. 

2.4.4 Conclusion
In this section we discussed the rise of e-commerce in other countries. A fact is that the internet growth is most 
profound in well developed countries. Asia is leading with a growth of 622% in 10 years. The problem with devel-
oping countries is that they simply don’t have the sources to start up e-commerce. They have to overcome several 
economical, social and cognitive barriers which slow down the internet growth. 
Furthermore, the e-commerce growth can be endogenous and exogenous. If it is endogenous the growth comes 
from the country itself, where an exogenous growth means that the growth is based on a leading country.   

Figure 2.28: Barriers in developing 
countries (Kshetri, 2007)

All those barriers influence the pre-trans-
action, transaction and post-transaction 
phases of e-commerce. Kshetri (2007) dis-
cussed when those barriers (figure 2.28) 
could occur at e-commerce in developing 
countries. This figure makes clear why the 
internet growth is far behind in developing 
countries. 
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2.5.1. Trends and development in leisure time
The way we use our leisure time has changed a lot the last decades.  The free time people have increased in quan-
tity compared to 50 years ago. However, the last few years there has been a reversal in this trend. The amount 
of free time people have is declining again. The main reasons for this decline are the rise in employment and the 
increasing complexity of society (NRW, 2011).
The amount of free time affects the way we spend it. But not only the absolute amount determines our leisure 
time, social developments also play a key role here. The combination of less free time, increased amount of leisure 
activities and an increased income leads to more volatile and capital intensive activities which are planned more 
effective. In today’s complex consumer society people make greater demands on their leisure time, and are willing 
to pay for it.     
The time people spend (Weltevreden, 2007a) can 
be divided into three different types; leisure time, 
liabilities and personal care (figure 2.29). On aver-
age people sleep one-third of the day, use one-
third of the day for liabilities and spend one-third 
of the day on leisure time. Of the approximately 
eight hours of free time, one-third is spent out-
door. Outdoor recreation, sports and recreational 
shopping are examples of outdoor pastimes.    Figure 2.29: How people spend 

their time (Weltevreden, 2007a)

Every five years, the Sociaal Cultureel Planbureau (SCP, 2010) provides a snapshot of how the Dutch people spend 
their time. On the basis of surveys they divide the weekly time budget of 168 hours into liabilities, personal care 
and leisure time. When the results over the entire available period are examined, it becomes apparent that people 
spend more time on work than ever and that therefore the pressure within the household increases and free time 
decreases. 
In the latest research by the SCP in 2010, Dutch people had on average 45 hours of free time per week (6.5 hours a 
day). This is a little less than what was stated by Weltevreden in 2007. This could mean that the free time of Dutch 
people decreased in the past several years with 1.5 hours a day. More importantly is the perception of “free time” 
within leisure. The increased pressure for all undertaken activities during the week, changes the overall perception 
of time. Also important to notice is that the age group of 20-64 has more liabilities and therefore less free time to 
spend. While the same age group especially spends more money on shopping than other age groups (Weltvreden, 
2007a).   

The decrease in free time is mainly at the expense of leisure time indoors (NRW, 2011). The leisure time spent out-
door has increased to 39% (3.12 hours a day) in 2010. Yet, Dutch people spend all in all still a big part of their free 
time indoor. Dutch people with an age of 12 years and older spend about two thirds of their time at home. 

2.5.2. Building stones retail
The upcoming trends in retail results from five “building stones” (HBD, 2011). Those building stones represent the 
current global trends.  Those building stones are:

•  Range 
•  Sources 
•  Population
•  Spending 
•  Retail facilities 

Range
With the change in range is meant the rise of faster and more (mobile) internet. This has the consequence that 
consumers can everywhere and anywhere in the world access the web to make purchases or to compare products. 
Retailers simplify the access to their shops by means of specially designed applications. Another observation is that, 
through the internet, the world has become more open and smaller. 

2.5. Future shape of retail
In this section we discuss the trends and developments. First we discuss the trends in leisure time and thereafter 
the trends in retail. Before we can discuss the trends in retail we need to know the global economic trends. Those 
will function as building stones for the retail trends. 
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Where previously only through word of mouth reviews of products were done, it is now possible with the use of 
comparison sites and social networks to create a much greater range. Nowadays, 50% of e-shoppers are buying 
products based on reviews which can be found on such kind of sites (HBD, 2011).

Sources
Sources are not inexhaustible and with the increasing energy prices, the cost of trade, both in the field of transport 
and manufacturing will rise (Beek, 2011). The future commodity crisis will cause margins to shrink and revenues 
will decline in retail. In addition the E-waste of products (waste from used products) will only increase.

Population
The population undergoes major changes the next decades. There is aging and the pyramidal population structure 
will be replaced by a cylindrical configuration (CBS, 2012). For the retail market,  the employment potential is the 
younger population. This remains the same, however, there can be a shortage of qualitative personnel. Due to 
increasing demand in the elderly care and the rapidly growing level of education, fewer young people will opt for 
the retail market (Weltevreden, 2007a). This has the consequence that the average age of a retail businessmen is 
getting higher faster than the average age of the population and that buyers of classic shopping forms are going to 
be increasingly difficult to find.

Spending
The spending of Dutch consumers remains the same but the inflation will increase (CBS, 2012). Consumers are, 
possibly due to the economic crisis, cautious and more price sensitive. Consumers will go from a “materialistic buy” 
to “buy what you need” mentality. While the retail offer is greatly increased and became more diverse. It could be 
said that the retail offer has grown beyond the current consumer (HBD, 2011).

Retail facilities
Looking at the retail supply there is a lower floor productivity (HBD, 2011). The turnover per m2 decreases and 
there is more vacancy (DTZ, 2012). The shops in outlying shopping areas will go from supply driven to demand-driv-
en shopping based on buying patterns, shopping needs and target audience. In the city, 20% of the current shops 
will disappear and particularly the approach routes will have to suffer the most. A1-locations are being bought by 
large retail companies (chain stores), resulting in that all city centers offer the same stores (HBD, 2011). District and 
neighbourhood centers will change because of this proximity effect. New forms of retail such as cross-channel and 
pickup points will make their appearance here.

2.5.3. Trends in retail market
From these building blocks the following 10 trends could be drawn. Some of those trends are used to specify the 
study.
• The consumer individualizes. Consumers are increasingly looking for customized and personalized advice. As a 

consequence, the number of market segments will increase, and there will be space for niche markets (HBD, 
2011).

• Cross-channel shopping plays an increasingly important role. Online and offline sales are matched and the 
mobile phone is part of the orientation and purchase process. The store is more and more a showroom rather 
than a place for holding the stock (HBD, 2011).

• With the advent of comparison sites, forums and social media, consumers have become experts. Consumers 
orient themselves increasingly through the Internet and augmented reality ensures that the consumer does 
know what he purchases (Weltevreden, 2007b).

• Chain stores will have a global strategy with space for local adjustments. Consumers want to live close to the 
shops. The social interaction is going to play a larger role, and consumers prefer smaller shops for individual 
advice (Weltevreden, 2007a).

• Due to the busy life consumers make smart use of their time. Work and leisure are combined and there is a 
clear line between fun shopping and run shopping. Opening hours are tailored to the needs of the audience 
and theme-oriented recreational and shopping malls will give a total experience. In addition there will be delib-
erately created scarcity in order to entice consumers for rapid impulsive purchases. Examples of this are pop-up 
stores, which are present only a short time and then disappear again (HBD, 2011).

• With the advent of the Internet, consumers are better informed about products. Consumers must be informed 
honest and open about their purchases. Consumers are more demanding and the pressure on production proc-
ess increases from the perspective of more sustainable environments (Beek, 2011).

• The proportion of elderly is growing and this group will be the largest new audience. The number of house-
holds is increasing and households are getting smaller (CBS, 2012).
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• Retailers cannot serve the whole market. There will be a new generation of discounters in an attractive and rep-
resentative shopping environment. Trends and innovation are increasingly important which means a shorter 
product life. Because of this, consumers also want to pay less (HBD, 2011). 

• Due to the limited growth with inflation and high costs the prices are under pressure. However, the consumer 
has higher expectations about the performance of retailers. The consumer buys cautious and conservative. The 
price transparency will be important and the consumer does not choose the lowest price, but makes the choice 
on the quality of retailer also known as the “no compromise game” (Molenaar, 2009).

• Economic processes are very powerful in countries like China and India. Incomes raise fast resulting in more 
profit and growth opportunities. Therefore, manufacturers will focus primarily on those countries which means 
that retail concepts in the Netherlands should last longer. This means more opportunities for retailers to be  
distinctive (HBD, 2011).

Trends such as cross-channel shopping, consumers becoming experts and better informed will be investigated fur-
ther in this study.

  

2.5.4. Effects on retail format
The Internet offers traditional retailers new opportunities to better serve existing customers and also to attract 
new customers (Molenaar, 2009). Online sales have little negative impact on sales and shop space (Diseon, 2005). 
If one looks at the various shopping areas it is noticeable that with the introduction of e-commerce displacement 
phenomena occur between the shopping areas. For the inner cities, the decrease in e-commerce sensitive sectors 
will be compensated by recreational shopping. For the district centers there is a lot more annoyance. These centers 
are not suitable for recreational shopping and will eventually scale up to runshopping centers with large supermar-
kets. Neighbourhood and community shopping centers could benefit from e-commerce with their small distance to 
the consumer. They could serve as a base for product issuance ordered over the Internet.

2.5.5. Conclusion
The way we use leisure time has changed a lot the last decade. The time people spend can be divided into three 
different types; leisure time, liabilities and personal care. Of the eight hours leisure time people have on average, 
they spend a little bit over one-third outdoors. 
The upcoming trends in retail give traditional retailers opportunities to distinguish them from others. They should 
not  be scared of those trends, but use them. The internet means better service for existing customers and it can 
also attract new customers.  

2.6. Final conclusion literature study
This chapter discussed the important literature that is needed to specify the research questions for this study. It 
gave answer to the question of what steps consumers undertake in the purchasing process; the Consumer Decision 
Process model (CDP-model). This model which makes a distinction between seven stages is based on three phases: 
recognition, searching and decision, and will be used as base model for this research study.
It appeared that there are more models trying to explain the store choice of consumers. Although those are all very 
different all those models use determinants such as product and store factors and personal characteristics. Since 
social media shopping can be seen as a different way of shopping, those determinants do also play a role here.

Internet has opened the way for a lot more shopping channels. Next to traditional ways of shopping such as physi-
cal shopping and post order shopping there are now channels such as webshopping and some very important up-
coming trends such as forums, social media communication platforms and comparison websites. But even with the 
highest internet rate of Europe in the Netherlands, the purchases made via internet are far behind the purchases 
made in physical stores. 

This chapter discussed four different effects of e-commerce namely, substitution, complementarity, modification 
and neutrality. Since the amount of purchases that currently occur on the internet is still far behind physical pur-
chases the substitution effect is marginal. It’s unclear which other effect is dominant. 
Although there are differences between urban and rural areas, there is no unambiguous conclusion which area 
uses e-commerce more often. It is true that consumers in urban areas are more likely to use e-commerce. But once 
consumers in rural areas make use of e-commerce, they continue to do that more often.  
If we compare physical shopping versus e-shopping it is clear that e-shopping is mostly done for tickets and low 
risk purchases. Purchases with a high risk, such as expensive and new products, are still mostly bought in physical 
stores. Those statements will be investigated further for social media shopping in this study. 

Finally some important trends in retail in the retail market will be investigated further in this study, namely;
• Cross-channel shopping plays an increasingly important role.
• With the advent of comparison sites, forums and social media, consumers have become experts. 
• With the advent of the Internet, consumers are better informed about products.  
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3. Social media
This chapter focuses on the use of social media as new communication channels in the purchasing process. This 
chapter starts with an explanation of what changes social media brings to the consumers. Then the differences 
between social media will be discussed. This chapter ends with an integration of social media in the consumer 
decision process model (CDP-model). The purpose of this chapter is to provide an answer to the following research 
questions: What are the differences between social media, which forms of social media must be investigated, in 
which steps of the consumer decisions process model do social media play a role?

3.1. What makes social media so different?
With the advent of social media, the consumer-company relationship has totally revamped. Companies can no 
longer communicate simply by shouting one-way messages at consumers. And no longer do companies hold all the 
power while consumers struggle to get their voices heard. 
In fact, today’s consumers can be heard loud and clear. The consumer can use his voice everywhere, including 
review websites, blogs, social sites like Facebook and twitter and many other social outlets. It is therefore that 
companies have to pay attention because social media are changing the way customers do business. Social media 
are influencing the entire buying process. 
Many stores and brands don’t con-
sider the influence of social media 
on their products. For example in 
figure 3.1 is shown that a simple 
notification on a message board 
(Facebook), with the help of a fan 
can result in a spread of the mes-
sage across all the friends of the 
fan and a higher return of invest-
ment (ROI) for the store or brand. 
When the notification reaches all 
the friends, the cycle starts over 
again (Kaplan, 2010). In this way, 
customers are using social media 
to explore companies before doing 
business with them.

Figure 3.1: Influence of social media on purchasing process (Kaplan, 2010)

Consumers raise their voice 
There is a misunderstanding that social media directly influence purchasing behavior of the consumers. Accord-
ing to Sucharita (2011), social media rarely influence on the purchasing behavior of the consumers. Instead, social 
media can only influence on the consumers through the spreading of thoughts and opinions, which the consumers 
receive from their reference group (Nathan, 2010). 
Because everybody has their reference group, and is in someone else’s reference group as well on social media, 
every opinion matters. In this way it is possible that a complaint or recommendation about a product or store could 
lead to a change of behavior of another unknown consumer on the internet.

Social media become a credible information provider for consumers 
More and more consumers search reviews and evaluations of products on social media before they purchase some-
thing. 7 out of 10 consumers have visited social media such as message boards, social networking sites and blogs 
to gather purchasing information, in which more than half of consumers have great confidence in the information 
sources and nearly 70% of them would change their purchasing decisions based on previously word-of-mouth 
(DEI, 2008). In addition, social media such as Wikipedia and comparison websites, which allow users to co-create 
web content or rate the web content, become a strong reference for consumers. People tend to believe that the 
joint effort of multiple authors results in a better and more trusty outcome than any other individual could achieve 
(Nathan, 2010). 

Free is better 
For consumers there is an enormous free database of social media. In a few clicks the consumers can read reviews 
of products, watch the latest trends on Youtube or see what his friends like. All of this is free and it’s understandable 
that consumers search for social media first rather than directly go to an online or physical store. 
For retailers, this free social media means publicity with reduced marketing and promotion costs. A downside is 
that it becomes more difficult for retailers to manage copyright-protected materials, shared between social media 
users. Another downside is that retailers can hardly respond to negative publicity. 
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Consumers spend more time on social media  
With the advent of smart phones and tablets, computers aren’t the only access point anymore for social media. It 
is predictable that as more and more people own those new devices, people could more often instantly share in-
formation and exchange opinions. This way, there are almost no limits regarding time and locations for consumers 
to gain access on social media. 

3.2. Variety of social media
As seen above, the tools and strategies for communication with and between customers have changed significantly 
with the emergence of social media. This form of media is described as “a variety of new sources of online informa-
tion that are created, initiated, circulated and used by consumers intent on education each other about products, 
brands, stores, personalities and issues” (Blackshaw and Nazzaro, 2004).
Social media include a wide range of online word-of-mouth forums including blogs, discussion boards, chat rooms, 
consumer product or service ratings websites, social networks and many more. Those social media have become a 
major factor in the purchase process, including awareness, information acquisition, opinions, attitudes, purchase 
behavior, and post-purchase communication and evaluation (Mangold and Faulds, 2009). Since there is such a 
variety of social media and all of those platforms influence the consumers decision process differently, the most 
important ones are shown below and are divided in several categories. Since social media are evolving constantly, 
platforms arise and go. Therefore the list of social media is never 100% accurate.

Communication
The biggest and most important category of social media is communication. People use blogs to spread their opin-
ion, use social networks to maintain friendships and use event planners to share their activities. In this type of so-
cial media the users often know each other and share the same interests.  Communication platforms are a perfect 
example of social media where people influence each other’s consumer behavior. Since most people know each 
other and have the same interests, it is likely that products or stores (dis)liked by a user, will also be (dis)liked by his 
friends. On top of that it is very easy to share your opinion with users on communication platforms. Some examples 
of communication platforms are:  

• Blogs: WordPress, Blogger, BlogHer, Drupal, ExpressionEngine, LiveJournal, Open Diary, TypePad, Vox, Xanga
• Microblogging: Dailybooth, FMyLife, Google Buzz, Identi.ca, Jaiku, Nasza-Klasa.pl, Plurk, Posterous, Qaiku, 

Tumblr
• Engagement Advertising & Monetization: SocialVibe
• Location-based social networks: Facebook places, Foursquare, Geoloqi, Google Latitude, Gowalla, The Hotlist, 

Yelp, Inc.
• Events: Eventful, The Hotlist, Facebook events, Upcoming, Yelp, Inc.
• Information Aggregators: Netvibes, Twine (website)
• Online Advocacy and Fundraising: Causes, Jumo, Kickstarter, IndieGoGo
• Social networking: Facebook, Twitter, Pinterest, Instagram, Bebo, Chatter, Cyworld, Diaspora, Google+, Hi5, 

Hyves, IRC, LinkedIn, Mixi, MySpace, Netlog, Ning, Orkut, Plaxo, Tagged, Tuenti, XING, Yammer

Collaboration/authority building 
Collaboration and authority building social media is aimed on working together with other people. People share 
files and photo’s or use platforms to co-create media. Most of those platforms reach a wide audience and most of 
the time users do not know each other. Unlike communication platforms it is harder with this kind of social media 
to influence the consumer behavior of other users. Since most users do not know each other it is much harder to 
reach the target group. An advantage of this type of social media is that people tend to believe that the joint effort 
of multiple authors’ results in a better and more trusty outcome than any other individual could achieve. Some 
examples of collaboration platforms are:

• Collaboration: Central Desktop
• Content Management Systems: WordPress, Blogspot, E107 (CMS), Drupal, Joomla, Plone
• Diagramming and Visual Collaboration: Creately
• Document Managing and Editing Tools: Docs.com, Dropbox.com, Google Docs, Syncplicity
• Social bookmarking (or social tagging): CiteULike, Delicious, Diigo, Google Reader, StumbleUpon, folkd, Zotero
• Social Media Gaming: Zynga, Empire Avenue
• Social navigation: Trapster, Waze
• Social news: Digg, Stumble Upon, Chime.In (formerly Mixx), Newsvine, NowPublic, Reddit
• Research/Academic Collaboration: Mendeley, Zotero
• Wikis: PBworks, Wetpaint, Wikia, Wikidot, Wikimedia, Wikispaces, Wikinews
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Entertainment
Entertainment is also a very big social media category. People play games on game sharing sites, watch videos on 
media platforms and live a complete other life in virtual worlds. This category of social media is also a strong way 
to influence other users’ behavior. Although people do not know each other directly, they show the same interests. 
On top of that people become friends in virtual worlds and could use those worlds as a communication platform. 
And since people who watch media on entertainment platforms already showed their interests by clicking on that 
specific video they want to see, it is possible that the viewer also likes the products and stores which are used in 
the video. Although it can also be that the store or product in the video is put into a negative light. Some examples 
of entertainment platforms are:

• Game sharing: Zynga. Armor Games, Kongregate, Miniclip, Newgrounds
• Media and entertainment platforms: YouTube, MySpace, Cisco Eos, mtv.com
• Virtual worlds: Second Life, Active Worlds, Forterra Systems, The Sims Online, World of Warcraft, RuneScape

Multimedia
Multimedia platforms also have a strong possibility to influence others’ consumer behavior. When using for exam-
ple livecasting platforms, the caster could reach a very big audience which already has similar interests as the caster. 
Sharers of multimedia could also use ads in their media. Some examples of multimedia platforms are:    

• Livecasting: YouTube, Skype, Ustream, blip.tv, Justin.tv, Livestream, oovoo, OpenCU, Stickam
• Music and audio sharing: Pandora Radio, GrooveShark, Spotify, Guvera, Bandcamp, ccMixter, The Hype Ma-

chine, imeem, Last.fm, MySpace Music, ReverbNation.com, ShareTheMusic, Soundclick, SoundCloud, Turnta-
ble.fm, 8tracks.com

• Photography and art sharing: Instagram, Pinterest, Flickr, Picasa, deviantArt, Photobucket, SmugMug, Zooomr, 
Webshots

• Presentation sharing: Prezi, scribd, SlideShare
• Video sharing: YouTube, Qik, Vimeo, Dailymotion, Metacafe, Nico Nico Douga, Openfilm, sevenload, Viddler

Reviews and Opinions 
Together with communication platforms those are the strongest platforms to influence other users’ consumer be-
havior. Those platforms often offer comprehensive reviews of products and stores. Sometimes they also offer prices 
of different stores so the user can compare them. Users do not know each other most of the time so it is harder to 
trust other opinions. Some examples of review and opinion platforms are:   

• Business reviews: Customer Lobby, Yelp, Inc.
• Community Q&A: ask.com, Askville, EHow, Quora, Stack Exchange, WikiAnswers, Yahoo! Answers
• Product reviews: epinions.com, MouthShut.com, Yelp.com, Cnet.com, Amazon.com product reviews

Optimization / Brand monitoring 
Those types of social media are different than the previous. They are used by companies as a tool to see how 
brands, stores or other social media platforms perform and are used to optimize them. Since those social media are 
used for business to business (B2B) purposes and not used for business to consumer (B2C) purposes they are not 
further studied and used in this study. Some examples of optimization and brand monitoring platforms are:  

• Social Media Optimization: SocialFlow
• Social media measurement: Attensity, Statsit, Sysomos, Vocus, SocialFlow, Simplify360, Brandwatch, Webflu-

enz
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3.3. Social media integration in the CDP-model
Now it is clear that there are 6 different categories of social media, it is possible to integrate them into the CDP-
model. The CDP-model, also discussed in the literature review in chapter 2, makes a distinction between   
seven stages which consumers undergo while making a decision. The model is based on three phases: recognition, 
searching and decision. Social media could influence almost all steps of the CDP-model. Some possible (hypothetical) 
uses of social media in the CDP-model are (other usages of social media are possible and will be apparent after the 
survey): 

Step 1: 
The decision process begins with the recognition of a need. The consumer realizes that there is a problem or a need 
and would like to have it solved. In this step there are several social media categories which could influence the rec-
ognition of a need. For example:
• A user of a communication platform likes or bought a product, his friends see this and want that product as well. 
• A user of a collaboration / authority building platform can encounter a lack of tools which other users use. 
• A user of an entertainment platform can play a game and recognize he does not have the hardware used by other 

players.
• A user of a multimedia platform can see a video of some product he wants.

Step 2:
Once the consumer has recognized his need, he needs to find a way to satisfy this need. The consumer will then 
search for information which can help him to facilitate the decision-making and restrict wrong decisions. In this step 
there are some social media categories which could help, for example:
• A user of a communication platform can ask the opinion of other users on the platform. 
• A user of a review and opinion platform can look for alternatives and search for others’ opinions about the prod-

uct or store.

Step 3:
Once the consumer has enough information collected, he will evaluate the alternatives that he encountered during 
the search for information. In this phase the consumer compares what he knows about the products, brands and 
what he finds important. In this step a few social media categories could influence the evaluation of alternatives. For 
example:
• A user of a communication platform can ask others to help evaluate.
• A user of a review and opinion platform can evaluate the alternatives.

Step 4:
After the evaluation, the consumer will decide whether to purchase a product or not. This is done by the consumer 
himself and therefore it is hard to predict if the consumer uses social media in this step. With the help of a survey 
later on, it will be revealed whether consumers use social media in this step or not. 

Step 5:
After this stage follows the consumption of the goods or services. With some products, it is possible that the user 
gets influenced by social media while already using the product. A good example of this is a smart phone. Even if the 
phone is already bought; people could get influenced by others to download new application etc. A few examples of 
social media categories which could influence the consumption of goods:  
• A user of a communication platform can get information about bought products from others. 
• A user of a review and opinion platform can explore new functions of his products which he didn’t think of.

Step 6: 
If the product has been consummated, the consumer can make the judgment if the product has met the expecta-
tions. The evaluation after the consumption is important because it is used in future purchasing decisions by him or 
others. Some social media categories which can be used for evaluating:
• A user of a communication platform can tell other users about his findings.
• A user of a review and opinion platform can make an evaluation of the used product or store.
• A user of a multimedia platform could express his opinion in a video or live stream.
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As seen above and in figure 3.2, social 
media could influence almost every step 
of the CDP-model. Notable is that espe-
cially the social media categories commu-
nication platforms and review and opin-
ion platforms may occur a lot.
With the advent of social media a new 
way of shopping has come into existence. 
Although most of the time it is not pos-
sible to directly purchase products or 
services through social media, social me-
dia may affect the buying process signifi-
cantly.

3.4. Conclusion
This chapter discussed the new possibili-
ties of social media. The many different 
social media platforms were categorized 
into six categories: multimedia, reviews 
/ opinion, entertainment, communica-
tion, collaboration / authority building 
and optimization and brand monitoring. 
This chapter also showed how social me-
dia could influence the steps of the CDP-
model. Communication platforms and re-
view and opinion platforms are used most 
frequently in store and product choice 
behavior. Communication platforms may 
be used for every single step except in 
the purchase decision. While review and 
opinion platforms may be used in steps 2, 
3, 5 and 6. Entertainment and multimedia 

Figure 3.2: Social media in the CDP-model

platforms are predicted to be used in step 1 and 6. This study will investigate further if those social media platforms 
are indeed used in those steps of the CDP-model.  

Step 7:
During the last phase, the disposal of the product, the consumer has several options. The consumer can exhaust 
the product or service, recycle or resell the product on the market. An example how social media could influence 
this decision:
• A user of a communication platform can let others know that he sells a product.
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4. Determinants of consumer behavior
It is possible to determine the individual factors which influence consumer behavior. The determinants are ele-
ments or factors which play a role in consumer behavior. Those determinants may be different for traditional-, 
internet- and social media shopping. This chapter will provide an answer to the research question: what are the 
important determinants of consumer behavior?
Summarizing or defining the determinants of consumer behavior is anything but an easy task for several reasons. 
Firstly, it is impossible to fully analyse and understand the consumer. Moreover, the consumer usually does not 
know exactly why he makes certain choices. This makes it difficult to understand the real motivations of consumers. 
Secondly, there are also interaction effects between determinants which makes it is impossible to research them 
all. Thirdly, many studies contradict each other, hampering the identification of certain determinants.
To still make a structured approach, the determinants of consumer behavior are split into three groups: Personal 
factors, situation-related factors and object-related factors.

4.1. Personal factors
In this section the influence of individual factors on consumer behavior will be discussed. These factors are inherent 
to a person such as age, gender and character.

Age
Age is an important determinant of consumer behavior. Lumpkin et al. (1985) investigated which store attributes 
determine the store choice and investigated deeper the differences between different age groups. The results 
showed that older customers are less price conscious then their younger counterparts. Also the proximity of the 
store was less important for older customers. They saw shopping more as entertainments and were considered 
more hedonic consumers. Angell et al. (2012) confirm this and says that because of this elderly are an extremely 
valuable segment. They also state that store attributes such as service, quality and store cleanliness are more 
important for elderly. Jackson et al. (2010) state that convenience has been more important to older generations. 
Parking, traffic and hours of operation are also more important to older consumers. Older people rely more on 
salespeople than younger people do.
The age of consumers also has a big impact on internet-, and social media shopping. Younger people know bet-
ter how to use computers and are more abundant on social media. Breazeale et al. (2010) investigated American 
teenager consumer behavior. They concluded that younger people are more self esteem and are more willing to 
take the risks to shop online. They also state that teens are more familiar with interpersonal communication such 
as social media platforms. Younger consumers attach more importance to price, promotion and the variation within 
the store.

Gender
Noble et al. (2006) searched for the influence of gender on shopping motives. The results were that men are more 
focused on the ease of obtaining the information, while women on the other hand seemed to search more for 
uniqueness, a good assortment, and social interaction and just to shop without really wanting to buy something. 
Therefore, Noble called women more hedonic consumers and men rather utilitarian. 
Jackson et al. (2010) confirm this and state that males and females differ in many aspects of consumption, product 
choice and response to advertising and product positioning. Females are also more involved in the purchasing se-
quence, seeking information more actively before making purchases and spend more time in stores than males do. 
Raajpoot et al. (2007) state that 67% of women enjoy shopping compared to 37% of men. They also have found that 
women are more likely to buy in a store than are men, and that women are more likely to buy gifts than men. Men 
seek more assistance from salespeople. In general, both male and female customers are attracted by the product 
offerings in a store. However, men and women place different importance on product assortment. Because women 
tend to enjoy shopping, a broader product assortment provides a greater opportunity to engage in shopping activ-
ity and heightened hedonic value. In contrast, men would prefer a better product selection.
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Cultural and social influences
The social class is closely related to the income but there is still a significant nuance between the two. For example, 
a rich person is not just the same as a poor person with lots of money. He probably has also other ideals, a different 
personality, different friends etc. Nowadays, the social and economic conditions in which consumers live is greatly 
changed. People earn more money, have less free time, have a greater probability to continue studying etc. The 
distinction between different social classes therefore seems to fade away, though there are still differences. 
Cultural factors influence the pattern of living, of consumption and decision making by individuals. It can be ac-
quired from the family, from the region or from all that has been around the consumer while he is living. Material 
culture influences technology and how it brings cultural changes like the use of mobile phones, clothing styles and 
fashion (Yuvarni, 2011).  

Risk aversion
Perceived risk is that level of risk a consumer believes exists regarding the purchase of a specific product from a 
specific retailer, whether or not that belief is factually correct (Kim et al., 2007). 
In order to purchase something, the consumer must overcome the perceived risk. The more important the pur-
chase is to the customer, the greater the perceived risk. Therefore, if a customer is considering buying groceries for 
dinner tonight, the perceived risk is relatively low. If he or she is buying groceries because someone special comes 
over for dinner, the perceived risk goes up. Perceived risks are also greater if the customer has not dealt with a 
specific retailer before. New or unbranded items also raise perceived risk. There are six different kinds of perceived 
risk (Kim et al., 2007):

Functional – For example: will the product perform as the consumer expects?  
Physical – For example: can the product hurt the consumer, his children or his pets?  
Social – For example: what will the friends of the consumer think?  
Psychological – For example: does the consumer the right thing?  
Financial – For example: can the consumer afford the purchase? 
Time – For example: how much time and effort may the consumer spend to make this purchase? 

Dash et al. (1976) investigated the effect of perceived risk of a purchase on the shopping choices of consumers. 
According to them, the choice of the store type depended on the information the consumer had gathered before 
the actual purchase.   
Consumers with more knowledge choose for specialized stores while consumers with less knowledge choose elect-
ed stores. So according to Dash et al. (1976) a shop is chosen on the basis of the risk that the consumer expects. 
These finding imply that a consumer will choose a store on his confidence and risk perception. This was researched 
with the help of two different groups. The first group purchased sound equipment in a specialist store and the other 
group purchased sound equipment in a warehouse. As expected, the customers who bought their equipment in 
the specialist store indeed felt more confident, experienced less risk and found the quality of the product more 
important than their counterparts who bought the equipment in a warehouse.  
One way to reduce the risk, is offering strong brands. Hisrich et al. (1972) found that the risk associated with a prod-
uct is transferred to the store and that it is more likely to happen in product categories which are not dominated by 
strong brands, Kim et al. (2007) confirms this. 
For online and social media shopping the perceived risk is probably bigger as there may be uncertainties regard-
ing service, guarantee etc. Kim et al. (2007) stated that consumers’ perceptions of privacy protection and security 
protection both had strong influences on trust and risk. This suggests that both privacy and security are important 
for consumers as they shop online.

Store attitude
The general attitude of a consumer towards a shop or store type will probably have a direct effect on the consum-
er’s quality perception of the store (MacKenzie and Lutz, 1989). Several empirical studies indicated that there is a 
relationship between positive store attitude, store choice and the frequency of visiting that store (Eastlick and Liu, 
1997). For online retailers it is much harder to obtain a positive store attitude.
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Income
Allard et al. (2009) stated that low-income customers have a propensity to be appealed by the hedonic dimension 
of shopping. Meanwhile, high-income customers are more attracted by the utilitarian dimension of shopping. This 
means that lower-incomes are more recreational shoppers and higher-incomes are more economic shoppers.
Lioyd and Jennings (1978) concluded from their research on shopping behavior that consumers with lower incomes 
tended to choose stores related close to their homes, while consumers with higher income tended to choose stores 
related close to other stores they wanted to visit. One reason for this behavior is that rich consumers want to get 
seen by others. They also showed that people with similar income levels and cultural values are more likely to have 
similar shopping behavior than individuals with different incomes and cultural values.  There is little research done 
on the relation between income and online shopping.

Family
Store choice is usually studied at the individual level while the purchases are often consumed by the family, es-
pecially food purchases. In some cases, the products are consumed by one of the family while the purchase was 
done by another family member (toys, clothing for men, etc.). So it is possible that although the consumer shops 
individually, the store choice may be influenced by the family or indirectly by previous visits when the family joined 
the consumer (Blackwell et al., 2001). 

Volume of purchases
Large and small volume buyers have different shopping patterns. Households which buy less often and therefore 
buy in larger volumes have a tendency to be more loyal to a single store. Households who buy in small volumes 
have a tendency to shop more frequently and switch more often between stores to take advantage of promotions 
and discounts (Leszczyc and Timmermans, 2000). Purchases online and through social media are mostly small vol-
umes purchases. 

Lifecycle
Consumers endure a series of major steps throughout their lives which may influence, for example, disposable in-
come strongly. This change trough life stages also influences preferences and behavior of consumers. Examples of 
such cycles are changes from young and single to newly married couples to married with children etc. These devel-
opments also change the purchasing behavior of consumers. Blackwell et al. (2001) described this as the family life 
cycle. This is one of the most important determinants for changing consumer behavior. Below, the most common 
life cycles are discussed.

• Young singles:   
Usually live alone, with their parents or with friends. Their wages are rather low but they also have little fi-
nancial obligations. Most of them do not save for later and their disposable income is spent on food, alcohol, 
holidays and fashion.

• Newly married couples:  
They do not have children and have often two incomes and more money to spend. They spend their money 
mainly on durable goods such as furniture, cars and household appliances.

• Full nest 1:  
When the couple has the first child they spend money on child goods like clothes and toys. The opportunity to 
safe money is strongly reduced. 

• Full nest 2:  
The youngest child goes to school and the income of the working parent is increased while the other parent 
works often part-time. The expenditure is still heavily determined by the children.

• Full nest 3:  
The parents reach the age of 40. Their income is increased further and the children have often summer jobs. 
The parents replace furniture, buy another car, buy luxury goods and spend their money on the education of 
the children.

• Married no kids:  
Married couples without kids often have more disposable income. They spend their income on travelling, lei-
sure and charity.

• Older singles:  
Those are the people who are divorced or whose partner is deceased. The first group has high costs due 
to the separation. Those singles spend more money on entertainment and clothing to find a new partner.  
Singles who stay single their entire life spend money on travelling and entertainment. They also save money for 
retirement later because they must rely on one income.
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• Empty nest 1:  
In this phase, the family is most satisfied with their income. They mostly spend money on what they want. They 
spend money on luxury goods, vacations, sports, travel, second homes, restaurants etc. 

• Empty nest 2:  
Those people are retired and their income has dropped. Often they still work part time to supplement their 
pension and their income goes to medical costs

• Solitary survivor:  
Their money goes mainly to health, travel, entertainment and outside assistance such as a cleaning lady. The 
money spent on clothing and food decreases significantly. 

4.2. Situational-related factors
In this section the situation-related factors are discussed. Most studies on consumer behavior concentrated on 
explaining choices based on personal factors such as gender, age and income while situational factors such as en-
vironment and time perspective also play an important role. The important store attributes for a consumer are de-
pended on the situation in which the consumer is. The most obvious example is whether the consumer purchases 
something for himself or that he is buying a gift for someone else. When the consumer is buying something for 
someone else he probably will be less price sensitive.  

Importance of situational factors 
Different articles indicate that situational factors can greatly influence consumer behavior. According to Ward and 
Robertson (1973), situational factors would provide more variety in choice behavior than personal factors. Anic et 
al. (2006) found that much buyer behavior occurs only under specific conditions and that there is therefore a need 
to research situational factors when studying consumer behavior. Also Miller and Ginter (1979) found that choices 
were made on basis of their specific characteristics in a given situation. For example, if a consumer wanted to eat 
with the whole family he would choose a different restaurant than when he had a romantic dinner for two.  
These studies underline the importance of the situational factors on consumer behavior. The consumer has a set of 
attributes in his mind for each store and chooses the appropriate store for a given situation.  

Characteristics of situational factors
According to Belk (1975) situational factors are time and place specific and independent of store attributes or per-
sonal factors. Multiple studies have been conducted regarding situational factors and Anic et al. (2006) summarized 
the factors in five groups of situational characteristics.  

• Physical environment:  
This includes the most visible characteristics of a situation such as location, sounds, lighting, weather, scenery, 
aromas, etc.

• Social environment:  
The social environment includes the impact of other persons on the situation. For example: the characteristics 
of other persons, their role and the interaction between the persons.

• Time perspective:  
Whether or not shopping under time pressure will influence the store choice. Consumers under time pressure 
are more likely to choose a store they already know. 

• The prior state of mind:  
The prior state of minder includes temporary moods such as happiness, angry etc. or temporary conditions 
such as sickness or tiredness.

• The task ahead:  
Consumers can be very loyal to a particular store for a certain purchase, while this particular store is not con-
sidered for other purchases. This is because each store has a certain place in the psyche of the consumer. For 
example: one store is seen as the cheapest, another offers the best quality products and yet another store has 
the best service. 

Since situational-related factors are difficult to investigate and are different for all consumers, those will not be 
used in the research study. Including those determinants would require in-depth interviews and would give to 
much variables to research.   
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4.3. Object-related factors
In this section the object-related factors are discussed. This is done by means 
of the marketing mix (price, place, promotion and product; figure 4.1) and  
store image. Store image is a combination of the store characteristics. The 
marketing mix was first mentioned by McCarthy (1960) and is now widely 
used for making a marketing strategy.

Price
Price was once seen as one of the most important factors to attract and bind 
customers to the store. This idea has changed radically. It is obvious that other 
consumer issues such as the image of the store, the location and the staff are 
important as well. Furthermore, the importance of the price will also depend 
on the type of the purchase and the characteristics of the consumer himself.  
An additional difficulty in determining the influence of the price on consumer behavior is that it could act as a nega-
tive as well as a positive benchmark for consumers. For example, some consumers consider a higher price positive 
because they can expect a higher quality. This is more common among consumers who consider themselves un-
able to estimate the quality and therefore rely on indicators such as the height of the price. For other consumers 
a higher price means an increase in costs. For those people a lower price will result in a decrease of costs which 
makes them more inclined to buy the product.

Promotion
Walters (1991) found a significant impact of promotions on switching between stores. This so called cherry-picking 
(searching for the best and cheapest offer before purchasing the product), has become much easier with the ad-
vent of the internet. Before, consumers had to search manually between advertising leaflets to find the best offers. 
Nowadays, consumers can use comparison sites on the internet to find the cheapest and best offers.

Product
The store choice and the consumer behavior will depend strongly on the type of product the consumer wants to 
buy. For example, the consumer will go through a completely different selection process when he purchases food, 
medication or a vacation. The quality of the products a store sells affects the image of the store and is explained 
further under “image”.

Place
Consumers who live further away from a store will be less inclined to visit that store. This is because the number 
of alternatives increases as the distance increases (Angel et al., 1978). But the location is more than a distance that 
must be bridged. The time required and difficulties to get to that store do also count. So the real location is less 
important than the perceived distance to the store. The perceived distance depends on variables such as accessibil-
ity, ease to park, and the quality of the products in the store environments, the opportunities to make a good deal 
and the presentation of the merchandise (Blackwell et al., 2001). And with the advent of internet- and social media 
shopping parts of the perceived distance are substituted with possible delivery costs when the consumer decides 
to make the purchase online.
Another important aspect is the atmosphere of the store itself. The shop atmosphere focuses on the physical 
characteristics of the store. The store atmosphere is determined by various elements within the store. There are 
physical elements such as colours, music, scents and the feeling when touching products. There are also social ele-
ments such as the crowd of other consumers, the number and friendliness of the staff and the interaction with the 
sales staff (Mano, 1999). The effects of this on consumer behavior are difficult to verify because they are difficult 
to express by the consumer himself. Also, the atmosphere of a store mainly affects the behavior of the consumer 
in the store itself and not the current store choice. This does not imply that the store atmosphere has no impact on 
future store choice. Baker et al. (2002) investigated the influence of the store atmosphere on consumer behavior. 
They concluded that the influence of store atmosphere on the emotional reactions of consumers invited the shop-
keeper to pay more attention to the emotional feelings of their customers. This is important for hedonic customers 
because a good store atmosphere encourages them to purchase more products, stay longer in stores and make 
them come back. Since the consumer does not interact with the physical store when internet- or social media shop-
ping, physical elements such as music, touching elements and scents are not present. However, a website can also 
be seen as a store itself, some elements such as a website layout are present. 

Figure 4.1: Marketing mix (McCarthy, 1960)
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The assortment also affects the factor place. A wide assortment can create added value for the customer because it 
is easier for him to find everything under one roof. This can strongly affect the store choice of customers, especially 
in the case of time pressure. For internet- and social media shopping this means it has a high advantage above tra-
ditional shopping. The internet could be seen as a shop with an enormous assortment.
The offered service in a shop is for various reasons an important factor in store choice behavior. The service quality 
in a store is an extrinsic measure of the perceived quality of the store products. Helpful and well informed person-
nel may convince consumers to buy particular products. The friendliness and social skills of the staff as part of the 
offered service is also essential, especially with customers who designate social interaction as one of their main 
shopping motives (Sirohi et al., 1998). 
Due to the increasing time pressure, consumers attach more and more importance to the ease of shopping. The 
lack of time ensures, among other things, that a quick service also becomes important. The perception of the ease 
of shopping is influenced by variables as the offered parking facilities, opening hours, location, waiting times at the 
check-out office, helpfulness of the staff and so on.
Lastly, the type of persons shopping in a particular store will strongly influence the consumer, because he will have 
a tendency to self-identify himself with the other customers. For example, young people can avoid stores because 
there are too many old people purchasing products in that store (Blackwell et al., 2001). 

Image
The store image can be defined as the way consumers see a given store. The image of the store and the value of the 
brand become increasingly important. Each store tries on a specific way to position themselves in the mind of the 
consumer. This is done by store attributes to emphasize the added value in comparison to competitors and through 
A-brands that are sold. The brands a shop is selling strongly determine the image of a store.
A visit to a store can also be seen as an enjoyable leisure time. All object-related factors play a role in this because 
on those factors the store choice will be selected. The visit does not always have to be physical. Internet shopping 
can also be seen as enjoyable leisure time.

4.4. Conclusion
This chapter discussed the determinants of consumer behavior. The determinants were split into three groups; 
personal factors, situation-related factors and object-related factors. Not all factors do count for social media as 
well and some of them may be replaced by new factors. For example, the distance to a store may be substituted by 
delivery costs when internet shopping.

The relevant determinants which are discussed above will be used in the research study. The influence of the per-
sonal characteristics such as age, gender and income as well as product and store factors such as quality and price  
will be related to social media usage in the purchasing process. Since situational-related factors are difficult to 
investigate and are different for all consumers, those will not be used in the research study.   
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5. Research advancement
Chapter 3 discussed the consumer decision process model and stated that the traditional CDP-model by Engel et al. 
(2001) can be used to investigate the influence of social media on consumer behavior. Chapter 4 discussed the dif-
ferent determinants of personal, object-related and situational-related factors which influence consumer behavior 
in the consumer decision process. 
The current chapter describes the actual work carried out towards the objective. Qualitative research techniques 
are utilized to reflect upon predictions of the usage of social media in the CDP-model and possible important store 
and product factors for a sample of consumers.  Quantitative research techniques are utilized for gathering more 
data and answering the research questions. 
The chapter begins by revisiting the overall focus of the research and outlines the main research questions.  The dis-
cussion in section 5.2. examines current techniques used to study consumer behavior in general, and in particular 
e-consumer behavior. Section 5.3. takes this discussion further and focuses on the particular technique used.  This 
is followed by section 5.4. which discusses the implementation and 5.5. which discusses the coding of the answers. 
This chapter ends with a conclusion in section 5.6.  

5.1. Focus of the research
This research focuses on the impact of social media on consumer behavior. This is done by using the CDP-model 
for online purchases. The CDP-model describes all steps which a consumer undergoes when purchasing and using 
a product. 
The key aims of this research on improving understanding of consumer behavior on the internet and social media 
are:

• To investigate in which steps of the CDP-model social media are used.
• To utilize the results and understand what determinant factors play a role in the use of social media when shop-

ping.
• To examine what kinds of social media are used by what kind of users in which steps of the CDP-model.

Some important research questions resulting from these key aims include:
• In which way can the influence of social media on consumer behavior be measured?
• How can the impact of social media on consumer behavior be represented?
• How much are social media used in the consumer decision process?
• What personal characteristics do influence social media usage in general?
• What are the characteristics of the consumers who use the social media in the purchasing process?
• How does use of social media influence the consumer decision process?
• What is the influence of social media on the choice between online and offline shopping?
• What store and product factors influence the social media usage in the purchasing process?

5.2. Research approach
According to Minor and Mowen (2000), traditional research methods used for studying consumer behavior can be 
classified into two methodological orientation; qualitative and quantitative. These can be mapped into three key 
types of techniques which are commonly employed in consumer behavior research; observational, interviews/
surveys and experimentation.

• Observational, where consumer behavior is observed in different situations. Either in their natural setting or in 
artificial setting;

• Interviews and surveys, aimed at gathering information of a large sample of consumers by asking question by 
mail, telephone or in person;

• Experimentation, trying to understand cause and effect by manipulating independent variables, either in their 
natural or in artificial setting.

Methodological, the study of influence of social media on consumer behavior possesses complexities that are more 
addressed by a qualitative orientation. For this research it is necessary to capture consumer’s thoughts and motiva-
tions. In an effort to understand how consumers use social media and choose particular products for purchase, the 
individual’s purchasing processes have to be investigated. This is very complex and the influences of determinants 
and other factors on this purchasing process are difficult to explain by observation (Blackwell et al., 2001).  Experi-
mentation is generally associated with a quantitative orientation but is not used due to the fact that it may not 
produce relevant results as the aim of this study is to attempt to understand consumers in a real situation.
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The main source of information for testing, understanding, developing theory and identifying issues in this research 
is through interviews and a survey. The type of in-depth interviews carried out varies depending on the issue. These 
range from an informal conversational approach, a general interview with a list of guide questions as well as stand-
ardized open-ended interviews and a survey. Since it is at this moment unknown what type of interview or survey 
fits the best for this research, test-interviews are done to see which way of interviewing fits the best. Because of 
the small sample size, the interviews will be held face-to-face. This method allows the interviewer to probe certain 
issues as they act upon certain emotional factors apparent when face to face with a respondent.  

Informal conversational approach
The first type of interview was the informal conversational approach. This type is a completely unstructured inter-
view. This means that the structure of the interview isn’t fixed. The interviewer starts with an initial question and 
then stimulates the interviewee to formulate his opinion. Information that is relevant to the research question 
should be obtained by formulating new questions depending on the response of the interviewee. 

Since the main aim of this study is to investigate the influence of social media on consumer behavior, the initial 
question should cover the purchase and social media. The easiest question would be: Have you ever bought any-
thing with the help of the internet? 

The questions asked should relate to the following themes: 

• The use of social media while shopping 
• The consumer decision process
• The characteristics of the consumer
• The influence of social media on traditional and e-shopping

The informal conversational interview is found in appendix 1. The biggest problem encountered with the informal 
conversational approach is formulating questions on the response of the interviewee. Even with the themes in 
mind it is very difficult to obtain the right and useful information. Since different information is collected from dif-
ferent people, this kind of interview is not systematic, and it can be very difficult and time-consuming to analyse 
the data. 

For the first part of this study Interviews will be used for data collection in a qualitative survey approach. This 
part focuses on the diversity of the obtainable data and is strongly related to a Grounded Theory (GT) approach. 
Grounded theory is a research method which operates in a reverse fashion from traditional research. The first step 
is data collection. The key points of the collected data are marked with a series of codes, which are extracted from 
the data collection. The codes are grouped into similar concepts in order to make them more workable. From these 
concepts, categories will be formed, which are the basis for creation of a theory (Dick, 2002). GT is useful for this 
study because it provides a solution to handle the many different outcomes when studying individuals. Five main 
points of GT are:  

•  Theoretical sampling
 “Where the selection of samples changes or emerges as the research progresses to further increase     
 diversity in useful ways” (Dick, 2002). This means that as the theory emerges it points to more   
 appropriate participants who would be useful to interview.  
•  Constant comparison
 “A function of the research for comparing data set to data set and later on in the process with the theory”  
 (Dick, 2002). This means that there is a constant comparison between the collection of data and    
 interpretation which impacts the samples that are selected.
• Data collection techniques (see 5.3)
• Coding and memo-ing for analysis (see 5.5)
• Emergence
 
However this research approach differs from the Grounded Theory approach since only a few qualitative interviews 
will be taken. And instead of emerging a new theory, the base for the second part of this study will be made.  The 
second part of this study will be done with a quantitative survey. With the help of the collected data from the first 
part of this study it will be possible to formulate closed-ended questions which covers all the information needed 
to answer the research questions. 

5.3. Data-collection techniques
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Interview guide approach
In this approach, the interviewer has an outline of topics or issues to be covered, but is free to vary the wording and 
order of the questions to some extent. The advantage above an informal conversational approach is that the data are 
somewhat more systematic, while the tone of this type of interview still remains conversational and informal. 

The questions asked should relate to the following themes: 

• The characteristics of the consumer  
- Personal factors 
- Object-related factors  
- Situational-related factors

• The consumer decision process 
- Recognition of the need  
- Satisfying the need  
- Searching for alternatives  
- The purchase  
- Consuming the product  
- Post-evaluation  
- Disposal of the product

• The use of social media while shopping  
- Types of social media  
- Usage of social media

• The influence of social media on traditional and e-shopping  
- Traditional shopping way 
- E-shopping way  
- Differences  

The interview guide approach is found in appendix 2. The guide approach is expected to be a lot easier than the in-
formal conversational approach. The interview will be a lot smoother since it is already clear what question has to be 
asked. The interview contains predefined questions and when the answer is not detailed enough it is possible to ask 
more detailed questions about that theme.

Standardized open-ended interview
In this approach, the interviewer adheres to a strict script, and there is no flexibility in the wording or order of ques-
tion. This is the most structured and efficient way of interviewing techniques. The major drawback is that the inter-
viewer has little flexibility to respond to particular concerns of the individual.

Instead of themes the questions are already formulated:

• What is your age?
• Are you happy with your income?
• What type in the lifecycle do you fit the best (shows lifecycles, Blackwell et al., 2001)
• In what environment do you live?
• What product- and store-related factors are important for you when shopping?
• How do you buy from traditional stores?
• Have you ever bought anything with the help of the internet?
• Do you often buy products with the help of the internet?
• What was the last item you bought with the help of the internet?
• How did you buy the item with the help of the internet?
• Is there a difference for you in experience between traditional and online shopping?

The standardized open-ended interview is found in appendix 3. This approach is probably the worst for collecting 
qualitative data. But the already formulated questions makes it easier to do. Since the questions are already formu-
lated there isn’t a possibility to ask more detailed questions. This makes the interview very simplistic. However, this 
approach is suitable for collecting quantitative data 

Survey
In this approach, the researcher is using a questionnaire (mostly closed-ended questions) which is submitted to a large 
number of people. Therefore, the researcher must ask the right questions and know what answers he can expect. 
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5.4. Planning and implementation

Survey question answer-choices could lead to vague data sets because answers in assessment matrix are relative 
also known as “strength of choice” (for example, the answer less important is not the same for everyone). The 
advantages of surveys are that they are relatively easy to administer and can be developed in less time compared 
with other data-collection methods.

For testing and identifying issues in this research the interview guide approach fits the best. Krueger and Casey 
(2000) suggest that planning and implementation of interviews should have a degree of rigor. This includes a clear 
understanding of the goals and objectives of the interviews. They suggest that the planning implementation as-
pects of interviews can be divided into a number of stages: explanation, introduction, discussion and conclusion. 
The data received from the interview guide approach should be sufficient enough to answer the research questions.

Explanation phase 
This gives an outline of what will happen and what is expected from each participant during the interviews. The 
interviewer tells the participants what the purpose of the interview is and how long it takes. The interviewer also 
asks if it is permitted to record and write down the answers.

Introduction phase 
To make the interviewee familiar with the interview some personal questions which are easy to answer will be 
asked. Those questions are important to determine the background of the participant. Chapter 4.1 describes nine 
different personal factors which influence consumer behavior in general:

• Age 
Will be asked in the interview.

• Gender 
Will be asked in the interview.

• Cultural and social influences 
The educational - and the environmental background will be asked (cultural). For social influences see income.

• Risk aversion 
Risk aversion is product specific and will be discussed in the discussion phase.

• Store attitude 
Store attitude will be discussed in the discussion phase.

• Income 
Social influences are closely related to income. The segmentation based on income is done on the respondent’s 
perception of his/her income . This is done for several reasons: people want often not say how much they earn 
and there is a chance that they will lie or give a social desirable answer. In addition, the real income level says 
not everything about the perception of how rich a consumer feels himself (social influences). Income is there-
fore in this study measured on the basis of satisfaction with the current financial situation of the consumer.

• Family 
The personal factor family does not apply in this study. The purchases discussed in the interviews are personal 
and consumed by the interviewee himself.

• Volume of purchases 
The personal factor volume of purchases does not apply in this study. The questions in the interview are about 
a single product.

• Lifecycle  
Will be asked in the interview.

Discussion phase
In this phase questions related to the research questions will be asked. The questions should relate to the following 
themes:

• Determining what type of buyer the participant is  
This is done by asking about the participants normal shopping behavior.

• Important object-related factors offline 
This is done by asking what factors are important for the participant.

• Important object-related factors online 
This is done by asking what factors are important for the participant.
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• The consumer decision process while online shopping 
This is done by asking specific questions about all the steps of the consumer decision process model (CDP-
model). 

• Influence of social media on shopping 
The usage of social media when shopping is not directly asked to the participant. By asking deeper questions 
about the CDP-model, the usage of social media in the purchasing process will become evident.

Conclusion phase
At the conclusion of the interview, the interviewer will thank the participant and explain what their views will
be used for.

The interview guide approach is very time consuming and therefore less suitable for larger quantities. It is however 
very useful as an exploring interview approach to better understand the possible answers participants can give and 
to identify issues. For understanding and developing theory surveys fits the best. With the help of the exploring 
interviews it will be possible to formulate a questionnaire which covers all the research questions in mostly closed-
ended questions. 

5.5. Coding
The form of coding used in this study will be open coding. This means that the number of used codes increases as 
the study evolves.

The main issues in the interviews are about the purchasing process affected by social media and the different types 
of consumers. To make it easy to understand those themes should be coded and categorized. This is an ongoing 
process and more codes will be added when more interviews are done. However five main emergent categories 
may be expected

Type of shopper
The analysis of the test-interviews indicated different types of shoppers. The two respondents of the interview 
guide and informal conversational approach were functional buyers (FB), while the other respondent of the stand-
ardized open answers interview was more an impulse buyer (IB). 

Types of social media used
The interview questions are especially focused on the CDP-model. At every single step it is possible to use social 
media. Those different types are communication platform (CP), collaboration building platform (CBP), entertain-
ment platform (EP), multimedia platform (MP), review platform (RP) and optimization platform (OP).

Underlying motivation (UM)
The UM code will be given to reasons for shopping online with the use of social media.  Examples of reasons to shop 
online: lack of time, less effort, avoiding crowds etc. 

Important factors in the decision process offline (FOF)
The FOF code will be given to important factors which influence offline shopping. 

Important factors in the decision process online (FON)
The FON code will be given to important factors which influence online shopping. 

Appendix 4 is an example of the coding applied to the interview guide approach test-interview. With the help of 
the answers from the interviews it will be possible to formulate a questionnaire which covers all the information 
needed to answer the research questions. 

5.6. Outcome interview guide approach
15 Interviews based on the interview guide approach are done for testing, to identify issues and to explore the 
research question. This means that the outcomes are not used for answering the research questions but to better 
understand the possible answers the consumers can give. To explore key issues that emerged from the test-inter-
views and to explore the research questions, the list of guideline open-ended questions, based on section 5.4, was 
refined as follows:
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Explanation Phase
The whole session should take less than 20 minutes. If you have no objections the interview will be written down 
and the data will be used for scientific research purposes only. This is done to better understand the influence of 
social media on consumer behavior. 

Introduction phase
I will ask some personal question now to better understand the background of the participants.

Q1: What is your age? (gender is determined during the interview)
Q2: What educational background do you have?
Q3: Are you happy with your income?
Q4: What type in the lifecycle do you fit the best (shows lifecycles, Blackwell et al., 2001)
Q5: In what kind of environment do you live?

Discussion
These questions in this interview are aimed on your purchasing habits when buying non-daily products. This means 
that groceries, personal care products and purchases for other people are excluded. Please keep this in mind when 
answering the questions.

Q6: How do you buy from traditional stores?
Q7: Do you start out with a clear idea of what you want to buy?
Q8: What product- and store-related factors are important for you when shopping?
Q9: Have you ever bought anything with the help of the internet?
Q10: Do you often buy products with the help of the internet?
Q11: What was the last item you bought with the help of the internet?
Q12: Did you start out with a clear idea of what you wanted to buy? (Recognition of a need)
Q13: Why did you need a …? (Satisfying the need)
Q14: How did you find your ..? (Searching for alternatives)
Q15: Did you buy the product online or did you visit a physical store to buy the item? (The actual purchase)
Q16: What product- and web store-related factors are important for you when internet-shopping?
Q17: Were there restrictions for you when you bought the …?  (The actual purchase)
Q18: How did you use the product?  (using the product)
Q19: So now you use your ….. Have you made a review about it or talked to others about your purchase? (Post-
evaluation)
Q20: If you ever decide to buy a new …. and you could possibly sell this one. How would you do this? (Disposal of 
the product)
Q21: Is there a difference for you in experience between traditional and online shopping? If so, please explain.
When the answer is not clear enough or incomplete, deeper questions will be formulated. With the help of those 
predetermined questions is attempted to let the consumer himself describe his purchasing process online. If the 
influence of social media is not or not sufficiently addressed in this process, deeper question about social media 
usage will be formulated. 

Conclusion Phase
The interviewer thanks the participant and tells how the data collected will be utilized
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The actual interviews based on the interview guide approach are found in appendix 5. Those interviews revealed 
the following issues and findings worth mentioning. 

Time consuming
The interviews are very time consuming. It takes on average 30 minutes to complete an interview and 90 minutes 
to write down the interview. It is therefore very hard to find consumers willing to participate.

Social media knowledge
Participants often do not know what types of social media exist. Most consumers presume that only platforms such 
as Facebook and Twitter are social media.

Lifecycle
The participants often did not fit a predetermined choice in the lifecycle of Blackwell. Is is therefore better to ask 
personal questions about household composition, children and their job.   

Product- and store factors
The same important product- and store factors, such as price, product quality and delivery time, occur multiple 
times. 

The last product bought with the help of the internet
When asking for the last product bought with the help of the internet you direct the participant to online shopping. 
It is therefore better to ask the participants for their last purchase. This way you can also research the fraction of 
purchases with the help of the internet versus traditional shopping.    

A complete oversight of those interviews are found in appendix 6. With the retrieved data it is possible to convert 
the interview guide approach into a more practical quantitative survey approach. 

5.7. Conclusion
This chapter described the research advancement of the study. It explained why there is chosen for a qualitative 
and quantitative approach. First, with qualitative interviews it will be possible to gather determinants which play a 
role at social media usage in the purchasing process and the diversity of the obtainable data becomes clear. For a 
better understanding of the possibilities three different types of interviews are held; a informal conversational ap-
proach, a interview guide approach and a standardized open-ended approach. It appeared that the interview guide 
approach was the most suitable to obtain the diversity of the data. The outcome of this qualitative approach will be 
used for a closed-ended quantitative survey approach which will be discussed in chapter 6. 
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6. Data collection
Chapter 5 discussed the research advancement and described what type of research is done with what kind of 
data collection techniques. It explained the transformation from different types of test-interviews into an interview 
guide approach which is used for the design of the actual survey.  The current chapter describes the actual data 
collection. The chapter begins with changing the interview guide approach into a more suitable survey approach 
for larger quantities. The response will be discussed in section 6.2, and the outcomes of the descriptive analyses 
will be discussed in section 6.3. This chapter ends with a conclusion in section 6.4. 

6.1. Survey approach
The main issue of using a survey is to convert the open-ended questions of the interview guide approach into 
mostly  closed-ended questions without losing important information. Below is explained how every question from 
the interview guide approach is converted into a survey question.

The survey starts with an introduction to the survey, explaining by whom and why this survey is conducted. After 
the introduction, there is a section with 21 questions related to the research. Finally there are some general ques-
tions about the background of the respondent to identify the gender, age, household composition and such of 
the respondent. In contrast to the interview guide approach, those background questions are asked at the end of 
the survey. The reason for this is that demographic and personal questions are less interesting for the participant. 
Starting with those questions increases the risk of participants quitting early. It is also more important that the 
respondents complete the questions about the research instead of the personal questions. The survey ends with a 
conclusion phase. The arrangement of the survey is given below.     

Introduction
This is the start of the survey and explains what the participant can expect. The following notification will be 
showed to the participants:

“Welcome,
 
First, I want to thank you for your effort to participate in this survey. 

This survey was compiled to help me in my research on the impact of social media on consumer behavior. This is 
done as a graduation research for the TU / e. The purpose of this survey is to determine the role of social media in 
shopping behavior. 
 
The survey takes about 10 minutes and is only for educational purposes. The survey is completely anonymous. How-
ever, if you want a chance to win one of the two VVV-vouchers worth €20,-, leave your e-mail address at the end of 
the survey.
 
Thank you for completing the survey!
 
Luciën Baggerman”
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Questionnaire
The questionnaire is divided into five sections; social media usage, traditional shopping behavior, shopping with 
the help of the internet, the last purchase of the participant and internet shopping factors.

Social media usage
From the interview guide approach emerged the issue that consumers often don’t know what social media are. 
Communication platforms such as Facebook and Twitter are recognized as social media while other platforms are 
not. Therefore it is useful to ask what kind and to what extent the participants use social media. This is done by ask-
ing for every type of social media platform to what extent the participant uses this type of social media.

Q1: How often do you use the following types of social media? (assessment matrix)

Traditional shopping behavior
The participant is asked what kind of consumer he is. The interview guide approach showed that multiple store- 
and productfactors were mentioned as important. Those factors can be put into an assessment matrix. The partici-
pants will be attended on the fact that the questions in this survey are aimed on their own purchasing habits when 
buying non-daily products. This means that groceries, personal care products and purchases for other people are 
excluded. 

Q2: What type of consumer are you? (single selection; hedonic buyer or utilitarian buyer. The respondent is given 
an example of a hedonic and utilitarian consumer.)
Q3: What store- or productfactors are important for you while shopping? (assessment matrix of answers from 
interview guide approach) 
Q4: Are there other store- or productfactors important for you? (open-ended question)

Shopping with the help of the internet
The participant is asked questions regarding the use of the internet while shopping. The first question will be if they 
ever have used the internet in the purchasing process. If this is not the case the survey will direct them to an open-
ended question and ask why they never used the internet in the purchasing process and ends the survey after. If 
they ever used the internet in the purchasing process they will be asked how often and the survey continues. 

Q5: Have you ever bought anything with the help of the internet? (yes or no question)
Q6: How often do you buy products with the help of the internet? (single selection of list of answers)

The last purchase
The participant is asked what his last purchase was. The participants will be attended on the fact that the questions 
in this survey are aimed on their own purchasing habits when buying non-daily products. 
The interview guide approach showed that it is better to ask for the last purchase then asking for the last purchase 
with the help of the internet. The questions will be asked in order of the CDP-model and are focused on the use of 
social media.

Q7: What is the last purchase you have made? (open-ended question)
Q8: When did the idea for this purchase emerge? (multiple selection from list of answers)
Q9: Did this idea come from social media usage? (multiple selection from list of answers)
Q10: Was there a specific reason for this purchase? (open-ended question)
Q11: Is the reason for the purchase influenced by social media? (multiple selection from list of answers)
Q12: Did you use social media to find your product? (multiple selection from list of answers)
Q13: Did you use social media at the eventual purchasing decision? (multiple selection from list of answers)
Q24: How much time elapsed between the orientation process and the actual purchase? (multiple selection from 
list of answers)
Q15: Did you make the final purchase online or in a traditional store? (single selection; online or traditional store)
If the product is purchased online then Q16 will follow, otherwise Q22.
Q16: Were there any restrictions when you bought the product online? (open-ended question)
Q17: Is the usage of the product changed because of social media? (multiple selection from list of answers)
Q18: Did you make a review of the product or talk to others about it? (multiple selection from list of answers)
Q19: If you want to sell the product, would you use social media to do so? (multiple selection from list of answers)
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Internet shopping factors
The last section is about product- and webstore related factors. The participant is asked to give his opinion about 
what is important when shopping online. This way it is possible to make a comparison between the importance of 
traditional and internet shopping factors. The product- and webstore related factors are taken from the interview 
guide approach.  

Q20: What product- and webstore related factors are important for you when shopping online? (assessment matrix)
Q21: Are there other product- and webstore related factors important for you when shopping online? (open-ended 
question).

Background
The personal questions of the participant will be asked. Those personal questions are very easy to convert into a 
survey. Questions about age, gender, educational background and income are easily transformed into closed-ended 
question. This is a little bit harder for the question “in what environment do you live?”. However, this can be done by 
asking the participant’s postal-code and search for the answer afterwards.
Since questions regarding the lifecycle may be confusing, questions about household composition will be asked.  

Q22: How old are you? (single selection from list of answers)
Q23: What is your gender? (Single selection; male or female)
Q24: What are the four digits of your postal-code? (open ended letterbox)
Q25: What is your highest educational degree? (single selection from list of answers)
Q26: What is your current household composition? (single selection from list of answers)
Q27: How many children do you have living at home? (single selection from list of answers)
Q28: Do you have an income arising from a job? (single selection from list of answers)
Q29: Are you happy with your current income? (yes or no question)

Conclusion
The participant will be thanked. He will also be asked to leave his e-mail (optional) if he wants to win  a shopping-
cheque.

Q29: What is your e-mail? (open-ended question)

The survey takes about 10 minutes to complete and is easier distributed to participants than the interview guide ap-
proach. The main issue of the interview guide approach is therefore no longer present. All the questions and texts for 
the survey (an example is shown in appendix 7) are prepared and digitalized with the help of ‘www.enquetesmaken.
com’, an online software tool to create surveys. Through putting the questionnaire online it is expected to achieve a 
higher response because the respondent does not have to send back the completed questionnaire by mail. In addi-
tion, an online survey is more cost and environmental friendly. 
Respondents are invited to participate by word of mouth and by asking individuals if they are willing to fill in the 
survey. This is done by leaving a note (the note is found in appendix 8) in their letterbox. To keep the respondents as 
random as possible, it was not possible to recruit respondents by social media since those people would already use 
social media and misrepresent a random sample. It was also not possible to recruit respondents in shopping malls 
since those consumers probably have a preference for traditional shopping. 
To make sure the respondents have a diverse background; consumers in both urban and rural areas were asked to fill 
in the survey. To get response from difference classes, households of various housing types were asked (apartments, 
terraced houses, villas, student residences and so on). The fieldwork was spread out over six days in the period 
from 17 January to 26 January 2013.  Over 2800 households were asked to fill in the questionnaire (across the cities  
Nijmegen, Arnhem and surrounding villages. To increase the response two vouchers worth of €20, - were raffled 
between all participants who completed the questionnaire.  
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6.2. The respondents
For this study, a total of 2800 individuals and an unknown amount of friends and family were asked to fill in the 
questionnaire. 84 friends or family and 130 other individuals completed the questionnaire (N=214). The number 
of returned questionnaires was initially higher (229), but some respondents did not fill in the questionnaire com-
pletely. These questionnaires are therefore regarded as being unusable and have not been processed.
2800 individuals were asked and 130 responded. This response rate of 4.6% is not unusual in the case individuals 
are invited by means of a small note in their letterbox.

It is examined to what extent the respondents are representative of the Dutch population. This is done for gender, 
age, educational background and household composition.

Gender
 According to CBS 2012, the Dutch population consists 
of 49.5% males’ en 50.5% females. The sample differs 
slightly from this (see figure 6.1).     
A cause for this difference could be that females are 
more often at home. Another cause for this difference 
could be that females have more affinity with the sub-
ject of the survey, and therefore are more likely to 
complete the survey. This difference is not a problem 
since there is still a large amount of male respondents 
in the sample.

Age
The age of the respondents also differs from the Dutch 
population (CBS, 2012). The respondents were asked 
in what age category they fitted; 0-19, 20-39, 40-65, 
65-80 or 80 years and older. The big differences are 
found in the categories ‘younger than 20 years’, ‘40 
to 65 years’ and ‘80 years and older’ (figure 6.2). A 
cause for the lower response in the youngest category 
could be that most of those people are children and 
live with their parents and have less affinity with the 
subject. Therefore they are less likely to fill in this sur-
vey. That there are no respondents of 80 years and 
older is also not a surprise. Those people often do not 
have a computer or internet and can therefore not 
complete the survey. This means that the other cat-
egories should have a higher response. 

Figure 6.1: Gender comparison

Figure 6.2: Age comparison
Educational background
The educational background of the respondents is 
shown in figure 6.3. Initially, the respondents were 
asked for their highest level of education. If the re-
spondent was still studying, he was allowed to use 
that as the highest level of education.
For a better overview, the different educational levels 
are classified into three groups; less educated, aver-
age educated and higher educated. Although there 
were no respondents with a unknown education back-
ground, this extra group is added to give a complete 
overview against the Dutch population.
The group of less educated respondents consists of 
people with primary school, Vmbo, Mbo 1 or Avo as      

Figure 6.3: Educational background comparison

highest educational background. The group of average educated respondents consists of people with Havo, Vwo, 
Mbo 2, Mbo 3 or Mbo 4 as highest educational background. And the higher educated group consists of respond-
ents with Hbo, Wo (bachelor or master) or Wo+ as their highest educational background.   
As seen in figure 6.3, all categories are well represented in the sample. However, the sample does differ from the 
Dutch population (CBS, 2012). A cause for this could be that higher educated people are more likely to complete 
the survey, since they also had to deal with a graduation research once for their own study. 
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Household composition
Figure 6.4 shows a comparison between 
the household composition of the sample 
and of the Dutch population (CBS, 2012). 
The most important categories are all 
present in the sample.  
‘Living with parents’ is less represented. A 
cause for this is the fact that younger peo-
ple are less represented in this sample. 
The categories with partners are all strong-
ly present compared to the Dutch popula-
tion. A cause of this is the fact that ‘living 
with parents’ is less represented. Another 
reason for this is the distribution of the sur-
vey. Since it is distributed to households, 
there is a chance that not only the receiver 
but also their partner in the household 
participates in the survey. Figure 6.4: Household composition comparison

6.3. Descriptive analyses
This chapter describes the  descriptive outcomes of the survey. The outcome of every question formulated in sec-
tion 6.1 will be shown and discussed. This chapter only gives an overview, the SPSS-reports can be found in ap-
pendix 9.

Social media usage
The first question in the survey asked the 
respondents how often they used the dif-
ferent types of social media in general. 
This was done with an assessment ma-
trix ranging from ‘never’ to daily. Table 
6.1 shows the outcome of this question.   
Almost 44% of the respondents use commu-
nication platforms such as Twitter and Face-
book on a daily base and 28.5% never use 
this platform. It appears that it is much   Table 6.1: General social media usage

less likely that the respondents use communication platforms on a lesser frequency than daily. Most respondents 
use it daily or never. The use of collaboration platforms is more equally divided. There is a small group never using 
those platforms (22%), but most of the respondents use it at least once a month. 
Entertainment platforms are the least used. 40.7% of the respondents never use this kind of social media. Only 
10,3% of the respondents use entertainment platforms such as virtual gaming worlds on a daily base. 
Multimedia platforms such as Youtube are the most used on a weekly base. Those platforms are known very well 
by the respondents. Only 14.5% never used it and 15% use it just once a year.
Opinion and review platforms are the most used on a monthly or yearly base. In general, those platforms are used 
the most for non-daily purchases and therefore it is understandable that the respondents don’t use it on a weekly 
or daily base. 

Type of consumer
The respondent was asked what kind of shopper he was (figure 
6.5):
• A consumer who likes to shop in general and sees it as a lei-

sure activity (more hedonic)
• A consumer who doesn’t like to shop in general and tries to 

minimize it (more utilitarian)
53.7% of the respondents indicated that they liked to shop. 46.3% 
of the respondents indicated that they didn’t like to shop. This 
means that the response is equally divided. 

Figure 6.5: Type of consumer
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Important factors traditional shopping
The respondent was asked what object re-
lated factors when traditional shopping 
were important to him. This was done with 
an assessment matrix ranging from ‘less im-
portant’ to ‘important’. Table 6.2 shows the 
outcome of this question. 
Subsequently it appears that the answers 
for the question aren’t formulated very well. 
The respondents tend to choose for the an-
swer ‘important’ very easily. However, it is 
still possible to draw conclusions from the 
given answers.
Table 6.2 shows that quality, service, price  
and assortment are important for most of 
the respondents. Parking space, distance 
and brands are less important compared 
to other factors. Although 46.3% of the re-
spondents don’t like to shop in general, most 
of them find pleasure important (38.3% av-
erage, 51.9% important). Table 6.2: Important factors traditional shopping

Internet purchases
The following subject of the survey was internet usage in the 
purchasing process. The respondents were reminded that 
the questions are related to personal non-daily purchases 
such as household goods and clothing. Groceries, personal 
care products and gifts for others were excluded. And also 
that the survey questions were related to all steps in the 
purchasing process such as orientation, the actual purchase 
and evaluation after purchase.  
92.1% of the respondents indicated that they used the in-
ternet in the purchasing process in the past (figure 6.6). The 
question included orientation and searching before the ac-
tual purchase. The respondents were also informed that the 
actual purchase could but didn’t need to be done through 
the internet. 
The reasons of the 7.9% (15) of the respondents who never 
did use the internet in the purchasing process varies:
• Everything needed is also found in traditional stores
• Delivery problems (2X)
• Want to see the product before purchasing (4X)
• Do not like the idea of internet shopping (1X)
• No knowledge of computers (4X)
• Afraid of scams / do not trust information on the inter-

net (3X)
        
The respondents (N=214-15) who did use the internet in the 
purchasing process were asked how often. Figure 6.7 shows 
that 7.6% of the respondents indicated that they rarely use 
the internet in the purchasing process. 54.3% indicated that 
they use the internet now and then. This is the most com-
mon answer. 35.2% of the respondents indicated that they 
use the internet for many of their purchases. And 3% of the 
respondents use the internet for (almost) all their purchas-
es.   

Figure 6.6: Percent of respondents who never used the internet in the 
purchasing process

Figure 6.7: Frequency of usage of the internet in the 
purchasing process
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The last purchase
The respondents (N=199) who answered 
that they did use the internet in the pur-
chasing process in the past were asked 
what their last purchase was and how this 
purchase occurred. As in the previous ques-
tion they were reminded that the following 
questions are related to personal non-daily 
purchases such as household goods and 
clothing. The following types of products 
have been purchased:
• Household goods such as furniture; 

24.6%
• Fashion; 28.6%
• Personal products such as mobile 

phones; 40.7%
• Tickets; 4.1%
• Other; 2% 

Table 6.3: Time between idea and orientation

Table 6.4: Time between orientation and purchasing

Figure 6.8: Online or offline purchase

The respondents were asked how much time elapsed be-
tween the idea of the purchase and the start of the orien-
tation process (see table 6.3). 23.6% of the respondents 
started the orientation process immediately after they 
had the idea of purchasing the product. Impulse purchas-
es are probably included in this category since those pur-
chases occur right after the idea of the purchase arose. 
28.6% of the respondents started the orientation process 
the same day as when the idea arose. 23.6% of the re-
spondents waited 1 to 7 days before orientating. 14.1% 
took 7 days to a month and 10.1% took over a month be-
fore they started orientating. If looked to individual types 
of products it appears that with fashion the time between 
the idea of the purchase and the start of the orientation 
process is the least. For household goods on the other 
hand the respondents take the most time before orien-
tating.   

The following question asked how much time elapsed be-
tween the orientation process and the actual purchase 
(see table 6.4). 42.2% of the respondents took less than 
a day to make the actual purchase. 37.2% took 1 to 7 
days, 10.6% took 7 days to a month and 10% took over a 
month. As with the time between the idea and orientat-
ing, it appears that fashion takes the least time to buy and 
furniture the most.

From all those purchases 64.3% were made online. Only 35.7% were made at a traditional retailer (see figure 6.8). 
The  percentage of online purchases is higher than a previous study stated; 48,9% (Weltevreden, 2007a). Some 
reasons for this difference:

• A rise of internet purchases emerged the last few years. So the numbers from the older study are outdated;
• The study of Weltevreden included all purchases including items such as groceries. It is obvious that excluding 

such purchases increases the proportion of internet purchases;
• Some of the respondents may have thought that the survey questions were about their last purchase which 

involved the internet. However, the survey stated clearly that those questions  were about their last purchase 
in general.       
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The CDP-model
The  core questions in the survey were about the Consumer Decision Process 
model (CDP-model). See chapter 2.1 for more information about the CDP-
model. For every single step of this model was asked if the respondents used 
social media platforms. The respondent could give multiple answers if he 
used more than one platform. 
The first step is the idea of the purchase. The respondents were asked if so-
cial media influenced the idea of the purchase (Table 6.5). The idea of the 
purchase was for 12.1% of the respondents influenced by opinion and review 
platforms and for 5.6% by communication platforms. 
At the next step the respondents were asked if the reason of the purchase 
was influenced by social media (Table 6.6). The reason was for 10.3% of the 
respondents influenced by opinion and review platforms and for 6.5% by 
communication platforms. 
Step 3 involves the search for the product. In this step of the CDP-model social 
media is used the most (Table 6.7). 23.8% of the respondents used opinion 
and review platforms and 6.5% used communication platforms in this step. 
The following step is the decision for the actual purchase (Table 6.8). 15.4% of 
the respondents used opinion and review platforms for this. 
Step 5 is the actual use of the product (Table 6.9). In this step of the CDP-
model social media is used the least. 5.8% of the respondents changed the 
use of the product because of communication platforms. 
The next step is the evaluation after consumption (Table 6.10). 9.3% of the 
respondents used communication platforms to express their opinion. 6.5% of 
the respondents used review and opinion platforms for this. 
The last step is the disposal of the product (Table 6.11). 20.1% of the respond-
ents would try to sell their product through communication platforms.
As seen in those figures, communication platforms and opinion and review 
platforms are used the most. And in general social media is used the most in 
steps 3 and 7 of the CDP-model. From all the respondents 60.8% did use any 
kind of social media in the purchasing process. 39.2% of the respondents did 
not use any kind of social media in any steps of the CDP-model in their last 
purchase.     

Table 6.5: CDP-model step 1

Table 6.6: CDP-model step 2

Table 6.7: CDP-model step 3

Table 6.8: CDP-model step 4 Table 6.9: CDP-model step 5 Table 6.10: CDP-model step 6

Table 6.11: CDP-model step 7
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Important factors online shopping
The respondents were asked what object related 
factors when online shopping were important to 
them. This was done with an assessment matrix 
ranging from ‘less important’ to ‘important’. Ta-
ble 6.12 shows the outcome of this question. 
As with the same question for traditional shop-
ping, it appears that the answers for the question 
are not formulated very well. The respondents 
tend to choose for the answer ‘important’ very 
easily. However, it is still possible to draw conclu-
sions from the given answers.
Table 6.12 shows that quality, price, delivery and 
payment options are important to most of the 
respondents. Image, assortment, website layout 
and pleasure are less important compared to 
other factors. 

Table 6.12: Important factors online shopping

This chapter started with the outcomes of the interview guide approach. It appeared that those interviews were 
very time consuming. It took on average 30 minutes to complete an interview and 90 minutes to write down the 
interview. It was therefore better to use a survey for this research. 
The questions from the interview guide approach were converted into an online survey which took the participants 
10 a 15 minutes to complete on average. Invitations to participate in the survey were distributed by word of mouth 
and 2800 notifications, with the request to participate in the survey, were delivered in mailboxes. 229 people re-
sponded and 214 questionnaires were completed correctly.
It was examined to what extent the sample was representative of the Dutch population. This was done for gender, 
age, educational background, household composition and the amount of children living at home. Almost all groups 
were represented well except for age. It appeared that there were less respondents younger than 20 years and 
older than 80 years old. This was explained by the fact that younger people often still live at home with their par-
ents and older people often don’t have internet to complete the questionnaire. 

Descriptive outcomes of the survey
Almost 44% of the respondents are using communication platforms such as Twitter and Facebook on a daily base 
and 28,5% never use this platform. The usage of collaboration platforms is more equally divided. There is a small 
group who never use those platforms (22%), but most of the respondents use it more frequently than once a 
month. Entertainment platforms are the least used. 40.7% of the respondents never use this kind of social media. 
Multimedia platforms such as Youtube are most used on a weekly base. Opinion and review platforms are used the 
most on a monthly or yearly base. 
The respondent was asked what kind of shopper he was, 53.7% of the respondents indicated that they like to 
shop. 46.3% of the respondents indicated that they didn’t like to shop. 
Quality, service, price and assortment are important for the most of the respondents when traditional shopping. 
Parking space, distance and brands are less important compared to other factors. Although 46.3% of the respond-
ents don’t like to shop in general, most of them find pleasure important while shopping.
Of all respondents 92.1% used the internet in the purchasing process in the past. Those indicated that 7.6% rarely 
use the internet in the purchasing process. 54.3% indicated that they use the internet now and then. 35.2% of the 
respondents indicated that they use the internet for many of the purchases they do. And 3% of the respondents 
indicated they use the internet for (almost) all their purchases. 
The last purchase of the respondents were household goods (24,6%), fashion (28,6%), Personal products (40.7%), 
tickets / other (6.1%). From all those purchases were 64.3% made at an online store. Only 35.7% were made at a 
traditional retailer. A sidenote to this is that the participant was notified that items such as groceries, personal care 
products and purchases for others were excluded from the survey.
It appeared that the respondents used communication platforms and opinion and review platforms the most in 
the  7 steps of the CDP-model. Collaboration, multimedia and entertainment platforms are far less used in the CDP-
model. As for traditional shopping, the respondents were asked what the important factors were for them when 
online shopping. Quality, price, delivery and payment options are important for most of the respondents. Image, 
assortment, website layout and pleasure are less important compared to other factors.
Chapter 7 will discus the actual data analysis. Relationships between social media usage and personal factors will 
be explained and social media usage in the CDP-model will be discussed.     

6.4. Conclusion
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7. Data analyses
This chapter discusses the actual data analyses received from the survey. This chapter will give answers to the pre-
determined research questions. There are five sections all focussing on different parts of the data collected from 
the survey:
• Social media use in general
• The purchasing process
• Social media usage in the CDP-model
• Influence of social media on shopping
• Store and product factors related to social media usage
Every section starts with a general research question and more detailed questions. To answer these questions, chi-
square and related statistics were used as well as logistic regression. The methods are briefly described below. This 
chapter ends with a conclusion which comprises all the significant relationships concerning the research questions 
and other findings worth mentioning.     

Chi-square
With the help of chi-square it is possible to find significant relationships between two nominal or ordinal variables. 
The first step is using a crosstable to see if the relationship is significant with the help of chi-square. Chi-square  tells 
with what certainty there is a statistical relationship between the two variables. For this research study a signifi-
cance of 0.05 is used. This means that if a relationship is significant, it can be said with a 95% certainty that there is 
a relationship between the two variables. 
The following step when using crosstable is to find out how strong 
this relationship is (only when the relationship is significant). This 
is different for nominal and ordinal variables (NZSSDS, 2010).
When there are two nominal variables or one nominal and one or-
dinal variable Phi or Cramer’s V is used. When both variables only 
have two possible answers Phi is used (2x2 square crosstable). Table 7.1: Tests used with crosstable
For any other kind of crosstable Cramer’s V is used. The result of this test is a value between 0 and 1. A  value of 0 
means that the variables show no consistency (strength of relationship) and are statistically independent where the 
value 1 means that the variables show a very strong consistency and are statistically dependent. The more closer to 
1 the stronger the relationship is. When Phi or Cramers’s V is used the significancy of the test is the same as from 
the Chi-square test.
When there are two ordinal variables Kendall’s Tau-c is used. The result of this test is a value between -1 and +1. As 
with Phi and Cramer’s V the closer the value is to 1 the stronger the relationship is. However since the variables are  
both ordinal it is possible to give a direction to this relationship. A positive Kendall’s Tau-c means that when variable 
A is increasing variable B is increasing as well. A negative Kendall’s Tau-c Means that when variable A is increasing 
variable B is decreasing or vice versa. The significance of the Kendall’s Tau-c is not the same as the significance of 
the Chi-square test (table 7.1). The significance of the chi-square test is therefore not relevant. 

Logistic regression      
Logistic regression can be binomial or multinomial. Binomial logistic regression refers to the instance in which the 
observed outcome can have only two possible types. Multinomial logistic regression refers to cases where the out-
come can have three or more possible types.  
In binomial logistic regression, the outcome is usually coded as “0” and “1”, as this leads to the most straightfor-
ward interpretation. The target group (case) is usually coded as “1” and the reference (non case) group as “0”. 
Logistic regression is used to predict the odds of being a case based on the predictors. The odds are defined as the 
probability of a case divided by the probability of a non case. The odds ratio is the primary measure of effect size 
in logistic regression and is computed to compare the odds that membership in one group (for example the target 
group) will lead to a case outcome with the odds that membership in some other group (for example the reference 
group) will lead to a case outcome. The odds ratio (OR) is defined as the odds of being a case for one group divided 
by the odds of being a case for another group. An odds ratio of 1 indicates that the odds of a case outcome are 
equally likely for both groups under comparison. The further the odds deviate from one, the stronger the relation-
ship (Sieben, 2009). 
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Logistic regression makes use of one or more predictor variables that may be either continuous, dichotome or 
categorical data. In logistic regression the base rate of a case for the null model (the model without any predictors 
or the intercept-only model) is fit to the model including one or more predictors. Since binary logistic regression is 
used for predicting binary outcomes, it is therefore necessary that logistic regression take the natural logarithm of 
the odds to create a continuous criterion. The logit of success is then fit to the predictors using regression analy-
sis. The results of this logit is than converted back to the odds via the inverse of the natural logarithm, namely the 
exponential function. 
In this research study only binomial stepwise logistic regression is used. Using a stepwise regression analysis elimi-
nates all insignificant relationships which results in a test with only those variables of which can be said that they 
have with 95% certainty a statistical relationship with the dependent variable. 
This logistic regression results in an equation with the weight of all the significant independent variables:
ln = C + Bn * Xn and equivalently e(C + Bn * Xn). Where C is the parameter estimation of the constant, B is the pa-
rameter estimation of the independent variable and X is the outcome of the independent variable (Sieben, 2009).    
This logistic model can also be converted into a probability model.
The chance that the outcome is “used” or 1 is: P-used = e (C + Bn * Xn) / e (C + Bn * Xn) + 1
The chance that the outcome is “not used” or 0 is: P-not used = 1 / e (C + Bn * Xn) + 1

If an independent variable needs to be categorized because it is ordinal or categorical, the last possible outcome 
in that variable will be used as reference group. For example, if the educational background of the respondents is 
divided into low, average and high educated. High will be categorized as reference group 00, low will be categorized 
as 10 and average will be categorized as 01.   

To make sure the model fits with the used variables it is possible to test the goodness of fit of the model.
With the Omnibus tests of Model Coefficients it is possible to calculate if the Chi-square is significant. A significance 
of less than 0.05 means that the model with the used independent variables fits better than a model without those 
independent variables. 
Cox & Snell R square and Nagelkerke R square can be used to see how much the used independent variables predict 
the outcome. Nagelkerke R square is hereby better to use since Cox & Snell R square can not reach 1 and tends to 
give lower estimations. The non-linear outcome of this R square, a value between 0 and 1; 0 means that nothing of 
the outcome can be predicted based on the independent variables, where 1 means that the entire outcome can be 
predicted based on the independent variables. 
There are however three issues with using a R square,
• In this study is binomial stepwise logistic regression used. Stepwise regression means that all insignificant vari-

ables are filtered. This results in a lower R square.
• “In general, R square measures are based on various comparisons of the predicted values from the fitted model 

to those from the base model, the no data or intercept only model and, as a result, do not assess goodness-of-
fit. We think that a true measure of fit is one based strictly on a comparison of observed to predicted values 
from the fitted model” (Hosmer and Lemeshow, 2000). 

• “Low R square values in logistic regression are the norm and this presents a problem when reporting their 
values to an audience accustomed to seeing linear regression values. Thus we do not recommend routine pub-
lishing of R square values with results from fitted logistic models. However, they may be helpful in the model 
building state as a statistic to evaluate competing models” (Hosmer and Lemeshow, 2000).

The Hosmer–Lemeshow test is also a statistical test for goodness of fit for logistic regression models. The test as-
sesses whether or not the observed event rates match expected event rates in subgroups of the model population. 
A significance of lower than 0.05 means that the logit model is not explaining the data well. However this goodness 
of fit test is not without risks. 
• It tends to flatten out differences between observed and expected data at bigger research samples resulting in 

a lower significance. And it exaggerates differences between observed and expected data at smaller research 
samples resulting in a higher significance.

• The Hosmer-Lemeshow test can only be preformed when there are 2 or more independent variables in the 
logistic analysis. 

Therefore, Hosmer and Lemeshow will be used when there are 2 or more independent variables in the logistic 
analysis, Nagelkerke R square will be used in all other cases. 
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The first research question which will be explored is: “What personal characteristics do influence social media us-
age in general?”. As seen in the previous chapter, the respondents have indicated how frequently they use social 
media. It is now possible to search for relations between the frequency of social media usage and the personal 
factors. This is done with the following variables: 
• Gender
• Age 
• Living environment 
• Educational background 
• Contentment with income

The results are shown below. The crosstables and chi-square tests of each relation can be found in appendix 10. 

Gender
Since gender is an nominal variable and the 
frequency of social media usage an ordinal 
variable, crosstable with Phi / Cramer’s V are 
used (table 7.2).
A significant (sig <0.05) outcome means that 
there is with at least 95% certainty a relation-
ship between the two variables. Cramer’s V 
can tell how strong this relationship is (0.1 = 
weak, 0.5 = moderate and 0.8 = strong).  

Table 7.2: Relationship social media usage and gender

Only the relation between communication platforms and gender was significant (sig = 0.013). A Cramer’s V of 0.224 
means that there is a weak to moderate relationship between those two variables.   
The outcome of this means that gender only influences the use of communication platforms. It appears that wom-
en are using communication platforms on a more frequent basis (the crosstable is found in appendix 10). 

Age 
The respondents could give 5 possible answers 
about their age:
• Younger than 20 years old 
• 20 to 40 years old
• 40 to 65 years old
• 65 to 80 years old
• 80 years and older
  Table 7.3: Relationship social media usage and age

  

7.1. Social media usage in general

Since the sample is relatively small (N=214) not all age groups are adequately represented for each social media 
platform. It was therefore needed to recode the age categories into three groups; younger than 40 years old, 40 
to 65 years old and 65 years and older. Age and the frequency of social media usage are both an ordinal scale and 
therefore crosstable with Kendall’s tau-c are used. Kendall’s tau-c can tell how strong a relationship is and in what 
way the variables are related to each other. 
The relationships with communication platforms / entertainment platforms / multimedia platforms and age (table 
7.3) are significant. This means that there is a relationship between age and these social media platforms. Kendall’s 
Tau-c tells that communication platforms and multimedia platforms have a moderate relationship with age and en-
tertainment platforms have a weak relationship with age. The minus sign also tells that when the age is increasing 
the frequency of social media usage decreases (the crosstable is found in appendix 10).
This result was expected since younger people use computers more often in general. And CBS (2012) stated that 
communication platforms such as Facebook, Entertainment platforms such as online games and multimedia plat-
forms such as Youtube all have a younger user group in general.      
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Living environment
The respondents were asked for the first 4 digits 
of their postal-code. This postal-code was used 
to find the surrounding address density. This in-
dicates the number of addresses in a radius of 1 
kilometre divided by the surface area of that cir-
cle. Than, per square grid of 500 by 500 metres 
is determined how many addresses there are 
(CBS, 2012). This is used to determine whether Table 7.4: Relationship social media usage and environment

Since environment is an ordinal variable and the frequency of social media usage an ordinal variable, crosstable with 
Kendall’s Tau-c are used. There is only one significant relationship (see table 7.4) between environment and multi-
media platforms found. Kendall’s tau-c shows that this relationship is weak to moderate. It appears that respondents 
in urban  environments use multimedia platforms more often than respondents from rural environments.     

Educational background
The respondents were asked for their educa-
tional background. These answers are divided 
into three groups; low, average and high edu-
cated. Educational background is an ordinal 
variable and therefore crosstables with Kendall’s 
Tau-c are used. 
There is only a significant relationship (see table 
7.5) found between collaboration platforms

Figure X: Relationship social media usage and educational background

and educational background. This weak relationship is  positive which means that higher educated respondents are 
using collaboration platforms more frequently.  

Contentment with income
The respondents were asked if they were happy 
with their income. This contentment of income 
is a nominal variable and therefore crosstables 
with Cramer’s V are used. None of the social 
media platforms had a significant relationship 
with the contentment of the income (see table 
7.6).   

Table 7.6: Relationship social media usage and contentment income

As seen in above figures, age is the personal factor which most influences uses of social media platforms. This is not 
a surprise since it’s well known that younger people use computers and the internet more frequently in general.
The outcome that females use communication platforms more often is also explainable. Females may be more so-
cial and talk more with each other then males. A less obvious outcome is that respondents from an urban environ-
ment use multimedia platforms more often while there are no significant relationships have been found for other 
types of social media. 
A possible explanation for this can be that faster internet in general is more available in urban areas. Multimedia 
platforms often require better and faster internet, and work less well when using internet from a telephone pro-
vider, while social media such as Facebook are still accessible through internet from a telephone provider.
Another obvious outcome is the relationship between educational background and the use of collaboration plat-
forms. Higher educated respondents are more likely to use collaboration platforms. This is no surprise since higher 
educated people often use cloud social media such as Dropbox for their work.
     
 

Table 7.5: Relationship social media usage and educational background

an area is rural or urban. Hereby rural is classified as less then 1000 addresses per square grid, average as between 
1000 and 1500 per square grid and urban as more then 1500 addresses per square grid.  
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The following research question which will be explored further is: “What are the characteristics of the consumers 
who use the internet in the purchasing process?”.
This question is divided into more detailed questions, namely:
• What are the characteristics of the consumers who ever used the internet in the purchasing process?
• Are there characteristics of the consumers which influence the frequency of using the internet in the purchasing 

process?
• Do the characteristics of consumers influence the time they spend during the purchasing process?
• Do the characteristics of consumers influence the choice for making the actual purchase online or offline?
• Is there a relation between the type of purchase and the choice for online or offline purchasing?

Characteristics of consumers who ever used the internet in the purchasing process
As seen in the previous chapter, 92.1% of the respondents ever used the internet in the purchasing process. It is pos-
sible to search for relations between this and the personal characteristics of the respondents. This is done for the 
following variables (gender and contentment with income are excluded since the outcome of those variables was 
distributed evenly) :
• Age: it is possible that older respondents are less likely to ever have used the internet in the purchasing process.
• Living environment: it is possible that respondents from rural area’s have less access to the internet.
• Educational background: it is possible that respondents with lower education use the internet less for purchases.

Table 7.7: Relationship use of internet in purchasing process and age

Table 7.8: Relationship use of internet in purchasing process and environment

Table 7.9: Relationship use of internet in purchasing process and education

As seen in table 7.7, age does have a significant rela-
tionship with ‘ever used the internet in the purchas-
ing process’ (sig = 0.000). Phi gives a weak to moder-
ate relation of  0.376. Even without this statistic it is 
easy to see that only some older respondents never 
used the internet in the purchasing process. All of the 
younger respondents did use the internet in the pur-
chasing process in the past. 
Table 7.8, shows that there is no significant relation-
ship between environment and ‘ever used the inter-
net in the purchasing process’ (Sig = 0.294).
There is however a significant relationship between 
education and ‘ever used  the internet in the

This shows that age and educational background influence the chance that a respondent ever used the internet in 
the purchasing process. 
 
Characteristics of the consumers which influence the frequence of using the internet in the purchasing process
Fifteen of the 214 respondents answered that they never used the internet in the purchasing process. The other 
respondents (N=199) were asked how frequently they used the internet. It is possible to search for relationships 
between this frequency and the personal characteristics of the respondents. This is done for:
• Gender
• Age
• Living environment
• Educational background
• Contentment with income

7.2. The purchasing process

purchasing process (table 7.9). There is a weak relationship (sig = 0.002, Cramer’s V = 0.243). This means that higher 
educated respondents have more chance to have used the internet in the purchasing process in the past.

There is only a significant relationship between age 
and the frequency of using the internet in the pur-
chasing process (see table 7.10). There is a weak 
to moderate relationship (sig = 0.010, Cramer’s V = 
0.238) which means that age influences the frequency 
of internet usage in the purchasing process a little (it 
was not possible to maintain three age groups, there-
fore age is recoded into two groups for this analysis). 
It appears that younger consumers use the internet in 
the purchasing process more. The other insignificant 
results can be found in appendix 11.  Table 7.10: Relationship use of internet in purchasing process and age
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The time consumers spend in the purchasing process
Three questions will be investigated regarding the time consumers spend:
• Do personal factors influence the time between ‘getting the idea for a purchase’ and ‘the orientation process’ 

(the time between step 1 and 2 of the consumer decision process model)?
• Do personal factors influence the time between ‘the orientation process’ and ‘the actual purchase’ (the time 

between step 2 and step 4 of the consumer decision process model)?
• Do consumers who answered that they dislike shopping in general go faster through those steps?

The personal factors which will be analysed are:
• Gender; females like shopping more in general, therefore they may be willing to spend more time on it.
• Age; Younger people know more and better ways to evaluate alternatives and may therefore be faster in this 

process.
• Living environment; consumers from urban area’s have more ways to evaluate alternatives and may therefore 

be slower in this process.
• Educational background; consumers who are higher educated may be more careful when purchasing goods 

and could be therefore slower in the process.
• Contentment with income; consumers who have less money to spend may be more careful when purchasing 

goods and could therefore be slower in the process.

Table 7.11: Relationship time spent before orientating and personal factors (step 1 - 2)

Table 7.12: Relationship time spent before purchasing and personal factors (step 2 - 4)

Table 7.11 shows that none of those per-
sonal factors have a significant relationship 
with  the time consumers spend before 
orientating. This conclusion also holds for 
the relationship between the time spent 
before purchasing and the personal factors 
(table 7.12). The actual tests are found in 
appendix 12.

The respondent was asked what kind of 
shopper he was:
• A consumer who likes to shop in 

general and sees it as a leisure activity 
(more hedonic)

• A consumer who doesn’t like to shop in general and tries to minimize it (more utilitarian)

It is possible to search for a relationship between ‘the type of shopper’ and ‘the time they spend in the purchasing 
process’. It is likely that respondents who like shopping are investing more time in the purchasing process than con-
sumers who do not like to shop. On the other hand, consumers who do not like to shop could postpone the actual 
purchase and therefore take longer in the purchasing process.

Table 7.13 shows that the type of consumer does not have a significant relationship with  the time consumers 
spend before orientating. This holds for the relationship between the time spent before purchasing and the type 
of consumer (table 7.14) as well. It is therefore not possible to say that the type of consumer influences the time  
spent on the purchase. 

Table 7.13: Relationship time spent before orientating and  type of consumer

Table 7.14: Relationship time spent before purchasing and  type of con-
sumer
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The actual purchase
The respondents were asked if they made their last actual purchase in a traditional store or online. It is therefore 
possible to search for relationships between the personal factors of the respondents and whether they made the 
purchase online or offline. This is done with:

• Type of shopper
• Gender
• Age
• Educational background
• Living environment

There are no significant relationships found between the personal factors and the online/offline purchase (table 
7.15). Therefore the type of shopper, gender, age, the educational background and the environment of the re-
spondent do not affect the choice for online or offline shopping. The analyses are found in appendix 13.  

The respondents were also asked what kind of purchase they made. Those purchases were recoded into 4 groups; 
household items such as furniture, personal items such as mobile phones, fashion such as clothes, tickets and serv-
ices / others (there was only 1 item classified as other; dog food). A full list of all purchases and their classification 
can be found in appendix 13. It is possible to search for a relationship between the type of purchase and the choice 
for purchasing it online or offline. 

Table 7.15: Relationship personal factors and online or offline purchase

Table 7.16: Relationship between type of purchase and online / offline shopping

Table 7.16 shows that there 
is a relationship between 
the type of purchase and the 
choice for online or offline 
shopping. A significance of 
less then 0.000 and a Cram-
er’s V of 0.367 means that there is a weak to moderate relationship between the type of the purchase and the 
choice for online and offline shopping. As seen in the crosstable it appears that personal products and tickets are 
bought most of the time on the internet, while household goods and fashion are well balanced between online and 
offline shopping. A reason for this difference could be that consumers already know what they want when they buy 
personal products, while they want to try and see household good and fashion products first. Tickets are bought 
more often on the internet because that is cheaper and easier in general.  
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There is a significant (sig = 0.026) weak to moderate 
(Cramer’s V = 0.215) relation found between the usage 
of communication platforms in the CDP-model and the 
gender of the respondents. Table 7.18 shows that male 
respondents did use more communication platforms in 
their last purchase. This, in combination with the signifi-
cant relationship, means that male consumers use com-
munication platforms more often in the CDP.  

A significant (sig = 0.047) weak (Cramer’s V = 0.175) rela-
tion is found between the usage of multimedia platforms 
in the CDP-model and the gender of the respondents. Ta-
ble 7.19 shows that 15% of the male respondents did use 
multimedia platforms in their last purchase. Only 5.7% of 
the females did this. This, in combination with the signifi-
cant relationship, means that male consumers use multi-
media platforms more often in the CDP. 

The next research question which will be explored is: ‘How does use of social media influence the consumer deci-
sion process?’
This question is broken down into three more detailed questions:
• What are the characteristics of the consumers who use social media in the consumer decision process?
• Do consumers who use social media more often in general, also use this more often in the consumer decision 

process?
• Are consumers who use social media in a particular step of the CDP-model more likely to use it in the next steps 

also?

Characteristics of respondents who used social media in the CDP
For every type of social media is examined if there was a relationship with the following personal factors:
• Type of shopper
• Gender
• Age
• Educational background
• Living environment
• Contentment with income
The significancy of all relationships are shown here. A complete overview of all crosstables between the variables 
is found in appendix 14. 
When a respondent did use a specific social media platform more than once, the amount is summed. For example: 
if a respondent did use communication platforms in step 1, 3 and 6 of the CDP-model. His social media usage for 
communication platforms would count as three.  There are in total 4 significant relationships and 3 almost signifi-
cant (sig between 0.005 and 0.010) relationships found (table 7.17).

7.3. Social media usage in the CDP

Table 7.18: Relationship between usage communication platforms in CDP-
model and gender

Table 7.17: Relationship between usage social media platforms in CDP-model and personal characteristics.

Table 7.19: Relationship between usage multimedia platforms in CDP-model 
and gender

Table 7.20: Relationship between usage opinion platforms in CDP-model and 
gender

Table 7.21: Relationship between usage communication platforms in CDP-model and age

There is also a significant (sig = 0.034) weak 
(Cramer’s V = 0.209) relation found between the 
usage of opinion platforms in the CDP-model 
and the gender of the respondents. Table 7.20 
shows that male respondents did use opinion 
platforms more in their last purchase.
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not possible and therefore Omnibus and Nagelkerke R square are used to test the goodness of fit. A chi-square of 
24.611 is significant (sig = 0.000) with 2 degrees of freedom. So the analysis passes the Omnibus test. Nagelkerke 
gives a R square of 0.163. Table 7.22 shows that younger respondents use communication platforms more often in 
the CDP-model than older respondents. The result of this logistic regression analysis is in line with the crosstable 
chi-square tests. The percentage predicted correctly after adding the variable age stayed the same at 67.8%. This is 
due to the fact that none of the age groups did use communication platforms for more than 50%.
The crosstable age*communication platforms in appendix 14 shows that in age group (1) 47.6% of the respondents 
did use communication platforms, in age group (2) 24.5% of the respondents did use communication platforms and 
in age group (3) none did use communication platforms. Those percentages can also be calculated with the out-
comes of the logistic regression:
For age group 1:
F-used = -21.203 + 21.108 = -0.095 
F-not used = 0.0
P-used = exp(F-used)/[exp(F-used)+exp(F-not used)] = 0.909/1.909 = 0.476
P-not used = 1 / [exp(F-used)+exp(F-not used)] = 1 / 1.909 = 0.523

For age group 2:
F-used = -21.203 + 20.077 = -1.126
F-not used = 0.0
P-used = exp(F-used)/[exp(F-used)+exp(F-not used)] = 0.324/1.324 = 0.245
P-not used = 1 / [exp(F-used)+exp(F-not used)] = 1 / 1.324 = 0.755

For age group 3:
F-used = -21.203 + 0 = -21.203
F-not used = 0.0
P-used = exp(F-used)/[exp(F-used)+exp(F-not used)] = 0.000/0.000 + 1 = 0.000
P-not used = 1 / [exp(F-used)+exp(F-not used)] = 1 /  0.000 + 1 = 1

The last significant (sig = 0.002) weak (Kendall’s Tau-c = -0.266) relation is found between the usage of communica-
tion  platforms in the CDP-model and the age of the respondents. Figure 7.21 shows that younger respondents do 
use communication platforms more often in the purchasing process. None of the respondents older than 65 years 
did use communication platforms for their last purchase. This result was expected since younger people did also use 
communication platforms more in general. 

There are some insignificant relationships worth mentioning. Those relationships failed the chi-square test with a 
few percent and are therefore still worthwhile to discuss. 
The significance between gender and entertainment platforms is 0.062. From the crosstable it appears that males 
do use entertainment platforms more in the purchasing process. Since the chi-square test is not significant, it is not 
possible to say this with at least 95% certainty (yet with 94%). The purchases of the respondents who did use this 
type of social media were almost all computer or game related. 
Another worthwhile finding is the relationship between the type of shopper and multimedia platforms. The chi-
square test failed with a result of 0.087. From the crosstable it appears that respondents who do not like to shop, 
use multimedia platforms more often in the purchasing process. 
The last relationship worth mentioning is between the contentment with income and communication platforms. It 
failed the chi-square test with a result of 0.101. However from the crosstable it looks like that respondents who are 
not content with their income, use communication platforms more often in their purchasing process.

The previous tests investigated statistical relations between individual personal characteristics to different types 
of social media. With the help of stepwise logistic regression it is possible to search for relationships between all 
the (possibly mutually related and interacting) personal characteristics and the use of types of social media. This is 
achieved by investigating the effect of the six previous stated personal characteristics on each kind of social media 
with stepwise forward logistic regression. The results of those analysis are shown below, the complete stepwise lo-
gistic regression analysis are found in appendix 14B. These tests differ a bit from the previous chi-square tests. The 
following logistic regression analysis are based on the dependent dichotome variable used or not used. Therefore, 
if a respondent did use a type of social media in one or multiple steps of the CDP-model it is counted as one time. 

There is only a significant relationship found be-
tween the age of the respondent and the use 
of communication platforms in the CDP-model. 
Since this is the only independent variable that 
is significant, a Hosmer and Lemeshow test is 

Table 7.22: Relationship between usage communication platforms in CDP-
model and significant personal characteristics
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However the crosstable chi-square tests showed that gender also influences the use of communication platforms in 
the CDP-model. The reason for this difference is that in the crosstable chi-square tests multiple use of a type of social 
media is possible, where here only a distinction is made between used and not used. There does not appear to be a 
significant ( sig = 0.575) relationship between age and gender. 

Collaboration platforms
There are no significant relationships found between the independent personal characteristics and the depend-
ent variable use of collaboration platforms. This conclusion is in line with the outcome of the crosstable chi-square 
tests.

Entertainment platforms
There are also no significant relationships found between the independent personal characteristics and the depend-
ent variable use of entertainment platforms. This conclusion matches with the outcome of the crosstable chi-square 
tests. 

A significant relationship is found between the 
gender of the respondent and the use of multi-
media platforms in the CDP-model. Since this is 
the only independent variable that is significant, 

Table 7.23: Relationship between usage multimedia platforms in CDP-model 
and significant personal characteristics

a Hosmer and Lemeshow test is not possible
and therefore Omnibus and Nagelkerke R square are used to test the goodness of fit. A chi-square of 4.911 is signifi-
cant (sig = 0.027) with 1 degree of freedom. So the analysis passes the Omnibus test. Nagelkerke gives a R square of 
0.051. This is not very high and means that the used variables in the analysis only explain for a small part the choice 
between using entertainment platforms in the purchasing process or not. Table 7.23 shows that female respondents 
use multimedia platforms 0.4 times as often in the CDP-model than male respondents. The result of this logistic 
regression analysis is in line with the crosstable chi-square tests. The equation for this analysis is: LN(ODDS) = -1.730 
+ -1.083 * Xgender.
The percentage of correctly predicted stayed the same at 89.9% after adding the variable gender to the analysis. 
The reason for this is that none of both males (15.1%) and females (5.7%) groups did use multimedia platforms for 
more than 50%. 

Opinion and review platforms
The characteristics of the respondents who did 
use  opinion and review platforms in the CDP-
model are tested for significant relationships. It 
appears that gender influences the use of opin-
ion and review platforms in the CDP-model. Table 7.24 shows that gender influences the use of opinion and review 
platforms in the CDP-model. The equation for this test is: LN(ODDS) = -0.151 - 0.733 * Xgender.
Female respondents do use opinion and review platforms 0.5 times as often in the CDP-model than males. Those 
conclusions were also made from the crosstable chi-square tests. Since there is only one significant variable a Hos-
mer and Lemeshow test is not possible. The Onmibus test shows a significant (sig = 0.013) chi-square of 6.139 with 1 
degree of freedom. Nagelkerke shows a low R square of 0.041. As with the previous logistic analysis, the percentage  
of correct predictions (62.8%) stays the same after adding the variable gender to the analysis.

Table 7.24: Relationship between usage opinion platforms in CDP-model and 
significant personal characteristics
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For the usage of social media in every step of the CDP-model is examined if there was a relationship with the fol-
lowing personal factors:
• Type of shopper
• Gender
• Age
• Educational background
• Living environment
• Contentment with income
As with the different types of social media usage, this is done first with crosstables and than with logistic regres-
sion analyses. 
The significance of all relationships are shown here. A complete overview of all crosstable between the variables 
is found in appendix 15. 
When a respondent did use multiple social media platforms in one step it is still counted as one. For example: if a 
respondent did use communication platforms and collaboration platforms in step 1 of the CDP-model, his social 
media usage for that step would count as one. This is necessary since there is searched for characteristics of in-
dividuals and in some steps there is not enough social media used to recode the usage in multiple groups. There 
are in total 9 significant relationships and 3 almost significant relationships found (Table 7.25).

Table 7.26: Relationship between social media usage in step 1 and gender

Table 7.27: Relationship between social media usage in step 3 and gender

There is a significant (sig = 0.011) weak (Phi = 
0.179) relation found between the social media 
usage in step 1 of the CDP-model and the gender 
of the respondents. Table 7.26 shows that 31.2% 
of the male respondents used social media in 
step 1 of the CDP-model. While 16.0% of the fe-
male respondents did use social media in step 1. 
This means that male consumers use social media 
more when getting the idea for a purchase.    

Table 7.25: Relationship between individual steps of the CDP-model and personal characteristics.

Table 7.28: Relationship between social media usage in step 4 and gender

The relationship between social media usage in 
step 3 of the CDP-model and the gender of the 
respondents is also significant (sig = 0.004). This 
weak (Phi = -0.207) relationship tells that male 
consumers use social media more in step 3 (eval-
uation of alternatives) of the CDP-model. Table 7.27 shows that 43.0% of the male respondents used social media in 
step 3 of the CDP-model. While 23.6% of the female respondents did use social media in step 3. It therefore could 
be that male consumers more careful weight products against each other. 

There is a significant (sig = 0.007) weak (Phi = 0.191) relation found between the social media usage in step 4 of the 
CDP-model and the gender of the respondents. Table 7.28 shows that 32.3% of the male respondents used social 
media in step 4 of the CDP-model. While 16.0% of the female respondents did use social media in step 4. Male 
consumers therefore use more social media in the purchase discission (step 4) than female consumers.
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Table 7.32: Relationship between social media usage in step 5 and education

A significant (sig = 0.049) weak (Phi = 0.174) re-
lation is found between the social media usage 
in step 5 of the CDP-model and the educational 
background of the respondents. Table 7.32 shows 
that none of the less educated respondents used 
social media in step 5 of the CDP-model. While 
15.9% of the average educated respondents and 
10.9% of the higher educated respondents did 
use social media in step 5. Therefore, higher edu-
cated change the use of the product more with 
the help of social media.

Regarding the relationship between social media 
usage in step 6 of the CDP-model and the person-

Table 7.29: Relationship between social media usage in step 7 and gender

Table 7.34: Relationship between social media usage in step 7 and contentment 
  with income

Table 7.30: Relationship between social media usage in step 5 and age

Table 7.31: Relationship between social media usage in step 7 and age

Table 7.33: Relationship between social media usage in step 6 and environment

Male consumers do use social media more when 
they want to sell the product. A significant (sig = 
0.031) weak (Phi = 0.153) relation has been found 
between the social media usage in step 7 of the 
CDP-model and the gender of the respondent. 
38.7% of the male respondents used social me-
dia in step 7 of the CDP-model (table 7.29). While 
24.5% of the female respondents did use social 
media in step 7 (disposal of the product).

There is a significant (sig = 0.003) weak to moder-
ate (Phi = 0.241) relation found between the so-
cial media usage in step 5 of the CDP-model and
the age of the respondents. Table 7.30 shows that older respondents are less likely to use social media in step 5 
(using the product) of the CDP-model. This, in combination with the significant relationship, means that younger 
consumers change the use of the product more often with social media. 

The significant (sig = 0.011) weak (Phi = 0.213) relation found between the social media usage in step 7 of the CDP-
model and the age of the respondent indicates that younger consumers use social media more often when they 
are selling the product. Table 7.31 shows that younger respondents did use social media more in step 7 of the CDP-
model. This is no surprise since younger consumers did use social media more in general as well.    

al characteristics of the consumer, there appears to be a significant (sig = 0.029) weak (Phi = 0.189) relation between 
the social media usage in step 6 of the CDP-model and the environment of the respondent. Table 7.33 shows rural 
respondents did use social media more in step 6 (evaluation after consumption). This, in combination with the sig-
nificant relationship, means that consumers from a rural environment use social media more to publish their opin-
ion. A reason for this could be that consumers from rural environments have less other ways to publish their opinion 
than consumers from urban environments (since the distance for other possibilities is often greater). 

There is a significant (sig = 0.003) weak (Phi = 0.208) relation found between the social media usage in step 7 of the 
CDP-model and the contentment with income of the respondent. Table 7.34 shows that 26.5% of the respondents 
who are content with their income used social media in step 7 of the CDP-model. While 51.4% of the respondents 
who are not content with their income did use social media in step 7. This means that consumers who are not con-
tent with their income use social media more often to sell their product. Consumers who have less money to spend, 
may be more actively selling their products, and therefore use social media more often for this. 
In addition, contentment with income is related to the age of the respondents. It appears that there is a significant  
(sig = 0.00) weak to moderate (Phi = 0.326) relationship between contentment with income and age. This should be 
taken into account. 
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There are some insignificant relationships worth mentioning. Those relationships failed the chi-square test with a 
few percent and are therefore still worthwhile to discuss. 
Although there is no significant (sig = 0.071) relation found between the social media usage in step 3 of the CDP-
model and the type of respondents, it is still worth mentioning. 27.1% of the respondents who like to shop used 
social media in step 3 of the CDP-model. While 39.1% of the  respondents who don’t like to shop did use social 
media in step 3. It looks like that consumers who do not like to shop use social media more often for searching for 
alternatives. 
Although, there is no significant (sig = 0.078) relation found between the social media usage in step 4 of the CDP-
model and the type of respondents, it is still worth mentioning that 18.7% of the respondents who like to shop 
used social media in step 4 of the CDP-model. While 29.3% of the  respondents who don’t like to shop did use social 
media in step 4. Consumers who do not like to shop may be more likely to use social media for the actual purchase. 
That consumers who do not like to shop use social media more often in step 3 and 4 of the CDP-model is not a sur-
prise. When using social media in those steps they can evade or minimize the shopping time in traditional stores. 
Although there is no significant (sig = 0.066) relation found between the social media usage in step 5 of the CDP-
model and the contentment with income of respondents, it is still worth mentioning. 8.6% of the respondents who 
are content with their income used social media in step 5 of the CDP-model, while 18.9% of the  respondents who 
aren’t content with their income did use social media in step 5. This means that consumers who are not content 
with their income use social media more often when using the product.    

The previous tests were comparing individual personal characteristics to social media. With the help of logistic 
regression it is possible to search for relationships between all the personal characteristics and the use of social 
media. This is achieved by comparing the six previous stated personal characteristics to each individual step of the 
cdp-model with stepwise forward logistic regression. The results are shown below, the complete logistic regression 
analysis can be found in appendix 15B.

CDP-model total
The characteristics of the respondents who 
did use social media in any of the steps of the 
CDP-model are investigated. It appears that 
only gender and contentment with income 
influence social media usage when looking to
social media usage in the total CDP-model. Table 7.35 shows that contentment with income influences social media 
usage more than gender. The significance of the Hosmer and Lemeshow test is 0.995. This means that the model 
fits well with these variables. The equation for this test is: LN(ODDS) = 1.129 + 0.865 * Xincome -1.092 * Xgender.
The percentage predicted correctly goes from 60.4% to 64.8% when adding the variables gender and content-
ment with income. Female respondents do use social media 0.3 times as often in the CDP-model than males and 
respondents who are not content with their income use social media 2.4 times more often in the CDP-model. 

CDP-model step 1

Table 7.35: Relationship between significant personal charac-
teristics and social media usage in the CDP-model / Hosmer 
and Lemeshow test.

There is only a significant relationship found 
between the gender of the respondent and the 
social media usage in step 1 of the CDP-model. 
Since this is the only independent variable that 

Table 7.36: Relationship between significant personal characteristics and social 
media usage in step 1

is significant, a Hosmer and Lemeshow test is not possible and therefore Omnibus and Nagelkerke R square are 
used to test the goodness of fit. A chi-square of 6.420 is significant (sig = 0.011) with 1 degree of freedom. So the 
analysis passes the Omnibus test. Nagelkerke gives a R square of 0.048. Table 7.36 shows that female respondents 
use social media  0.4 times as often in step 1 of the CDP-model than males. The equation for this test is: LN(ODDS) 
= 0.072 -0.864 * Xgender. The result of this logistic regression analysis is in line with the crosstable chi-square tests. 
Only gender influence the social media usage in step 1 of the CDP-model. 

CDP-model step 2
There are no significant relationships found between the multiple independent variables and the dependent vari-
able social media usage in step 2 of the CDP-model. This conclusion is in line with the crosstable chi-square tests.  
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CDP-model step 4
A significant relationship is found between 
the gender of the respondent and the social 
media usage in step 4 of the CDP-model. Ta-
ble 7.38 shows that female respondents use 
social media 0.4 times as often in step 4 of the CDP-model than males. A chi-square of 7.263 is significant (sig = 
0.007) with 1 degree of freedom. So the analysis passes the Omnibus test. Nagelkerke gives a R square of 0.054. 
The equation for this test is: LN(ODDS) = -0.742 -0.913 * Xgender.  This is the same outcome as from the crosstable 
chi-square tests. 

Table 7.38: Relationship between significant person-
al characteristics and social media usage in step 4

CDP-model step 5
There is only a significant relationship found 
between the age of the respondent and the 
social media usage in step 5 of the CDP-mod-
el. Table 7.39 shows that younger respond-
ents use social media more often in step 5 of 

Table 7.39: Relationship between significant person-
al characteristics and social media usage in step 5

the CDP-model. This result is however invalid because none older respondents did use social media in step 5. Since 
age is a categorical variable, it is recoded into multiple variables. The results of this test differ from the crosstable 
chi-square tests. Not only age but also educational background was classified as significant with the chi-square tests, 
where only age is significant in the logistic regression analysis. The reason for this is that there is a relation between 
age and educational background. There appears to be a significant (sig = 0.000) weak to moderate (Kendall’s Tau-c 
= -0.268) relationship between age and educational background. This means that younger respondents are more 
likely to be higher educated. This correlation made the variable less significant and therefore was it removed by the 
stepwise regression analysis. Without the variable age in the analysis, only educational background is significant. 
This variable is however, like age, invalid since none of the lesser educated respondents did use social media in this 
step. Therefore this analysis keeps the variable age included. 

CDP-model step 6
The outcome of the crosstable chi-square 
tests is in line with this analysis. There is only 
a significant relationship found between the 
living environment of the respondent and the 
social media usage in step 6 of the CDP-mod-

Table 7.40: Relationship between significant person-
al characteristics and social media usage in step 6

el (table 7.40).  A chi-square of 7.586 is significant (sig = 0.023) with 2 degrees of freedom. So the analysis passes the 
Omnibus test. Nagelkerke gives a R square of 0.064. This means that respondents from rural environments do use 
social media more often in step 6 of the CDP-model. 

CDP-model step 7
The characteristics of the respondents who 
did use social media in step 7 of the CDP-
model are investigated. It appears that gen-
der, age and contentment with income in-
fluence social media usage in step 7 of the 
CDP-model. Table 7.41 shows that content-
ment with income influences social media 
usage more than gender but less than age. 

Table 7.41: Relationship between significant personal character-
istics and social media usage in step 7 / Hosmer and Lemeshow 
test.

Table 7.37: Relationship between significant person-
al characteristics and social media usage in step 3

The Nagelkerke R square is very low with 0.059. 
The percentage correctly predicted stays the 
same at 67.3% due the fact that both the male 
group and the female group did not use social 
media in step 3 for more then 50%. The equation for this test is: LN(ODDS) = -0.281 -0.894 * Xgender.  The same 
conclusion is made with the help of crosstable chi-square tests. 

CDP-model step 3  
There is only a significant relationship found between the gender of the respondent and the social media usage in 
step 3 of the CDP-model. Table 7.37 shows that female respondents use social media 0.4 times as often in step 3 of 
the CDP-model than males. The analysis passes the goodness of fit test with a Omnibus significant (sig = 0.003) chi-
square of 8.537 with 1 degree of freedom. 

The percentage predicted correctly goes from 68.8% to 70.9% when adding the variables gender, age and content-
ment with income. 
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Influence of general social media usage on social media usage in the purchasing process
It is possible to compare the general social media usage with the use of social media in the last purchase of the 
respondents. With a crosstable between the general social media usage and social media platforms usage in the 
CDP-model is it possible to give an estimate of the influence of social media usage on the social media usage in the 
last purchase. Since some social media platforms are less used, it is impossible to test relationships between specific 
social media platforms and individual steps of the CDP-model. And therefore, this is done descriptive only. Usage of 
specific social media platforms for the total CDP-model are tested with chi-square tests. 

For every step in the CDP-model was asked if the respondent used communication platforms in their last purchase. 
• 12 respondents (6%) did use it in the first step
• 14 respondents (7%) did use it in the second step
• 14 respondents (7%) did use it in the third step
• 8 respondents (4%)  did use it in the fourth step
• 12 respondents (6%) did use it in the fifth step
• 20 respondents (10%) did use it in the sixth step
• 40 respondents (21%) did use it in the last step

Table 7.42: relationship between frequency usage of communication platforms in general and 
using those platforms in the last purchase

It should be noted that respondents 
could use the platform in multiple steps. 
When compared to the frequency of so-
cial media in general (table 7.42) there 
are some obvious outcomes.
The respondents who use communica-
tion platforms in general more frequent-
ly are using this type of social media also 
more in the purchasing process. This is 
stated by a significant (sig = 0.000) weak to moderate (Kendall’s Tau-c = 0.257) relationship. A few respondents who 
never used communication platforms still managed to use it with their last purchase. This could mean that some 
respondents did not fill in the survey truthfully. Another reason could be that they used communication platforms 
of friends for their purchase.  Since there are only a few incorrect or odd answers, it won’t affect the results much.  
And therefore, those data will not be excluded from the calculations.   

For every step in the CDP-model was asked if the respondent used collaboration platforms in their last purchase. 
• 4 respondents (2%) did use it in the first step
• 1 respondents (0.5%) did use it in the second step
• 7 respondents (4.5%) did use it in the third step
• 6 respondents (4%)  did use it in the fourth step
• 1 respondents (0.5%) did use it in the fifth step
• 0 respondents did use it in the sixth step
• 4 respondents (2%) did use it in the last step
When compared to the frequency of so-
cial media in general (table 7.43) there 
are some outcomes worth mentioning.
This type of social media is barely used 
in the purchasing process. That is un-
derstandable since it is more work then 
social related. Although it is still used in 

Table 7.43: relationship between frequency usage of collaboration platforms in general and using 
those platforms in the last purchase

steps 3 and 4 of the CDP-model. 

The significance of the Hosmer and Lemeshow test is 0.886. This means that the model fits well with these vari-
ables. The equation for this test is: LN(ODDS) = -2.561 + 1.042 * Xincome -0.886 * Xgender + 2.293 * Xage1 + 1.918 
* Xage2.
Female respondents do use social media 0.4 times as often in step 7 of the CDP-model and respondents who are not 
content with their income use social media 2.8 times more often in step 7 of the CDP-model. Younger respondents  
use social media 9.9 times more often in step 7 of the CDP-model than older respondents. Those conclusions were 
also made from the crosstable chi-square tests.  
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Entertainment platforms were even less used in 
the last purchase of the respondents. 2 respond-
ents did use it in step 1, 1 respondent in step 5 and 
1 respondent in step 7. 
This is not a surprise because those platforms are 

Table 7.44: relationship between frequency usage of entertainment platforms in 
general and using those platforms in the last purchase

mostly game and virtual world related. It is therefore less common to use it in the purchasing process. Table 7.44 
shows the comparison between frequency of using those platforms and using it in the purchasing process. As there 
are almost no respondents who used it in the purchasing process it is impossible to draw other conclusion from this 
other then that it is barely used in all steps of the CDP-model.   

Multimedia platforms were also not used much in the last purchase of the respondents. 
• 4 respondents (2%) did use it in the first step
• 7 respondents (3.5%) did use it in the second step
• 4 respondents (2%) did use it in the third step
• 5 respondents (2.5%)  did use it in the fourth step
• 6 respondents (3%) did use it in the fifth step
• 0 respondents did use it in the sixth step
• 3 respondents (1.5%) did use it in the last step
As with entertainment platforms it is not very re-
lated to shopping, it is therefore less common for 
respondents to use it in the purchasing process. 
Table 7.45 shows the comparison between fre-
quency of using those platforms and using it in the 

Table 7.45: relationship between frequency usage of multimedia platforms in general 
and using those platforms in the last purchase

purchasing process. It is notable that most of the respondents who did use multimedia platforms in the purchas-
ing process visits those platforms on a weekly or daily base. Those percentages are however to low to draw strong 
conclusions from it.   

The last social media platforms are opinion and review platforms. The respondents 
used this a lot more than the previous social media platforms.
• 26 respondents (13%) did use it in the first step
• 21 respondents (10.5%) did use it in the second step
• 51 respondents (25.5%) did use it in the third step
• 43 respondents (21.5%)  did use it in the fourth step
• 5 respondents (2.5%) did use it in the fifth step
• 14 respondents (7%) did use it in the sixth step
• 14 respondents (7%) did use it in the last step
This type of social media is used the most in the 
purchasing process. Table 7.46 shows the compar-
ison between frequency of using those platforms 
and using it in the purchasing process. It is notable 
that most of the respondents who did use opinion 
and review platforms in the purchasing process 
visits those platforms on a weekly or daily base. 
This is proved by a significant (sig = 0.025) weak 

Table 7.46: relationship between frequency usage of opinion and review platforms in 
general and using those platforms in the last purchase

(Kendall’s Tau-c = 0.202) relationship. However there are also a reasonable number of respondents who used this in 
the purchasing process while they only visit those social media platforms on a less frequently base.
As also previous mentioned, the respondents who used this type of social media in their last purchase while they 
stated they never ever used such kind of platforms are different for all types of social media. It is therefore not pos-
sible so separate those respondents from the rest.   

Around 7% of the respondents who use collaboration platforms on a daily base used it in step 3 and 4 of the CDP-
model. There is no significant relationship found between the frequency use of collaboration platforms and the use 
of collaboration platforms in the last purchase of the respondents.
As with the previous crosstable, respondents managed to use this type of social media for their last purchase while 
they stated that they never used it in general. The respondents who did this for collaboration platforms are different 
from those who did this for communication platforms, it is not likely that they did this on purpose. 
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Are consumers who use social media in a step of the CDP-model more likely to also use it in the next steps?
It is possible to search for relations between the use of social media in a step of the CDP-model and the use of social 
media in the previous steps of the CDP-model. 

The first step is to see if there is a relationship with the previous step of the CDP-model. Crosstables with chi-square 
are suitable for this. The crosstables are found in appendix 16. It appeared that all but step 6 and 7 of the CDP-model 
got influenced by the previous step. 

It is also possible to search for relations between the use of social media in a step of the CDP-model and the use of 
social media in all the previous steps of the CDP-model. Since it is possible that the previous steps are also influenced 
by their previous steps it is not possible to do this with crosstables. It is possible however with stepwise logistic re-
gression analysis. This way all insignificant relationships will be excluded in the calculation. The logistic regression 
analysis are found in appendix 16B. The significant results are shown below.   

There is a significant relationship found be-
tween social media usage in step 2 of the 
CDP-model and social media usage in step 1 
of the CDP-model.

Table 7.47: relationship between social media usage in step 2 
and previous significant steps of the CDP-model.

Since this is the only independent variable that is significant, a Hosmer and Lemeshow test is not possible. Omnibus 
gives a significant (sig = 0.000) chi-square of 31.608 with 1 degree of freedom. Nagelkerke gives a R square of 0.204.
Table 7.47 shows that respondents who did use social media in step one,  7.5 times more often use social media in 
step 2 as well. The equation for this analysis is: LN(ODDS) = -2.015 + 2.015 * Xstep1. The result of this logistic regres-
sion analysis is in line with the crosstable chi-square tests. The percentage of correctly predicted stays the same at 
79.4% after adding step 1 to the analysis.

Table 7.48: relationship between social media usage in step 3 
and previous significant steps of the CDP-model.

It appears that social media usage in step 1 
and step 2 of the CDP-model influence the 
social media usage in step 3. The Hosmer 
and Lemeshow test gives a significance of 
0.053 what is just enough. Table 7.48 shows 
that social media usage in step 1 influence 
the social media usage in step 3 twice as much than step 2 does. The equation for this analysis is: LN(ODDS) = -1.392 
+ 1.675 * Xstep1 + 0.967 * Xstep2. The result of this logistic regression analysis is in line with the crosstable chi-
square tests. The percentage of correctly predicted went from 67.3% to 75.4% after adding the variables step 1 and 
step 2 to  the analysis. 

There is a significant relationship found be-
tween social media usage in step 2  and 3 of 
the CDP-model and social media usage in step 
4 of the CDP-model. The Hosmer and Leme-
show test gives a significance of 0.984 what 
is  good enough. Table 7.49 shows that social 

Table 7.49: relationship between social media usage in step 4 
and previous significant steps of the CDP-model.

media usage in step 3 influence the social media usage in step 4 eight time as much than step 2 does. Respondents 
who did use social media in step 3 are 59 times more likely to use social media in step 4 of the CDP-model than 
consumers who did not use social media in the previous steps. The equation for this analysis is: LN(ODDS) = -3.991 + 
1.961 * Xstep2 + 4.077 * Xstep3. The result of this logistic regression analysis is in line with the crosstable chi-square 
tests. The percentage of correctly predicted went from 76.4% to 86.9% after adding the variables step 3 and step 2 
to  the analysis.  

Table 7.50: relationship between social media usage in step 5 
and previous significant steps of the CDP-model.

There is a significant relationship found be-
tween social media usage in step 5 of the 
CDP-model and social media usage in step 4 
of the CDP-model.
Since this is the only independent variable that is significant, a Hosmer and Lemeshow test is not possible and there-
fore Omnibus and Nagelkerke R square are used to test the goodness of fit. A chi-square of 6.540 is significant (sig 
= 0.011) with 1 degree of freedom. So the analysis passes the Omnibus test. Nagelkerke gives a R square of 0.066. 
Table 7.50 shows that respondents who did use social media in step 4,  3.5 times more often use social media in step 
5 as well. The equation for this analysis is: LN(ODDS) = -2.551 + 1.243 * Xstep4. The result of this logistic regression 
analysis is in line with the crosstable chi-square tests. The percentage of correctly predicted stays the same at 89.4% 
after adding step 4 to the analysis.
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The following research question will be explored further here: ‘What is the influence of social media on the choice 
between online and offline shopping?’
This question is divided into two sub-questions:
• In which steps of the CDP-model does social media influence the choice between online and offline shopping?
• Which types of social media do influence the choice between online and offline shopping?
The respondents have indicated if they used social media platforms in their last purchase and whether they did the 
actual purchase in an online or offline store. It is possible to see if the use of social media in the individual steps of 
the CDP-model influences the choice to make the actual purchase online or offline.

7.4. Influence of social media on shopping

A total of 121 respondents (68.1%) did use 
social media in one or more steps of the CDP-
model. 84 of them made the actual purchase 
online. As seen in table 7.53, this means that 
the respondents who did use social media in 
the purchasing process made the actual pur-

Table X: Influence social media on choice online / offline shopping

Table 7.51: relationship between social media usage in step 6 
and previous significant steps of the CDP-model.

There is a significant relationship found be-
tween social media usage in step 6 of the 
CDP-model and social media usage in step 3 
of the CDP-model.
Since this is the only independent variable that is significant, a Hosmer and Lemeshow test is not possible. Onmibus 
gives however a significant (sig = 0.000) chi-square of 21.177 with 1 degree of freedom. And Nagelkerke gives a R 
square of 0.172. Table 7.51 shows that respondents who did use social media in step 3,  6 times more often use so-
cial media in step 6 as well. The equation for this analysis is: LN(ODDS) = -2.518 + 1.848 * Xstep3. The percentage of 
correctly predicted stays 83.9% after adding the variable step 3 to the analysis

Table 7.52: relationship between social media usage in step 7 
and previous significant steps of the CDP-model.

It appears that social media usage in step 5 
of the CDP-model influence the social media 
usage in step 7. Table 7.52 shows that re-
spondents who did use social media in step 
5,  three times more often use social media in step 7 as well. The equation for this analysis is: LN(ODDS) = -0.940 + 
1.228 * Xstep5.
Omnibus gives a significant (sig = 0.009) chi-square of 6.821 with 1 degree of freedom. Nagelkerke gives a R square 
of 0.047. The percentage of correctly predicted went from 68.8% to 70.4% after adding the variable step 5 to the 
analysis

As seen above, the social media usage in previous steps of the CDP-model do influence the social media use in the 
next steps often. 
Social media usage in step 2 got influenced by step 1 of the CDP-model. This means that consumers who use social 
media for the recognition of the idea, have a greater chance to use social media for the search for information about 
the product as well. Consumers who did use social media in step 1 and 2 also have a greater chance to use social 
media in step 3, the evaluation of alternatives. This is no surprise since those steps are closely related to each other.  
The consumers who used social media in step 2 and 3 also have a greater chance to use social media in step 4 of the 
CDP-model. Again, this is no surprise. Social media sites which offer the opportunity to evaluate products do often 
also direct the consumer to webstores/stores which sells the product.
A less obvious outcome is that consumers who did use social media in step 4 of the CDP-model more often do use 
social media in step 5; using the product. It appears that consumers who made the actual purchase with the help 
of social media, have a greater chance to also change the use of the product (step 5) with the help of social media. 
The social media usage in step 6 (evaluation after consumption) got influenced by the use of social media in step 3 
(evaluation of alternatives). This is no surprise since consumers who use social media such as review sites for the 
evaluation of alternatives are also more willing to use those social media to write reviews themselves.
The social media usage in the last step, disposal of the product, got influenced by the social media usage in step 5 
of the CDP-model.  It appears that consumers who are more willing to let the use of the product influence by social 
media, also use social media more when they try to sell their product. 

Table 7.53: Influence social media usage in all steps of the CDP-model on choice online / 
offline shopping

chase more often online. There is however no significant relationship between social media usage in the CDP-
model and online or offline purchasing.
Since the approximate significance is just above 0.05 it is worth to search for relations between the individual steps 
of the CDP-model and the choice between online and offline shopping.     
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Tables 7.54 - 7.60 shows for every individual step of 
the CDP-model the crosstable between use of social 
media and online or offline purchasing. Here, ‘not 
used’ means the respondent did not use social me-
dia and ‘used’  means the respondent did use social 
media in that certain step of the CDP-model.

The percentage of traditional and online purchases 
are roughly the same in most of the steps of the 
CDP-model. Table 7.54 shows that the relationship 
between social media usage and the choice be-
tween online or offline purchasing in step 1 of the 
CDP-model is insignificant (sig = 0.545). 
This relationship is also insignificant (sig = 0.788) in 
step 2 of the CDP-model (table 7.55).
This relationship is in step 3 (table 7.56), 4 (table 
7.57) and 5 (table 7.58) of the CDP-model also in-
significant.
In step 6 however, there is a difference. It appears 
that respondents who used social media in this step 
(table 7.59), more often made the actual purchase 
online. A significance of 0.001 confirms this. There 
appears to be a weak to moderate (Phi = 0.240) 
relationship between social media usage in step 6 
of the CDP-model and making the actual purchase 
online. 
Since step 6 is actually the evaluation after con-
sumption this means that consumers who make 
the actual purchase online are more likely to use 
social media to give an opinion or review about the 
purchase (step 6 of the CDP-model). This happens 
sometimes at the invitation of the vendor.
In the last step (table 7.60), the relationship is insig-
nificant (sig = 0.548) again.

Individual platforms 

 

Table 7.54: Influence social media usage in step 1 of the CDP-model on choice 
online / offline shopping

Table 7.55: Influence social media usage in step 2 of the CDP-model on choice 
online / offline shopping

Table 7.56: Influence social media usage in step 3 of the CDP-model on choice 
online / offline shopping

Table 7.57: Influence social media usage in step 4 of the CDP-model on choice 
online / offline shopping

Table 7.58: Influence social media usage in step 5 of the CDP-model on choice 
online / offline shopping

Table 7.59: Influence social media usage in step 6 of the CDP-model on choice 
online / offline shopping

Table 7.60: Influence social media usage in step 7 of the CDP-model on choice 
online / offline shopping

Table 7.61: Influence communication platforms usage on choice online / offline 
shopping

It is also possible to see what kind of social media 
platforms influence the choice between online and 
offline shopping. Table 7.61 shows the percentage 
of respondents who  did use communication plat-
forms in the purchasing process for online and of-
fline shopping. There appears to be no significant 
relationship between those 2 variables in general. 
Since the relation is almost significant, there could be a relationship between communication platforms and the 
individual steps of the CDP-model. The relationships between communication platforms and the individual steps of 
the CDP-model are calculated with the help of stepwise logistic regression analysis. The dependent variable is ‘on-
line/offline shopping’ and the independent variables are ‘communication platforms’ usage in the individual steps of 

Table 7.62: Influence communication platforms usage in the significant steps of the CDP-model on choice 
online / offline shopping

the CDP-model.
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Table 7.64 shows a crosstable between entertain-
ment platforms and the choice between online or 
offline shopping. The crosstable shows there is no 
significant relationship between those two vari-
ables.

The crosstable for multimedia platforms and the 
choice between online and offline shopping in 
shown in table 7.65. There appears to be no sig-
nificant relationship between those two vari-
ables. Since there are only a few respondents who 
used this type of social media, it is not possible to 
search for relationships in individual steps of the 
CDP-model.

Table 7.66 shows a crosstable between opinion 
and review platforms and the choice between on-

Table 7.63: Influence collaboration platforms usage on choice online / 
offline shopping

Table 7.63 shows a crosstable between collabo-
ration platforms usage and the choice between 
online or offline shopping. The crosstable shows 
however that there is no significant (sig = 0.685) 
relationship between those variables. 

There appeared to be no significant relationship between communication platforms and the choice between on-
line and offline shopping in general. There is however a significant relationships found between those platforms 
and the choice for online or online shopping in the individual steps of the CDP-model (table 7.62). Omnibus gives 
a significant (sig = 0.010) chi-square of 7.602 with 1 degree of freedom. Nagelkerke gives a R square of 0.045. The 
percentage of correctly predicted stays the same at 64.3%. There are significant relationships found for step 3 (sig 
= 0.049) This means that consumers who use communication platforms in step 3 of the CDP-model are 7.9 times 
more likely to make their purchase online than consumers who do not use those platforms in this step.  

Table 7.64: Influence entertainment platforms usage on choice online 
/ offline shopping

Table 7.65: Influence multimedia platforms usage on choice online / 
offline shopping

Table 7.66: Influence opinion and review platforms usage on choice 
online / offline shopping

line or offline shopping. There appears to be a significant (sig = 0.050) weak relationship (Phi = 0.139) between those 
two variables.
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The following research question will be explored further here: ‘What store and product factors influence the social 
media usage in the purchasing process?’
This question is divided into two sub-questions:
• What store and product factors influence the different types of social media usage in the CDP-model?
• What store and product factors influence social media usage in the different steps of the CDP-model?

Store and product factors which influence the different types of social media usage in the CDP-model
With the help of stepwise logistic regression analysis it is possible to search for relationships between both the  
dependent variable ‘communication platform usage’ and ‘opinion/review platforms usage’ and all the independ-
ent variables ‘store and product factors on- and offline’. It is not possible to do this for the other social media 
platforms since there are not enough respondents who did use those types of social media in the CDP-model. The 
respondents have indicated which of those store and product factors were less important, average or important 
for them. Since only respondents who did use the internet in the purchasing process were asked what online and 
offline product factors are important for them, only those (n=199) are used for the following analysis. The results 
are shown below, the logistic regression analysis can be found in appendix 17.

7.5. Store and product factors related to social media usage 

It appears that communication plat-
forms usage in the CDP-model is influ-
enced by the product and store factors 
service and presentation (table 7.67). 
The Hosmer and Lemeshow test gives 
a significance of 0.715 what means that 
this model fits the variables. Since all 
the independent variables are catego-
rized, the last variable represents the 

Table 7.67: significant relationships between communication platforms 
usage in the CDP-model and product and store factors

reference group important, the first group represents less important and the second group average.  
Table 7.67 shows that respondents who find service less important are 10 times more likely to use communication 
platforms in the CDP-model than respondents who find it important. Respondents who find presentation of the 
products less important are 0.12 times as likely to use communication platforms in the CDP-model than respond-
ents who find it important. 
Since those analysis have categorized variables, it is possible that inconsistencies occur. This means that the param-
eter estimation B of a variable is not in line. For example, service(1) is the  parameter for ‘less important’, service(2) 
is the parameter for ‘average important’ and the parameter for  ‘important’ is 0.0 by definition. Logically, the pa-
rameter estimations should therefore be service(1) > service (2) > service or service(1) < service(2) < service. If this 
is not the case, then there is an inconsistent effect. Insignificant parameters are seen as 0. Service (2) in table 7.67 
is insignificant and therefore the inconsistency of this parameter is acceptable. 

It appears that opinion and review plat-
forms usage in the CDP-model is influ-
enced by the product and store factors 
quality, atmosphere and pleasure (table 
7.68). The Hosmer and Lemeshow test 
gives a significance of 0.947 what means 
that this model fits the variables. Since 
all the independent variables are cat-
egorized, the last variable represents 
the reference group important, the first 
group represents less important and the 

Table 7.68: significant relationships between opinion and review platforms 
usage in the CDP-model and product and store factors

second group average. Table 7.68 shows that both the variables quality and atmosphere have an inconsistent ef-
fect. There is no explanation found for this. Respondents who find pleasure less important are 4.3 times more likely 
to use communication platforms in the CDP-model then respondents who find it important.

Store and product factors which influence social media usage in the different steps of the CDP-model
With the help of stepwise logistic regression analysis it is possible to search for relationships between the  depend-
ent variable ‘individual step of the CDP-model’ and all the independent variables ‘store and product factors on- and 
offline’. The respondents have indicated if those store and product factors were less important, average or impor-
tant for them. The results are shown below, the logistic regression analysis can be found in appendix 17.
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It appears that social media usage in step 1 of 
the CDP-model is influenced by the store fac-
tor brands. Since all the independent variables 
are categorized, the last variable represents the 
reference group important, the first group rep-
resents less important and the second group average. Table 7.69 shows that respondents who find brands less im-
portant are 0.4 times as likely to use social media in step 1 of the CDP-model. This is understandable since  consumers 
who find brands important are searching more for what brands are good and in fashion. Brands (2) is insignificant 
and therefore the inconsistency of this parameter is acceptable.  

Table 7.69: significant relationships between social media usage in step 1 
of the CDP-model and product and store factors

Table 7.70: significant relationships between social media usage in 
step 3 of the CDP-model and product and store factors

Social media usage in step 3 of the CDP-model 
got influenced by the store and product fac-
tors presentation, promotion and pleasure. The 
Hosmer and Lemeshow test gives a significance 
of 0.834 what means that this model fits the 
variables. Since all the independent variables 
are categorized, the last variable represents the 
reference group important, the first group rep-
resents less important and the second group 
average. Table 7.70 shows that presentation 
has an inconsistent effect which is not explainable. Respondents who find promotions online less important are 4.6 
times more likely to use social media in step 3 of the CDP-model. This is strange since consumers who use social me-
dia to search for alternatives are most likely also searching for the best offer. And finally, respondents who find pleas-
ure less important are 4 times more likely to use social media in step 3 of the CDP-model. This is understandable since 
searching for alternatives with the use of social media is less fun then searching for alternatives in traditional stores. 

There are no product of store factors found which influence the social media usage in step 2 of the CDP-model.

Table 7.71: significant relationships between social media usage in 
step 4 of the CDP-model and product and store factors

Social media usage in step 4 of the CDP-model 
got influenced by the store and product factors 
brands, website layout and pleasure online. The 
Hosmer and Lemeshow test gives a significance 
of 0.215 what means that this model fits the 
variables. Since all the independent variables 
are categorized, the last variable represents the 
reference group important, the first group rep-
resents less important and the second group 
average. Table 7.71 shows that respondents 
who find pleasure online less important are 
more likely to use social media in step 4 of the CDP-model. This is odd since social media is an online activity. So you 
would expect that consumers who find pleasure online more important use social media more. Both the variables 
brands and website layout have an inconsistent effect which is not explainable.  

Table 7.72: significant relationships between social media usage in 
step 5 of the CDP-model and product and store factors

It appears that social media usage in step 5 of 
the CDP-model got influenced by the store fac-
tor brands and pleasure online. Since all the 
independent variables are categorized, the last 
variable represents the reference group impor-
tant, the first group represents less important 
and the second group average. The Hosmer 
and Lemeshow test gives a significance of 0.387 
what means that this model fits the variables. 
Table 7.72 shows that respondents who find brands less or average important are 0.3 times as likely to use social 
media in step 5 of the CDP-model. This is understandable since consumers who find brands important are willing 
to change the use of the product more with the use of social media to keep up with the latest fashion. There is an 
inconsistent effect in the outcome of this variable. The difference between brands (1) and brands (2) is however so 
small that it is still possible to conclude that consumers who find brands less or average important use social media 
less in step 5 of the CDP-model.
Respondents who find pleasure while shopping online less important are 5.2 times more likely to social media in step 
5 of the CDP-model. So consumers who find pleasure while shopping less important change the use of the product 
with social media more often.    
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Social media usage in step 6 of the CDP-model is 
influenced by the store and product factors im-
age and online payment options. The Hosmer and 
Lemeshow test gives a significance of 0.998 what 
means that this model fits the variables. Table 
7.73 shows that respondents who find the image 
of a store less important are 3 times more likely 
to use social media in step 6 of the CDP-model 
than respondents who find it important. This is 

Table 7.73: significant relationships between social media usage in 
step 6 of the CDP-model and product and store factors

Table 7.74: significant relationships between social media usage in 
step 7 of the CDP-model and product and store factors

understandable since consumers who are using social media for the evaluation after consumption are more focussed 
on the quality of the product then the image of the store. The inconsistency of the parameter image (2) is acceptable 
since it is insignificant. The effect of the variable online payment options is inconsistent and not explainable. 

The social media usage in the final step of the 
CDP-model is influenced by the store and product 
factors quality and atmosphere. The Hosmer and 
Lemeshow test gives a significance of 0.929 what 
means that this model fits the variables. Table 
7.74 shows that the variable quality has an incon-
sistent effect on the use of social media in step 7 
of the CDP-model. This effect is not explainable. 
Respondents who find atmosphere less impor-
tant are 3.6 times more likely to use social media in step 7 of the CDP-model.

The final two logistic regression analysis (appendix 18) including all the significant relationships founds concerning 
social media usage in total and all the significant relationships founds concerning the choice between online and of-
fline shopping. All the personal characteristics and store / product factors are used for this analysis. 

Social media usage in the total CDP-model

7.6. Global analyses  

Table 7.75: significant relationships between social media usage in the 
CDP-model and personal characteristics / product and store factors

The social media usage in the CDP-model is in-
fluenced by the following significant variables: 
quality, atmosphere and gender. As seen in the 
table 7.75, the variable quality is inconsistent. 
Consumers who find quality average impor-
tant use social media less while consumers who 
found quality less important use social media 
more in the CDP-model. There is no explanation 
found for this effect. The importance of the at-
mosphere while shopping also plays a role in the usage of social media in the CDP-model. Consumers who find the 
atmosphere less important use social media 5.6 times more often in the CDP-model. This is not a surprise since you 
can not really speak of a ‘shopping atmosphere’ when using social media for shopping. This lack of atmosphere has 
the consequence that consumers who attach value to atmosphere while shopping use social media less often in the 
CDP-model. The last significant relationship is gender. It appears that female consumers use social media in the CDP-
model 0.3 times as often than males. This conclusion was also made previous for some of the individual steps of the 
CDP-model. A reason that females use social media less while shopping could be that females in general like more 
to shop in the traditional way. Using social media in the CDP-model eliminates some traditional steps which would 
otherwise occur in traditional stores such as searching in stores for alternatives of the product. This analysis fits the 
variables with a Hosmer and Lemeshow significance of 0.857. The percentage correctly predicted increased from 
60.8% to 64.8% when adding those variables.   
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7.7. Conclusion 
In this chapter, the results of the analyses have been presented. Those results gave answers to the predetermined 
research questions divided in five subsections

Social media use in general
The first section discussed the use of social media in general. It appeared that females use communication platforms 
such as Facebook on a more frequently base. Those communication platforms are also more used by younger con-
sumers. This is an obvious outcome since younger people use computers more in general and CBS (2012) stated that  
the users of communication platforms such as Facebook mainly consist of younger people.
Multimedia platforms such as game websites are used more often in urban environments. Finally, collaboration plat-
forms are used more often by higher educated consumers. This is also not a surprise since collaboration platforms 
such as Dropbox and Wikipedia are often work/education related. 

The purchasing process
The respondents were asked if they ever had used the internet in the purchasing process. It appeared that younger 
and higher educated respondents had used the internet in the purchasing process more often. Younger consumers  
use the internet more in general so this outcome was obvious. That higher educated consumers use the internet 
more in the purchasing process may be a result of that those consumers more carefully consider their purchases.
It appeared that none of the personal characteristics gender, age, living environment, educational background, type 
of consumer and contentment with income influenced the time spent for orientating and purchasing the product. 
This does also count for the influence of the personal characteristics and the choice for making the purchase offline 
or online. 
The respondents were also asked what kind of purchase they made. There was a relationship found between the 
type of purchase and the choice for making the purchase offline or online. It appeared that personal products like 
mobile phones and tickets are bought most of the time on the internet, while household goods like furniture and 
fashion are well balanced between online and offline shopping. The reason for this is probably that consumers want 
to see and feel goods such as furniture and fashion first before they purchase those. Consumers most often already 
know what personal products such as mobile phones they want to buy and therefore use the internet more often 
for the purchase. Finally, tickets are more easier and cheaper to obtain on the internet nowadays than in traditional 
ticket- and travel offices. 

Social media usage in the CDP-model
It appeared that younger respondents did use communication platforms more often in their last purchasing process. 
This conclusion is in line with the fact that younger consumers use communication platforms more often in general. 
This does also count for contentment with income. Respondents who are not content with their income do use 
communication platforms more often in the purchase process. A possible explanation for this is that consumers who 
are not content with their income  want to make sure that their purchases are well spent. Since there is also a weak 
relationship between income and age, the fact that younger respondents use communication platforms more often 
also plays a role. Because younger consumers are less content with their income in general. 
There is also a relationship between the gender of the respondents and the use of multimedia platforms in the last 
purchase. Male consumers use multimedia platforms such as game websites more often in the steps of the CDP-
model. The fact that male consumers play computer games more in general than females explains why males use 
multimedia platforms more in the steps of the CDP-model. 
And finally there is a relationship found between the gender of the respondent and the usage of opinion and review 
platforms in the last purchasing process. Male respondents use communication platforms more often in the CDP-
model. This is odd since female respondents use communication platforms more often in general. An explanation 
for this outcome may be that male respondents do like traditional shopping less in general. By using communication 
platforms in the CDP-model they could substitute some steps they otherwise had to do in traditional stores.

Only the product factor quality has a significant 
relationship with the choice between online and 
offline shopping. As table 7.76 shows, consum-
ers who find quality average important have a 
greater chance to make the purchase online. 
There is however an inconsistent effect for this 

Table 7.76: significant relationships between the choice for online 
and offline shopping and personal characteristics / product and store 
factors

variable which is unexplainable. 

 

Choice between online and offline shopping    
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There are also some relationships founds between social media usage in the different steps of the CDP-model and 
the personal characteristics. Gender has a relationship with social media usage in step 1 (the recognition of the 
need), 3 (searching for alternatives), 4 (the actual purchase) and 7 (the disposal of the product). It appears that 
males use social media more often in those steps of the CDP-model. As mentioned earlier, this may be because male 
respondents do like traditional shopping less in general. By using communication platforms in the CDP-model they 
could substitute some steps they otherwise had to do in traditional stores.
Age has a relationship with social media usage in step 5 (the actual use of the product) and 7 of the CDP-model. 
Younger consumers do use social media more often on those steps. Since younger consumers use social media more 
in general, it is likely that they change the use of the product more often with the help of social media also. Younger 
consumers also try to sell their product more often with the help of social media. There are two possible explana-
tions for this: they use social media more often in general and as mentioned earlier younger people are less content 
with their income and  would therefore sell their products more often after usage (possible with the help of social 
media).  
Education has a relationship with social media usage in step 5 of the CDP-model. Higher educated consumers use 
social media more often in step 5 of the CDP-model. Higher educated consumers use social media such as fora about 
the product more often when using the product. There is also a relationship between living environment and the 
social media usage in step 6 (evaluation after consumption) of the CDP-model. Consumers from a rural environment 
use social media in step 6 of the CDP-model more often. An explanation for this may be that those consumers have 
less other alternatives to express their opinion about the product. As Weltevreden (2007a) and Farag (2006) hypoth-
esized ‘consumers in rural areas have a greater chance of e-commerce because they must travel farther to reach 
stores so they are more likely to use the internet.’   
The final relationship is found between contentment with income and step 7 of the CDP-model. Consumers who are 
not content with their income use social media more often in step 7 of the CDP-model. As mentioned earlier, this  
means that consumers who are not content with their income are selling their products more often.  

Another obvious conclusion is that consumers who use social media in general on a more frequent base, also use 
this more often in their last purchase. The social media use in individual steps of the CDP-model is also influenced by 
the previous steps of the model:
• Social media usage in step 2 (satisfying the need) of the CDP-model is influenced by social media usage in step 1 

(recognition of the need) of the model.
• Social media usage in step 3 (searching for alternatives) of the CDP-model is influenced by social media usage in 

step 1 and 2 of the model.
• Social media usage in step 4 (the actual purchase) of the CDP-model is influenced by social media usage in step 

2 and 3 of the model.
• Consumers who use social media for the actual purchase, are more likely to use social media when using the 

product (step 5)
• Social media usage in step 6 (evaluation after consumption) of the CDP-model is influenced by social media us-

age in step 3 of the model.
• Social media usage in step 7 (disposal of the product) of the CDP-model is influenced by social media usage in 

step 5 of the model.
This follows from the fact that social media platforms offer services in multiple steps of the CDP-model. Communi-
cation platforms for example offer services in step 1 and step 2. They show products and at the same time tell that 
other users also use the product. This way they also explain why the consumer needs the products. Another example 
is that opinion and review platforms offer alternatives for products but also directs the consumer to (web)stores 
selling the product. And also offer the opportunity to give a review about the product. There are however no social 
media platforms offering services in all the steps of the CDP-model yet. 

Influence of social media on offline or online shopping
Consumers who make the actual purchase online are more likely to use social media to give an opinion or review 
about it. A reason for this is that webstores sometimes ask for a review after the purchase is made.     
There is also a relationship between using specific communication platforms in steps 3 and 6 of the CDP-model and 
the choice for online or offline shopping. This means that consumers who use communication platforms in step 3 
of the CDP-model are more likely to make their purchase online than consumers who do not use those platforms in 
this step. While consumers who made the purchase online are more likely to give their opinion or review on com-
munication platforms. 
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Another relationship is found between the use of specific opinion and review platforms in step 6 of the CDP-model 
and the choice between online and offline shopping. Since step 6 is the post evaluation after the purchase this 
means that consumers who made the actual purchase online are more likely to express this evaluation with the 
help of opinion and review platforms. So consumers who made their purchase online use opinion and review plat-
forms and communication platforms more often to give their opinion. 

Store and product factors related to social media usage
With the help of stepwise logistic regression analysis relationships between ‘communication and opinion’ / ‘review 
platforms usage’ and all ‘product factors on- and offline’ are found. It appears that communication platforms usage 
in the CDP-model got influenced by the product and store factors service and presentation. Respondents who find 
service less important are 10 times more likely to use communication platforms in the CDP-model than respond-
ents who find it important. The reason for this is that communication platforms do not offer the same service as 
salesman give in stores. Consumers who find this service important are therefore less likely to use communication 
platforms in the purchasing process. This outcome is interesting for communication platforms who offer services 
for shoppers.  If they want to attract this user group they have to improve the service level.  
Respondents who find presentation of the products less important are 0.12 times as likely to use communication 
platforms in the CDP-model than respondents who find it important.
It appears that opinion and review platforms usage in the CDP-model is influenced by the product and store factors 
pleasure. Respondents who find pleasure not important are 4.3 times more likely to use communication platforms 
in the CDP-model then respondents who find it important. Online shopping is often seen as less fun than traditional 
shopping. Since communication platforms can substitute traditional shopping steps it is likely that consumers who 
find pleasure more important use communication platforms less. To attract those consumers, communication plat-
forms with shopping services have to make it more interesting and fun to be used.  

There are also relationships between social media usage in the individual steps of the CDP-model and all the store 
and product factors. 
It appears that social media usage in step 1 of the CDP-model, the recognition of the need, is influenced by the 
store factor brands. Respondents who find brands less important are 0.4 times as likely to use social media in step 
1 of the CDP-model. This means that consumers who find brands important use communication platforms more to 
see what brands are good and in fashion. Since communication platforms often only advertise for brands and fash-
ion this is not a surprise. If those platforms want to attract consumers who find brands less important, they have to 
focus on a wider and less specific assortment.  
Social media usage in step 3 of the CDP-model, searching for alternatives, is influenced by the store and product 
factors promotion and pleasure. Respondents who find online promotions less important are more likely to use 
social media in step 3 of the CDP-model. This is odd since consumers who search for alternatives with social media 
often also search for the best price. A reason for this could be that social media such as opinion and review plat-
forms often all ready offer the best price. And therefore online promotions from webstores are not important for 
those consumers. 
And finally, respondents who find pleasure less important are 4 times more likely to use social media in step 3 of 
the CDP-model. As said before, social media shopping does not offer the same fun as traditional shopping. If social 
media platforms who offer services to search for alternatives want to attract consumers who find pleasure impor-
tant, they have to make the use of those platforms more fun. 
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The use of social media at the actual purchase of the product is influenced by the store and product factor pleasure 
online. Respondents who find pleasure online less important are more likely to use social media in step 4 of the CDP-
model. Since social media shopping is a less fun way of shopping in general, it is no surprise that consumers who find 
this pleasure less important use such alternative ways of shopping more.  
Social media usage when using the product is influenced by the store factor brands and pleasure online. Respondents 
who find brands less important are 0.3 times as likely to use social media in step 5 of the CDP-model. Consumers 
who let the use of the product influence with the help of social media are more likely to find brand important. Those 
consumers want to know what brands are good and in the fashion and do not want to fall behind.
Respondents who find pleasure while shopping online less important are 5.2 times more likely to use social media in 
step 5 of the CDP-model.   
Social media usage in step 6 of the CDP-model, the evaluation after consumption, is influenced by the store and 
product factor image. Respondents who find the image of a store less important are 3 times more likely to use social 
media in step 6 of the CDP-model than respondents who find it important. Consumers who use social media for the 
evaluation after consumption are most likely more product than store focused. They care more about the product 
then they care about the image of the store.  
The social media usage in the final step of the CDP-model, the disposal of the product, is influenced by the store 
and product factor atmosphere. Respondents who find atmosphere less important are 3.6 times more likely to use 
social media in step 7 of the CDP-model. This is an obvious outcome. Since selling or buying a used product always 
has a worse atmosphere then buying new products. Social media platforms who offer this service could improve the 
atmosphere and image of buying and selling used products to attract consumers who find atmosphere more impor-
tant.   

It appeared that 39.2% of the respondents did use any form of social media for their last purchase.
Social media such as communication and review/opinion platforms are the most often used in the steps a consumer 
undergoes in the purchasing process, while other social media such as collaboration, multimedia and entertainment 
platforms are used less. Personal characteristics as age and gender influence the social media usage in most of the 
steps of the CDP-model. While other characteristics such as contentment with income and the living environment of 
the consumer do influence only particular steps of the CDP-model. 
The usage of social media in steps of the CDP-model often overlap. It appears that if a consumer use social media in 
one step of the CDP-model, he is also more likely to use social media in the next step of the CDP-model. This is due 
to the fact that social media platforms often offer services in multiple steps of the CDP-model. Product and store 
factors such as brands, promotions and store atmosphere do also influence the social media usage in the purchasing 
process. As seen above, social media does influence consumer behavior. And this influence will only grow as younger 
consumers will substitute the older, more traditional, consumers 
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8. Conclusion 
This research study contributes to the ongoing debate, that the advent of emerging digital retail channels such as 
social media, are influencing consumer behavior. It points to the general assumption that this new phenomenon is 
transforming the retailing experience on multiple dimensions including technical, social and psychological perspec-
tives.

A central research question is set at the start of the research which will be answered in this chapter. This research 
question is as follows: What influence have social media on shopping and consumer behavior? To answer this ques-
tion, a literature study and a survey have been carried out. The results of these two studies together enable answer-
ing the research question. The research sets as its overall objective to contribute to better understand how consum-
ers use social media in the purchasing process.

This chapter starts with an overview of the research study in section 8.1. It summarize the key-elements of the study, 
such as the  consumer decision process model, social media platforms and  the sample of the survey, which are all 
used to answer the predefined research questions. Section 8.2 discusses the findings of this research and gives an-
swers to the research questions. The third section of this chapter discusses the problems encountered during the 
study. And the final section 8.4 provides managerial recommendations and recommendations for future research.     

8.1. Overview of the research study
The first part of the study (chapters 2, 3 and 4) was set out to put the issue in context by exploring existing literature 
related to internet retailing as a process, its relationship to traditional retailing and the role of consumer decision 
models. 

What theories are relevant when researching consumer behavior under the influence of e-commerce and social 
media?
A finding was the lack of literature regarding empirical work in the area of internet shopping and social media shop-
ping in particular. Thus, at the time of writing, no internet purchasing based consumer models were identified. 
Therefore it focused its attention, amongst others, on the CDP-model (Engel et al., 2001), which is used as the base 
for the survey. This model makes a distinction between seven steps, which consumers undergo while making a deci-
sion and is based on three phases: recognition, searching and decision.

• The decision process begins with the recognition of a need (step 1). The consumer realizes that there is a prob-
lem or a need and would like to have it solved. This occurs when a difference arises between the current and 
desired situation. 

• Once the consumer has recognized his need, he needs to find a way to satisfy this need (step 2). The consumer 
will then search for information which can help him to facilitate the decision-making and restrict wrong deci-
sions. 

• Once the consumer has enough information collected, he will evaluate the alternatives that he gained during 
the search for information (step 3). 

• After the evaluation, the consumer will decide to whether to purchase a product or not (step 4). 
• After this stage follows the consumption of the goods or services (step 5).
• If the product has been consummated or used, the consumer can make the judgment if the product has met the 

expectations (step 6). 
• During the last phase, the disposal of the product, the consumer has several options. The consumer can exhaust 

the product or service, recycle or resell the product on the market (step 7).

Even less apparent was literature related to empirical research on purchasing products through social media. Ar-
guably, this is not surprising, as it is a relatively new area. In general, there appeared to be little work aimed at 
improving understanding of what role social media play when shopping, what factors, issues and mechanisms are 
of importance and which of these are differentiated to those found in traditional and internet shopping. Therefore, 
the literature study was more aimed on internet shopping since this type of shopping has several similarities with 
social media shopping. It explored what role internet shopping has and why it is so different from traditional shop-
ping. It explained why internet shopping has no unambiguous effect on traditional shopping yet since the amount 
of internet purchases is still relatively low compared to traditional purchases (including groceries) and funshopping 
in traditional stores can not be fully substituted yet by internet shopping. However there is evidence that internet 
shopping substitutes and complements the traditional shopping market more and more.
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In chapter three and four of the thesis, social media platforms and determinants relevant to consumer behavior 
were introduced and explored.

What are social media?
Social media includes a wide range of online word-of-mouth forums including blogs, discussion boards, chat rooms, 
consumer product or service ratings websites, social networks and many more. Those social media have become 
a major factor in the purchase process, including awareness, information acquisition, opinions, attitudes, purchase 
behavior, and post-purchase communication and evaluation. Since there is such a variety of social media and all of 
them influence the consumers decision process differently, there is a distinction made in five different types of social 
media used for this study: 

• Communication platforms such as WordPress, Blogger, Facebook, Twitter and LinkedIn, 
• Collaboration/authority building platforms such as Central Desktop, Dropbox.com, Google Docs and Wikia   
• Entertainment platforms such as Miniclip, Newgrounds, Cisco Eos and Second life
• Multimedia platforms such as YouTube, Skype, Instagram, Dailymotion and Photobucket
• Reviews and Opinions platforms such as ask.com, Kieskeurig.nl and WikiAnswers 

What are the important determinants of consumer behavior?
The important determinants relevant to consumer behavior can be divided into three groups; personal factors, sit-
uational-related factors and object-related factors. Since situational-related factors are hard to measure and would 
give to much variables to work with, only personal and object-related factors are used in the survey. 

personal factors
There are six different personal characteristics used in this study; age, gender, educational background, contentment 
with income, living environment and if a respondent did like to shop or not. 

Object-related factors
The important object-related factors of the respondents are found with the help of 15 interviews using an interview 
guide approach. The important object-related factors, such as store atmosphere and product price, collected from 
those interviews are used in an assessment matrix with three possible answers; less important, average important 
and important. 

How can the impact of social media on consumer behavior be investigated?
The second part of the study (chapters 5, 6 and 7) focused on the research objective. Chapter 5 provided a roadmap 
to explore and address the research objectives. It focused upon the aims of the research, and constructed the re-
search approach to achieve these aims. 
It detailed a proposal for a small sample qualitative research design aimed at getting insight in the diversity of the 
data. A sample group of fifteen respondents (different age and gender) was selected for an interview based on an 
interview guide approach. The results of these interviews were used to construct a quantitative survey approach. 
214 (random) respondents participated in a closed-ended digital survey. The survey was open for a period of ap-
proximately 6 weeks. 

Chapters six and seven present the outcome of this quantitative survey. Analyses of the data collected were con-
ducted with the objective of identifying the social media usage in the consumer decision process (CDP) model.

How well does the survey reflect the reality?
The sample of 214 respondents is examined to what extent it was representative for the Dutch population. This was 
done for the personal characteristics gender, age, educational background and household composition. However 
the Dutch population was not completely the target group of this study. Since younger children often do not shop 
for themselves. 

Of all participants 46.7% were males and 53.3% were females. The sample did differ slightly from the Dutch Popula-
tion (49.5% males and 50,5% females). A cause for this difference could be that females have more affinity with the 
subject of the survey. However, this difference was not a problem since the male respondents were still well repre-
sented.      
The age of the respondents did differ slightly more. As expected, the age groups ‘younger than 20’ and ‘80 years and 
older’ were less represented in the sample. This was not a problem since those age groups were not the target group 
of the study. As a logic result of this all other age groups were slightly over represented.    
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The findings in this study are described with the use of the predetermined sub questions. Those sub questions, found 
summarized in chapter 1, are answered below. All the important outcomes of the research are included. 
  
How much are social media used in the consumer decision process?
For every single step of the CDP-model was asked if the respondents used social media platforms. This meant that 
the respondents indicated for all 7 steps what kind of social media they had used in their last purchases. The re-
spondents were attended on the fact that the questions about their last purchases were aimed on their own pur-
chasing habits when buying non-daily products. The outcomes are therefore related to non-daily purchases such as 
fashion, personal products and household goods only (so groceries are excluded).  

In the first step of the CDP-model, the recognition of a need, 27% of the participants did use of social media. Opinion 
and review platforms such as Kieskeurig.nl (12%) and communication platforms such as Facebook (6%) were used 
the most.
For the second step, satisfying the need, the respondents were asked if the reason of the purchase was influenced 
by social media. This was the case for 26% of the respondents. Again, opinion and review platforms (10%) and com-
munication platforms (7%) were used the most in this step. 
Step 3 of the CDP-model involved the search for alternatives of the product. 37% of all respondents did use social 
media in this step. Once again, opinion and review platforms (24%) and communication platforms (7%) were used 
the most.
The following step was the decision for the actual purchase. Opinion and review platforms (15%) were used the most 
in this step. All other social media platforms were barely used for this.      
As predicted in chapter 3, social media is hardly used in step 5 of the CDP-model. The actual use of the product is 
for 6% of the respondents influenced by communication platforms. All other social media platforms were used even 
less.
For the evaluation after consumption, step 6 of the CDP-model, 9% of de respondents did use communication plat-
forms and 7% did use opinion en review platforms.
And for the last step of the model, the disposal of the product, 19% of the respondents would use communication 
platforms such as Facebook to sell their products.

In total, 39% of all respondents did use any kind of social media for their last purchase. They used particularly com-
munication and opinion / review platforms. Other social media platforms are used less but still appear in most of the 
steps of the CDP-model.  

What personal characteristics do influence social media usage in general?
Social media are very fast upcoming and strong tools. Social media in general are used by most of the participants at 
least once a year. The younger generation uses communication platforms such as Facebook more frequently, while 
higher educated participants use collaboration and opinion platforms more often. There are only a few, mostly older 
consumers, who do not use social media at all.   
These findings are also found for the use of social media in the Consumer Decision Process model (CDP-model). This 
is not a surprise since consumers who use social media more often in general are more likely to use it also for their 
purchases. 
However, there are some side notes to this conclusion. There was only enough data for communication and review/
opinion platforms. Since the other social media platforms were less used in the CDP-model. And some social media 
platforms such as entertainment platforms are less suitable for shopping purposes. 

8.2. Findings 

The educational background of the respondents was classified into three groups; less educated, average educated 
and higher educated. All three categories were well represented in the sample. The less educated category was on 
par with the Dutch population (20%), while the average educated category (32,7%) was less represented and the 
higher educated category (47.6%) was over represented in comparison with the Dutch population (52.4% average, 
26.8% higher educated). A cause for this could be that higher educated people are more willing to complete the 
questionnaire. 
Almost all household compositions were well represented. Only the category ‘living with parents’ was less repre-
sented. This is a logic result from the fact that the younger age group was also less represented.
In overall, the sample was representative enough to use for research purposes which related to consumer behavior.  
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But who are those consumers who use social media? Communication platforms are more often used by a younger 
and female audience. Younger consumers use the internet and computer more often in general so this is not a sur-
prise. The use of entertainment and multimedia platforms is also influenced by the age of the consumer. Younger 
consumers use those platforms more often in general. Higher educated consumers use collaboration platforms more 
often. This is a result of that higher educated consumers more often use social media such as Dropbox for their work.    
You would expect that the same characteristics also play a role with the social media usage in the purchasing pro-
cess. However this is not always true. The use of social media in the CDP-model is mainly influenced by the gender 
of the consumer. Male consumers are more likely to use communication platforms, multimedia platforms and opin-
ion/review platforms in the purchase process. An explanation for this is that male consumers like shopping less and 
therefore try to substitute parts of the traditional shopping with social media shopping. So while females use com-
munication platforms more often in general, males do use communication platforms more often for their purchases. 
Regarding age, younger consumers use communication platforms more often in the CDP-model.    

What are the characteristics of the consumers who use social media in the purchasing process?
Younger and higher educated consumers do also use the internet more for their purchases in general. The fact that 
younger consumers use the internet more for their purchases is explained by that fact that they also use internet 
more in general. 
The purchases made are categorized into four different groups; household goods, personal products, fashion and 
tickets. Personal products and tickets are bought most of the time on the internet, while household goods and fash-
ion are well balanced between online and offline shopping. The reason for this difference is that many consumers 
already know what they want when they buy personal products, while most consumers want to try and see house-
hold goods and fashion products first. Tickets are bought more often on the internet because that is cheaper and 
easier in general.  

How does use of social media influence the consumer decision process?
There is examined what kind of consumers are more likely to use social media in the different steps of the CDP-mod-
el. The personal characteristic gender plays a large role in this. Male consumers are more likely to use social media 
in step 1 (the recognition of the need), 3 (searching for alternatives), 4 (the actual purchase) and 7 (the disposal of 
the product). It appears that males use social media more often in those steps of the CDP-model. As mentioned 
earlier, this may be because male respondents do like traditional shopping less in general. By using communication 
platforms in the CDP-model they could substitute some steps they otherwise had to do in traditional stores.
Younger consumers do use social media more often when using the product and for the disposal of the product. 
Since younger consumers use social media more in general, it is likely that they change the use of the product more 
often with the help of social media also. Younger consumers also try to sell their product more often with the help 
of social media. This may have two reasons: they use social media more often in general and as mentioned earlier 
younger people are less content with their income and  would therefore sell their products more often after usage 
(possibly with the help of social media).
Higher educated consumers do use social media such as fora about the product more often when using the product. 
Consumers from a rural environment use social media in step 6 of the CDP-model more often. An explanation for this 
may be that those consumers have less other alternatives to express their opinion about the product. Consumers 
who are not content with their income use social media more often in step 7 of the CDP-model. 

But not only do the personal characteristics of the consumer influence the social media usage. The social media use 
in individual steps of the CDP-model is also influenced by the previous steps of the model. This follows from the fact 
that social media platforms offer services in multiple steps of the CDP-model. There are however no social media 
platforms which offer services in all the steps of the CDP-model yet.

What is the influence of social media on the choice between online and offline shopping?
Consumers who use communication platforms when searching for alternatives of the product are more likely to 
make their purchase online than consumers who do not use those platforms in these steps. The reason for this is that 
platforms which offer alternatives often also direct the consumer to a web store which sells the product. 
Although social media can not influence the choice between online and offline shopping for the steps of the CDP-
model after the actual purchase (step 4). The choice between online and offline does influence step 6 of the CDP-
model. Consumers who make the actual purchase online are more likely to use social media to give an opinion or 
review about it. The reason for this is that web stores often ask for a review after the purchase is made. This particu-
larly counts for opinion and review platforms.     
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What store and product factors influence the social media usage in the purchasing process? 
For every product and store factor was asked if the respondent found it important. Those product and store factors 
are related to the social media usage of the respondents. The most important outcomes are shown below:

• Communication platforms do not offer the same service as salesmen give in stores. Consumers who find this 
service important are therefore less likely to use communication platforms in the purchasing process. This out-
come is interesting for communication platforms which offer shopping purposes.  If they want to attract this user 
group they have to improve the service level.  

• Online shopping is often seen as less fun than traditional shopping. Since communication platforms can substi-
tute traditional shopping steps it is likely that consumers who find pleasure more important use communication 
platforms less. To attract those consumers, communication platforms with shopping purposes have to make it 
more interesting and fun to be used instead of traditional shopping channels.

• Consumers who find brands important use communication platforms more to see what brands are good and 
in fashion. Since communication platforms often only advertise for brands and fashion this is not a surprise. If 
those platforms want to attract consumers who find brands less important, they have to focus on a wider and 
less specific assortment.  

• Consumers who find online promotions less important are more likely to use social media when searching for 
alternatives.  A reason for this could be that social media such as opinion and review platforms often all ready 
offer the best price. And therefore online promotions from web stores are not important for those consumers. 
Respondents who find promotions online less important are more likely to use social media for the actual pur-
chase.   

• Consumers who find pleasure less important are more likely to use social media when searching alternative 
products. As said before, social media shopping does not offer the same fun as traditional shopping. If social 
media platforms which offer services to search for alternatives want to attract consumers who find pleasure 
important, they have to make the use of those platforms more fun. 

• Consumers who use social media for the evaluation after consumption are most likely more product than store 
focused. They care more about the product than they care about the image of the store.  

What influence have social media on shopping and consumer behavior?
This study explained the impact social media have on shopping and consumer behavior. It appeared that 39% of all 
the respondents did use any form of social media for their last purchase. So social media do have a large impact on 
consumer behavior.
It appears that not every consumer is influenced by social media in the purchasing process. The outcomes showed 
that mostly males, younger and higher educated consumers do use social media in the purchasing process, while 
older and less educated consumers are less involved with social media usage in the purchasing process. 
As mentioned before, social media have different effects on traditional shopping. One effect is substitution; steps 
of the CDP-model which would otherwise occur in traditional stores are now completed with the use of social me-
dia. Complementarity and modification effects also occur. Since social media could give idea’s for a purchase which 
would otherwise never have happened (complementarity) or could change the thought about where and if the con-
sumer wants to purchase a product (modification).
Social media are therefore already an alternative for the different steps of the CDP-model which would otherwise 
occur in a traditional store.  And the fact that younger more social media using consumers will substitute the older 
more traditional generation in time, results in that the influence of social media on consumer behavior will likely 
only grow further.         

8.3. Shortcomings
Like any research, this study is also subject to a number of shortcomings and limitations.

A first limitation concerns the available literature about social media influences on consumer behavior. All current 
consumer behavior models are based on a traditional way of shopping, sometimes whereby some of them try to 
integrate internet shopping. The influence of social media is however never involved. Therefore, a traditional con-
sumer behavior model has been used which sometimes resulted in overlapping of the steps in this model.    

A second limitation was the sample size of the survey. It was very difficult to find participants which resulted in a 
sample of only 214 respondents. This was enough for the most part of this study. However for specific analyses of 
social media platform it felt short. It was therefore impossible to research the influence of less used social media 
platforms in individual steps of the consumer discission process model.     
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8.4. Recommendations
Managerial recommendations
Below are some practical recommendations which will be of interest for retailers and social media platforms who 
want to extend their services. This is a practical translation of the outcomes of the survey and the literature study. 
Below is indicated how retailers and social media platforms can improve their service and/or attract a larger number 
of users.

• Social media shopping is emerging and will become a common way for purchasing products. It can substitute tra-
ditional shopping steps in the CDP-model but can also be used for complementary purposes. Traditional stores 
who do not want to lose customers should expand their services to include ways of social media shopping.

• Social media are used the most by young consumers. Traditional stores are therefore less influenced by social 
media shopping yet. It is just a matter of time until those younger consumers substitute the older more tradi-
tional consumers. Traditional stores should take this into account.

• Social media are not only used when consumers buy products online. It is also possible to use it for post- and 
pre evaluation of the product only. This modification of the traditional purchase process means that consumers 
become an expert and know what they want.       

• Social media can be used to attract new consumers. It does not only substitute traditional ways of shopping but 
can also attract new target groups who were not interested in buying the product in the first place.

• 64% of the respondents did buy their last product online (the respondents were asked for their own purchasing 
habits when buying non-daily products. This outcome is therefore related to non-daily purchases such as fash-
ion, personal products and household goods only). Traditional stores that do not want to lose customers should 
offer ways to buy products online.

• Social media platforms do already offer services in multiple steps of the CDP-model. However, there are no social 
media platforms yet offering services in almost all steps of the CDP-model. An overarching social media platform 
which can offer services in all the steps of the CDP-model would make it easier for the consumer.

• Social media shopping is still seen as less fun than traditional shopping and consumers who attach value to the 
store and product factors service, atmosphere and pleasure are less likely to use those platforms. If social media 
platforms want to attract those consumers they should improve those store and product factors, so consumers 
would see social media more as an alternative for traditional fun shopping.

• 37% of the respondents did use social media to evaluate alternatives of the product. Most of the time traditional 
stores cannot offer the same prices as the consumer find on those platforms. Traditional stores should therefore 
focus on fun shopping.  

Further research
This study made a start to understand the impact of social media on consumer behavior. Since there is not a lot of 
research done in this field, it was difficult to do a concrete and specific research. As previously mentioned, there 
have been no specific consumer behavior models regarding internet or social media shopping developed. Therefore, 
this study is based on a traditional retail model. It showed that some steps of the CDP-model for social media shop-
ping somehow overlap. Steps such as searching for alternatives and the actual purchase are strongly associated 
with each other when using social media, since those social media platforms offer services in multiple steps. Future 
studies may focus on developing a theoretical model which includes social media and internet shopping which take 
this these relations into account.

Besides the development of such a model, a research of the impact of social media on consumer behavior on a larger 
scale could be done. In this way the influence of less-used platforms such as entertainment and multimedia plat-
forms could be investigated further. On a very large scale, it would even be possible to search for relations between 
each specific step which consumers undertake and specific social media platforms. 

In addition, future research could investigate new social media platforms which include more or all steps a consumer 
undergoes in the purchasing process. 

A third limitation concerns the questionnaire. Since social media platforms usage does overlap sometimes in the 
steps of the CDP-model, participants found it difficult to correctly answer the questions about the influence of social 
media on their last purchase.
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Appendix 1. Informal conversation approach 

Q1: Initial question: Have you ever bought anything with the help of the internet?
Yes

Q2: What items were they?
CD’s and a laptop

Q3: Did you start out with a clear idea of what you wanted to buy?
I was in a need of a new laptop and didn’t want to spend much. So I asked my friends what brand of laptop they had.

Q4: How did you buy the item?
I searched on price-comparison sites which laptop of that brand was rated good and not too expensive.  

Q5: Did you made the purchase online or went to a physical store to buy the item?
When I found the cheapest offer I went to that site to check if it was a good looking site. It was and I purchased the laptop 
directly on the site of the retailer. 

Q6: You checked the site for the look?
Yes, I still think purchasing things through the internet is risky. So I wanted to check if the site looked safe.

Q7: Where there other restrictions for you when you bought the laptop online?
Well, I don’t like to buy things I haven’t physically seen or touched. So I was a bit worried. I also was a little bit scared for de-
livery problems.

Q8: What problems did you expect to have with the delivery?
You can’t have things delivered the same day. So when you buy something you have to wait at least a day before you see the 
product. I also don’t like the fact that it is harder to return the item by mail.

Q9: If you could return your laptop locally to the local store, would this help?
Yes and no. Off course I would not have to worry about the returning policy. But if the store was close, I would probably go 
there in the first place.  

Q10: But I assume everything went well and you received your laptop. Did you do things with your laptop which you wouldn’t 
do when you purchased it physically? 
Yes I inspected it very carefully

Q11: So now you use your new laptop. Have you made a review about it or talked to others about your purchase?
Yes I expressed my happiness about the laptop to my friends.

Q12: How did you do this?
I posted a message on Facebook.

Q13: If you ever decides to buy a new laptop and you could possible sell this one. How would you do this?
I would use Facebook to let peope know that I’m selling a laptop. I would also advertise on markplaats.

Q14: How do you buy from traditional stores?
I usually go out to buy something if I need something. I have certain stores that are my favorites and I go there first to try stuff 
on and see what’s in at the moment. Then I search other stores to see if they sell something similar for a better price.

Q15: What factors of a store are important for you?
The products have to be of a good quality. I also prefer stores which look good and have a good image. 

Q16: Is there a difference for you in experience between traditional and online shopping?
Traditional shopping means fun for me. When I want some pleasure I usually go shopping in traditional stores. The internet is 
for me an alternative for when I don’t have time, the product isn’t available in a traditional store nearby or when I want the 
cheapest price.  

Q17: I want to ask you some personal questions now. What is your age?
19 (woman)

Q18: Are you happy with your income?
At this moment I don’t really have an income since I’m a student

Q19: What type in the lifecycle do you fit the best (shows lifecycles, Blackwell et al., 2001)
Well I’m a student and I still live with my parent. So young single.

Q20: In what environment do you live?
Rural area.
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Appendix 2. Interview guide approach

Q1: Ok to start off I want to ask you some personal question. What is your age?
23 (Man)

Q2: Are you happy with your income?
Yes, this is the first year I have a real income and it’s such a difference compared to when I was a student.

Q3: What type in the lifecycle do you fit the best (shows lifecycles, Blackwell et al., 2001)
I don’t live with my parents anymore. But young single fits me the best. 

Q4: In what environment do you live?
I live in the centre of Nijmegen. (Urban)

Q5: What product- and store-related factors are important for you when shopping?
I prefer organized stores with good and fair services. However the price is also important for me. I also avoid crowds if possible.

Q5A: If you had to choose between these factors. What would be the most important for you?
I think it would be the good and fair services.

Q6: How do you buy from traditional stores?
I only shop when I need to. I don’t really like shopping so I go to shops from which I know they have the products I want. When 
I find the product that fits my need I buy it without searching other stores first.

Q7: Have you ever bought anything with the help of the internet?
Yes

Q8: Do you often buy products with the help of the internet?
Yes, mostly household products.

Q9: What was the last item you bought with the help of the internet?
Printer

Q10: How did you buy the item with the help of the internet?
I was in the need of a new printer and the stores were closed so I searched for one online.

Q10A: Did you start out with a clear idea of what you wanted to buy? (Recognition of a need)
Not quite. I didn’t know what kind of printer I wanted to buy, a normal one or a laser printer. But with the help of the “consu-
mentenbond” forum i had a clear idea.

Q10B:  Why did you need a new printer? (Satisfying the need)
They didn’t sell print cartridges for the old one anymore.

Q10C: How did you find your new printer? (Searching for alternatives)
My old printer was a HP and I wanted a HP back. So I already knew the brand. Then I searched on comparison sites what printer 
was in my budget.

Q10D: Did you made the purchase online or went to a physical store to buy the item? (The actual purchase)
Since the stores were closed I bought the printer online at the cheapest store with a familiar name. I got redirected to them 
through a comparison site. 
  
Q10E: Why did you choose a store with a familiar name and not the cheapest one? (The actual purchase)
I don’t trust web shops I don’t know. So I preferred one which had a lot of positive feedback. I searched on forums such as the 
consumentenbond to find out if the web shop was trusted.

Q10F: Where there restrictions for you when you bought the printer online?  (The actual purchase)
As is said, I’m a bit shivery for stores I don’t trust. I also didn’t like that I couldn’t see the product before purchasing it, but the 
cheaper price made up for that. They also didn’t count delivery costs.  

Q10G: You said earlier that you preferred good and fair services. Does this also count for internet shopping?
Yes, it does. At first I didn’t understand how and when they would deliver my printer. But I could contact the web shop by mail 
and telephone. I mailed them with my questions and within 2 hours I got a response. This made me feel more comfortable 
when I purchased the product afterwards. 

Q10G: Did you do things with your printer which you wouldn’t do when you purchased it physically? (using the product)
No. I did however search for a tech forum because the printer didn’t work properly when I installed it. But I would do the same 
when I made the purchase physically.

Q10H: So now you use your new printer. Have you made a review about it or talked to others about your purchase? (Post-
evaluation)
I didn’t make a review. But I told my friends not to buy this printer because the cartridges are high priced and not every store 
sells them.

Q10I: If you ever decides to buy a new printer and you could possible sell this one. How would you do this? (Disposal of the 
product)
Printers are fairly cheap nowadays so I don’t think I could sell it. But I would give it away to friends or family. 

Q11: Is there a difference for you in experience between traditional and online shopping?
When traditional shopping I go for quality and good service. Internet shopping is more price-related for me. I like the fact that 
I can buy products whenever I want online. I also like the easiness of comparison sites and forums when purchasing products 
online. Without those I wouldn’t shop online much. 
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Appendix 3. Standardized open question approach

Q1: What is your age?
I’m 43 years old (Woman)

Q2: Are you happy with your income?
Yes, I’m happy with my income

Q3: What type in the lifecycle do you fit the best (shows lifecycles, Blackwell et al., 2001)
Full nest 3

Q4: In what environment do you live?
I live in the city of Nijmegen (Urban)

Q5: What product- and store-related factors are important for you when shopping?
For me is fun very important. So the store needs to have a comfortable look. I also like a wide assortment and brands.  

Q6: How do you buy from traditional stores?
Usually I shop for fun with a girlfriend. I don’t really need anything but I always find something in the city to buy. Shopping is 
my favorite leisure activity.

Q7: Have you ever bought anything with the help of the internet?
Yes I did

Q8: Do you often buy products with the help of the internet?
Not anymore since I got scammed one time by a web shop.

Q9: What was the last item you bought with the help of the internet?
A bikini

Q10: How did you buy the item with the help of the internet?
I didn’t really need a new bikini. But my sister showed her new bikini on Facebook. I really liked it so I asked here where she 
bought it. It turned out that she bought it from H&M. So I went to the online web shop and ordered the same bikini. 

Q11: Is there a difference for you in experience between traditional and online shopping?
Yes, I don’t like internet shopping. It doesn’t give the same pleasure as traditional shopping. I also don’t like that you can’t see 
or fit the products before you buy them. I only buy products online when they are sold out in a traditional store or when I’m 
in a hurry.
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Appendix 4. Coded interview

Q1: Ok to start off I want to ask you some personal question. What is your age?
23 (Man)

Q2: Are you happy with your income?
Yes, this is the first year I have a real income and it’s such a difference compared to when I was a student.

Q3: What type in the lifecycle do you fit the best (shows lifecycles, Blackwell et al., 2001)?
I don’t live with my parents anymore. But young single fits me the best. 

Q4: In what environment do you live?
I live in the centre of Nijmegen. (Urban)

Q5: What product- and store-related factors are important for you when shopping?
I prefer organized stores with good and fair services. However the price is also important for me. I also avoid crowds if possible. 
(FOF)

Q5A: If you had to choose between those factors. What would be the most important for you?
I think it would be the good and fair services. (FOF)

Q6: How do you buy from traditional stores?
I only shop when I need to. I don’t really like shopping so I go to shops from which I know they have the products I want. When 
I find the product that fits my need I buy it without searching other stores first. (FB)

Q7: Have you ever bought anything with the help of the internet?
Yes

Q8: Do you often buy products with the help of the internet?
Yes, mostly household products.

Q9: What was the last item you bought with the help of the internet?
Printer

Q10: How did you buy the item with the help of the internet?
I was in the need of a new printer and the stores were closed so I searched for one online. (UM)

Q10A: Did you start out with a clear idea of what you wanted to buy? (Recognition of a need)
Not quite. I didn’t know what kind of printer I wanted to buy, a normal one or a laser printer. But with the help of the “consu-
mentenbond” forum i had a clear idea. (CP)

Q10B:  Why did you need a new printer? (Satisfying the need)
They didn’t sell print cartridges for the old one anymore. (UM)

Q10C: How did you find your new printer? (Searching for alternatives)
My old printer was a HP and I wanted a HP back. So I already knew the brand. Then I searched on comparison sites what printer 
was in my budget. (UM)(RP)

Q10D: Did you made the purchase online or went to a physical store to buy the item? (The actual purchase)
Since the stores were closed I bought the printer online at the cheapest store with a familiar name. I got redirected to them 
through a comparison site. (RP)(FON)
  
Q10E: Why did you choose a store with a familiar name and not the cheapest one? (The actual purchase)
I don’t trust web shops I don’t know. So I preferred one which had a lot of positive feedback. I searched on forums such as the 
consumentenbond to find out if the web shop was trusted. (UM)(FON)(CP)

Q10F: Where their restrictions for you when you bought the printer online?  (The actual purchase)
As is said, I’m a bit shivery for stores I don’t trust. I also didn’t like that I couldn’t see the product before purchasing it, but the 
cheaper price made up for that. They also didn’t count delivery costs.  (FON)

Q10G: You said earlier that you preferred good and fair services. Does this also count for internet shopping?
Yes, it does. At first I didn’t understand how and when they would deliver my printer. But I could contact the web shop by mail 
and telephone. I mailed them with my questions and within 2 hours I got a response. This made me feel more comfortable 
when I purchased the product afterwards. (FON)(FOF)

Q10G: Did you do things with your printer which you wouldn’t do when you purchased it physically? (using the product)
No. I did however search for a tech forum because the printer didn’t work properly when I installed it. But I would do the same 
when I made the purchase physically. (CP)

Q10H: So now you use your new printer. Have you made a review about it or talked to others about your purchase? (Post-
evaluation)
I didn’t make a review. But I told my friends not to buy this printer because the cartridges are high priced and not every store 
sells them.

Q10I: If you ever decides to buy a new printer and you could possible sell this one. How would you do this? (Disposal of the 
product)
Printers are fairly cheap nowadays so I don’t think I could sell it. But I would give it away to friends or family. 

Q11: Is there a difference for you in experience between traditional and online shopping?
When traditional shopping I go for quality and good service. Internet shopping is more price-related for me. I like the fact that 
I can buy products whenever I want online. I also like the easiness of comparison sites and forums when purchasing products 
online. Without those I wouldn’t shop online much. (FON)(FOF)
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Appendix 5. Interviews
Interview 0

Q1: Ok to start off I want to ask you some personal question. What is your age?
23 (Man)

Q2: Are you happy with your income?
Yes, this is the first year I have a real income and it’s such a different compared to when I was a student.

Q3: What type in the lifecycle do you fit the best (shows lifecycle, Blackwell et al., 2001)
I don’t live with my parents anymore. But young single fits me the best. 

Q4: In what environment do you live?
I live in the centre of Nijmegen. (Urban)

Q5: What product- and store-related factors are important for you when shopping?
I prefer organized stores with good and fair services. However the price is also important for me. I also avoid crowds if possible. (FOF)

Q5A: If you had to choose between those factors. What would be the most important for you?
I think it would be the good and fair services. (FOF)

Q6: How do you buy from traditional stores?
I only shop when I need to. I don’t really like shopping so I go to shops from which I know they have the products I want. When I find the 
product that fits my need I buy it without searching other stores first.(FB)

Q7: Have you ever bought anything online?
Yes

Q8: Do you often buy products online?
Yes, mostly household products.

Q9: What was the last item you bought online?
Printer

Q10: How did you buy the item online?
I was in the need of a new printer and the stores were closed so I searched for one online.

Q10A: Did you start out with a clear idea of what you wanted to buy? (Recognition of a need)
Not quite. I didn’t know what kind of printer I wanted to buy, a normal one or a laser printer. But with the help of the “consumentenbond” 
forum i had a clear idea.(CP)

Q10B:  Why did you need a new printer? (Satisfying the need)
They didn’t sell print cartridges for the old one anymore.(UM)

Q10C: How did you find your new printer? (Searching for alternatives)
My old printer was a HP and I wanted a HP back. So I already knew the brand. Then I searched on comparison sites what printer was in my 
budget.(UM)(RP)

Q10D: Did you made the purchase online or went to a physical store to buy the item? (The actual purchase)
Since the stores were closed I bought the printer online at the cheapest store with a familiar name. I got redirected to them through a com-
parison site. (RP)(FON)
  
Q10E: Why did you choose a store with a familiar name and not the cheapest one? (The actual purchase)
I don’t trust web shops I don’t know. So I preferred one which had a lot positive feedback. I searched on forums such as the consumenten-
bond to find out if the web shop was trusted.(UM)(FON)(CP)

Q10F: Where their restrictions for you when you bought the printer online?  (The actual purchase)
As is said, I’m a bit shivery for stores I don’t trust. I also didn’t like that I couldn’t see the product before purchasing it, but the cheaper price 
made up for that. They also didn’t count delivery costs.  (FON)

Q10G: You said earlier that you preferred good and fair services. Does this also count for internet shopping?
Yes, it does. At first I didn’t understand how and when they would deliver my printer. But I could contact the web shop by mail and tel-
ephone. I mailed them with my questions and within 2 hours I got a response. This made me feel more comfortable when I purchased the 
product afterwards. (FOF)(FON)

Q10G: Did you do things with your printer which you wouldn’t do when you purchased it physically? (using the product)
No. I did however search for a tech forum because the printer didn’t work properly when I installed it. But I would do the same when I made 
the purchase physically. (FON)(FOF)

Q10H: So now you use your new printer. Have you made a review about it or talked to others about your purchase? (Post-evaluation)
I didn’t make a review. But I told my friends not to buy this printer because the cartridges are high priced and not every store sells them.

Q10I: If you ever decides to buy a new printer and you could possible sell this one. How would you do this? (Disposal of the product)
Printers are fairly cheap nowadays so I don’t think I could sell it. But I would give it away to friends or family. 

Q11: Is there a difference for you in experience between traditional and online shopping?
When traditional shopping I go for quality and good service. Internet shopping is more price-related for me. I like the fact that I can buy 
products whenever I want online. I also like the easiness of comparison sites and forums when purchasing products online. Without those I 
wouldn’t shop online much. (FON)(FOF)
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Interview 1

Q1: Ok to start off I want to ask you some personal question. What is your age?
47 (Male)

Q2: Are you happy with your income?
Yes

Q3: What type in the lifecycle do you fit the best (shows lifecycle, Blackwell et al., 2001)
Full nest 3

Q4: In what environment do you live?
I live in Lent (Urban)

Q5: What product- and store-related factors are important for you when shopping?
I don’t like shopping. Most of the time my wife does it for me. But when I have to shop I want to do it as quick as possible. So avoiding 
crowds, fast check-outs and easy store layouts. I also don’t like salesmen who jump on you as soon as you enter the store.  (FOF)

Q5A: If you had to choose between those factors. What would be the most important for you?
Then it would be easy store layouts.  (FOF)

Q6: How do you buy from traditional stores?
Most of the time my wife gives me a list of products which and where I have to buy. 

Q6A: And if you buy products for yourself?
I only buy new products when I really need to. Most likely because the current product is worn or broken. I try to remember where it came 
from and I go to that store again. If I find the same product again I’ll buy it. If they don’t have it anymore I look for a substitute in that store. 
(FB) 

Q6B: So you stick with one store?
Yes, but only if the previous purchased product was made of quality. This way I avoid the risk of less quality in cheaper stores. (FOF)

Q7: Have you ever bought anything online?
No

Q7A: Is there a particularly reason that you never bought anything online?  
I’m 47 and I don’t use computers often. I don’t really know how it works with paying, insurance and risk. So I stick with traditional shopping. 
(UM) 
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Interview 2

Q1: Ok to start off I want to ask you some personal question. What is your age?
25 (Woman)

Q2: Are you happy with your income?
No. I’m a last year student so I don’t have much money to spend. 

Q3: What type in the lifecycle do you fit the best (shows lifecycle, Blackwell et al., 2001)
 Young single 

Q4: In what environment do you live?
I live in the centre of Arnhem. (Urban)

Q5: What product- and store-related factors are important for you when shopping?
Shopping is all about fun for me. So I enjoy good and fair service in stores. I would rather pay a little bit more for good service, than that I 
choose for the cheapest one. I also have a preference for certain stores.  (FOF)

Q5A: What is the reason to choose for those certain stores?
They sell brands which I like and have the latest fashion trends.  (FOF)

Q6: How do you buy from traditional stores?
I shop on a regular base with friends. Most of the time we go to other cities and search for new trendy items. I don’t really need new prod-
ucts most of the timers, but I always come home with new items. When I shop with friends in other cities I want to discover new stores. (IB)

Q6A: But you said you have a preference for certain stores?
Yes I have. But I use those stores when I really need new products. When I don’t need new products are those stores boring because I 
already know what they have.   (FOF)

Q7: Have you ever bought anything online?
Yes

Q8: Do you often buy products online?
Yes, CD’s and DVD’s

Q9: What was the last item you bought online?
A DVD-collection of Hitchcock.

Q10: How did you buy the item online?
Well that’s quite strange. I really like the movies of Hitchcock. So I watched scenes of the movie “Psycho” on Youtube. Suddenly a add 
popped up about the dvd-collection of Hitchcock. So I searched on the internet for stores who sold it. Then I bought it. (EP)

Q10A:  Does this mean it was an impulse purchase? (Satisfying the need)
Yes and no. I always wanted all his movies on DVD. But I wasn’t intended to buy them that day until I saw the add. (UM)

Q10B: How did you find the store? (Searching for alternatives)
Google directed me to a comparison site. That site showed me a list of vendors. (RP)

Q10C: Did you made the purchase online or went to a physical store to buy the item? (The actual purchase)
I bought it on bol.com. It was a bit more expensive than other vendors but they send the product in one day. I also trust them more since 
they advertise on television.  (FON)
  
Q10D: Where their restrictions for you when you bought the DVD-collection online?  (The actual purchase)
Apart from the fact that you don’t receive the item directly when purchased not.  (FON)

Q10E: You said earlier that you preferred good and fair services. Does this also count for internet shopping?
Yes, I don’t trust stores who aren’t well-known. The fact that bol.com advertise on television makes me feel more comfortable with them. I 
also like the fact that they send the product in one day and have a helpdesk for questions.  (FON)

Q10F: Did you do things with your DVD’s which you wouldn’t do when you purchased it physically? (using the product)
Yes, I tried all dvd’s before actually watching them. Just to make sure it was ok. 

Q10G: So now you watched your DVD’s. Have you made a review about it or talked to others about your purchase? (Post-evaluation)
No.

Q10H: If you ever decide to sell this product. How would you do this? (Disposal of the product)
I won’t sell it. But if I have to then I would use marktplaats.nl  (CBP)

Q11: Is there a difference for you in experience between traditional and online shopping?
Yes. Online shopping is most of the time cheaper than traditional shopping. But it is also less fun for me. You also can’t check the quality 
when online shopping. And there is less service when shopping online.  (FOF)(FON)
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Interview 3

Q1: Ok to start off I want to ask you some personal question. What is your age?
24 (Male)

Q2: Are you happy with your income?
Yes, I’m working full-time and have an average income.

Q3: What type in the lifecycle do you fit the best (shows lifecycle, Blackwell et al., 2001)
Newly married couple

Q4: In what environment do you live?
I live in Beek-Ubbergen. (Rural)

Q5: What product- and store-related factors are important for you when shopping?
The price is very important for me. I know what I want, and I don’t need help of salesmen. The products that I buy have to be made of good 
quality. (FOF) 

Q5A: If you had to choose between those factors. What would be the most important for you?
Definitely the price. (FOF)

Q6: How do you buy from traditional stores?
First I search on the internet where I can find my products. When I found the store, I visit it and buy whatever I need at that moment. (FB)

Q6A: So you use the internet for traditional shopping?
Yes, I always look for bargains via comparison sites and on the seller’s website. This way I have already in mind what I which makes the 
actual purchase quicker.

Q7: Have you ever bought anything online?
Yes

Q8: Do you often buy products online?
Yes, most of the time. Mostly household products and luxury goods

Q9: What was the last item you bought online?
A new mobile telephone (Samsung galaxy S3)

Q10: How did you buy the item online?
Samsung sponsored the Olympic games last year. So I saw everywhere advertisements of this phone. I really liked it but it was too expensive 
for me. However, when I saw that a friend of me had bought this phone I also wanted it. So I searched on the internet for a cheap vendor 
and found one via tweakers.net (comparison site). I purchased the phone at the cheapest vendor and paid on arrive (rembours).   (RP)(UM)

Q10A: So your friend convinced you to purchase the phone? How did it happen? 
Well he didn’t convince me directly. I saw a message of him on Facebook that he just got his new phone. And I called him with the question 
if it was worth the money. (CP)

Q10B: So you bought at the cheapest vendor. Where there any restrictions when you bought the phone? (The actual purchase)
Since it was a lot of money (€550,-) I didn’t want to pay in advance. Luckily the cheapest vendor offered the opportunity to pay at arrival. If 
this wasn’t possible I would have chosen another.  (FON)

Q10C: But no other restrictions related to the product itself?
Well all the phones are the same. I tried the phone before in a traditional store so I knew what I was getting. And there was a delivery time 
of 2 days, which I didn’t mind. (FON)

Q10D: Did you do things with your phone which you wouldn’t do when you purchased it physically? (using the product)
Yes. I knew that web-shops often deliver phones branded for other countries. So I checked if this one was made for the Dutch market or not.

Q10E: How did you know this?
Since the phone had a delivery time of 2 days, I had the time to read about the phone on forums. This way I found useful tips and warnings. 
(CP)

Q10F: So now you use your new phone. Have you made a review about it or talked to others about your purchase? (Post-evaluation)
Yes. I thanked the people on the forum for helping me out with questions regarding to the branding of the phone. I also made a review of 
tweakers.net (where I found the cheapest vendor). (CP)(RP)

Q10G: If you ever decides to buy a new phone and you could possible sell this one. How would you do this? (Disposal of the product)
I would advertise on Facebook that I sell my phone. If those friends don’t have interest I’ll use sites such as Ebay and Marktplaats. (CP)(CBP) 

Q11: Is there a difference for you in experience between traditional and online shopping?
Yes. I like online shopping much more. The assortment is much bigger and you can also find the cheapest price. Online shopping saves me 
the hassle to go to a city centre which is hard to combine with my job. I also like the fact that you can find anything about the product you 
want online. Every single question I ever had was already asked on forums which I found via Google. (FOF)(FON)
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Interview 4

Q1: Ok to start off I want to ask you some personal question. What is your age?
18 (Woman)

Q2: Are you happy with your income?
I don’t have an income since I’m a student. So no.

Q3: What type in the lifecycle do you fit the best (shows lifecycle, Blackwell et al., 2001)
Young single

Q4: In what environment do you live?
I live in Almelo. (Rural)

Q5: What product- and store-related factors are important for you when shopping?
Since I don’t have a car I prefer stores which are nearby. The products have to be made of good quality and I prefer brands. The ideal store 
for me would be big (like a warehouse), and have nice and helpful employees. (FOF)

Q5A: If you had to choose between those factors. What would be the most important for you?
Good quality products. (FOF)

Q6: How do you buy from traditional stores?
When I see that I need a new product I go to the city-centre and look for stores which sells the product. I compare the products carefully and 
make a decision when I’ve seen them all. (FB)

Q7: Have you ever bought anything online?
Yes

Q8: Do you often buy products online?
No, occasionally 

Q9: What was the last item you bought online?
A new school bag

Q10: How did you buy the item online?
Cow-boy bags are trendy at this moment so I also wanted one. When I visited the city-centre I saw that it was very expensive. So I searched 
via Google and found a topic on a fashion forum about it. The topic starter suggested importing the bag from China. I didn’t know if I wanted 
to do that so I searched on comparison sites for a cheap vendor. Unfortunately, the prices on the comparison site were only slightly cheaper 
than in town. So I went back to the site of the vendor in China. I found out that the delivery costs were expensive and it only was profitable 
to do with more people. So I asked my friends, posted on Facebook and Twitter if people also wanted a bag. I found 5 other people and we 
shared the delivery costs. 4 weeks later our bags arrived. (UM)(CP)(RP)(FOF)   

Q10A: Did you start out with a clear idea of what you wanted to buy? (Recognition of a need)
Yes, my old schoolbag was worn. So I needed a new one.

Q10B:  Why did you need a cow-boy bag? (Satisfying the need)
They are trendy at this moment, you see them everywhere. Friends are showing them on Facebook, you see them in videos of celebrities 
and TV. (CP)   

Q10C: Where their restrictions for you when you bought the bag online?  (The actual purchase)
Yes, the high delivery costs were a problem. But also the fact that the bags came from China were a problem. We didn’t know how the qual-
ity of the bags was. We also didn’t know if it was a scam. We searched the internet for reviews about the site, and most of them were ok, 
but it was still a risk. We also have read on the fashion forum that people had trouble with the customs. There was also minimal customer 
support on the Chinese web site. But all those risks were worth it. We got our bags for just 1/3 of the actual price.  (FON)(CP)

Q10D: You said earlier that you preferred good quality and services. Does this also count for internet shopping?
Yes off course.  However you can’t check the quality online and the services of the employees is substituted by services on the web site. 
(FON)

Q10E: Did you do things with your bag which you wouldn’t do when you purchased it physically? (using the product)
Yes, since it came from China. It was highly possible that is was a fake one. So I searched on forums how you could see if the bag was fake or 
not. I checked the bag and didn’t saw signs of a fake. So it is or a very good fake or not a real one.  (CP)

Q10F: So now you use your new bag. Have you made a review about it or talked to others about your purchase? (Post-evaluation)
Ha-ha yes, we made a picture with all the 5 girls and posted it on Facebook. We also informed others on the fashion forum of our shopping 
journey. (CP)

Q10G: If you ever decides to buy a bag and you could possible sell this one. How would you do this? (Disposal of the product)
If it is possible I would sell it to friends.

Q10H: How would you do that?
Informing them directly or through Facebook. (CP)

Q11: Is there a difference for you in experience between traditional and online shopping?
Traditional shopping is a lot more fun. You can touch the products and take them with you right away. On the internet you can find cheaper 
vendors. But you can’t see or touch the products first. You also have to wait for delivery. (FOF)(FON)
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Interview 5

Q1: Ok to start off I want to ask you some personal question. What is your age?
33 (Woman)

Q2: Are you happy with your income?
Yes, although less since the economic recession. 

Q3: What type in the lifecycle do you fit the best (shows lifecycle, Blackwell et al., 2001)
Married no kids

Q4: In what environment do you live?
I live Oosterhout near Nijmegen. (Urban)

Q5: What product- and store-related factors are important for you when shopping?
That depend on what I want to purchase. For clothes I prefer brands and quality items. When I purchase household products I prefer good 
services and honest salesmen. I like stores which offer me different types of the same product. So I can choose what product fits me the 
best.  (FOF)

Q5A: If you had to choose between those factors. What would be the most important for you?
The quality of the products (FOF)

Q6: How do you buy from traditional stores?
For clothes I have some preferred shops. They sell the products and brands which I like. So when I need new clothes I look at those stores 
first. For household products I go to boulevards and let me inform about the products by the salesmen. (FB)

Q7: Have you ever bought anything online?
Yes

Q8: Do you often buy products online?
Not often. The products I buy mostly online are luxury goods

Q9: What was the last item you bought online?
Camera

Q10: How did you buy the item online?
Since a few years I’m very interested in photography. My old camera wasn’t good enough anymore for the things that I wanted to do, so I 
had to buy a newer one. First, I went to a physical store (a specialist in photography equipment) but was shocked of the prices they asked. 
So I went to a photography forum, which I discovered before, and asked the question what good camera fitted in my budget. The users of 
the forum gave me advice for some types of cameras and I made the choice which was the best for me. They also gave me the advice to 
purchase the camera online because of the price.
With the help of a comparison site (tweakers.net) I found a web shop who sold this particularly camera. This web shop also had a pick-up 
point nearby. I ordered the camera and after 2 days it was available at the pick-up point.  I went to the pick-up point, paid, and received my 
camera.(UM)(CP)(RP)

Q10A: Did you start out with a clear idea of what you wanted to buy? (Recognition of a need)
No not really. But I knew that my old camera wasn’t good enough anymore. The users of the photography forums advised me to look for a 
new camera. (CP)

Q10B:  Why did you need a new camera? (Satisfying the need)
As I already said. The old one wasn’t good enough.

Q10C: How did you find your new camera? (Searching for alternatives)
I informed at a camera specialist and the users of the forum helped me. Then I used a comparison site to find the cheapest store. (CP)(RP)
(FON)

Q10D: Did you made the purchase online or went to a physical store to buy the item? (The actual purchase)
I ordered the camera online but made the purchase in a pick-up store. So not really in a physical store.
  
Q10E: Where their restrictions for you when you ordered the camera online?  (The actual purchase)
Only the delivery time. I didn’t have to pay in advance so there was no risk of getting scammed. But I’m a bit worried about the insurance. 
The web shop don’t offer this service and I have to send the camera to the fabric if it’s broken. (FON)

Q10F: You said earlier that you preferred good, honest service and a wide assortment. Does this also count for internet shopping?
Yes. The assortment on the internet is enormous.  But maybe sometimes to enormous. Without the help of other people I was probably not 
capable of making a correct choice between all the cameras offered.  Service online is something different then when traditional shopping. If 
I order something online I look if there are no hidden costs and if it always is the possibility to contact the web shop. (FON)

Q10G: Did you do things with your camera which you wouldn’t do when you purchased it physically? (using the product)
No. I do however use the photography forum for tutorials made for this camera. If I purchased a different camera in a traditional store I 
wouldn’t used those. (CP)

Q10H: So now you use your new camera. Have you made a review about it or talked to others about your purchase? (Post-evaluation)
I didn’t make a review. But I post on a regular basis my findings about the camera on the forum. (CP)

Q10I: If you ever decides to buy a new camera and you could possible sell this one. How would you do this? (Disposal of the product)
I would try to sell it on the forum or marktplaats.nl (CP)(CBP)

Q11: Is there a difference for you in experience between traditional and online shopping?
Traditional shopping is more fun but you are limited to the information obtained via the salesmen. Online you can find a lot more informa-
tion about the product and others experiences.
But I think that internet shopping never will substitute traditional shopping completely. (FOF)(FON)
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Interview 6

Q1: Om te beginnen start ik met een aantal persoonlijke vragen. Wat is uw leeftijd?
63 (man)

Q2: Bent u tevreden met uw huidige inkomen?
Ja. Ik ben al met pensioen en kan goed rondkomen. 

Q3: In welke levensfase bevindt u zich? (laat lifecycles zien, Blackwell et al., 2001)
Empty nest 2. Ook al werk ik er niet meer bij.

Q4: In wat voor omgeving leeft u?
Nijmegen-lent (Urban)

Q5: Welke product en winkel eigenschappen vindt u belangrijk tijdens het winkelen?
Ik vind het belangrijk als ik snel geholpen wordt. Ik betaal liever iets meer voor een goede service dan dat ik te laagste prijs betaal en zelf 
alles uit moet zoeken. (FOF)

Q5A: Welke van deze eigenschappen is het belangrijkst voor u?
Dat is service voor mij. (FOF)

Q6: Welke stappen onderneemt u tijdens het winkelen?
Ik koop eigenlijk alleen huishoudelijke apparatuur. De rest doet mijn vrouw altijd. Ik heb een aantal winkelen welke ik prefereer boven an-
dere. Ik probeer dan ook altijd eerst deze winkels. Ik weet van te voren welk product ik nodig heb maar niet welk merk het beste voor mij is. 
Ik loop dan vrijwel altijd meteen naar de verkoper toe om mij te laten informeren. (FB)

Q7: Heeft u ooit iets gekocht met behulp van het internet?
Ja

Q8: Doet u vaak aankopen met behulp van het internet?
Nee, ik wil graag mijn aankopen direct mee kunnen nemen.

Q9: Wat was u laatste aankoop welke u deed met behulp van het internet?
Een dvd-recorder

Q10: Hoe deed u deze aankoop? Welke stappen ondernam u daarbij?
Ik wilde graag een dvd-recorder aanschaffen om tv-series op te nemen wanneer ik niet thuis ben. Ik ging zoals gebruikelijk naar mijn vaste 
winkel maar schok van de prijs. Mijn dochter vertelde toen dat ik de dvd-recorder ook via internet kan kopen voor een lagere prijs. Ik heb dit 
toen samen met haar gedaan. (UM)(FOF)(FON)

Q10A: Had u de aankoop van te voren al in gedachten? (Recognition of a need)
Ja

Q10B: Wat was de reden voor deze aankoop? (Satisfying the need)
Ik had voorheen altijd een video-recorder. Echter worden lege videobanden steeds minder gemaakt. Ik ben toen naar alternatieven gaan 
zoeken. (UM)

Q10C: Hoe zocht u naar alternatieven?
Dit heb ik gedaan via internet. Ik kwam op een forum uit welke het nut van een dvd-recorder beschreef. (CP)

Q10D: Hoe vond u uiteindelijk het product? (Searching for alternatives)
Mijn dochter vertelde me over goedkopere webshops. We zijn toen samen gaan zoeken naar de goedkoopste betrouwbare webshop. Hier 
had zij een site voor welke alle winkels vergeleek. (RP)

Q10E: Heeft u uiteindelijk de aankoop online gedaan of via een traditionele winkel? (The actual purchase)
De aankoop is uiteindelijk via een afhaalpunt van een webshop gedaan. Ik vertrouwde het bezorgen en vooraf betalen niet helemaal. Geluk-
kig vonden we een goedkope webshop met in de buurt een afhaalpunt. (FON)
  
Q10F: Waren er voor u beperkingen toen u de aankoop via internet deed? (The actual purchase)
Ja, ik moest het doen met de karige beschrijving van het product. Natuurlijk was er wel meer te vinden op het internet maar ik prefereer 
toch een verkoper welke verstand heeft. Ook moest ik bij veel webshops verzendkosten betalen en langer wachten op het product. Uitein-
delijk hebben we een winkel gevonden waarbij dit niet van toepassing was. (FON)(FOF)

Q10G: U zei eerder dat u kwaliteit belangrijk vind tijdens het winkelen. Vindt u dezelfde eigenschappen ook belangrijk bij het winkelen met 
behulp van het internet?
Ja, echter merkte ik dat ik toch ook meer geneigd was naar de goedkoopste prijs toen ik zocht via internet. Betrouwbaarheid speelde bij mij 
ook een grotere rol tijdens het winkelen via internet. (FON)

Q10H: Hoe heeft u het product gebruikt? Was dit anders omdat u het product heeft gekocht met behulp van het internet? (using the prod-
uct)
Nee

Q10I: Heeft u een review over u aankoop gedaan of er met andere over gehad en zo u mening gedeeld? (Post-evaluation)
Nee

Q10J: Als u ooit uw aankoop wilt vervangen en u kunt deze nog verkopen. Hoe zult u dat doen?
Ik zal hem dan op marktplaats zetten.

Q11: Is er voor u en verschil in beleving tussen traditioneel en winkelen met behulp van internet?
Ja. Ik mis heel erg de klantvriendelijkheid bij het internet winkelen. Je moet alles zelf uitzoeken en maar hopen of het product aan jouw 
wensen voldoet. Hier staat tegenover dat de prijs vaak stukken voordeliger is. (FOF)(FON)
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Interview 7

Q1: Om te beginnen start ik met een aantal persoonlijke vragen. Wat is uw leeftijd?
58 (vrouw)

Q2: Bent u tevreden met uw huidige inkomen?
Nee. Ik ben helaas ontslagen drie jaar terug en kom nog maar moeilijk aan een baan.

Q3: In welke levensfase bevindt u zich? (laat lifecycles zien, Blackwell et al., 2001)
Older singles

Q4: In wat voor omgeving leeft u?
Ik leef in Almelo (landelijk)

Q5: Welke product en winkel eigenschappen vindt u belangrijk tijdens het winkelen?
Ik let heel erg op de prijs. Ik wil graag rustig kunnen winkelen zonder dat er een verkoper direct naar mij toe komt. De aankleding van een 
winkel is voor mij ook belangrijk. Ik mijd winkels welke er slordig uitzien. (FOF)

Q5A: Welke van deze eigenschappen is het belangrijkst voor u?
De prijs (FOF)

Q6: Welke stappen onderneemt u tijdens het winkelen?
Vooraf kijk ik altijd op er aanbiedingen zijn. Als dit het geval ik kies ik voor deze winkel. Mocht dit niet het geval zijn kijk ik rustig meerdere 
winkels rond. Hierna maak ik mijn keuze waar ik de aankoop ga doen. (FB)

Q7: Heeft u ooit iets gekocht met behulp van het internet?
Nee

Q8: Is daar een rede voor?
Ik vertrouw het niet. Ik wil graag meteen mijn aankopen mee naar huis kunnen nemen. Ook weet ik niet hoe het met garantiegevallen zit bij 
online aankopen. 
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Interview 8

Q1: Om te beginnen start ik met een aantal persoonlijke vragen. Wat is uw leeftijd?
18 (vrouw)

Q2: Bent u tevreden met uw huidige inkomen?
Nee, ik ben nog student.

Q3: In welke levensfase bevindt u zich? (laat lifecycles zien, Blackwell et al., 2001)
Young singles denk ik.

Q4: In wat voor omgeving leeft u?
Nijmegen (stedelijk)

Q5: Welke product en winkel eigenschappen vindt u belangrijk tijdens het winkelen?
Ik winkel graag in mooie en luxe winkels. Ik ben gek op merken en kijk goed naar de huidige mode. Als een winkel een goede uitstraling mist 
dan mijd ik deze liever. (FOF)

Q5A: Welke van deze eigenschappen is het belangrijkst voor u?
De goede uitstraling. (FOF)

Q6: Welke stappen onderneemt u tijdens het winkelen?
Ik maak van winkelen altijd een dagje uit. Ik vraag vriendinnen mee ga dan zoveel mogelijk verschillende en unieke winkel af. Als ik iets nodig 
heb probeer ik dit product in diverse winkels en laat mij goed informeren door zowel mijn vriendinnen als de verkopers. (IB)

Q7: Heeft u ooit iets gekocht met behulp van het internet?
Ja.

Q8: Doet u vaak aankopen met behulp van het internet?
Ja, de laatste tijd steeds meer.

Q9: Wat was u laatste aankoop welke u deed met behulp van het internet?
Een Ipod

Q10: Hoe deed u deze aankoop? Welke stappen ondernam u daarbij?
Ik was eerste instantie op zoek naar een 2de hand Ipod. Ik zocht daarom via marktplaats naar een goedkope aanbieder in de buurt. Via 
marktplaats kwam ik uiteindelijk bij een winkel uit welke adverteerde via marktplaats.
Ik ben toen naar deze winkel gegaan en heb daar mijn Ipod gekocht. (UM)(CP)

Q10A: Had u de aankoop van te voren al in gedachten? (Recognition of a need)
Jai k wilde graag een nieuwe muziekspeler omdat mijn oude mp3-speler kapot was.

Q10B: Wat was de reden voor deze aankoop? (Satisfying the need)
De oude was kapot en een Ipod was op dat moment in. (UM)

Q10C: Hoe vond u uiteindelijk het product? (Searching for alternatives)
Via markplaats werd ik doorverwezen na een traditionele winkel. Ik had hier eerst wel mijn twijfels bij dus heb via google deze winkel 
nagelopen. Ik kwam toen op een website met recensies van deze winkel terecht. (CP)(RP)

Q10D: Heeft u uiteindelijk de aankoop online gedaan of via een traditionele winkel? (The actual purchase)
In een traditionele winkel. 
 
Q10F: Waren er voor u beperkingen toen u de aankoop via internet deed? (The actual purchase)
Ja. Ik wist niet of ik de winkel kon vertrouwen en of het om echte producten ging. (FON)

Q10G: U zei eerder dat u de uitstraling en luxe belangrijk vind tijdens het winkelen. Vindt u dezelfde eigenschappen ook belangrijk bij het 
winkelen met behulp van het internet?
Nee, ik wist wat ik kon verwachten van het product. Dus zocht eigenlijk naar een zo goedkoop mogelijke aanbieder. (FOF)(FON)

Q10G: Hoe heeft u het product gebruikt? Was dit anders omdat u het product heeft gekocht met behulp van het internet? (using the prod-
uct)
Ja ik wist niet of het een echte was. Daarom heb ik via een Apple-forum opgezocht hoe je kon zien of je een echte op imitatie Ipod in bezit 
had. (CP)

Q10H: Heeft u een review over u aankoop gedaan of er met andere over gehad en zo u mening gedeeld? (Post-evaluation)
Ik heb de aankoop aan vrienden laten zien. Ik heb ook op Hyves mijn nieuwe aankoop getoond. (CP)

Q10I: Als u ooit uw aankoop wilt vervangen en u kunt deze nog verkopen. Hoe zult u dat doen?
Dit zal ik eerste instantie aan mijn vrienden laten weten via Facebook. Mocht niemand interesse hebben dan verkoop ik hem via Markplaats. 
(CP)

Q11: Is er voor u en verschil in beleving tussen traditioneel en winkelen met behulp van internet?
Ja! Traditioneel winkelen gaat voor mij om de belevenis. Het voelt als een dagje uit en is gezellig. Internet aankopen doe ik voornamelijk zelf 
als ik weinig tijd heb of ik op zoek ben naar de goedkoopste aanbieder. (FOF)(FON)
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Interview 9

Q1: Om te beginnen start ik met een aantal persoonlijke vragen. Wat is uw leeftijd?
22 (man)

Q2: Bent u tevreden met uw huidige inkomen?
Ja

Q3: In welke levensfase bevindt u zich? (laat lifecycles zien, Blackwell et al., 2001)
Young single

Q4: In wat voor omgeving leeft u?
Oss (Stedelijk)

Q5: Welke product en winkel eigenschappen vindt u belangrijk tijdens het winkelen?
Ik vind de prijs en de afhandeling van een aankoop belangrijk. Ik wil snel kunnen winkelen zonder al teveel bemoeienis van verkopers. (FOF)

Q5A: Welke van deze eigenschappen is het belangrijkst voor u?
De prijs (FOF)

Q6: Welke stappen onderneemt u tijdens het winkelen?
Ik koop alleen iets als ik het echt nodig heb. Ik zoek van te voren op via internet wat en waar ik de aankopen doe.(FB)

Q7: Heeft u ooit iets gekocht met behulp van het internet?
Ja

Q8: Doet u vaak aankopen met behulp van het internet?
Ja met regelmaat

Q9: Wat was uw laatste aankoop welke u deed met behulp van het internet?
Nieuwe kappen voor mijn motor

Q10: Hoe deed u deze aankoop? Welke stappen ondernam u daarbij?
Ik was helaas onderuit gegaan met de motor waarbij ik kapschade op liep. Ik ben daarmee toen naar een motorgarage gegaan. Deze gaven 
mij een zeer prijzige offerte mee. Ik ben toen gaan zoeken op het internet en kwam bij een motorforum terecht. Hierop vond ik een aantal 
leveranciers die stukken goedkoper waren. (CP)(UM)

Q10A: Had u de aankoop van te voren al in gedachten? (Recognition of a need)
Ja ik was al opzoek naar nieuwe kappen of een manier op deze te repareren.

Q10B: Wat was de reden voor deze aankoop? (Satisfying the need)
Vervanging. (UM)

Q10C: Hoe vond u uiteindelijk het product? (Searching for alternatives)
Door middel van het motor forum. (CP)

Q10D: Heeft u uiteindelijk de aankoop online gedaan of via een traditionele winkel? (The actual purchase)
 Ik heb de aankoop online gedaan. Ik had echter ook de keus gekregen om ze op te halen. 
Q10F: Waren er voor u beperkingen toen u de aankoop via internet deed? (The actual purchase)
Ik wist niet zeker of de kappen pasten en of deze echt waren. Ook kon ik vrij weinig informatie vinden over de leverancier. Maar door de 
goede verhalen op het motorforum heb ik toch besloten om ze te bestellen. (FON)(CP)

Q10G: U zei eerder dat de prijs en afhandeling belangrijk vind tijdens het winkelen. Vindt u dezelfde eigenschappen ook belangrijk bij het 
winkelen met behulp van het internet?
Ja de prijs sowieso. De prijs was uiteindelijk de factor die mij tot de online aankoop deed doen. De afhandeling van de aankoop is moeilijker 
in te schatten. Dit is natuurlijk compleet anders bij online winkelen. Ik denk dat vertrouwen ook een belangrijke eigenschap is bij online 
aankopen doen. (FON)

Q10G: Hoe heeft u het product gebruikt? Was dit anders omdat u het product heeft gekocht met behulp van het internet? (using the prod-
uct)
Ja ik was bang dat de kappen niet zouden passen. Maar door reacties van andere gebruikers op het forum die dezelfde motor hadden gehad 
werd dit weggenomen. (CP)

Q10H: Heeft u een review over u aankoop gedaan of er met andere over gehad en zo u mening gedeeld? (Post-evaluation)
Ja. Ik heb de gebruikers van het forum bedankt voor hun hulp en mijn ervaring met ze gedeeld (CP)

Q10I: Als u ooit uw aankoop wilt vervangen en u kunt deze nog verkopen. Hoe zult u dat doen?
Dit is niet van toepassing bij deze aankoop. De motor in zijn geheel zou worden verkocht via motortrader.nl

Q11: Is er voor u en verschil in beleving tussen traditioneel en winkelen met behulp van internet?
Online winkelen is zoveel sneller en goedkoper. Ik houd zelf helemaal niet van winkelen en vind het dan ook fijn dat ik vanuit mijn stoel alles 
kan kopen wat ik wil. Een nadeel vind ik echter de levertijden. Als ik snel mijn producten wil hebben verkies ik traditioneel winkelen boven 
winkelen met behulp van internet. (FON)(FOF)
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Interview 10

Q1: Om te beginnen start ik met een aantal persoonlijke vragen. Wat is uw leeftijd?
61 (vrouw)

Q2: Bent u tevreden met uw huidige inkomen?
Ja

Q3: In welke levensfase bevindt u zich? (laat lifecycles zien, Blackwell et al., 2001)
Solitary survivor

Q4: In wat voor omgeving leeft u?
Enschede (landelijk)

Q5: Welke product en winkel eigenschappen vindt u belangrijk tijdens het winkelen?
Ik wil graag goed geholpen worden. Zelf heb ik niet zoveel verstand van alle nieuwe technische dingen en stel het dan zeer op prijs als een 
verkoper mij alles kan uitleggen. Ook vind ik het fijn als de winkel zodanig is ingericht dat ik makkelijk en goed overal bij kan met mijn rolla-
tor. (FOF)

Q5A: Welke van deze eigenschappen is het belangrijkst voor u?
De goede service van de verkopers (FOF)

Q6: Welke stappen onderneemt u tijdens het winkelen?
Ik ga niet zo heel vaak meer winkelen. Maar als ik echt iets nodig heb dan ga ik naar de dichtstbijzijnde winkel waarvan ik weet dat ze mij 
goed kunnen helpen. Ik laat mij dan goed informeren en vertrouw de verkoper op zijn aanbevelingen. (IB)

Q7: Heeft u ooit iets gekocht met behulp van het internet?
Nee

Q8: Is daar een reden voor?
Ik vind het gebruik van een computer zo een gedoe. Daarnaast weet ik niet goed waar ik moet zoeken. (FON)
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Interview 11

Q1: Om te beginnen start ik met een aantal persoonlijke vragen. Wat is uw leeftijd?
27 (Man)

Q2: Bent u tevreden met uw huidige inkomen?
Ja redelijk

Q3: In welke levensfase bevindt u zich? (laat lifecycles zien, Blackwell et al., 2001)
Full nest 1

Q4: In wat voor omgeving leeft u?
Nijmegen (Stedelijk)

Q5: Welke product en winkel eigenschappen vindt u belangrijk tijdens het winkelen?
Ik kijk altijd naar de uitstraling van een winkel. Als deze goed is dan is de service en kwaliteit vaak ook goed.
Ik betaal liever iets meer voor een plezierige winkelervaring dat ik de goedkoopste winkel uitzoek. (FOF)

Q6: Welke stappen onderneemt u tijdens het winkelen?
Ik heb een voorkeur voor bepaalde winkels. Ik probeer mijn aankopen dan ook daar te doen. Vooraf weet ik wat ik wil hebben en probeer 
dan ook met dat product thuis te komen. (FB)

Q7: Heeft u ooit iets gekocht met behulp van het internet?
Ja

Q8: Doet u vaak aankopen met behulp van het internet?
Ja, vooral voor huishoudelijke producten

Q9: Wat was u laatste aankoop welke u deed met behulp van het internet?
Een stofzuiger

Q10: Hoe deed u deze aankoop? Welke stappen ondernam u daarbij?
Mijn vriendin wilde graag een stofzuiger zonder filterzakken hebben. Ik ben daarom gaan kijken op het internet welke stofzuiger het beste 
was. Via een vergelijkingssite las ik recensies over het diverse aanbod stofzuigers. Uiteindelijk gekeken naar de stofzuiger met de meeste 
positieve beoordelingen en deze direct online besteld. (UM)(RP)

Q10A: Had u de aankoop van te voren al in gedachten? (Recognition of a need)
Nou we wisten dat we een stofzuiger zonder zakken wilde hebben. Maar het merk en type stond nog niet vast. 

Q10B: Wat was de reden voor deze aankoop? (Satisfying the need)
We waren het zat om steeds dure stofzuigerzakken te kopen. Een vriendin van ons had een zakloze stofzuiger aangeschaft en was er uiterst 
positief over. 

Q10C: Hoe vond u uiteindelijk het product? (Searching for alternatives)
Door middel van vergelijkingssites. (RP)

Q10D: Heeft u uiteindelijk de aankoop online gedaan of via een traditionele winkel? (The actual purchase)
Online

Q10F: Waren er voor u beperkingen toen u de aankoop via internet deed? (The actual purchase)
We konden de stofzuiger niet testen en zijn dus blindelings uitgegaan van ervaringen van andere. We zagen natuurlijk wel een plaatje maar 
wisten niet of de stofzuiger van degelijke kwaliteit was gemaakt. Het was ook even zoeken naar een betrouwbare ogende webshop welke de 
stofzuiger aanbood. Zo zijn we niet voor de goedkoopste gegaan omdat die webshop er niet goed uit zag. (FON)

Q10G: U zei eerder dat u de uitstraling belangrijk vind tijdens het winkelen. Vindt u dezelfde eigenschap ook belangrijk bij online winkelen?
Jazeker. Als de website mij niet bevalt dan zal ik er niet mijn aankopen gaan doen. Vertrouwen speelt hierbij een grote rol. Ook spelen fac-
toren zoals service en contact een grote rol. Ik wil graag met de webshop kunnen communiceren in geval van vragen. (FON) 

Q10G: Hoe heeft u het product gebruikt? Was dit anders omdat u het product heeft gekocht met behulp van het internet? (using the prod-
uct)
Nee. Een stofzuiger is een stofzuiger. Het maakt niet uit hoe je eraan komt.

Q10H: Heeft u een review over u aankoop gedaan of er met andere over gehad en zo u mening gedeeld? (Post-evaluation)
Ja, na enige tijd de stofzuiger getest te hebben. We hebben een review geplaatst op de vergelijkingssites zodat wij andere consumenten ook 
kunnen helpen zoals wij geholpen zijn.(RP)

Q10I: Als u ooit uw aankoop wilt vervangen en u kunt deze nog verkopen. Hoe zult u dat doen?
Meestal gebruiken we de stofzuiger totdat die kapot is. Mocht dat niet zo zijn dan verkopen we hem via marktplaats of geven hem aan 
familie. 

Q11: Is er voor u en verschil in beleving tussen traditioneel en winkelen met behulp van internet?
Traditioneel winkelen draait voor mij om plezier. Ik geniet van de goede service en het proberen en zien van producten. Online winkelen 
betekend voor mij goedkopere producten en een onbeperkt aanbod. Echter ervaar ik weinig plezier in het online aankopen doen. (FOF)
(FON)
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Interview 12

Q1: Om te beginnen start ik met een aantal persoonlijke vragen. Wat is uw leeftijd?
41 (man)

Q2: Bent u tevreden met uw huidige inkomen?
Ja. Ook al kan het altijd beter.

Q3: In welke levensfase bevindt u zich? (laat lifecycles zien, Blackwell et al., 2001)
Full nest 3

Q4: In wat voor omgeving leeft u?
Almelo (landelijk)

Q5: Welke product en winkel eigenschappen vindt u belangrijk tijdens het winkelen?
Ik wil graag zo snel en goedkoop mogelijk mijn aankopen doen. Dit houdt dus in winkels dicht bij mij in de buurt, geen drukte en snelle 
afhandeling van de aankoop. (FOF)

Q5A: Welke van deze eigenschappen is het belangrijkst voor u?
Dat het dicht bij mijn woonomgeving is. (FOF)

Q6: Welke stappen onderneemt u tijdens het winkelen?
Vaak weet ik al precies wat ik nodig heb. Ik zoek dan de dichtstbijzijnde winkel op welke het product verkoopt. Als het product aan mijn 
verwachtingen voldoet dan koop ik het. (IB)

Q7: Heeft u ooit iets gekocht met behulp van het internet?
Ja

Q8: Doet u vaak aankopen met behulp van het internet?
Nee

Q9: Wat was u laatste aankoop welke u deed met behulp van het internet?
Een derailleur voor mijn fiets. 

Q10: Hoe deed u deze aankoop? Welke stappen ondernam u daarbij?
Mijn derailleur van de sportfiets moest vervangen worden. Deze zijn niet verkrijgbaar bij een standaard fietsenmaker waardoor ik genood-
zaakt was om hem via internet te bestellen. (UM)

Q10A: Had u de aankoop van te voren al in gedachten? (Recognition of a need)
Ja. 

Q10B: Wat was de reden voor deze aankoop? (Satisfying the need)
Als vervanger (UM)

Q10C: Hoe vond u uiteindelijk het product? (Searching for alternatives)
Ik kwam op een forum terecht waar ze dit type derailleur besproken. Zij verwezen me door naar een leverancier in Utrecht. (CP)

Q10D: Heeft u uiteindelijk de aankoop online gedaan of via een traditionele winkel? (The actual purchase)
Omdat Utrecht nogal ver weg was heb ik het onder rembours laten verzenden. Het was echter wel een traditionele winkel.

Q10F: Waren er voor u beperkingen toen u de aankoop via internet deed? (The actual purchase)
Ja ik kende de winkel niet en de winkel was te ver weg om het product op te halen. Ik kon het product betalen waarna het verzonden werd 
of de kosten betalen voor rembours verzenden. Uiteindelijk heb ik dit maar gedaan omdat ik het anders niet vertrouwde.  (FON)

Q10G: U zei eerder dat u de afstand en prijs belangrijk vind tijdens het winkelen. Vindt u dezelfde eigenschappen belangrijk tijdens het 
online winkelen?
Tja, de afstand speelt hierbij geen rol natuurlijk. Ik baal echter wel van de verzendtijd en kosten. De prijs is voor mij zelfs belangrijker tijdens 
het online winkelen. Omdat je een veel groter assortiment online hebt zijn de prijzen vaak ook lager.(FON)

Q10G: Hoe heeft u het product gebruikt? Was dit anders omdat u het product heeft gekocht met behulp van het internet? (using the prod-
uct)
Nee

Q10H: Heeft u een review over u aankoop gedaan of er met andere over gehad en zo u mening gedeeld? (Post-evaluation)
Ik heb de mensen van het forum bedankt en de leverancier aangeraden aan mijn sportvrienden. (CP)

Q10I: Als u ooit uw aankoop wilt vervangen en u kunt deze nog verkopen. Hoe zult u dat doen?
Er is bijna geen markt voor. Ik zal het echter wel kenbaar maken op het online prikbord van mijn fietsvereniging. (CP)

Q11: Is er voor u en verschil in beleving tussen traditioneel en winkelen met behulp van internet?
Online winkelen heeft de afstand voor mij vervangen door leveringstijd. Echter zijn de producten velen malen goedkoper te vinden op het 
internet. Ik hoef niet meer mijn deur uit en geef minder uit online. (FOF)(FON)
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Interview 13

Q1: Om te beginnen start ik met een aantal persoonlijke vragen. Wat is uw leeftijd?
39 (vrouw)

Q2: Bent u tevreden met uw huidige inkomen?
Ja

Q3: In welke levensfase bevindt u zich? (laat lifecycles zien, Blackwell et al., 2001)
Married no kids

Q4: In wat voor omgeving leeft u?
Elst (landelijk)

Q5: Welke product en winkel eigenschappen vindt u belangrijk tijdens het winkelen?
Ik vind de uitstraling van een winkel heel belangrijk. Verder moet een winkel degelijke (merk)producten verkopen en betrouwbaar zijn. (FOF)

Q5A: Welke van deze eigenschappen is het belangrijkst voor u?
Degelijke producten (FOF)

Q6: Welke stappen onderneemt u tijdens het winkelen?
Als ik weet wat ik nodig heb zoek ik altijd een aantal alternatieven. Deze vergelijk ik dan en maak daarna de keuze welk product het uitein-
delijk wordt. Hierbij let ik op factoren als kwaliteit, garantie en in mindere mate de prijs. (FB)

Q7: Heeft u ooit iets gekocht met behulp van het internet?
Ja

Q8: Doet u vaak aankopen met behulp van het internet?
Met regelmaat

Q9: Wat was u laatste aankoop welke u deed met behulp van het internet?
Een zitzak (fatboy)

Q10: Hoe deed u deze aankoop? Welke stappen ondernam u daarbij?
Ik had mij voorgenomen om een zitzak te kopen in de stad. Ik had hiervoor een winkel gevonden en een zitzak op het oog. Echter was deze 
te groot voor mij om hem direct mee te nemen. Ik heb toen besloten om de aankoop uit te stellen en via internet er een te laten bezorgen. 
Ik had het type opgeschreven en via Google kwam ik op een vergelijkingssite terecht. Er waren diverse aanbieders waarvan een aantal met 
een zeer gunstige prijs. Ik heb toen de bestelling geplaatst bij de goedkoopste en ontving mijn zitzak drie dagen later. (UM)(RP)

Q10A: Had u de aankoop van te voren al in gedachten? (Recognition of a need)
Ja. 

Q10B: Wat was de reden voor deze aankoop? (Satisfying the need)
Ik zag op tv een programma over interieur waarbij zo een zitzak werd gebruikt. (UM)

Q10C: Hoe vond u uiteindelijk het product? (Searching for alternatives)
Uiteindelijk via een vergelijkingssite. (RP)
Q10D: Heeft u uiteindelijk de aankoop online gedaan of via een traditionele winkel? (The actual purchase)
Ik heb de aankoop online gedaan.

Q10F: Waren er voor u beperkingen toen u de aankoop via internet deed? (The actual purchase)
Ik wist al hoe de zitzak eruit zag dus met betrekking tot het product waren geen beperkingen. Echter heb ik wel drie dagen moeten wachten 
op het product. (FON)

Q10G: U zei eerder dat u de uitstraling en degelijkheid belangrijk vind tijdens het winkelen. Vindt u dezelfde eigenschappen belangrijk bij 
online shoppen?
Nee, een website is gewoon een website voor mij. Wel speelt de betrouwbaarheid een veel grotere rol bij online shoppen. De aankoop was 
best prijzig en was dan ook blij toen die uiteindelijk geleverd werd. (FON)

Q10G: Hoe heeft u het product gebruikt? Was dit anders omdat u het product heeft gekocht met behulp van het internet? (using the prod-
uct)
Nee geen extra dingen gedaan.

Q10H: Heeft u een review over u aankoop gedaan of er met andere over gehad en zo u mening gedeeld? (Post-evaluation)
Nee. Ik heb echter wel een foto gemaakt van de inrichting met mijn nieuwe aanwinst in de huiskamer en deze gedeeld op Facebook. (CP)

Q10I: Als u ooit uw aankoop wilt vervangen en u kunt deze nog verkopen. Hoe zult u dat doen?
Hiervoor zal ik gebruik maken van marktplaats

Q11: Is er voor u en verschil in beleving tussen traditioneel en winkelen met behulp van internet?
Traditioneel winkelen doe ik voor mijn plezier. Winkelen via het internet doe ik voor als ik geen tijd heb om fysiek te winkelen of de product-
en niet makkelijk te verkrijgen zijn.  (FOF)(FON)
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Interview 14

Q1: Om te beginnen start ik met een aantal persoonlijke vragen. Wat is uw leeftijd?
17 (vrouw)

Q2: Bent u tevreden met uw huidige inkomen?
Nee ik zit nog op school en heb geen inkomen.

Q3: In welke levensfase bevindt u zich? (laat lifecycles zien, Blackwell et al., 2001)
Young singles

Q4: In wat voor omgeving leeft u?
Almelo (landelijk)

Q5: Welke product en winkel eigenschappen vindt u belangrijk tijdens het winkelen?
Omdat ik weinig te besteden heb let ik erg goed op de prijs. Ik kijk naar aanbiedingen en koop alleen producten die ik echt nodig heb. Verder 
houd ik van bekende merken ook al kan ik deze vaak niet betalen. (FOF)

Q5A: Welke van deze eigenschappen is het belangrijkst voor u?
De prijs (FOF)

Q6: Welke stappen onderneemt u tijdens het winkelen?
Ik ga vaak shoppen met vriendinnen. Hierbij moet ik goed opletten dat ik niet in de verleiding kom om onnodige dingen te kopen. Ik maak 
voor mezelf altijd een lijstje van te voren met de producten die ik nodig heb en wat ik er uiterlijk voor wil betalen. Ik zoek net zolang door tot 
ik de producten gevonden heb voor de prijs die ik ervoor wil betalen. (FB)

Q7: Heeft u ooit iets gekocht met behulp van het internet?
Ja

Q8: Doet u vaak aankopen met behulp van het internet?
Ja

Q9: Wat was u laatste aankoop welke u deed met behulp van het internet?
Een CD (Hitzone)

Q10: Hoe deed u deze aankoop? Welke stappen ondernam u daarbij?
Ik zag op de tv een reclame over deze CD en wilde hem toen hebben. Ik weet dat cd’s via internet vaak goedkoper zijn dan in normale win-
kels. Ik ben dan ook gaan zoeken op vergelijkingssites voor de goedkoopste prijs. Eenmaal gevonden heb ik gekeken naar de goedkoopste 
inclusief verzendkosten en daar mijn cd besteld. (UM)(RP)

Q10A: Had u de aankoop van te voren al in gedachten? (Recognition of a need)
Ja

Q10B: Wat was de reden voor deze aankoop? (Satisfying the need)
Ik zag de cd op televisie.

Q10C: Hoe vond u uiteindelijk het product? (Searching for alternatives)
Met behulp van vergelijkingssites. (RP)
Q10D: Heeft u uiteindelijk de aankoop online gedaan of via een traditionele winkel? (The actual purchase)
Ik heb hem online besteld.

Q10F: Waren er voor u beperkingen toen u de aankoop via internet deed? (The actual purchase)
Nee juist niet. Ik vond de goedkoopste site zonder verzendkosten en was uiteindelijk minder kwijt als in de winkel. Daarnaast kon ik frag-
menten van de cd horen alvorens ik deze kocht. Dit kost in een traditionele winkel meer moeite. (FON)

Q10G: U zei eerder dat u de prijs belangrijk vind tijdens het winkelen. Vindt u dezelfde eigenschap belangrijk tijdens internet winkelen?
Ja natuurlijk. Dat is de hoofdreden dat ik via internet winkel. (FON)

Q10G: Hoe heeft u het product gebruikt? Was dit anders omdat u het product heeft gekocht met behulp van het internet? (using the prod-
uct)
Gewoon als een CD.

Q10H: Heeft u een review over u aankoop gedaan of er met andere over gehad en zo u mening gedeeld? (Post-evaluation)
Nee

Q10I: Als u ooit uw aankoop wilt vervangen en u kunt deze nog verkopen. Hoe zult u dat doen?
Ik zal aan vrienden aanbieden via Facebook (CP)

Q11: Is er voor u en verschil in beleving tussen traditioneel en winkelen met behulp van internet?
Ja. Traditioneel winkelen doe ik voor mijn plezier met vriendinnen. Winkelen met behulp van internet voor de laagste prijs. (FOF)(FON)
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Appendix 6. Coded results interviews
NO. Age Gender Income Environment Lifecycle Shopper FOF + FOF ‐ FON +

0. 23 Male Yes young single urban FB service crowds, price Price,  easiness
1. 47 Male Yes Full nest 3 urban FB fast check‐outs, store layouts, service crowds
2. 25 Woman No young single Urban IB fun, service, brands Price
3. 24 Male yes Newly married couple Rural FB quality price price, assortment, time saving, more information
4. 18 Woman No young single Rural FB quality, brands, assortment, service, fun price, distance
5. 33 Woman Yes Married no kids urban FB brands, quality, service, assortment price, assortment
6. 63 Male Yes Empty nest 2 urban FB service Price
7. 58 Woman No Older singles Rural FB store layout price, crowds
8. 18 Woman No young single urban IB store layout, brands, fun Price, easiness
9. 22 Male Yes young single urban FB price, crowds Price, time saving
10. 61 Woman Yes Solitary survivor Rural IB service, store layout
11. 27 Male Yes Full nest 1 urban FB store layout, service, quality, fun price, assortment
12. 41 Male yes Full nest 3 Rural IB Fast check‐outs Distance, crowds price, assortment, easiness
13. 39 Woman Yes Married no kids Rural FB store layout, brands, service, insurance, fun Easiness, assortment
14. 17 Woman No young single urban FB promotions, brands, fun price Price, easiness

FOF + total FOF ‐ total FON + total
IB impulse buyer Service 9 Crowds 5 Price 10
FB functional buyer Fast check‐outs 2 Price 6 Easiness 4

Store layouts 6 Distance 2 Assortment 5
FOF important factors offline Fun 6 Time saving 2
FON important factors online Brands 6 more information 1

Quality 4
UM underlying motivation Assortment 2

Insurance 1
CP communication platform Promotions 1
CBP collaboration platform
EP entertainment platform
MP multimedia platform
RP review and opinion platform
OP optimization platform

FON ‐ online what UM 1 2 3 4 5 6 7

no touching product, service, delivery costs yes printer replacement CP RP RP, CP CP
No not familiar

risk and delivery time, service, qualiy Yes DVD Impulse EP RP CBP
delivery time Yes Phone replacement CP RP CP CP, RP CP, RP
delivery costs, risk, service, quality, no touching products, delivery time Yes Bag replacement CP CP, RP CP CP CP
Delivery time, risk, insurance, service,  Yes Camera replacement CP CP, RP CP CP CP, CBP
Service, delivery time, delivery costs, risk, quality No DVD‐recorder replacement CP RP
Risk, delivery time, insurance No See FON
Risk, quality Yes mp3‐player replacement CP, RP CP CP CP
Risk, delivery time yes motor parts replacement CP CP CP CP

No not familiar
Quality, risk, service, contact Yes vacuum cleaner replacement RP RP
Delivery time, delivery cost Yes derraileur replacement CP CP CP
Delivery time, risk Yes Fatboy Impulse RP CP

Yes CD Impulse RP CP

FON ‐ Total
Touching products 2
Service 6
Delivery costs 4
Risk 9
Quality 4
Delivery time 9
Insurance 2
Contact 1
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Appendix 7. Print out survey
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Optional if no purchases are made with the help of the internet:
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Appendix 8. Invitation to participate in the survey

Beste buurtbewoner(s),

Voor mijn afstudeeronderzoek aan de Technische Universiteit van Eindhoven ben ik bezig met het onderzoeken van 
de invloed van social media op het consumentengedrag. Een onderdeel van dit onderzoek is een enquête. 
Via deze weg vraag ik of u en/of u partner bereid zijn om deze enquête voor mij in te vullen. Het neemt slechts 10 
a 15 minuten van uw tijd in beslag en ik zou er enorm geholpen mee zijn! Onder alle respondenten die de enquête 
volledig ingevuld hebben verloot ik twee VVV-bonnen t.w.v. €20,-. De enquête is volledig anoniem in te vullen (op-
tioneel alleen email vanwege de te verloten VVV-bonnen) en wordt slechts gebruikt voor educatieve doeleinden.

Door de volgende link over te typen in uw internet browser komt u op de enquête terecht:          
eenvoudige link: www.tinyurl.com/enqueteLB
of volledige link: https://www.enquetesmaken.com/survey/survey.php?code=b6411d0

Alvast heel erg bedankt voor de moeite!
Met vriendelijke groet,

Luciën Baggerman
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Appendix 9. Descriptive analyses

Frequencies

Opinion_and_
review_

platforms
Multimedia_

platforms
Entertainment

_platforms
Collaboration_

platforms
Communicatio

n_platforms

Valid

Missing

N

00000

214214214214214

Statistics

Frequency Table

Cumulative 
PercentValid PercentPercentFrequency

Never

Once a year

Monthly

Weekly

Daily

Total

Valid

100.0100.0214

100.043.943.994

56.111.711.725

44.46.16.113

38.39.89.821

28.528.528.561

Communication_platforms

Cumulative 
PercentValid PercentPercentFrequency

Never

Once a year

Monthly

Weekly

Daily

Total

Valid

100.0100.0214

100.021.521.546

78.524.324.352

54.220.620.644

33.611.711.725

22.022.022.047

Collaboration_platforms

Cumulative 
PercentValid PercentPercentFrequency

Never

Once a year

Monthly

Weekly

Daily

Total

Valid

100.0100.0214

100.010.310.322

89.717.317.337

72.412.612.627

59.819.219.241

40.740.740.787

Entertainment_platforms
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Frequencies of usage social media in general

Frequencies of type of consumer

Frequencies of importances of object related factors
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Frequencies of social media usage in CDP-model
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Frequencies of social media usage in CDP-model
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Appendix 10. Social media usage in general

Gender (nominal) * frequency of social media usage (ordinal):
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Age (ordinal) * frequency of social media usage (ordinal):
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Environment (ordinal) * frequency of social media usage (ordinal):
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Educational background (ordinal) * frequency of social media usage (ordinal):
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Contentment income (nominal) * frequency of social media usage (ordinal):
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Relationship use of internet in 
purchasing process and gender

Not significant

Relationship use of internet 
in purchasing process and 
environment

Not significant

Relationship use of internet 
in purchasing process and 
education

Not significant

Relationship use of internet in 
purchasing process and con-
tentment with income

Not significant

Appendix 11. Characteristics of the consumer which influence the frequence 
of using the internet in the purchasing process.

Gender (nominal) * frequency of using the internet in the purchasing process (ordinal):

Age (nominal) * frequency of using the internet in the purchasing process (ordinal):

Relationship use of internet in 
purchasing process and age

Significant

Education (ordinal) * frequency of using the internet in the purchasing process (ordinal):

Environment (ordinal) * frequency of using the internet in the purchasing process (ordinal):

Contentment with income (nominal) * frequency of using the internet in the purchasing process (ordinal):
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Appendix 12. The time consumers spend in the purchasing process

Gender (nominal) * time spend before orientating (ordinal):

Age (ordinal) * time spend before orientating (ordinal):

Education (ordinal) * time spend before orientating (ordinal):

Environment (ordinal) * time spend before orientating (ordinal):

Contentment with income (nominal) * time spend before orientating (ordinal):

Relationship time spend before 
orientating and gender

Not significant

Relationship time spend before 
orientating and age

Not significant

Relationship time spend before 
orientating and education

Not significant

Relationship time spend before 
orientating and environment

Not significant

Relationship time spend before 
orientating and contentment 
with income

Not significant
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Personal factors of the consumer which influence the time spend in the purchasing process.

Gender (nominal) * time spend before purchasing (ordinal):

Age (ordinal) * time spend before purchasing (ordinal):

Education (ordinal) * time spend before purchasing (ordinal):

Environment (ordinal) * time spend before purchasing (ordinal):

Contentment with income (nominal) * time spend before purchasing (ordinal):

Relationship time spend before 
purchasing and gender

Not significant

Relationship time spend before 
purchasing and age

Not significant

Relationship time spend before 
purchasing and education

Not significant

Relationship time spend before 
purchasing and environment

Not significant

Relationship time spend before 
purchasing and contentment 
with income

Not significant
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Appendix 13. Characteristics of the consumers which influence the actual purchase

Gender (nominal) * online/offline shopping (nominal):

Age (ordinal) * online/offline shopping (nominal):

Education (ordinal) * online/offline shopping (nominal):

Environment (ordinal) * online/offline shopping (nominal):

Type of shopper (nominal) * online/offline shopping (nominal):

Relationship onine/offline 
shopping and gender

Not significant

Relationship onine/offline 
shopping and age

Not significant

Relationship onine/offline 
shopping and education

Not significant

Relationship onine/offline 
shopping and environment

Not significant

Relationship onine/offline 
shopping and type of shopper

Not significant
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Appendix 13B. List of all purchased products categorized
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Appendix 14. Characteristics of the consumers who used different types of social me-
dia in the CDP-model

Type of consumer (nominal) * usage communication platforms in the CDP-model (ordinal):

Not significant

Type of consumer (nominal) * usage collaboration platforms in the CDP-model (ordinal):

Not significant

Type of consumer (nominal) * usage entertainment platforms in the CDP-model (ordinal):

Not significant

Type of consumer (nominal) * usage multimedia platforms in the CDP-model (ordinal):

Not significant
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Type of consumer (nominal) * usage opinion platforms in the CDP-model (ordinal):

Not significant

Gender of consumer which influence the usage of social media platforms in the CDP-model.

Gender of consumer (nominal) * usage communication platforms in the CDP-model (ordinal):

significant

Gender of consumer (nominal) * usage collaboration platforms in the CDP-model (ordinal):

Not significant

Gender of consumer (nominal) * usage entertainment platforms in the CDP-model (ordinal):

Not significant
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Gender of consumer (nominal) * usage multimedia platforms in the CDP-model (ordinal):

significant

Gender of consumer (nominal) * usage opinion platforms in the CDP-model (ordinal):

significant

Age of consumer which influence the usage of social media platforms in the CDP-model.

Age of consumer (ordinal) * usage communication platforms in the CDP-model (ordinal):

significant

Age of consumer (ordinal) * usage collaboration platforms in the CDP-model (ordinal):

Not significant

Age of consumer (ordinal) * usage entertainment platforms in the CDP-model (ordinal):

Not significant
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Age of consumer (ordinal) * usage multimedia platforms in the CDP-model (ordinal):

Not significant

Age of consumer (ordinal) * usage opinion platforms in the CDP-model (ordinal):

Not significant

Education background of consumer which influence the usage of social media platforms in the CDP-
model.

Education background of consumer (ordinal) * usage communication platforms in the CDP-model (ordi-
nal):

Not significant

Education background of consumer (ordinal) * usage collaboration platforms in the CDP-model (ordinal):

Not significant

Education background of consumer (ordinal) * usage entertainment platforms in the CDP-model (ordi-
nal):

Not significant
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Education background of consumer (ordinal) * usage multimedia platforms in the CDP-model (ordinal):

Not significant

Education background of consumer (ordinal) * usage opinion platforms in the CDP-model (ordinal):

Not significant

Environment of consumer which influence the usage of social media platforms in the CDP-model.

Environment of consumer (ordinal) * usage communication platforms in the CDP-model (ordinal):

Not significant

Environment of consumer (ordinal) * usage collaboration platforms in the CDP-model (ordinal):

Not significant

Environment of consumer (ordinal) * usage entertainment platforms in the CDP-model (ordinal):

Not significant
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Environment of consumer (ordinal) * usage multimedia platforms in the CDP-model (ordinal):

Not significant

Environment of consumer (ordinal) * usage opinion platforms in the CDP-model (ordinal):

Not significant

Contment with income of consumer which influence the usage of social media platforms in the CDP-
model.

Contentment with income of consumer (nominal) * usage communication platforms in the CDP-model 
(ordinal):

Not significant

Contentment with income of consumer (nominal) * usage collaboration platforms in the CDP-model 
(ordinal):

Not significant
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Contentment with income of consumer (nominal) * usage entertainment platforms in the CDP-model 
(ordinal):

Not significant

Contentment with income of consumer (nominal) * usage multimedia platforms in the CDP-model (ordi-
nal):

Not significant

Contentment with income of consumer (nominal) * usage opinion platforms in the CDP-model (ordinal):

Not significant
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Appendix 14B - Logistic regression analysis communication platforms * personal characteristics

Logistic Regression

[DataSet1] D:\Desktop\M3 - Afstuderen\5.Data analysis\spss\update190313.sav

PercentN

Included in Analysis

Missing Cases

Total

Unselected Cases

Total

Selected Cases

100.0214

.00

100.0214

7.015

93.0199
Unweighted CasesaUnweighted Casesa

Case Processing Summary

a. If weight is in effect, see classification table for the total 
number of cases.

Internal Value

not used

used 1

0
Original ValueOriginal Value

Dependent Variable Encoding

Frequency (2)(1)

Parameter coding

stedelijk

matig stedelijk

niet stedelijk

Low

Average

High

< 40 years

40 - 64 years

65 years and older

landelijksted3deling

Education

leeftijd3group

.000.00017

1.000.00098

.0001.00084

.000.000101

1.000.00063

.0001.00035

.000.000113

1.000.00022

.0001.00064

Categorical Variables Codings

Block 0: Beginning Block

usednot used
Percentage

Correct

com1keer

Predicted

not used

used

Overall Percentage

com1keerStep 0

67.8

.0064

100.00135
ObservedObserved

Classification Tablea ,b

a. Constant is included in the model.
b. The cut value is .500

Page 1

Exp(B)Sig.dfWaldS.E.B

ConstantStep 0 .474.000124.188.152-.746

Variables in the Equation

Sig.dfScore

Type_consument

Geslacht

leeftijd3group

leeftijd3group(1)

leeftijd3group(2)

Education

Education(1)

Education(2)

landelijksted3deling

landelijksted3deling(1)

landelijksted3deling(2)

Tevreden_inkomen

Overall Statistics

VariablesStep 0

.001927.679

.01715.663

.9711.001

.6451.212

.8972.218

.12212.390

.3681.809

.27522.580

.02215.208

.000115.920

.000219.903

.3471.884

.8581.032

Variables not in the Equation

Block 1: Method = Forward Stepwise (Conditional)

Sig.dfChi-square

Step

Block

Model

Step 1

.000224.611

.000224.611

.000224.611

Omnibus Tests of Model Coefficients

Nagelkerke R 
Square

Cox & Snell R 
Square

-2 Log 
likelihood

1 .163.116225.364a
StepStep

Model Summary

a. Estimation terminated at iteration number 20 
because maximum iterations has been reached. Final 
solution cannot be found.

Sig.dfChi-square

1 1.0001.000
StepStep

Hosmer and Lemeshow Test

Page 2

ExpectedObserved ExpectedObserved Total

com1keer = usedcom1keer = not used

1

2

3

Step 1

8440.0004044.00044

9824.0002474.00074

17.000017.00017

Contingency Table for Hosmer and Lemeshow Test

usednot used
Percentage

Correct

com1keer

Predicted

not used

used

Overall Percentage

com1keerStep 1

67.8

.0064

100.00135
ObservedObserved

Classification Tablea

a. The cut value is .500

dfWaldS.E.B

leeftijd3group

leeftijd3group(1)

leeftijd3group(2)

Constant

Step 1a

1.0009748.256-21.203

1.0009748.25620.077

1.0009748.25621.108

210.323

Variables in the Equation

Exp(B)Sig.

leeftijd3group

leeftijd3group(1)

leeftijd3group(2)

Constant

Step 1a

.000.998

5.239E8.998

1.469E9.998

.006

Variables in the Equation

a. Variable(s) entered on step 1: leeftijd3group.

Page 3

Sig.dfScore

Type_consument

Geslacht

Education

Education(1)

Education(2)

landelijksted3deling

landelijksted3deling(1)

landelijksted3deling(2)

Tevreden_inkomen

Overall Statistics

VariablesStep 1

.34277.899

.27011.219

.8081.059

.7281.121

.9282.150

.11812.440

.5541.350

.16723.583

.21411.547

.8531.035

Variables not in the Equation

Sig.dfChi-square Sig.dfChi-square

ModelImprovement

1 .000224.611.000224.611
StepStep

Step Summarya ,b

Variable
Correct Class 

%

1   IN: 
leeftijd3group

67.8%
StepStep

Step Summarya ,b

a. No more variables can be deleted from or added to the current model.
b. End block: 1

Page 4
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Appendix 14B - Logistic regression analysis collaboration platforms * personal characteristics

Logistic Regression

[DataSet1] D:\Desktop\M3 - Afstuderen\5.Data analysis\spss\update190313.sav

PercentN

Included in Analysis

Missing Cases

Total

Unselected Cases

Total

Selected Cases

100.0214

.00

100.0214

7.015

93.0199
Unweighted CasesaUnweighted Casesa

Case Processing Summary

a. If weight is in effect, see classification table for the total 
number of cases.

Internal Value

not used

used 1

0
Original ValueOriginal Value

Dependent Variable Encoding

Block 0: Beginning Block

usednot used
Percentage

Correct

col1keer

Predicted

not used

used

Overall Percentage

col1keerStep 0

94.0

.0012

100.00187
ObservedObserved

Classification Tablea ,b

a. Constant is included in the model.
b. The cut value is .500

Exp(B)Sig.dfWaldS.E.B

ConstantStep 0 .064.000185.042.298-2.746

Variables in the Equation

Sig.dfScore

Type_consument

Geslacht

leeftijd3group

Education

landelijksted3deling

Overall Statistics

VariablesStep 0

.21257.115

.18611.751

.24111.373

.6491.207

.8151.055

.14312.145

Variables not in the Equation

Block 1: Method = Forward Stepwise (Conditional)
Page 1

Nagelkerke R 
Square

Cox & Snell R 
Square

-2 Log 
likelihood

1 .000.00090.663a
StepStep

Model Summary

a. Estimation terminated at iteration number 5 
because parameter estimates changed by less than .
001.

Sig.dfChi-square

1 .0.000
StepStep

Hosmer and Lemeshow Test

ExpectedObserved ExpectedObserved Total

col1keer = usedcol1keer = not used

1Step 1 19912.00012187.000187

Contingency Table for Hosmer and Lemeshow Test

usednot used
Percentage

Correct

col1keer

Predicted

not used

used

Overall Percentage

col1keerStep 1

94.0

.0012

100.00187
ObservedObserved

Classification Tablea

a. The cut value is .500

Exp(B)Sig.dfWaldS.E.B

ConstantStep 1 .064.000185.042.298-2.746

Variables in the Equation

Sig.dfScore

Type_consument

Geslacht

leeftijd3group

Education

landelijksted3deling

Overall Statistics

VariablesStep 1

.21257.115

.18611.751

.24111.373

.6491.207

.8151.055

.14312.145

Variables not in the Equation

Page 2

Step Summarya ,b

a. No more 
variables can 
be deleted from 
or added to the 
current model.
b. End block: 1

Page 3
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Appendix 14B - Logistic regression analysis entertainment platforms * personal characteristics

Logistic Regression

[DataSet1] D:\Desktop\M3 - Afstuderen\5.Data analysis\spss\update190313.sav

PercentN

Included in Analysis

Missing Cases

Total

Unselected Cases

Total

Selected Cases

100.0214

.00

100.0214

7.015

93.0199
Unweighted CasesaUnweighted Casesa

Case Processing Summary

a. If weight is in effect, see classification table for the total 
number of cases.

Internal Value

not used

used 1

0
Original ValueOriginal Value

Dependent Variable Encoding

Block 0: Beginning Block

usednot used
Percentage

Correct

ent1keer

Predicted

not used

used

Overall Percentage

ent1keerStep 0

98.5

.003

100.00196
ObservedObserved

Classification Table a ,b

a. Constant is included in the model.
b. The cut value is .500

Exp(B)Sig.dfWaldS.E.B

ConstantStep 0 .015.000151.615.582-4.180

Variables in the Equation

Sig.dfScore

Type_consument

Geslacht

leeftijd3group

Education

landelijksted3deling

Overall Statistics

VariablesStep 0

.09459.413

.26711.234

.12512.349

.9931.000

.06213.472

.4741.512

Variables not in the Equation

Block 1: Method = Forward Stepwise (Conditional)
Page 1

Nagelkerke R 
Square

Cox & Snell R 
Square

-2 Log 
likelihood

1 .000.00031.123a
StepStep

Model Summary

a. Estimation terminated at iteration number 7 
because parameter estimates changed by less than .
001.

Sig.dfChi-square

1 .0.000
StepStep

Hosmer and Lemeshow Test

ExpectedObserved ExpectedObserved Total

ent1keer = usedent1keer = not used

1Step 1 1993.0003196.000196

Contingency Table for Hosmer and Lemeshow Test

usednot used
Percentage

Correct

ent1keer

Predicted

not used

used

Overall Percentage

ent1keerStep 1

98.5

.003

100.00196
ObservedObserved

Classification Tablea

a. The cut value is .500

Exp(B)Sig.dfWaldS.E.B

ConstantStep 1 .015.000151.615.582-4.180

Variables in the Equation

Sig.dfScore

Type_consument

Geslacht

leeftijd3group

Education

landelijksted3deling

Overall Statistics

VariablesStep 1

.09459.413

.26711.234

.12512.349

.9931.000

.06213.472

.4741.512

Variables not in the Equation

Page 2

Step Summary a ,b

a. No more 
variables can 
be deleted from 
or added to the 
current model.
b. End block: 1

Page 3
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Appendix 14B - Logistic regression analysis multimedia platforms * personal characteristics

Logistic Regression

[DataSet1] D:\Desktop\M3 - Afstuderen\5.Data analysis\spss\update190313.sav

PercentN

Included in Analysis

Missing Cases

Total

Unselected Cases

Total

Selected Cases

100.0214

.00

100.0214

7.015

93.0199
Unweighted CasesaUnweighted Casesa

Case Processing Summary

a. If weight is in effect, see classification table for the total 
number of cases.

Internal Value

not used

used 1

0
Original ValueOriginal Value

Dependent Variable Encoding

Frequency (2)(1)

Parameter coding

stedelijk

matig stedelijk

niet stedelijk

Low

Average

High

< 40 years

40 - 64 years

65 years and older

landelijksted3deling

Education

leeftijd3group

.000.00017

1.000.00098

.0001.00084

.000.000101

1.000.00063

.0001.00035

.000.000113

1.000.00022

.0001.00064

Categorical Variables Codings

Block 0: Beginning Block

usednot used
Percentage

Correct

mult1keer

Predicted

not used

used

Overall Percentage

mult1keerStep 0

89.9

.0020

100.00179
ObservedObserved

Classification Tablea ,b

a. Constant is included in the model.
b. The cut value is .500

Page 1

Exp(B)Sig.dfWaldS.E.B

ConstantStep 0 .112.000186.412.236-2.192

Variables in the Equation

Sig.dfScore

Type_consument

Geslacht

leeftijd3group

leeftijd3group(1)

leeftijd3group(2)

Education

Education(1)

Education(2)

landelijksted3deling

landelijksted3deling(1)

landelijksted3deling(2)

Tevreden_inkomen

Overall Statistics

VariablesStep 0

.157913.134

.4371.603

.8741.025

.4291.626

.7312.627

.3981.715

.7491.103

.6982.718

.17911.805

.08912.884

.23322.910

.02814.835

.07613.151

Variables not in the Equation

Block 1: Method = Forward Stepwise (Conditional)

Sig.dfChi-square

Step

Block

Model

Step 1

.02714.911

.02714.911

.02714.911

Omnibus Tests of Model Coefficients

Nagelkerke R 
Square

Cox & Snell R 
Square

-2 Log 
likelihood

1 .051.024124.911a
StepStep

Model Summary

a. Estimation terminated at iteration number 5 
because parameter estimates changed by less than .
001.

Sig.dfChi-square

1 .0.000
StepStep

Hosmer and Lemeshow Test

ExpectedObserved ExpectedObserved Total

mult1keer = usedmult1keer = not used

1

2

Step 1

9314.0001479.00079

1066.0006100.000100

Contingency Table for Hosmer and Lemeshow Test

Page 2

usednot used
Percentage

Correct

mult1keer

Predicted

not used

used

Overall Percentage

mult1keerStep 1

89.9

.0020

100.00179
ObservedObserved

Classification Tablea

a. The cut value is .500

Exp(B)Sig.dfWaldS.E.B

Geslacht

Constant

Step 1a

.177.000135.609.290-1.730

.339.03414.498.511-1.083

Variables in the Equation

a. Variable(s) entered on step 1: Geslacht.

Sig.dfScore

Type_consument

leeftijd3group

leeftijd3group(1)

leeftijd3group(2)

Education

Education(1)

Education(2)

landelijksted3deling

landelijksted3deling(1)

landelijksted3deling(2)

Tevreden_inkomen

Overall Statistics

VariablesStep 1

.43787.967

.27911.172

.8071.059

.3681.809

.60221.015

.20511.606

.8041.061

.44421.623

.15712.000

.06713.347

.18423.388

.25911.275

Variables not in the Equation

Sig.dfChi-square Sig.dfChi-square

ModelImprovement

1 .02714.911.02714.911
StepStep

Step Summary a ,b

Variable
Correct Class 

%

1   IN: Geslacht89.9%
StepStep

Step Summary a ,b

a. No more variables can be deleted from or added to the current model.
b. End block: 1
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Appendix 14B - Logistic regression analysis opinion and review platforms * personal characteristics

Logistic Regression

[DataSet1] D:\Desktop\M3 - Afstuderen\5.Data analysis\spss\update190313.sav

PercentN

Included in Analysis

Missing Cases

Total

Unselected Cases

Total

Selected Cases

100.0214

.00

100.0214

7.015

93.0199
Unweighted CasesaUnweighted Casesa

Case Processing Summary

a. If weight is in effect, see classification table for the total 
number of cases.

Internal Value

not used

used 1

0
Original ValueOriginal Value

Dependent Variable Encoding

Frequency (2)(1)

Parameter coding

stedelijk

matig stedelijk

niet stedelijk

Low

Average

High

< 40 years

40 - 64 years

65 years and older

landelijksted3deling

Education

leeftijd3group

.000.00017

1.000.00098

.0001.00084

.000.000101

1.000.00063

.0001.00035

.000.000113

1.000.00022

.0001.00064

Categorical Variables Codings

Block 0: Beginning Block

usednot used
Percentage

Correct

op1keer

Predicted

not used

used

Overall Percentage

op1keerStep 0

62.8

.0074

100.00125
ObservedObserved

Classification Tablea ,b

a. Constant is included in the model.
b. The cut value is .500

Page 1

Exp(B)Sig.dfWaldS.E.B

ConstantStep 0 .592.000112.775.147-.524

Variables in the Equation

Sig.dfScore

Type_consument

Geslacht

leeftijd3group

leeftijd3group(1)

leeftijd3group(2)

Education

Education(1)

Education(2)

landelijksted3deling

landelijksted3deling(1)

landelijksted3deling(2)

Tevreden_inkomen

Overall Statistics

VariablesStep 0

.211912.039

.11012.557

.30811.041

.5721.319

.41821.742

.6201.246

.4381.603

.7142.673

.8701.027

.7141.135

.9022.207

.01316.123

.4121.673

Variables not in the Equation

Block 1: Method = Forward Stepwise (Conditional)

Sig.dfChi-square

Step

Block

Model

Step 1

.01316.139

.01316.139

.01316.139

Omnibus Tests of Model Coefficients

Nagelkerke R 
Square

Cox & Snell R 
Square

-2 Log 
likelihood

1 .041.030256.517 a
StepStep

Model Summary

a. Estimation terminated at iteration number 3 
because parameter estimates changed by less than .
001.

Sig.dfChi-square

1 .0.000
StepStep

Hosmer and Lemeshow Test

ExpectedObserved ExpectedObserved Total

op1keer = usedop1keer = not used

1

2

Step 1

9343.0004350.00050

10631.0003175.00075

Contingency Table for Hosmer and Lemeshow Test

Page 2

usednot used
Percentage

Correct

op1keer

Predicted

not used

used

Overall Percentage

op1keerStep 1

62.8

.0074

100.00125
ObservedObserved

Classification Tablea

a. The cut value is .500

Exp(B)Sig.dfWaldS.E.B

Geslacht

Constant

Step 1a

.860.4681.526.208-.151

.481.01416.042.298-.733

Variables in the Equation

a. Variable(s) entered on step 1: Geslacht.

Sig.dfScore

Type_consument

leeftijd3group

leeftijd3group(1)

leeftijd3group(2)

Education

Education(1)

Education(2)

landelijksted3deling

landelijksted3deling(1)

landelijksted3deling(2)

Tevreden_inkomen

Overall Statistics

VariablesStep 1

.62286.230

.05313.731

.5281.399

.6371.222

.6642.818

.3541.859

.4831.491

.59421.042

.9161.011

.7971.066

.9472.108

.9831.000

Variables not in the Equation

Sig.dfChi-square Sig.dfChi-square

ModelImprovement

1 .01316.139.01316.139
StepStep

Step Summarya ,b

Variable
Correct Class 

%

1   IN: Geslacht62.8%
StepStep

Step Summarya ,b

a. No more variables can be deleted from or added to the current model.
b. End block: 1
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Appendix 15. Characteristics of the consumers who used social media in the different 
steps of the  CDP-model

Personal factors of the consumer which influence the usage of social media in step 1 of the CDP-model.
Type of consumer (nominal) * usage social media step 1 (nominal):

Gender (nominal) * usage social media step 1 (nominal):

Age (ordinal) * usage social media step 1 (nominal):

Educational background (ordinal) * usage social media step 1 (nominal):

Environment (ordinal) * usage social media step 1 (nominal):

Contentment with income (nominal) * usage social media step 1 (nominal):

Not significant

Not significant

Not significant

Not significant

Not significant

Significant
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Personal factors of the consumer which influence the usage of social media in step 2 of the CDP-model.
Type of consumer (nominal) * usage social media step 2 (nominal):

Gender (nominal) * usage social media step 2 (nominal):

Age (ordinal) * usage social media step 2 (nominal):

Educational background (ordinal) * usage social media step 2 (nominal):

Environment (ordinal) * usage social media step 2 (nominal):

Contentment with income (nominal) * usage social media step 2 (nominal):

Not significant

Not significant

Not significant

Not significant

Not significant

Not significant
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Personal factors of the consumer which influence the usage of social media in step 3 of the CDP-model.
Type of consumer (nominal) * usage social media step 3 (nominal):

Gender (nominal) * usage social media step 3 (nominal):

Age (ordinal) * usage social media step 3 (nominal):

Educational background (ordinal) * usage social media step 3 (nominal):

Environment (ordinal) * usage social media step 3 (nominal):

Contentment with income (nominal) * usage social media step 3 (nominal):

Not significant

Not significant

Not significant

Not significant

Not significant

Significant
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Personal factors of the consumer which influence the usage of social media in step 4 of the CDP-model.
Type of consumer (nominal) * usage social media step 4 (nominal):

Gender (nominal) * usage social media step 4 (nominal):

Age (ordinal) * usage social media step 4 (nominal):

Educational background (ordinal) * usage social media step 4 (nominal):

Environment (ordinal) * usage social media step 4 (nominal):

Contentment with income (nominal) * usage social media step 4 (nominal):

Not significant

Not significant

Not significant

Not significant

Not significant

Significant
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Personal factors of the consumer which influence the usage of social media in step 5 of the CDP-model.
Type of consumer (nominal) * usage social media step 5 (nominal):

Gender (nominal) * usage social media step 5 (nominal):

Age (ordinal) * usage social media step 5 (nominal):

Educational background (ordinal) * usage social media step 5 (nominal):

Environment (ordinal) * usage social media step 5 (nominal):

Contentment with income (nominal) * usage social media step 5 (nominal):

Not significant

Not significant

Not significant

Not significant

Significant

Significant
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Personal factors of the consumer which influence the usage of social media in step 6 of the CDP-model.
Type of consumer (nominal) * usage social media step 6 (nominal):

Gender (nominal) * usage social media step 6 (nominal):

Age (ordinal) * usage social media step 6 (nominal):

Educational background (ordinal) * usage social media step 6 (nominal):

Environment (ordinal) * usage social media step 6 (nominal):

Contentment with income (nominal) * usage social media step 6 (nominal):

Not significant

Not significant

Not significant

Not significant

Not significant

Significant
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Personal factors of the consumer which influence the usage of social media in step 7 of the CDP-model.
Type of consumer (nominal) * usage social media step 7 (nominal):

Gender (nominal) * usage social media step 7 (nominal):

Age (ordinal) * usage social media step 7 (nominal):

Educational background (ordinal) * usage social media step 7 (nominal):

Environment (ordinal) * usage social media step 7 (nominal):

Contentment with income (nominal) * usage social media step 7 (nominal):

Not significant

Not significant

Not significant

Significant

Significant

Significant
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Appendix 15B - Logistic regression analysis social media usage total * personal characteristics

Logistic Regression

[DataSet1] D:\Desktop\M3 - Afstuderen\5.Data analysis\spss\update190313.sav

PercentN

Included in Analysis

Missing Cases

Total

Unselected Cases

Total

Selected Cases

100.0214

.00

100.0214

7.015

93.0199
Unweighted CasesaUnweighted Casesa

Case Processing Summary

a. If weight is in effect, see classification table for the total 
number of cases.

Internal Value

niet gebruikt

wel gebruikt 1

0
Original ValueOriginal Value

Dependent Variable Encoding

Frequency (2)(1)

Parameter coding

stedelijk

matig stedelijk

niet stedelijk

Low

Average

High

< 40 years

40 - 64 years

65 years and older

landelijksted3deling

Education

leeftijd3group

.000.00017

1.000.00098

.0001.00084

.000.000101

1.000.00063

.0001.00035

.000.000113

1.000.00022

.0001.00064

Categorical Variables Codings

Block 0: Beginning Block

wel gebruiktniet gebruikt
Percentage

Correct

CDP_totaal

Predicted

niet gebruikt

wel gebruikt

Overall Percentage

CDP_totaalStep 0

60.8

100.01210

.0780
ObservedObserved

Classification Table a ,b

a. Constant is included in the model.
b. The cut value is .500

Page 1

Exp(B)Sig.dfWaldS.E.B

ConstantStep 0 1.551.00219.144.145.439

Variables in the Equation

Sig.dfScore

Type_consument

Geslacht

leeftijd3group

leeftijd3group(1)

leeftijd3group(2)

Education

Education(1)

Education(2)

landelijksted3deling

landelijksted3deling(1)

landelijksted3deling(2)

Tevreden_inkomen

Overall Statistics

VariablesStep 0

.011921.501

.09312.824

.04314.108

.9791.001

.11424.338

.8291.047

.7841.075

.9152.177

.4521.565

.14812.096

.24122.846

.001111.109

.5481.360

Variables not in the Equation

Block 1: Method = Forward Stepwise (Conditional)

Sig.dfChi-square

Step

Block

Model

Step 2

.000215.905

.000215.905

.03214.611

Omnibus Tests of Model Coefficients

Nagelkerke R 
Square

Cox & Snell R 
Square

-2 Log 
likelihood

2 .104.077250.603a
StepStep

Model Summary

a. Estimation terminated at iteration number 4 
because parameter estimates changed by less than .
001.

Sig.dfChi-square

2 .9952.009
StepStep

Hosmer and Lemeshow Test

Page 2

ExpectedObserved ExpectedObserved Total

CDP_totaal = wel gebruiktCDP_totaal = niet gebruikt

1

2

3

4

Step 2

1311.102111.8982

8056.8985723.10223

2415.898168.1028

8237.1023744.89845

Contingency Table for Hosmer and Lemeshow Test

wel gebruiktniet gebruikt
Percentage

Correct

CDP_totaal

Predicted

niet gebruikt

wel gebruikt

Overall Percentage

CDP_totaalStep 2

64.8

69.48437

57.73345
ObservedObserved

Classification Tablea

a. The cut value is .500

Exp(B)Sig.dfWaldS.E.B

Geslacht

Tevreden_inkomen

Constant

Step 2a

2.463.000114.302.238.901

2.375.03914.279.418.865

.336.000112.318.311-1.092

Variables in the Equation

a. Variable(s) entered on step 2: Tevreden_inkomen.

Sig.dfScore

Type_consument

leeftijd3group

leeftijd3group(1)

leeftijd3group(2)

Education

Education(1)

Education(2)

landelijksted3deling

landelijksted3deling(1)

landelijksted3deling(2)

Overall Statistics

VariablesStep 2

.46776.642

.20411.614

.8961.017

.43621.659

.4171.660

.5511.355

.46921.512

.7441.107

.30011.073

.37021.990

.6611.192

Variables not in the Equation

Page 3

Sig.dfChi-square Sig.dfChi-square

ModelImprovement

1

2 .000215.905.03214.611

.001111.294.001111.294
StepStep

Step Summary a ,b

Variable
Correct Class 

%

1

2   IN: 
Tevreden_
inkomen

64.8%

  IN: Geslacht60.8%
StepStep

Step Summary a ,b

a. No more variables can be deleted from or added to the current model.
b. End block: 1
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Appendix 15B - Logistic regression analysis social media usage step 1 * personal characteristics

Logistic Regression

[DataSet1] D:\Desktop\M3 - Afstuderen\5.Data analysis\spss\update190313.sav

PercentN

Included in Analysis

Missing Cases

Total

Unselected Cases

Total

Selected Cases

100.0214

.00

100.0214

7.015

93.0199
Unweighted CasesaUnweighted Casesa

Case Processing Summary

a. If weight is in effect, see classification table for the total 
number of cases.

Internal Value

niet gebruikt

gebruikt 1

0
Original ValueOriginal Value

Dependent Variable Encoding

Frequency (2)(1)

Parameter coding

stedelijk

matig stedelijk

niet stedelijk

Low

Average

High

< 40 years

40 - 64 years

65 years and older

landelijksted3deling

Education

leeftijd3group

.000.00017

1.000.00098

.0001.00084

.000.000101

1.000.00063

.0001.00035

.000.000113

1.000.00022

.0001.00064

Categorical Variables Codings

Block 0: Beginning Block

gebruiktniet gebruikt
Percentage

Correct

stap1_totaal

Predicted

niet gebruikt

gebruikt

Overall Percentage

stap1_totaalStep 0

76.9

.0046

100.00153
ObservedObserved

Classification Table a ,b

a. Constant is included in the model.
b. The cut value is .500

Page 1

Exp(B)Sig.dfWaldS.E.B

ConstantStep 0 .301.000151.081.168-1.202

Variables in the Equation

Sig.dfScore

Type_consument

Geslacht

leeftijd3group

leeftijd3group(1)

leeftijd3group(2)

Education

Education(1)

Education(2)

landelijksted3deling

landelijksted3deling(1)

landelijksted3deling(2)

Tevreden_inkomen

Overall Statistics

VariablesStep 0

.028918.726

.13612.220

.26311.251

.24811.332

.35422.079

.5721.319

.3991.711

.6672.811

.14412.137

.4111.677

.25822.709

.01116.393

.6691.182

Variables not in the Equation

Block 1: Method = Forward Stepwise (Conditional)

Sig.dfChi-square

Step

Block

Model

Step 1

.01116.420

.01116.420

.01116.420

Omnibus Tests of Model Coefficients

Nagelkerke R 
Square

Cox & Snell R 
Square

-2 Log 
likelihood

1 .048.032208.766a
StepStep

Model Summary

a. Estimation terminated at iteration number 4 
because parameter estimates changed by less than .
001.

Sig.dfChi-square

1 .0.000
StepStep

Hosmer and Lemeshow Test

ExpectedObserved ExpectedObserved Total

stap1_totaal = gebruiktstap1_totaal = niet gebruikt

1

2

Step 1

9329.0002964.00064

10617.0001789.00089

Contingency Table for Hosmer and Lemeshow Test

Page 2

gebruiktniet gebruikt
Percentage

Correct

stap1_totaal

Predicted

niet gebruikt

gebruikt

Overall Percentage

stap1_totaalStep 1

76.9

.0046

100.00153
ObservedObserved

Classification Tablea

a. The cut value is .500

Exp(B)Sig.dfWaldS.E.B

Geslacht

Constant

Step 1a

.453.000112.505.224-.792

.422.01316.210.347-.864

Variables in the Equation

a. Variable(s) entered on step 1: Geslacht.

Sig.dfScore

Type_consument

leeftijd3group

leeftijd3group(1)

leeftijd3group(2)

Education

Education(1)

Education(2)

landelijksted3deling

landelijksted3deling(1)

landelijksted3deling(2)

Tevreden_inkomen

Overall Statistics

VariablesStep 1

.114812.942

.06413.426

.4531.563

.19911.651

.39421.862

.8691.027

.3391.916

.6272.935

.15412.028

.4711.519

.25022.776

.18311.771

Variables not in the Equation

Sig.dfChi-square Sig.dfChi-square

ModelImprovement

1 .01116.420.01116.420
StepStep

Step Summary a ,b

Variable
Correct Class 

%

1   IN: Geslacht76.9%
StepStep

Step Summary a ,b

a. No more variables can be deleted from or added to the current model.
b. End block: 1
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Appendix 15B - Logistic regression analysis social media usage step 2 * personal characteristics

Logistic Regression

[DataSet1] D:\Desktop\M3 - Afstuderen\5.Data analysis\spss\update190313.sav

PercentN

Included in Analysis

Missing Cases

Total

Unselected Cases

Total

Selected Cases

100.0214

.00

100.0214

7.015

93.0199
Unweighted CasesaUnweighted Casesa

Case Processing Summary

a. If weight is in effect, see classification table for the total 
number of cases.

Internal Value

niet gebruikt

gebruikt 1

0
Original ValueOriginal Value

Dependent Variable Encoding

Block 0: Beginning Block

gebruiktniet gebruikt
Percentage

Correct

stap2_totaal

Predicted

niet gebruikt

gebruikt

Overall Percentage

stap2_totaalStep 0

79.4

.0041

100.00158
ObservedObserved

Classification Tablea ,b

a. Constant is included in the model.
b. The cut value is .500

Exp(B)Sig.dfWaldS.E.B

ConstantStep 0 .259.000159.242.175-1.349

Variables in the Equation

Sig.dfScore

Type_consument

Geslacht

leeftijd3group

Education

landelijksted3deling

Overall Statistics

VariablesStep 0

.86051.922

.7141.134

.7461.105

.4341.613

.3191.995

.9871.000

Variables not in the Equation

Block 1: Method = Forward Stepwise (Conditional)
Page 1

Nagelkerke R 
Square

Cox & Snell R 
Square

-2 Log 
likelihood

1 .000.000202.442a
StepStep

Model Summary

a. Estimation terminated at iteration number 4 
because parameter estimates changed by less than .
001.

Sig.dfChi-square

1 .0.000
StepStep

Hosmer and Lemeshow Test

ExpectedObserved ExpectedObserved Total

stap2_totaal = gebruiktstap2_totaal = niet gebruikt

1Step 1 19941.00041158.000158

Contingency Table for Hosmer and Lemeshow Test

gebruiktniet gebruikt
Percentage

Correct

stap2_totaal

Predicted

niet gebruikt

gebruikt

Overall Percentage

stap2_totaalStep 1

79.4

.0041

100.00158
ObservedObserved

Classification Tablea

a. The cut value is .500

Exp(B)Sig.dfWaldS.E.B

ConstantStep 1 .259.000159.242.175-1.349

Variables in the Equation

Sig.dfScore

Type_consument

Geslacht

leeftijd3group

Education

landelijksted3deling

Overall Statistics

VariablesStep 1

.86051.922

.7141.134

.7461.105

.4341.613

.3191.995

.9871.000

Variables not in the Equation

Page 2

Step Summarya ,b

a. No more 
variables can 
be deleted from 
or added to the 
current model.
b. End block: 1
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Appendix 15B - Logistic regression analysis social media usage step 3 * personal characteristics

Logistic Regression

[DataSet1] D:\Desktop\M3 - Afstuderen\5.Data analysis\spss\update190313.sav

PercentN

Included in Analysis

Missing Cases

Total

Unselected Cases

Total

Selected Cases

100.0214

.00

100.0214

7.015

93.0199
Unweighted CasesaUnweighted Casesa

Case Processing Summary

a. If weight is in effect, see classification table for the total 
number of cases.

Internal Value

niet gebruikt

gebruikt 1

0
Original ValueOriginal Value

Dependent Variable Encoding

Frequency (2)(1)

Parameter coding

stedelijk

matig stedelijk

niet stedelijk

Low

Average

High

< 40 years

40 - 64 years

65 years and older

landelijksted3deling

Education

leeftijd3group

.000.00017

1.000.00098

.0001.00084

.000.000101

1.000.00063

.0001.00035

.000.000113

1.000.00022

.0001.00064

Categorical Variables Codings

Block 0: Beginning Block

gebruiktniet gebruikt
Percentage

Correct

stap3_totaal

Predicted

niet gebruikt

gebruikt

Overall Percentage

stap3_totaalStep 0

67.3

.0065

100.00134
ObservedObserved

Classification Table a ,b

a. Constant is included in the model.
b. The cut value is .500

Page 1

Exp(B)Sig.dfWaldS.E.B

ConstantStep 0 .485.000122.908.151-.723

Variables in the Equation

Sig.dfScore

Type_consument

Geslacht

leeftijd3group

leeftijd3group(1)

leeftijd3group(2)

Education

Education(1)

Education(2)

landelijksted3deling

landelijksted3deling(1)

landelijksted3deling(2)

Tevreden_inkomen

Overall Statistics

VariablesStep 0

.152913.246

.25711.282

.29211.110

.5381.380

.38321.918

.8911.019

.8641.029

.9822.037

.7651.090

.8941.018

.9342.138

.00418.499

.07113.254

Variables not in the Equation

Block 1: Method = Forward Stepwise (Conditional)

Sig.dfChi-square

Step

Block

Model

Step 1

.00318.537

.00318.537

.00318.537

Omnibus Tests of Model Coefficients

Nagelkerke R 
Square

Cox & Snell R 
Square

-2 Log 
likelihood

1 .059.042242.907a
StepStep

Model Summary

a. Estimation terminated at iteration number 4 
because parameter estimates changed by less than .
001.

Sig.dfChi-square

1 .0.000
StepStep

Hosmer and Lemeshow Test

ExpectedObserved ExpectedObserved Total

stap3_totaal = gebruiktstap3_totaal = niet gebruikt

1

2

Step 1

9340.0004053.00053

10625.0002581.00081

Contingency Table for Hosmer and Lemeshow Test

Page 2

gebruiktniet gebruikt
Percentage

Correct

stap3_totaal

Predicted

niet gebruikt

gebruikt

Overall Percentage

stap3_totaalStep 1

67.3

.0065

100.00134
ObservedObserved

Classification Tablea

a. The cut value is .500

Exp(B)Sig.dfWaldS.E.B

Geslacht

Constant

Step 1a

.755.17911.805.209-.281

.409.00418.310.310-.894

Variables in the Equation

a. Variable(s) entered on step 1: Geslacht.

Sig.dfScore

Type_consument

leeftijd3group

leeftijd3group(1)

leeftijd3group(2)

Education

Education(1)

Education(2)

landelijksted3deling

landelijksted3deling(1)

landelijksted3deling(2)

Tevreden_inkomen

Overall Statistics

VariablesStep 1

.74985.082

.12912.308

.5481.361

.6111.259

.6652.815

.5251.403

.9451.005

.8102.422

.8151.055

1.0001.000

.9122.185

.3541.860

Variables not in the Equation

Sig.dfChi-square Sig.dfChi-square

ModelImprovement

1 .00318.537.00318.537
StepStep

Step Summary a ,b

Variable
Correct Class 

%

1   IN: Geslacht67.3%
StepStep

Step Summary a ,b

a. No more variables can be deleted from or added to the current model.
b. End block: 1
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Appendix 15B - Logistic regression analysis social media usage step 4 * personal characteristics

Logistic Regression

[DataSet1] D:\Desktop\M3 - Afstuderen\5.Data analysis\spss\update190313.sav

PercentN

Included in Analysis

Missing Cases

Total

Unselected Cases

Total

Selected Cases

100.0214

.00

100.0214

7.015

93.0199
Unweighted CasesaUnweighted Casesa

Case Processing Summary

a. If weight is in effect, see classification table for the total 
number of cases.

Internal Value

niet gebruikt

gebruikt 1

0
Original ValueOriginal Value

Dependent Variable Encoding

Frequency (2)(1)

Parameter coding

stedelijk

matig stedelijk

niet stedelijk

Low

Average

High

< 40 years

40 - 64 years

65 years and older

landelijksted3deling

Education

leeftijd3group

.000.00017

1.000.00098

.0001.00084

.000.000101

1.000.00063

.0001.00035

.000.000113

1.000.00022

.0001.00064

Categorical Variables Codings

Block 0: Beginning Block

gebruiktniet gebruikt
Percentage

Correct

stap4_totaal

Predicted

niet gebruikt

gebruikt

Overall Percentage

stap4_totaalStep 0

76.4

.0047

100.00152
ObservedObserved

Classification Tablea ,b

a. Constant is included in the model.
b. The cut value is .500

Page 1

Exp(B)Sig.dfWaldS.E.B

ConstantStep 0 .309.000149.457.167-1.174

Variables in the Equation

Sig.dfScore

Type_consument

Geslacht

leeftijd3group

leeftijd3group(1)

leeftijd3group(2)

Education

Education(1)

Education(2)

landelijksted3deling

landelijksted3deling(1)

landelijksted3deling(2)

Tevreden_inkomen

Overall Statistics

VariablesStep 0

.232911.686

.9111.013

.5241.405

.4501.571

.52621.286

.16411.938

.7481.103

.37721.953

.19811.656

.3371.921

.42621.708

.00717.225

.07813.114

Variables not in the Equation

Block 1: Method = Forward Stepwise (Conditional)

Sig.dfChi-square

Step

Block

Model

Step 1

.00717.263

.00717.263

.00717.263

Omnibus Tests of Model Coefficients

Nagelkerke R 
Square

Cox & Snell R 
Square

-2 Log 
likelihood

1 .054.036210.299 a
StepStep

Model Summary

a. Estimation terminated at iteration number 4 
because parameter estimates changed by less than .
001.

Sig.dfChi-square

1 .0.000
StepStep

Hosmer and Lemeshow Test

ExpectedObserved ExpectedObserved Total

stap4_totaal = gebruiktstap4_totaal = niet gebruikt

1

2

Step 1

9330.0003063.00063

10617.0001789.00089

Contingency Table for Hosmer and Lemeshow Test

Page 2

gebruiktniet gebruikt
Percentage

Correct

stap4_totaal

Predicted

niet gebruikt

gebruikt

Overall Percentage

stap4_totaalStep 1

76.4

.0047

100.00152
ObservedObserved

Classification Tablea

a. The cut value is .500

Exp(B)Sig.dfWaldS.E.B

Geslacht

Constant

Step 1a

.476.001111.187.222-.742

.401.00816.997.345-.913

Variables in the Equation

a. Variable(s) entered on step 1: Geslacht.

Sig.dfScore

Type_consument

leeftijd3group

leeftijd3group(1)

leeftijd3group(2)

Education

Education(1)

Education(2)

landelijksted3deling

landelijksted3deling(1)

landelijksted3deling(2)

Tevreden_inkomen

Overall Statistics

VariablesStep 1

.78384.763

.6671.185

.8441.039

.5091.436

.7532.568

.31411.012

.6681.184

.59821.028

.21311.549

.3931.729

.43421.668

.3371.921

Variables not in the Equation

Sig.dfChi-square Sig.dfChi-square

ModelImprovement

1 .00717.263.00717.263
StepStep

Step Summarya ,b

Variable
Correct Class 

%

1   IN: Geslacht76.4%
StepStep

Step Summarya ,b

a. No more variables can be deleted from or added to the current model.
b. End block: 1
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Appendix 15B - Logistic regression analysis social media usage step 5 * personal characteristics

Logistic Regression

[DataSet1] D:\Desktop\M3 - Afstuderen\5.Data analysis\spss\update190313.sav

PercentN

Included in Analysis

Missing Cases

Total

Unselected Cases

Total

Selected Cases

100.0214

.00

100.0214

7.015

93.0199
Unweighted CasesaUnweighted Casesa

Case Processing Summary

a. If weight is in effect, see classification table for the total 
number of cases.

Internal Value

niet gebruikt

gebruikt 1

0
Original ValueOriginal Value

Dependent Variable Encoding

Frequency (2)(1)

Parameter coding

stedelijk

matig stedelijk

niet stedelijk

Low

Average

High

< 40 years

40 - 64 years

65 years and older

landelijksted3deling

Education

leeftijd3group

.000.00017

1.000.00098

.0001.00084

.000.000101

1.000.00063

.0001.00035

.000.000113

1.000.00022

.0001.00064

Categorical Variables Codings

Block 0: Beginning Block

gebruiktniet gebruikt
Percentage

Correct

stap5_totaal

Predicted

niet gebruikt

gebruikt

Overall Percentage

stap5_totaalStep 0

89.4

.0021

100.00178
ObservedObserved

Classification Tablea ,b

a. Constant is included in the model.
b. The cut value is .500

Page 1

Exp(B)Sig.dfWaldS.E.B

ConstantStep 0 .118.000185.803.231-2.137

Variables in the Equation

Sig.dfScore

Type_consument

Geslacht

leeftijd3group

leeftijd3group(1)

leeftijd3group(2)

Education

Education(1)

Education(2)

landelijksted3deling

landelijksted3deling(1)

landelijksted3deling(2)

Tevreden_inkomen

Overall Statistics

VariablesStep 0

.016920.255

.06613.370

.08812.918

.26711.231

.18023.431

.09612.764

.02515.010

.04926.031

.01416.078

.001111.113

.003211.512

.14112.171

.5501.357

Variables not in the Equation

Block 1: Method = Forward Stepwise (Conditional)

Sig.dfChi-square

Step

Block

Model

Step 1

.002212.853

.002212.853

.002212.853

Omnibus Tests of Model Coefficients

Nagelkerke R 
Square

Cox & Snell R 
Square

-2 Log 
likelihood

1 .128.063121.297a
StepStep

Model Summary

a. Estimation terminated at iteration number 20 
because maximum iterations has been reached. Final 
solution cannot be found.

Sig.dfChi-square

1 1.0001.000
StepStep

Hosmer and Lemeshow Test

Page 2

ExpectedObserved ExpectedObserved Total

stap5_totaal = gebruiktstap5_totaal = niet gebruikt

1

2

3

Step 1

8416.0001668.00068

985.000593.00093

17.000017.00017

Contingency Table for Hosmer and Lemeshow Test

gebruiktniet gebruikt
Percentage

Correct

stap5_totaal

Predicted

niet gebruikt

gebruikt

Overall Percentage

stap5_totaalStep 1

89.4

.0021

100.00178
ObservedObserved

Classification Tablea

a. The cut value is .500

dfWaldS.E.B

leeftijd3group

leeftijd3group(1)

leeftijd3group(2)

Constant

Step 1a

1.0009748.207-21.203

1.0009748.20718.280

1.0009748.20719.756

27.568

Variables in the Equation

Exp(B)Sig.

leeftijd3group

leeftijd3group(1)

leeftijd3group(2)

Constant

Step 1a

.000.998

86853377.882.999

3.801E8.998

.023

Variables in the Equation

a. Variable(s) entered on step 1: leeftijd3group.

Page 3

Sig.dfScore

Type_consument

Geslacht

Education

Education(1)

Education(2)

landelijksted3deling

landelijksted3deling(1)

landelijksted3deling(2)

Tevreden_inkomen

Overall Statistics

VariablesStep 1

.20079.803

.4841.490

.11612.470

.7101.138

.29122.470

.09512.786

.09612.775

.10624.488

.08912.887

.5711.320

Variables not in the Equation

Sig.dfChi-square Sig.dfChi-square

ModelImprovement

1 .002212.853.002212.853
StepStep

Step Summarya ,b

Variable
Correct Class 

%

1   IN: 
leeftijd3group

89.4%
StepStep

Step Summarya ,b

a. No more variables can be deleted from or added to the current model.
b. End block: 1
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Appendix 15B - Logistic regression analysis social media usage step 6 * personal characteristics

Logistic Regression

[DataSet1] D:\Desktop\M3 - Afstuderen\5.Data analysis\spss\update190313.sav

PercentN

Included in Analysis

Missing Cases

Total

Unselected Cases

Total

Selected Cases

100.0214

.00

100.0214

7.015

93.0199
Unweighted CasesaUnweighted Casesa

Case Processing Summary

a. If weight is in effect, see classification table for the total 
number of cases.

Internal Value

niet gebruikt

gebruikt 1

0
Original ValueOriginal Value

Dependent Variable Encoding

Frequency (2)(1)

Parameter coding

stedelijk

matig stedelijk

niet stedelijk

Low

Average

High

< 40 years

40 - 64 years

65 years and older

landelijksted3deling

Education

leeftijd3group

.000.00017

1.000.00098

.0001.00084

.000.000101

1.000.00063

.0001.00035

.000.000113

1.000.00022

.0001.00064

Categorical Variables Codings

Block 0: Beginning Block

gebruiktniet gebruikt
Percentage

Correct

stap6_totaal

Predicted

niet gebruikt

gebruikt

Overall Percentage

stap6_totaalStep 0

83.9

.0032

100.00167
ObservedObserved

Classification Tablea ,b

a. Constant is included in the model.
b. The cut value is .500

Page 1

Exp(B)Sig.dfWaldS.E.B

ConstantStep 0 .192.000173.311.193-1.652

Variables in the Equation

Sig.dfScore

Type_consument

Geslacht

leeftijd3group

leeftijd3group(1)

leeftijd3group(2)

Education

Education(1)

Education(2)

landelijksted3deling

landelijksted3deling(1)

landelijksted3deling(2)

Tevreden_inkomen

Overall Statistics

VariablesStep 0

.143913.456

.6381.222

.3441.895

.02914.779

.02927.097

.23411.417

.4871.484

.26122.687

.7701.086

.5601.340

.7892.475

.23911.387

.9361.006

Variables not in the Equation

Block 1: Method = Forward Stepwise (Conditional)

Sig.dfChi-square

Step

Block

Model

Step 1

.02327.586

.02327.586

.02327.586

Omnibus Tests of Model Coefficients

Nagelkerke R 
Square

Cox & Snell R 
Square

-2 Log 
likelihood

1 .064.037167.932 a
StepStep

Model Summary

a. Estimation terminated at iteration number 5 
because parameter estimates changed by less than .
001.

Sig.dfChi-square

1 1.0001.000
StepStep

Hosmer and Lemeshow Test

Page 2

ExpectedObserved ExpectedObserved Total

stap6_totaal = gebruiktstap6_totaal = niet gebruikt

1

2

3

Step 1

11325.0002588.00088

222.000220.00020

645.000559.00059

Contingency Table for Hosmer and Lemeshow Test

gebruiktniet gebruikt
Percentage

Correct

stap6_totaal

Predicted

niet gebruikt

gebruikt

Overall Percentage

stap6_totaalStep 1

83.9

.0032

100.00167
ObservedObserved

Classification Tablea

a. The cut value is .500

dfWaldS.E.B

landelijksted3deling

landelijksted3deling(1)

landelijksted3deling(2)

Constant

Step 1a

130.834.227-1.258

11.813.775-1.044

15.453.518-1.210

26.570

Variables in the Equation

Exp(B)Sig.

landelijksted3deling

landelijksted3deling(1)

landelijksted3deling(2)

Constant

Step 1a

.284.000

.352.178

.298.020

.037

Variables in the Equation

a. Variable(s) entered on step 1: landelijksted3deling.

Page 3

Sig.dfScore

Type_consument

Geslacht

leeftijd3group

leeftijd3group(1)

leeftijd3group(2)

Education

Education(1)

Education(2)

Tevreden_inkomen

Overall Statistics

VariablesStep 1

.51076.257

.5921.287

.31011.029

.4941.469

.33622.182

.4541.562

.27911.173

.53621.247

.4071.689

.9451.005

Variables not in the Equation

Sig.dfChi-square Sig.dfChi-square

ModelImprovement

1 .02327.586.02327.586
StepStep

Step Summarya ,b

Variable
Correct Class 

%

1   IN: 
landelijksted3
deling

83.9%
StepStep

Step Summarya ,b

a. No more variables can be deleted from or added to the current model.
b. End block: 1
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Appendix 15B - Logistic regression analysis social media usage step 7 * personal characteristics

Logistic Regression

[DataSet1] D:\Desktop\M3 - Afstuderen\5.Data analysis\spss\update190313.sav

PercentN

Included in Analysis

Missing Cases

Total

Unselected Cases

Total

Selected Cases

100.0214

.00

100.0214

7.015

93.0199
Unweighted Cases aUnweighted Cases a

Case Processing Summary

a. If weight is in effect, see classification table for the total 
number of cases.

Internal Value

niet gebruikt

gebruikt 1

0
Original ValueOriginal Value

Dependent Variable Encoding

Frequency (2)(1)

Parameter coding

stedelijk

matig stedelijk

niet stedelijk

Low

Average

High

< 40 years

40 - 64 years

65 years and older

landelijksted3deling

Education

leeftijd3group

.000.00017

1.000.00098

.0001.00084

.000.000101

1.000.00063

.0001.00035

.000.000113

1.000.00022

.0001.00064

Categorical Variables Codings

Block 0: Beginning Block

gebruiktniet gebruikt
Percentage

Correct

stap7_totaal

Predicted

niet gebruikt

gebruikt

Overall Percentage

stap7_totaalStep 0

68.8

.0062

100.00137
ObservedObserved

Classification Tablea ,b

a. Constant is included in the model.
b. The cut value is .500

Page 1

Exp(B)Sig.dfWaldS.E.B

ConstantStep 0 .453.000126.831.153-.793

Variables in the Equation

Sig.dfScore

Type_consument

Geslacht

leeftijd3group

leeftijd3group(1)

leeftijd3group(2)

Education

Education(1)

Education(2)

landelijksted3deling

landelijksted3deling(1)

landelijksted3deling(2)

Tevreden_inkomen

Overall Statistics

VariablesStep 0

.003924.661

.00318.643

.16411.941

.7281.121

.37921.941

.8361.043

.6601.194

.9052.199

.27911.170

.01515.887

.01129.058

.03114.645

.4731.515

Variables not in the Equation

Block 1: Method = Forward Stepwise (Conditional)

Sig.dfChi-square

Step

Block

Model

Step 3

.000422.554

.000422.554

.02027.800

Omnibus Tests of Model Coefficients

Nagelkerke R 
Square

Cox & Snell R 
Square

-2 Log 
likelihood

3 .151.107224.342 a
StepStep

Model Summary

a. Estimation terminated at iteration number 5 
because parameter estimates changed by less than .
001.

Sig.dfChi-square

3 .88651.725
StepStep

Hosmer and Lemeshow Test

Page 2

ExpectedObserved ExpectedObserved Total

stap7_totaal = gebruiktstap7_totaal = niet gebruikt

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

Step 3

106.84473.1563

209.6941110.3069

3313.9871119.01322

4515.5031729.49728

307.135722.86523

458.017836.98337

16.820115.18015

Contingency Table for Hosmer and Lemeshow Test

gebruiktniet gebruikt
Percentage

Correct

stap7_totaal

Predicted

niet gebruikt

gebruikt

Overall Percentage

stap7_totaalStep 3

70.9

12.9854

97.14133
ObservedObserved

Classification Tablea

a. The cut value is .500

Exp(B)Sig.dfWaldS.E.B

Geslacht

leeftijd3group

leeftijd3group(1)

leeftijd3group(2)

Tevreden_inkomen

Constant

Step 3a

.077.01515.9751.048-2.561

2.834.01216.332.4141.042

6.806.07313.2091.0711.918

9.907.03314.5591.0742.293

.07825.104

.412.00817.044.334-.886

Variables in the Equation

a. Variable(s) entered on step 3: leeftijd3group.

Sig.dfScore

Type_consument

Education

Education(1)

Education(2)

landelijksted3deling

landelijksted3deling(1)

landelijksted3deling(2)

Overall Statistics

VariablesStep 3

.44654.756

.4661.531

.9321.007

.7652.537

.9781.001

.06213.496

.14723.829

.8521.035

Variables not in the Equation

Page 3

Sig.dfChi-square Sig.dfChi-square

ModelImprovement

1

2

3 .000422.554.02027.800

.001214.754.01016.610

.00418.143.00418.143
StepStep

Step Summarya ,b

Variable
Correct Class 

%

1

2

3   IN: 
leeftijd3group

70.9%

  IN: Geslacht70.4%

  IN: Tevreden
_inkomen

69.3%
StepStep

Step Summarya ,b

a. No more variables can be deleted from or added to the current model.
b. End block: 1
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Table 1: relationship between social media usage in step 2 and 
step 1 of the CDP-model.

Table 2: relationship between social media usage in step 3 and 
step 2 of the CDP-model.

Table 3: relationship between social media usage in step 4 and 
step 3 of the CDP-model.

Table 4: relationship between social media usage in step 5 and 
step 4 of the CDP-model.

Table 5: relationship between social media usage in step 6 and 
step 5 of the CDP-model.

Table 6: relationship between social media usage in step 7 and 
step 6 of the CDP-model.

There is a significant (sig = 0.000) moderate (Phi = 0.399) rela-
tionship found between the use of social media in step 2 and 
step 1 of the CDP-model (table 1). It appears that consumers 
who use social media in step 1 of the CDP-model use social me-
dia also more in step 2 of the CDP-model.

This also counts for the relationship (table 2) between step 3 
and 2 of the CDP-model. A significant (sig = 0.000) moderate (Phi 
= 0.308) relationship confirms that consumers who use social 
media in step 2 of the CDP-model often also use social media in 
step 3 of the CDP-model.

There is a significant (sig = 0.000) strong (Phi = 0.697) relation-
ship found for social media usage between step 4 and 3 of the 
CDP-model (table 3). This means that consumers who use social 
media in step 3 of the CDP-model are most likely to use social 
media in step 4 of the CDP-model also.

The relationship (table 4) for social media usage between step 5 
and 4 of the CDP-model is significant (sig = 0.006) and weak (phi 
= 0.194).   This means that consumers who did use social media 
in step 4 of the CDP model may be more likely to use social me-
dia also in step 5 of the CDP-model.

There is no significant relationship (sig = 0.099) found for social 
media usage between step 6 and 5 of the CDP-model (table 5).
This also counts for the relationship between step 7 and step 6 
of the CDP-model. This means that social media usage in step 6 
and 7 are not influenced by the previous step of the CDP-model 
(table 6).

Appendix 16. Influence social media usage in steps of the CDP-model on the next steps of 
the model
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Appendix 16B. Influence social media usage in steps of the CDP-model on the next 
steps of the model
Logistic regression analysis social media usage step 2 and previous steps

Logistic Regression

[DataSet1] D:\Desktop\M3 - Afstuderen\5.Data analysis\spss\update190313.sav

PercentN

Included in Analysis

Missing Cases

Total

Unselected Cases

Total

Selected Cases

100.0214

.00

100.0214

7.015

93.0199
Unweighted CasesaUnweighted Casesa

Case Processing Summary

a. If weight is in effect, see classification table for the total 
number of cases.

Internal Value

niet gebruikt

gebruikt 1

0
Original ValueOriginal Value

Dependent Variable Encoding

Block 0: Beginning Block

gebruiktniet gebruikt
Percentage

Correct

stap2_totaal

Predicted

niet gebruikt

gebruikt

Overall Percentage

stap2_totaalStep 0

79.4

.0041

100.00158
ObservedObserved

Classification Tablea ,b

a. Constant is included in the model.
b. The cut value is .500

Exp(B)Sig.dfWaldS.E.B

ConstantStep 0 .259.000159.242.175-1.349

Variables in the Equation

Sig.dfScore

stap1_totaal

Overall Statistics

VariablesStep 0

.000131.608

.000131.608

Variables not in the Equation

Block 1: Method = Forward Stepwise (Conditional)

Page 1

Sig.dfChi-square

Step

Block

Model

Step 1

.000127.836

.000127.836

.000127.836

Omnibus Tests of Model Coefficients

Nagelkerke R 
Square

Cox & Snell R 
Square

-2 Log 
likelihood

1 .204.131174.606a
StepStep

Model Summary

a. Estimation terminated at iteration number 5 
because parameter estimates changed by less than .
001.

Sig.dfChi-square

1 .0.000
StepStep

Hosmer and Lemeshow Test

ExpectedObserved ExpectedObserved Total

stap2_totaal = gebruiktstap2_totaal = niet gebruikt

1

2

Step 1

4623.0002323.00023

15318.00018135.000135

Contingency Table for Hosmer and Lemeshow Test

gebruiktniet gebruikt
Percentage

Correct

stap2_totaal

Predicted

niet gebruikt

gebruikt

Overall Percentage

stap2_totaalStep 1

79.4

56.12318

85.423135
ObservedObserved

Classification Tablea

a. The cut value is .500

Exp(B)Sig.dfWaldS.E.B

stap1_totaal

Constant

Step 1a

.133.000164.480.251-2.015

7.500.000127.080.3872.015

Variables in the Equation

a. Variable(s) entered on step 1: stap1_totaal.

Page 2

Sig.dfChi-square Sig.dfChi-square

ModelImprovement

1 .000127.836.000127.836
StepStep

Step Summarya ,b

Variable
Correct Class 

%

1   IN: 
stap1_totaal

79.4%
StepStep

Step Summarya ,b

a. No more variables can be deleted from or added to the current model.
b. End block: 1

Page 3
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Logistic regression analysis social media usage step 3 and previous steps

Logistic Regression

[DataSet1] D:\Desktop\M3 - Afstuderen\5.Data analysis\spss\update190313.sav

PercentN

Included in Analysis

Missing Cases

Total

Unselected Cases

Total

Selected Cases

100.0214

.00

100.0214

7.015

93.0199
Unweighted CasesaUnweighted Casesa

Case Processing Summary

a. If weight is in effect, see classification table for the total 
number of cases.

Internal Value

niet gebruikt

gebruikt 1

0
Original ValueOriginal Value

Dependent Variable Encoding

Block 0: Beginning Block

gebruiktniet gebruikt
Percentage

Correct

stap3_totaal

Predicted

niet gebruikt

gebruikt

Overall Percentage

stap3_totaalStep 0

67.3

.0065

100.00134
ObservedObserved

Classification Tablea ,b

a. Constant is included in the model.
b. The cut value is .500

Exp(B)Sig.dfWaldS.E.B

ConstantStep 0 .485.000122.908.151-.723

Variables in the Equation

Sig.dfScore

stap1_totaal

stap2_totaal

Overall Statistics

VariablesStep 0

.000237.830

.000118.820

.000132.807

Variables not in the Equation

Block 1: Method = Forward Stepwise (Conditional)

Page 1

Sig.dfChi-square

Step

Block

Model

Step 2

.000236.691

.000236.691

.02015.423

Omnibus Tests of Model Coefficients

Nagelkerke R 
Square

Cox & Snell R 
Square

-2 Log 
likelihood

2 .235.168214.753a
StepStep

Model Summary

a. Estimation terminated at iteration number 4 
because parameter estimates changed by less than .
001.

Sig.dfChi-square

2 .05325.874
StepStep

Hosmer and Lemeshow Test

ExpectedObserved ExpectedObserved Total

stap3_totaal = gebruiktstap3_totaal = niet gebruikt

1

2

3

4

Step 2

2317.881155.1198

2313.119169.8817

187.1191010.8818

13526.88124108.119111

Contingency Table for Hosmer and Lemeshow Test

gebruiktniet gebruikt
Percentage

Correct

stap3_totaal

Predicted

niet gebruikt

gebruikt

Overall Percentage

stap3_totaalStep 2

75.4

47.73134

88.815119
ObservedObserved

Classification Tablea

a. The cut value is .500

Exp(B)Sig.dfWaldS.E.B

stap1_totaal

stap2_totaal

Constant

Step 2a

.249.000144.633.208-1.392

2.631.01915.540.411.967

5.340.000118.337.3911.675

Variables in the Equation

a. Variable(s) entered on step 2: stap2_totaal.

Page 2

Sig.dfChi-square Sig.dfChi-square

ModelImprovement

1

2 .000236.691.02015.423

.000131.268.000131.268
StepStep

Step Summarya ,b

Variable
Correct Class 

%

1

2   IN: 
stap2_totaal

75.4%

  IN: 
stap1_totaal

75.4%
StepStep

Step Summarya ,b

a. No more variables can be deleted from or added to the current model.
b. End block: 1

Page 3
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Logistic regression analysis social media usage step 4 and previous steps

Logistic Regression

[DataSet1] D:\Desktop\M3 - Afstuderen\5.Data analysis\spss\update190313.sav

PercentN

Included in Analysis

Missing Cases

Total

Unselected Cases

Total

Selected Cases

100.0214

.00

100.0214

7.015

93.0199
Unweighted CasesaUnweighted Casesa

Case Processing Summary

a. If weight is in effect, see classification table for the total 
number of cases.

Internal Value

niet gebruikt

gebruikt 1

0
Original ValueOriginal Value

Dependent Variable Encoding

Block 0: Beginning Block

gebruiktniet gebruikt
Percentage

Correct

stap4_totaal

Predicted

niet gebruikt

gebruikt

Overall Percentage

stap4_totaalStep 0

76.4

.0047

100.00152
ObservedObserved

Classification Table a ,b

a. Constant is included in the model.
b. The cut value is .500

Exp(B)Sig.dfWaldS.E.B

ConstantStep 0 .309.000149.457.167-1.174

Variables in the Equation

Sig.dfScore

stap1_totaal

stap2_totaal

stap3_totaal

Overall Statistics

VariablesStep 0

.0003107.672

.000196.813

.000134.902

.000135.906

Variables not in the Equation

Block 1: Method = Forward Stepwise (Conditional)

Page 1

Sig.dfChi-square

Step

Block

Model

Step 2

.0002111.500

.0002111.500

.000113.111

Omnibus Tests of Model Coefficients

Nagelkerke R 
Square

Cox & Snell R 
Square

-2 Log 
likelihood

2 .645.429106.062a
StepStep

Model Summary

a. Estimation terminated at iteration number 6 
because parameter estimates changed by less than .
001.

Sig.dfChi-square

2 .9842.032
StepStep

Hosmer and Lemeshow Test

ExpectedObserved ExpectedObserved Total

stap4_totaal = gebruiktstap4_totaal = niet gebruikt

1

2

3

4

Step 2

2522.142222.8583

4020.8582119.14219

161.858214.14214

1182.1422115.858116

Contingency Table for Hosmer and Lemeshow Test

gebruiktniet gebruikt
Percentage

Correct

stap4_totaal

Predicted

niet gebruikt

gebruikt

Overall Percentage

stap4_totaalStep 2

86.9

91.5434

85.522130
ObservedObserved

Classification Tablea

a. The cut value is .500

Exp(B)Sig.dfWaldS.E.B

stap2_totaal

stap3_totaal

Constant

Step 2a

.018.000147.916.577-3.991

58.949.000145.421.6054.077

7.109.001111.316.5831.961

Variables in the Equation

a. Variable(s) entered on step 2: stap2_totaal.

Page 2

Sig.dfScore

stap1_totaal

Overall Statistics

VariablesStep 2

.07913.081

.07913.081

Variables not in the Equation

Sig.dfChi-square Sig.dfChi-square

ModelImprovement

1

2 .0002111.500.000113.111

.000198.389.000198.389
StepStep

Step Summary a ,b

Variable
Correct Class 

%

1

2   IN: 
stap2_totaal

86.9%

  IN: 
stap3_totaal

86.9%
StepStep

Step Summary a ,b

a. No more variables can be deleted from or added to the current model.
b. End block: 1

Page 3
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Logistic regression analysis social media usage step 5 and previous steps

Logistic Regression

[DataSet1] D:\Desktop\M3 - Afstuderen\5.Data analysis\spss\update190313.sav

PercentN

Included in Analysis

Missing Cases

Total

Unselected Cases

Total

Selected Cases

100.0214

.00

100.0214

7.015

93.0199
Unweighted CasesaUnweighted Casesa

Case Processing Summary

a. If weight is in effect, see classification table for the total 
number of cases.

Internal Value

niet gebruikt

gebruikt 1

0
Original ValueOriginal Value

Dependent Variable Encoding

Block 0: Beginning Block

gebruiktniet gebruikt
Percentage

Correct

stap5_totaal

Predicted

niet gebruikt

gebruikt

Overall Percentage

stap5_totaalStep 0

89.4

.0021

100.00178
ObservedObserved

Classification Tablea ,b

a. Constant is included in the model.
b. The cut value is .500

Exp(B)Sig.dfWaldS.E.B

ConstantStep 0 .118.000185.803.231-2.137

Variables in the Equation

Sig.dfScore

stap1_totaal

stap2_totaal

stap3_totaal

stap4_totaal

Overall Statistics

VariablesStep 0

.07648.464

.00617.497

.01116.397

.12712.326

.24011.379

Variables not in the Equation

Block 1: Method = Forward Stepwise (Conditional)

Page 1

Sig.dfChi-square

Step

Block

Model

Step 1

.01116.540

.01116.540

.01116.540

Omnibus Tests of Model Coefficients

Nagelkerke R 
Square

Cox & Snell R 
Square

-2 Log 
likelihood

1 .066.032127.610a
StepStep

Model Summary

a. Estimation terminated at iteration number 5 
because parameter estimates changed by less than .
001.

Sig.dfChi-square

1 .0.000
StepStep

Hosmer and Lemeshow Test

ExpectedObserved ExpectedObserved Total

stap5_totaal = gebruiktstap5_totaal = niet gebruikt

1

2

Step 1

4710.0001037.00037

15211.00011141.000141

Contingency Table for Hosmer and Lemeshow Test

gebruiktniet gebruikt
Percentage

Correct

stap5_totaal

Predicted

niet gebruikt

gebruikt

Overall Percentage

stap5_totaalStep 1

89.4

.0021

100.00178
ObservedObserved

Classification Tablea

a. The cut value is .500

Exp(B)Sig.dfWaldS.E.B

stap4_totaal

Constant

Step 1a

.078.000166.396.313-2.551

3.464.00916.861.4741.243

Variables in the Equation

a. Variable(s) entered on step 1: stap4_totaal.

Sig.dfScore

stap1_totaal

stap2_totaal

stap3_totaal

Overall Statistics

VariablesStep 1

.79431.029

.3581.845

.7011.148

.9911.000

Variables not in the Equation

Page 2

Sig.dfChi-square Sig.dfChi-square

ModelImprovement

1 .01116.540.01116.540
StepStep

Step Summarya ,b

Variable
Correct Class 

%

1   IN: 
stap4_totaal

89.4%
StepStep

Step Summarya ,b

a. No more variables can be deleted from or added to the current model.
b. End block: 1

Page 3
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Logistic regression analysis social media usage step 6 and previous steps

Logistic Regression

[DataSet1] D:\Desktop\M3 - Afstuderen\5.Data analysis\spss\update190313.sav

PercentN

Included in Analysis

Missing Cases

Total

Unselected Cases

Total

Selected Cases

100.0214

.00

100.0214

7.015

93.0199
Unweighted CasesaUnweighted Casesa

Case Processing Summary

a. If weight is in effect, see classification table for the total 
number of cases.

Internal Value

niet gebruikt

gebruikt 1

0
Original ValueOriginal Value

Dependent Variable Encoding

Block 0: Beginning Block

gebruiktniet gebruikt
Percentage

Correct

stap6_totaal

Predicted

niet gebruikt

gebruikt

Overall Percentage

stap6_totaalStep 0

83.9

.0032

100.00167
ObservedObserved

Classification Tablea ,b

a. Constant is included in the model.
b. The cut value is .500

Exp(B)Sig.dfWaldS.E.B

ConstantStep 0 .192.000173.311.193-1.652

Variables in the Equation

Sig.dfScore

stap1_totaal

stap2_totaal

stap3_totaal

stap4_totaal

stap5_totaal

Overall Statistics

VariablesStep 0

.000529.051

.09912.714

.04414.073

.000122.577

.03514.421

.01016.578

Variables not in the Equation

Block 1: Method = Forward Stepwise (Conditional)
Page 1

Sig.dfChi-square

Step

Block

Model

Step 1

.000121.177

.000121.177

.000121.177

Omnibus Tests of Model Coefficients

Nagelkerke R 
Square

Cox & Snell R 
Square

-2 Log 
likelihood

1 .172.101154.341a
StepStep

Model Summary

a. Estimation terminated at iteration number 5 
because parameter estimates changed by less than .
001.

Sig.dfChi-square

1 .0.000
StepStep

Hosmer and Lemeshow Test

ExpectedObserved ExpectedObserved Total

stap6_totaal = gebruiktstap6_totaal = niet gebruikt

1

2

Step 1

6522.0002243.00043

13410.00010124.000124

Contingency Table for Hosmer and Lemeshow Test

gebruiktniet gebruikt
Percentage

Correct

stap6_totaal

Predicted

niet gebruikt

gebruikt

Overall Percentage

stap6_totaalStep 1

83.9

.0032

100.00167
ObservedObserved

Classification Tablea

a. The cut value is .500

Exp(B)Sig.dfWaldS.E.B

stap3_totaal

Constant

Step 1a

.081.000158.658.329-2.518

6.344.000119.309.4201.848

Variables in the Equation

a. Variable(s) entered on step 1: stap3_totaal.

Page 2

Sig.dfScore

stap1_totaal

stap2_totaal

stap4_totaal

stap5_totaal

Overall Statistics

VariablesStep 1

.27645.113

.4471.579

.12912.307

.5221.409

.5151.424

Variables not in the Equation

Sig.dfChi-square Sig.dfChi-square

ModelImprovement

1 .000121.177.000121.177
StepStep

Step Summarya ,b

Variable
Correct Class 

%

1   IN: 
stap3_totaal

83.9%
StepStep

Step Summarya ,b

a. No more variables can be deleted from or added to the current model.
b. End block: 1

Page 3
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Logistic regression analysis social media usage step 7 and previous steps

Logistic Regression

[DataSet1] D:\Desktop\M3 - Afstuderen\5.Data analysis\spss\update190313.sav

PercentN

Included in Analysis

Missing Cases

Total

Unselected Cases

Total

Selected Cases

100.0214

.00

100.0214

7.015

93.0199
Unweighted CasesaUnweighted Casesa

Case Processing Summary

a. If weight is in effect, see classification table for the total 
number of cases.

Internal Value

niet gebruikt

gebruikt 1

0
Original ValueOriginal Value

Dependent Variable Encoding

Block 0: Beginning Block

gebruiktniet gebruikt
Percentage

Correct

stap7_totaal

Predicted

niet gebruikt

gebruikt

Overall Percentage

stap7_totaalStep 0

68.8

.0062

100.00137
ObservedObserved

Classification Tablea ,b

a. Constant is included in the model.
b. The cut value is .500

Exp(B)Sig.dfWaldS.E.B

ConstantStep 0 .453.000126.831.153-.793

Variables in the Equation

Sig.dfScore

stap1_totaal

stap2_totaal

stap3_totaal

stap4_totaal

stap5_totaal

stap6_totaal

Overall Statistics

VariablesStep 0

.063611.976

.3981.716

.00717.392

.05413.727

.02814.851

.04813.912

.18311.774

Variables not in the Equation

Page 1

Block 1: Method = Forward Stepwise (Conditional)

Sig.dfChi-square

Step

Block

Model

Step 1

.00916.821

.00916.821

.00916.821

Omnibus Tests of Model Coefficients

Nagelkerke R 
Square

Cox & Snell R 
Square

-2 Log 
likelihood

1 .047.034240.075a
StepStep

Model Summary

a. Estimation terminated at iteration number 3 
because parameter estimates changed by less than .
001.

Sig.dfChi-square

1 .0.000
StepStep

Hosmer and Lemeshow Test

ExpectedObserved ExpectedObserved Total

stap7_totaal = gebruiktstap7_totaal = niet gebruikt

1

2

Step 1

2112.000129.0009

17850.00050128.000128

Contingency Table for Hosmer and Lemeshow Test

gebruiktniet gebruikt
Percentage

Correct

stap7_totaal

Predicted

niet gebruikt

gebruikt

Overall Percentage

stap7_totaalStep 1

70.4

19.41250

93.49128
ObservedObserved

Classification Tablea

a. The cut value is .500

Exp(B)Sig.dfWaldS.E.B

stap5_totaal

Constant

Step 1a

.391.000131.770.167-.940

3.413.00916.781.4711.228

Variables in the Equation

a. Variable(s) entered on step 1: stap5_totaal.

Page 2

Sig.dfScore

stap1_totaal

stap2_totaal

stap3_totaal

stap4_totaal

stap6_totaal

Overall Statistics

VariablesStep 1

.44754.748

.5901.291

.14712.103

.07613.146

.08612.955

.26011.271

Variables not in the Equation

Sig.dfChi-square Sig.dfChi-square

ModelImprovement

1 .00916.821.00916.821
StepStep

Step Summarya ,b

Variable
Correct Class 

%

1   IN: 
stap5_totaal

70.4%
StepStep

Step Summarya ,b

a. No more variables can be deleted from or added to the current model.
b. End block: 1

Page 3
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Appendix 17. Store and product factors related to social media usage

Logistic Regression

[DataSet1] D:\Desktop\M3 - Afstuderen\5.Data analysis\spss\update190313.sav

PercentN

Included in Analysis

Missing Cases

Total

Unselected Cases

Total

Selected Cases

100.0214

.00

100.0214

7.015

93.0199
Unweighted CasesaUnweighted Casesa

Case Processing Summary

a. If weight is in effect, see classification table for the total 
number of cases.

Internal Value

not used

used 1

0
Original ValueOriginal Value

Dependent Variable Encoding

Page 1

Frequency (2)(1)

Parameter coding

Minder belangrijk

Neutraal

Belangrijk

Minder belangrijk

Neutraal

Belangrijk

Minder belangrijk

Neutraal

Belangrijk

Minder belangrijk

Neutraal

Belangrijk

Minder belangrijk

Neutraal

Belangrijk

Minder belangrijk

Neutraal

Belangrijk

Minder belangrijk

Neutraal

Belangrijk

Minder belangrijk

Neutraal

Belangrijk

Minder belangrijk

Neutraal

Belangrijk

Minder belangrijk

Neutraal

Belangrijk

Minder belangrijk

Neutraal

Belangrijk

Plezier_ON

Parkeergelegenheid

Presentatie

Service

Afstand

Atmosfeer

Assortiment

Merken

Imago

Promotie

Kwaliteit

.000.000170

1.000.00022

.0001.0007

.000.00098

1.000.00083

.0001.00018

.000.00067

1.000.00088

.0001.00044

.000.00064

1.000.00070

.0001.00065

.000.000125

1.000.00055

.0001.00019

.000.00098

1.000.00076

.0001.00025

.000.00077

1.000.00083

.0001.00039

.000.000143

1.000.00041

.0001.00015

.000.00078

1.000.00096

.0001.00025

.000.00068

1.000.00072

.0001.00059

.000.00037

1.000.00092

.0001.00070

Categorical Variables Codings

Page 2

Frequency (2)(1)

Parameter coding

Minder belangrijk

Neutraal

Belangrijk

Minder belangrijk

Neutraal

Belangrijk

Minder belangrijk

Neutraal

Belangrijk

Minder belangrijk

Neutraal

Belangrijk

Minder belangrijk

Neutraal

Belangrijk

Minder belangrijk

Neutraal

Belangrijk

Minder belangrijk

Neutraal

Belangrijk

Minder belangrijk

Neutraal

Belangrijk

Minder belangrijk

Neutraal

Belangrijk

Minder belangrijk

Neutraal

Belangrijk

Minder belangrijk

Neutraal

Belangrijk

Openingstijden

Wachttijden

Plezier

Betaling_ON

Bezorgen_ON

Layout_ON

Contactmogelijkheid_ON

service_ON

assortiment_ON

prijs_ON

kwaliteit_ON

.000.000167

1.000.00030

.0001.0002

.000.000169

1.000.00024

.0001.0006

.000.00086

1.000.00077

.0001.00036

.000.000134

1.000.00055

.0001.00010

.000.000133

1.000.00047

.0001.00019

.000.00073

1.000.00097

.0001.00029

.000.000159

1.000.00036

.0001.0004

.000.000153

1.000.00036

.0001.00010

.000.000103

1.000.00078

.0001.00018

.000.00070

1.000.00093

.0001.00036

.000.00076

1.000.00089

.0001.00034

Categorical Variables Codings

Page 3

Frequency (2)(1)

Parameter coding

Minder belangrijk

Neutraal

Belangrijk

Minder belangrijk

Neutraal

Belangrijk

Minder belangrijk

Neutraal

Belangrijk

Promoties_ON

imago_ON

Prijs

.000.000138

1.000.00048

.0001.00013

.000.000102

1.000.00064

.0001.00033

.000.000126

1.000.00058

.0001.00015

Categorical Variables Codings

Block 0: Beginning Block

usednot used
Percentage

Correct

com1keer

Predicted

not used

used

Overall Percentage

com1keerStep 0

67.8

.0064

100.00135
ObservedObserved

Classification Tablea ,b

a. Constant is included in the model.
b. The cut value is .500

Exp(B)Sig.dfWaldS.E.B

ConstantStep 0 .474.000124.188.152-.746

Variables in the Equation

Page 4

Logistic regression analysis communication platform usage and product / store factors
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Sig.dfScore

Prijs

Prijs(1)

Prijs(2)

Kwaliteit

Kwaliteit(1)

Kwaliteit(2)

Promotie

Promotie(1)

Promotie(2)

Imago

Imago(1)

Imago(2)

Merken

Merken(1)

Merken(2)

Assortiment

Assortiment(1)

Assortiment(2)

Atmosfeer

Atmosfeer(1)

Atmosfeer(2)

Afstand

Afstand(1)

Afstand(2)

Service

Service(1)

Service(2)

Presentatie

Presentatie(1)

Presentatie(2)

Parkeergelegenheid

Parkeergelegenheid(1)

Parkeergelegenheid(2)

Openingstijden

Openingstijden(1)

Openingstijden(2)

VariablesStep 0

.26911.223

.9791.001

.48721.440

.10312.652

.18111.789

.21923.037

.7911.071

.06413.423

.10824.448

.23211.429

.00318.853

.00929.448

.14912.087

.08812.904

.16923.555

.28211.156

.17511.837

.31222.332

.26111.263

.5661.329

.49921.389

.15212.057

.7231.126

.32422.254

.4821.495

.7561.096

.7812.495

.30911.036

.14012.178

.27322.597

.13712.215

.5371.380

.28922.483

.8771.024

.18011.794

.38221.923

Variables not in the Equation

Page 5

Sig.dfScore

Wachttijden

Wachttijden(1)

Wachttijden(2)

Plezier

Plezier(1)

Plezier(2)

prijs_ON

prijs_ON(1)

prijs_ON(2)

kwaliteit_ON

kwaliteit_ON(1)

kwaliteit_ON(2)

Promoties_ON

Promoties_ON(1)

Promoties_ON(2)

imago_ON

imago_ON(1)

imago_ON(2)

assortiment_ON

assortiment_ON(1)

assortiment_ON(2)

service_ON

service_ON(1)

service_ON(2)

Contactmogelijkheid_ON

Contactmogelijkheid_ON
(1)

Contactmogelijkheid_ON
(2)

Layout_ON

Layout_ON(1)

Layout_ON(2)

Bezorgen_ON

Bezorgen_ON(1)

Bezorgen_ON(2)

Betaling_ON

Betaling_ON(1)

VariablesStep 0

.8811.023

.8052.435

.8201.052

.16411.935

.36122.039

.11512.489

.25011.322

.24622.805

.30311.062

.9541.003

.58321.079

.14312.141

.21511.536

.11824.279

.7001.148

.5751.314

.6962.725

.4011.704

.00916.792

.03326.794

.8271.048

.6361.224

.8522.321

.3191.995

.03914.262

.06625.441

.08313.003

.9501.004

.22323.006

.11412.499

.9111.012

.27422.588

.5611.337

.17711.820

.40221.821

Variables not in the Equation

Page 6

Sig.dfScore

Betaling_ON(2)

Plezier_ON

Plezier_ON(1)

Plezier_ON(2)

Overall Statistics

VariablesStep 0

.2165057.531

.00916.834

.01715.663

.02427.495

.5341.387

Variables not in the Equation

Block 1: Method = Forward Stepwise (Conditional)

Sig.dfChi-square

Step

Block

Model

Step 2

.001419.464

.001419.464

.005210.670

Omnibus Tests of Model Coefficients

Nagelkerke R 
Square

Cox & Snell R 
Square

-2 Log 
likelihood

2 .130.093230.510a
StepStep

Model Summary

a. Estimation terminated at iteration number 5 
because parameter estimates changed by less than .
001.

Sig.dfChi-square

2 .71542.112
StepStep

Hosmer and Lemeshow Test

ExpectedObserved ExpectedObserved Total

com1keer = usedcom1keer = not used

1

2

3

4

5

6

Step 2

1510.000105.0005

6424.8062339.19441

134.32468.6767

6518.1841946.81646

235.387417.61319

191.298217.70217

Contingency Table for Hosmer and Lemeshow Test

Page 7

usednot used
Percentage

Correct

com1keer

Predicted

not used

used

Overall Percentage

com1keerStep 2

71.4

12.5856

99.31134
ObservedObserved

Classification Tablea

a. The cut value is .500

Exp(B)Sig.dfWaldS.E.B

Service

Service(1)

Service(2)

Presentatie

Presentatie(1)

Presentatie(2)

Constant

Step 2a

.633.06113.521.244-.457

.614.14512.126.335-.488

.123.00617.596.761-2.097

.01828.080

.788.5661.329.416-.239

10.535.001110.652.7212.355

.003211.683

Variables in the Equation

a. Variable(s) entered on step 2: Presentatie.
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Sig.dfScore

Prijs

Prijs(1)

Prijs(2)

Kwaliteit

Kwaliteit(1)

Kwaliteit(2)

Promotie

Promotie(1)

Promotie(2)

Imago

Imago(1)

Imago(2)

Merken

Merken(1)

Merken(2)

Assortiment

Assortiment(1)

Assortiment(2)

Atmosfeer

Atmosfeer(1)

Atmosfeer(2)

Afstand

Afstand(1)

Afstand(2)

Parkeergelegenheid

Parkeergelegenheid(1)

Parkeergelegenheid(2)

Openingstijden

Openingstijden(1)

Openingstijden(2)

Wachttijden

Wachttijden(1)

Wachttijden(2)

Plezier

Plezier(1)

Plezier(2)

VariablesStep 2

.3841.756

.8821.022

.6832.762

.7941.068

.3641.826

.6552.845

.3411.909

.7961.067

.49821.395

.21411.542

.24011.380

.37321.974

.19211.699

.25911.273

.34522.126

.12412.364

.22311.488

.24322.829

.4261.634

.8261.048

.7282.636

.5591.342

.9401.006

.8152.409

.9791.001

.8621.030

.9832.034

.5061.442

.22511.471

.44321.628

.15412.035

.4271.630

.28522.512

.5201.414

.15612.012

.25322.752

Variables not in the Equation

Page 9

Sig.dfScore

prijs_ON

prijs_ON(1)

prijs_ON(2)

kwaliteit_ON

kwaliteit_ON(1)

kwaliteit_ON(2)

Promoties_ON

Promoties_ON(1)

Promoties_ON(2)

imago_ON

imago_ON(1)

imago_ON(2)

assortiment_ON

assortiment_ON(1)

assortiment_ON(2)

service_ON

service_ON(1)

service_ON(2)

Contactmogelijkheid_ON

Contactmogelijkheid_ON
(1)

Contactmogelijkheid_ON
(2)

Layout_ON

Layout_ON(1)

Layout_ON(2)

Bezorgen_ON

Bezorgen_ON(1)

Bezorgen_ON(2)

Betaling_ON

Betaling_ON(1)

Betaling_ON(2)

Plezier_ON

Plezier_ON(1)

Plezier_ON(2)

Overall Statistics

VariablesStep 2

.6274642.331

.02315.141

.03814.307

.05825.686

.6481.208

.9071.014

.8892.236

.8571.032

.14812.094

.34022.160

.12012.419

.3851.755

.28922.484

.3301.948

.9741.001

.6142.976

.08013.071

.4911.474

.13124.064

.6901.160

.5021.451

.6112.984

.9051.014

.02115.338

.05825.682

.5211.413

.8651.029

.7842.487

.6701.181

.08412.984

.19623.258

.08812.918

.9671.002

.23222.919

Variables not in the Equation

Page 10

Sig.dfChi-square Sig.dfChi-square

ModelImprovement

1

2 .001419.464.005210.670

.01228.794.01228.794
StepStep

Step Summarya ,b

Variable
Correct Class 

%

1

2   IN: 
Presentatie

71.4%

  IN: Service70.4%
StepStep

Step Summarya ,b

a. No more variables can be deleted from or added to the current model.
b. End block: 1
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Logistic regression analysis opinion and review platform usage and product / store factors

Logistic Regression

[DataSet1] D:\Desktop\M3 - Afstuderen\5.Data analysis\spss\update190313.sav

PercentN

Included in Analysis

Missing Cases

Total

Unselected Cases

Total

Selected Cases

100.0214

.00

100.0214

7.015

93.0199
Unweighted CasesaUnweighted Casesa

Case Processing Summary

a. If weight is in effect, see classification table for the total 
number of cases.

Internal Value

not used

used 1

0
Original ValueOriginal Value

Dependent Variable Encoding

Page 1

Frequency (2)(1)

Parameter coding

Minder belangrijk

Neutraal

Belangrijk

Minder belangrijk

Neutraal

Belangrijk

Minder belangrijk

Neutraal

Belangrijk

Minder belangrijk

Neutraal

Belangrijk

Minder belangrijk

Neutraal

Belangrijk

Minder belangrijk

Neutraal

Belangrijk

Minder belangrijk

Neutraal

Belangrijk

Minder belangrijk

Neutraal

Belangrijk

Minder belangrijk

Neutraal

Belangrijk

Minder belangrijk

Neutraal

Belangrijk

Minder belangrijk

Neutraal

Belangrijk

Plezier_ON

Parkeergelegenheid

Presentatie

Service

Afstand

Atmosfeer

Assortiment

Merken

Imago

Promotie

Kwaliteit

.000.000170

1.000.00022

.0001.0007

.000.00098

1.000.00083

.0001.00018

.000.00067

1.000.00088

.0001.00044

.000.00064

1.000.00070

.0001.00065

.000.000125

1.000.00055

.0001.00019

.000.00098

1.000.00076

.0001.00025

.000.00077

1.000.00083

.0001.00039

.000.000143

1.000.00041

.0001.00015

.000.00078

1.000.00096

.0001.00025

.000.00068

1.000.00072

.0001.00059

.000.00037

1.000.00092

.0001.00070

Categorical Variables Codings

Page 2

Frequency (2)(1)

Parameter coding

Minder belangrijk

Neutraal

Belangrijk

Minder belangrijk

Neutraal

Belangrijk

Minder belangrijk

Neutraal

Belangrijk

Minder belangrijk

Neutraal

Belangrijk

Minder belangrijk

Neutraal

Belangrijk

Minder belangrijk

Neutraal

Belangrijk

Minder belangrijk

Neutraal

Belangrijk

Minder belangrijk

Neutraal

Belangrijk

Minder belangrijk

Neutraal

Belangrijk

Minder belangrijk

Neutraal

Belangrijk

Minder belangrijk

Neutraal

Belangrijk

Openingstijden

Wachttijden

Plezier

Betaling_ON

Bezorgen_ON

Layout_ON

Contactmogelijkheid_ON

service_ON

assortiment_ON

prijs_ON

kwaliteit_ON

.000.000167

1.000.00030

.0001.0002

.000.000169

1.000.00024

.0001.0006

.000.00086

1.000.00077

.0001.00036

.000.000134

1.000.00055

.0001.00010

.000.000133

1.000.00047

.0001.00019

.000.00073

1.000.00097

.0001.00029

.000.000159

1.000.00036

.0001.0004

.000.000153

1.000.00036

.0001.00010

.000.000103

1.000.00078

.0001.00018

.000.00070

1.000.00093

.0001.00036

.000.00076

1.000.00089

.0001.00034

Categorical Variables Codings

Page 3

Frequency (2)(1)

Parameter coding

Minder belangrijk

Neutraal

Belangrijk

Minder belangrijk

Neutraal

Belangrijk

Minder belangrijk

Neutraal

Belangrijk

Promoties_ON

imago_ON

Prijs

.000.000138

1.000.00048

.0001.00013

.000.000102

1.000.00064

.0001.00033

.000.000126

1.000.00058

.0001.00015

Categorical Variables Codings

Block 0: Beginning Block

usednot used
Percentage

Correct

op1keer

Predicted

not used

used

Overall Percentage

op1keerStep 0

62.8

.0074

100.00125
ObservedObserved

Classification Tablea ,b

a. Constant is included in the model.
b. The cut value is .500

Exp(B)Sig.dfWaldS.E.B

ConstantStep 0 .592.000112.775.147-.524

Variables in the Equation
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Sig.dfScore

Prijs

Prijs(1)

Prijs(2)

Kwaliteit

Kwaliteit(1)

Kwaliteit(2)

Promotie

Promotie(1)

Promotie(2)

Imago

Imago(1)

Imago(2)

Merken

Merken(1)

Merken(2)

Assortiment

Assortiment(1)

Assortiment(2)

Atmosfeer

Atmosfeer(1)

Atmosfeer(2)

Afstand

Afstand(1)

Afstand(2)

Service

Service(1)

Service(2)

Presentatie

Presentatie(1)

Presentatie(2)

Parkeergelegenheid

Parkeergelegenheid(1)

Parkeergelegenheid(2)

Openingstijden

Openingstijden(1)

Openingstijden(2)

VariablesStep 0

.5741.316

.8021.063

.8542.316

.9451.005

.7331.116

.9102.189

.00617.454

.8961.017

.01628.324

.23911.386

.17811.811

.24722.795

.3511.870

.5801.306

.37821.947

.01915.458

.23211.431

.00929.389

.8571.032

.9741.001

.9842.032

.12712.330

.19211.702

.25922.699

.20711.595

.4041.697

.43521.667

.12712.334

.16811.897

.18823.347

.01515.873

.6311.231

.04326.288

.28011.167

.6201.245

.52721.281

Variables not in the Equation

Page 5

Sig.dfScore

Wachttijden

Wachttijden(1)

Wachttijden(2)

Plezier

Plezier(1)

Plezier(2)

prijs_ON

prijs_ON(1)

prijs_ON(2)

kwaliteit_ON

kwaliteit_ON(1)

kwaliteit_ON(2)

Promoties_ON

Promoties_ON(1)

Promoties_ON(2)

imago_ON

imago_ON(1)

imago_ON(2)

assortiment_ON

assortiment_ON(1)

assortiment_ON(2)

service_ON

service_ON(1)

service_ON(2)

Contactmogelijkheid_ON

Contactmogelijkheid_ON
(1)

Contactmogelijkheid_ON
(2)

Layout_ON

Layout_ON(1)

Layout_ON(2)

Bezorgen_ON

Bezorgen_ON(1)

Bezorgen_ON(2)

Betaling_ON

Betaling_ON(1)

VariablesStep 0

.8501.036

.36622.011

.8151.055

.6101.260

.8612.299

.14812.093

.08013.072

.01428.602

.11812.439

.5951.283

.28622.504

.13612.225

.6291.233

.31722.299

.4281.629

.07913.090

.21123.111

.06913.316

.02415.104

.03926.507

.26811.227

.05713.615

.05525.808

.7291.120

.27411.196

.52621.286

.3861.751

.5101.435

.57221.116

.5491.359

.8751.025

.7942.461

.11112.536

.8831.022

.23322.916

Variables not in the Equation

Page 6

Sig.dfScore

Betaling_ON(2)

Plezier_ON

Plezier_ON(1)

Plezier_ON(2)

Overall Statistics

VariablesStep 0

.0095076.457

.9501.004

.01415.993

.004210.852

.16911.895

Variables not in the Equation

Block 1: Method = Forward Stepwise (Conditional)

Sig.dfChi-square

Step

Block

Model

Step 3

.000627.923

.000627.923

.01728.173

Omnibus Tests of Model Coefficients

Nagelkerke R 
Square

Cox & Snell R 
Square

-2 Log 
likelihood

3 .179.131234.732a
StepStep

Model Summary

a. Estimation terminated at iteration number 5 
because parameter estimates changed by less than .
001.

Sig.dfChi-square

3 .94782.779
StepStep

Hosmer and Lemeshow Test

ExpectedObserved ExpectedObserved Total

op1keer = usedop1keer = not used

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

Step 3

2716.7021710.29810

95.50263.4983

2814.6481513.35213

125.95366.0476

259.852715.14818

3911.9151327.08526

92.48136.5196

173.167213.83315

233.018419.98219

10.76219.2389

Contingency Table for Hosmer and Lemeshow Test

Page 7

usednot used
Percentage

Correct

op1keer

Predicted

not used

used

Overall Percentage

op1keerStep 3

69.3

58.14331

76.03095
ObservedObserved

Classification Tablea

a. The cut value is .500

Exp(B)Sig.dfWaldS.E.B

Kwaliteit

Kwaliteit(1)

Kwaliteit(2)

Atmosfeer

Atmosfeer(1)

Atmosfeer(2)

Plezier_ON

Plezier_ON(1)

Plezier_ON(2)

Constant

Step 3a

.151.000115.852.475-1.890

2.913.03614.387.5101.069

4.306.00517.803.5231.460

.02027.830

2.494.00817.050.344.914

2.419.07113.263.489.883

.01927.964

.169.00717.302.658-1.779

.635.6191.248.911-.453

.02427.451

Variables in the Equation

a. Variable(s) entered on step 3: Atmosfeer.
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Sig.dfScore

Prijs

Prijs(1)

Prijs(2)

Promotie

Promotie(1)

Promotie(2)

Imago

Imago(1)

Imago(2)

Merken

Merken(1)

Merken(2)

Assortiment

Assortiment(1)

Assortiment(2)

Afstand

Afstand(1)

Afstand(2)

Service

Service(1)

Service(2)

Presentatie

Presentatie(1)

Presentatie(2)

Parkeergelegenheid

Parkeergelegenheid(1)

Parkeergelegenheid(2)

Openingstijden

Openingstijden(1)

Openingstijden(2)

Wachttijden

Wachttijden(1)

Wachttijden(2)

Plezier

Plezier(1)

Plezier(2)

VariablesStep 3

.7821.077

.5411.374

.7382.607

.15911.979

.5161.421

.37221.980

.9581.003

.4001.709

.6632.822

.8851.021

.8231.050

.9742.052

.08013.061

.8101.058

.19623.264

.20811.585

.8561.033

.45321.585

.4191.653

.8581.032

.6112.985

.9311.008

.3531.862

.6162.968

.07113.260

.06513.396

.11024.420

.04314.087

.09412.807

.09024.815

.26911.222

.4161.662

.45921.557

.4201.652

.7571.096

.7092.689

Variables not in the Equation

Page 9

Sig.dfScore

prijs_ON

prijs_ON(1)

prijs_ON(2)

kwaliteit_ON

kwaliteit_ON(1)

kwaliteit_ON(2)

Promoties_ON

Promoties_ON(1)

Promoties_ON(2)

imago_ON

imago_ON(1)

imago_ON(2)

assortiment_ON

assortiment_ON(1)

assortiment_ON(2)

service_ON

service_ON(1)

service_ON(2)

Contactmogelijkheid_ON

Contactmogelijkheid_ON
(1)

Contactmogelijkheid_ON
(2)

Layout_ON

Layout_ON(1)

Layout_ON(2)

Bezorgen_ON

Bezorgen_ON(1)

Bezorgen_ON(2)

Betaling_ON

Betaling_ON(1)

Betaling_ON(2)

Overall Statistics

VariablesStep 3

.0604459.408

.4091.680

.7041.144

.6872.752

.8861.020

.6241.241

.8732.271

.12912.305

.3641.824

.07625.148

.31511.010

.30411.055

.42521.711

.6351.226

.6341.226

.8202.397

.29611.092

.28511.142

.44621.613

.13312.261

.18211.782

.20723.150

.4441.586

.07813.100

.11124.390

.6041.269

.17011.882

.35422.078

.3581.844

.05213.768

.10724.476

Variables not in the Equation

Page 10

Sig.dfChi-square Sig.dfChi-square

ModelImprovement

1

2

3 .000627.923.01728.173

.001419.751.01828.084

.003211.667.003211.667
StepStep

Step Summarya ,b

Variable
Correct Class 

%

1

2

3   IN: 
Atmosfeer

69.3%

  IN: Kwaliteit62.3%

  IN: 
Plezier_ON

62.8%
StepStep

Step Summarya ,b

a. No more variables can be deleted from or added to the current model.
b. End block: 1
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Logistic regression analysis social media usage in step 1 of the CDP-model and product / store factors

Logistic Regression

[DataSet1] D:\Desktop\M3 - Afstuderen\5.Data analysis\spss\update190313.sav

PercentN

Included in Analysis

Missing Cases

Total

Unselected Cases

Total

Selected Cases

100.0214

.00

100.0214

7.015

93.0199
Unweighted CasesaUnweighted Casesa

Case Processing Summary

a. If weight is in effect, see classification table for the total 
number of cases.

Internal Value

niet gebruikt

gebruikt 1

0
Original ValueOriginal Value

Dependent Variable Encoding

Page 1

Frequency (2)(1)

Parameter coding

Minder belangrijk

Neutraal

Belangrijk

Minder belangrijk

Neutraal

Belangrijk

Minder belangrijk

Neutraal

Belangrijk

Minder belangrijk

Neutraal

Belangrijk

Minder belangrijk

Neutraal

Belangrijk

Minder belangrijk

Neutraal

Belangrijk

Minder belangrijk

Neutraal

Belangrijk

Minder belangrijk

Neutraal

Belangrijk

Minder belangrijk

Neutraal

Belangrijk

Minder belangrijk

Neutraal

Belangrijk

Minder belangrijk

Neutraal

Belangrijk

Plezier_ON

Parkeergelegenheid

Presentatie

Service

Afstand

Atmosfeer

Assortiment

Merken

Imago

Promotie

Kwaliteit

.000.000170

1.000.00022

.0001.0007

.000.00098

1.000.00083

.0001.00018

.000.00067

1.000.00088

.0001.00044

.000.00064

1.000.00070

.0001.00065

.000.000125

1.000.00055

.0001.00019

.000.00098

1.000.00076

.0001.00025

.000.00077

1.000.00083

.0001.00039

.000.000143

1.000.00041

.0001.00015

.000.00078

1.000.00096

.0001.00025

.000.00068

1.000.00072

.0001.00059

.000.00037

1.000.00092

.0001.00070

Categorical Variables Codings

Page 2

Frequency (2)(1)

Parameter coding

Minder belangrijk

Neutraal

Belangrijk

Minder belangrijk

Neutraal

Belangrijk

Minder belangrijk

Neutraal

Belangrijk

Minder belangrijk

Neutraal

Belangrijk

Minder belangrijk

Neutraal

Belangrijk

Minder belangrijk

Neutraal

Belangrijk

Minder belangrijk

Neutraal

Belangrijk

Minder belangrijk

Neutraal

Belangrijk

Minder belangrijk

Neutraal

Belangrijk

Minder belangrijk

Neutraal

Belangrijk

Minder belangrijk

Neutraal

Belangrijk

Openingstijden

Wachttijden

Plezier

Betaling_ON

Bezorgen_ON

Layout_ON

Contactmogelijkheid_ON

service_ON

assortiment_ON

prijs_ON

kwaliteit_ON

.000.000167

1.000.00030

.0001.0002

.000.000169

1.000.00024

.0001.0006

.000.00086

1.000.00077

.0001.00036

.000.000134

1.000.00055

.0001.00010

.000.000133

1.000.00047

.0001.00019

.000.00073

1.000.00097

.0001.00029

.000.000159

1.000.00036

.0001.0004

.000.000153

1.000.00036

.0001.00010

.000.000103

1.000.00078

.0001.00018

.000.00070

1.000.00093

.0001.00036

.000.00076

1.000.00089

.0001.00034

Categorical Variables Codings

Page 3

Frequency (2)(1)

Parameter coding

Minder belangrijk

Neutraal

Belangrijk

Minder belangrijk

Neutraal

Belangrijk

Minder belangrijk

Neutraal

Belangrijk

Promoties_ON

imago_ON

Prijs

.000.000138

1.000.00048

.0001.00013

.000.000102

1.000.00064

.0001.00033

.000.000126

1.000.00058

.0001.00015

Categorical Variables Codings

Block 0: Beginning Block

gebruiktniet gebruikt
Percentage

Correct

stap1_totaal

Predicted

niet gebruikt

gebruikt

Overall Percentage

stap1_totaalStep 0

76.9

.0046

100.00153
ObservedObserved

Classification Tablea ,b

a. Constant is included in the model.
b. The cut value is .500

Exp(B)Sig.dfWaldS.E.B

ConstantStep 0 .301.000151.081.168-1.202

Variables in the Equation
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Sig.dfScore

Prijs

Prijs(1)

Prijs(2)

Kwaliteit

Kwaliteit(1)

Kwaliteit(2)

Promotie

Promotie(1)

Promotie(2)

Imago

Imago(1)

Imago(2)

Merken

Merken(1)

Merken(2)

Assortiment

Assortiment(1)

Assortiment(2)

Atmosfeer

Atmosfeer(1)

Atmosfeer(2)

Afstand

Afstand(1)

Afstand(2)

Service

Service(1)

Service(2)

Presentatie

Presentatie(1)

Presentatie(2)

Parkeergelegenheid

Parkeergelegenheid(1)

Parkeergelegenheid(2)

Openingstijden

Openingstijden(1)

Openingstijden(2)

VariablesStep 0

.24611.343

.9501.004

.43021.688

.20211.625

.21611.532

.34622.122

.9491.004

.6931.156

.9022.207

.06313.465

.7341.115

.17623.470

.7811.077

.9951.000

.9552.092

.23511.411

.01515.879

.04726.116

.9141.012

.4261.634

.7272.637

.09012.880

.01216.345

.03826.567

.5741.315

.19911.651

.43721.654

.4561.556

.4961.463

.50021.388

.26311.251

.5731.318

.43621.661

.4101.678

.9971.000

.7072.695

Variables not in the Equation

Page 5

Sig.dfScore

Wachttijden

Wachttijden(1)

Wachttijden(2)

Plezier

Plezier(1)

Plezier(2)

prijs_ON

prijs_ON(1)

prijs_ON(2)

kwaliteit_ON

kwaliteit_ON(1)

kwaliteit_ON(2)

Promoties_ON

Promoties_ON(1)

Promoties_ON(2)

imago_ON

imago_ON(1)

imago_ON(2)

assortiment_ON

assortiment_ON(1)

assortiment_ON(2)

service_ON

service_ON(1)

service_ON(2)

Contactmogelijkheid_ON

Contactmogelijkheid_ON
(1)

Contactmogelijkheid_ON
(2)

Layout_ON

Layout_ON(1)

Layout_ON(2)

Bezorgen_ON

Bezorgen_ON(1)

Bezorgen_ON(2)

Betaling_ON

Betaling_ON(1)

VariablesStep 0

.8101.058

.56221.152

.8881.020

.26811.227

.52921.274

.22911.449

.4171.659

.45521.576

.21411.541

.05213.767

.10124.587

.3901.739

.07513.166

.17023.541

.19011.720

.5641.333

.21823.043

.5181.417

.8661.028

.8112.418

.8801.023

.3501.873

.6122.981

.3631.827

.4361.607

.47321.497

.8151.055

.5471.363

.8032.438

.4841.489

.28111.163

.50721.357

.3991.711

.5641.333

.6822.764

Variables not in the Equation

Page 6

Sig.dfScore

Betaling_ON(2)

Plezier_ON

Plezier_ON(1)

Plezier_ON(2)

Overall Statistics

VariablesStep 0

.5015049.310

.9281.008

.7731.083

.9492.105

.31111.028

Variables not in the Equation

Block 1: Method = Forward Stepwise (Conditional)

Sig.dfChi-square

Step

Block

Model

Step 1

.02927.080

.02927.080

.02927.080

Omnibus Tests of Model Coefficients

Nagelkerke R 
Square

Cox & Snell R 
Square

-2 Log 
likelihood

1 .053.035208.106a
StepStep

Model Summary

a. Estimation terminated at iteration number 5 
because parameter estimates changed by less than .
001.

Sig.dfChi-square

1 1.0001.000
StepStep

Hosmer and Lemeshow Test

ExpectedObserved ExpectedObserved Total

stap1_totaal = gebruiktstap1_totaal = niet gebruikt

1

2

3

Step 1

7021.0002149.00049

6417.0001747.00047

658.000857.00057

Contingency Table for Hosmer and Lemeshow Test

Page 7

gebruiktniet gebruikt
Percentage

Correct

stap1_totaal

Predicted

niet gebruikt

gebruikt

Overall Percentage

stap1_totaalStep 1

76.9

.0046

100.00153
ObservedObserved

Classification Tablea

a. The cut value is .500

Exp(B)Sig.dfWaldS.E.B

Merken

Merken(1)

Merken(2)

Constant

Step 1a

.362.000112.911.283-1.017

1.185.6591.194.385.170

.388.04514.025.472-.947

.04526.207

Variables in the Equation

a. Variable(s) entered on step 1: Merken.
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Sig.dfScore

Prijs

Prijs(1)

Prijs(2)

Kwaliteit

Kwaliteit(1)

Kwaliteit(2)

Promotie

Promotie(1)

Promotie(2)

Imago

Imago(1)

Imago(2)

Assortiment

Assortiment(1)

Assortiment(2)

Atmosfeer

Atmosfeer(1)

Atmosfeer(2)

Afstand

Afstand(1)

Afstand(2)

Service

Service(1)

Service(2)

Presentatie

Presentatie(1)

Presentatie(2)

Parkeergelegenheid

Parkeergelegenheid(1)

Parkeergelegenheid(2)

Openingstijden

Openingstijden(1)

Openingstijden(2)

Wachttijden

Wachttijden(1)

Wachttijden(2)

VariablesStep 1

.4081.684

.6821.168

.7082.690

.24611.348

.7201.129

.35322.083

.20811.582

.12212.393

.25422.738

.9891.000

.7541.098

.9462.111

.06913.314

.3821.765

.15623.714

.9791.001

.9421.005

.9952.009

.19411.688

.02814.851

.07025.327

.9261.009

.8791.023

.9872.027

.8151.054

.9231.009

.9732.055

.3771.780

.7041.145

.55821.167

.3731.793

.8761.025

.6572.840

.17511.841

.9321.007

.39521.856

Variables not in the Equation

Page 9

Sig.dfScore

Plezier

Plezier(1)

Plezier(2)

prijs_ON

prijs_ON(1)

prijs_ON(2)

kwaliteit_ON

kwaliteit_ON(1)

kwaliteit_ON(2)

Promoties_ON

Promoties_ON(1)

Promoties_ON(2)

imago_ON

imago_ON(1)

imago_ON(2)

assortiment_ON

assortiment_ON(1)

assortiment_ON(2)

service_ON

service_ON(1)

service_ON(2)

Contactmogelijkheid_ON

Contactmogelijkheid_ON
(1)

Contactmogelijkheid_ON
(2)

Layout_ON

Layout_ON(1)

Layout_ON(2)

Bezorgen_ON

Bezorgen_ON(1)

Bezorgen_ON(2)

Betaling_ON

Betaling_ON(1)

Betaling_ON(2)

Plezier_ON

Plezier_ON(1)

VariablesStep 1

.5601.340

.8202.398

.29911.077

.9471.004

.57421.110

.8941.018

.29811.083

.57021.123

.15811.996

.5291.396

.36722.004

.25211.312

.05713.621

.11724.297

.4171.657

.06913.308

.16423.616

.25011.323

.7151.133

.36322.028

.4251.638

.7151.133

.7212.655

.8011.063

.21211.559

.40321.819

.4731.515

.4501.571

.56621.137

.8281.047

.6431.215

.8832.249

.5061.443

.18511.755

.39321.868

Variables not in the Equation

Page 10

Sig.dfScore

Plezier_ON(2)

Overall Statistics

VariablesStep 1

.4934847.503

.8331.045

Variables not in the Equation

Sig.dfChi-square Sig.dfChi-square

ModelImprovement

1 .02927.080.02927.080
StepStep

Step Summarya ,b

Variable
Correct Class 

%

1   IN: Merken76.9%
StepStep

Step Summarya ,b

a. No more variables can be deleted from or added to the current model.
b. End block: 1
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Logistic regression analysis social media usage in step 2 of the CDP-model and product / store factors

Logistic Regression

[DataSet1] D:\Desktop\M3 - Afstuderen\5.Data analysis\spss\update190313.sav

PercentN

Included in Analysis

Missing Cases

Total

Unselected Cases

Total

Selected Cases

100.0214

.00

100.0214

7.015

93.0199
Unweighted CasesaUnweighted Casesa

Case Processing Summary

a. If weight is in effect, see classification table for the total 
number of cases.

Internal Value

niet gebruikt

gebruikt 1

0
Original ValueOriginal Value

Dependent Variable Encoding

Page 1

Frequency (2)(1)

Parameter coding

Minder belangrijk

Neutraal

Belangrijk

Minder belangrijk

Neutraal

Belangrijk

Minder belangrijk

Neutraal

Belangrijk

Minder belangrijk

Neutraal

Belangrijk

Minder belangrijk

Neutraal

Belangrijk

Minder belangrijk

Neutraal

Belangrijk

Minder belangrijk

Neutraal

Belangrijk

Minder belangrijk

Neutraal

Belangrijk

Minder belangrijk

Neutraal

Belangrijk

Minder belangrijk

Neutraal

Belangrijk

Minder belangrijk

Neutraal

Belangrijk

Plezier_ON

Parkeergelegenheid

Presentatie

Service

Afstand

Atmosfeer

Assortiment

Merken

Imago

Promotie

Kwaliteit

.000.000170

1.000.00022

.0001.0007

.000.00098

1.000.00083

.0001.00018

.000.00067

1.000.00088

.0001.00044

.000.00064

1.000.00070

.0001.00065

.000.000125

1.000.00055

.0001.00019

.000.00098

1.000.00076

.0001.00025

.000.00077

1.000.00083

.0001.00039

.000.000143

1.000.00041

.0001.00015

.000.00078

1.000.00096

.0001.00025

.000.00068

1.000.00072

.0001.00059

.000.00037

1.000.00092

.0001.00070

Categorical Variables Codings

Page 2

Frequency (2)(1)

Parameter coding

Minder belangrijk

Neutraal

Belangrijk

Minder belangrijk

Neutraal

Belangrijk

Minder belangrijk

Neutraal

Belangrijk

Minder belangrijk

Neutraal

Belangrijk

Minder belangrijk

Neutraal

Belangrijk

Minder belangrijk

Neutraal

Belangrijk

Minder belangrijk

Neutraal

Belangrijk

Minder belangrijk

Neutraal

Belangrijk

Minder belangrijk

Neutraal

Belangrijk

Minder belangrijk

Neutraal

Belangrijk

Minder belangrijk

Neutraal

Belangrijk

Openingstijden

Wachttijden

Plezier

Betaling_ON

Bezorgen_ON

Layout_ON

Contactmogelijkheid_ON

service_ON

assortiment_ON

prijs_ON

kwaliteit_ON

.000.000167

1.000.00030

.0001.0002

.000.000169

1.000.00024

.0001.0006

.000.00086

1.000.00077

.0001.00036

.000.000134

1.000.00055

.0001.00010

.000.000133

1.000.00047

.0001.00019

.000.00073

1.000.00097

.0001.00029

.000.000159

1.000.00036

.0001.0004

.000.000153

1.000.00036

.0001.00010

.000.000103

1.000.00078

.0001.00018

.000.00070

1.000.00093

.0001.00036

.000.00076

1.000.00089

.0001.00034

Categorical Variables Codings

Page 3

Frequency (2)(1)

Parameter coding

Minder belangrijk

Neutraal

Belangrijk

Minder belangrijk

Neutraal

Belangrijk

Minder belangrijk

Neutraal

Belangrijk

Promoties_ON

imago_ON

Prijs

.000.000138

1.000.00048

.0001.00013

.000.000102

1.000.00064

.0001.00033

.000.000126

1.000.00058

.0001.00015

Categorical Variables Codings

Block 0: Beginning Block

gebruiktniet gebruikt
Percentage

Correct

stap2_totaal

Predicted

niet gebruikt

gebruikt

Overall Percentage

stap2_totaalStep 0

79.4

.0041

100.00158
ObservedObserved

Classification Tablea ,b

a. Constant is included in the model.
b. The cut value is .500

Exp(B)Sig.dfWaldS.E.B

ConstantStep 0 .259.000159.242.175-1.349

Variables in the Equation
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Sig.dfScore

Prijs

Prijs(1)

Prijs(2)

Kwaliteit

Kwaliteit(1)

Kwaliteit(2)

Promotie

Promotie(1)

Promotie(2)

Imago

Imago(1)

Imago(2)

Merken

Merken(1)

Merken(2)

Assortiment

Assortiment(1)

Assortiment(2)

Atmosfeer

Atmosfeer(1)

Atmosfeer(2)

Afstand

Afstand(1)

Afstand(2)

Service

Service(1)

Service(2)

Presentatie

Presentatie(1)

Presentatie(2)

Parkeergelegenheid

Parkeergelegenheid(1)

Parkeergelegenheid(2)

Openingstijden

Openingstijden(1)

Openingstijden(2)

VariablesStep 0

.3481.881

.9981.000

.59021.056

.24811.333

.9521.004

.43421.668

.25911.276

.13212.270

.06325.534

.5311.393

.5461.365

.7182.662

.30311.062

.6481.209

.58821.063

.5501.358

.3281.956

.58921.060

.09012.882

.9591.003

.22722.970

.3441.895

.8841.021

.59121.051

.17211.865

.9781.001

.30722.361

.6961.153

.29611.090

.45521.573

.04813.899

.5961.282

.13124.058

.4391.599

.8201.052

.7362.612

Variables not in the Equation

Page 5

Sig.dfScore

Wachttijden

Wachttijden(1)

Wachttijden(2)

Plezier

Plezier(1)

Plezier(2)

prijs_ON

prijs_ON(1)

prijs_ON(2)

kwaliteit_ON

kwaliteit_ON(1)

kwaliteit_ON(2)

Promoties_ON

Promoties_ON(1)

Promoties_ON(2)

imago_ON

imago_ON(1)

imago_ON(2)

assortiment_ON

assortiment_ON(1)

assortiment_ON(2)

service_ON

service_ON(1)

service_ON(2)

Contactmogelijkheid_ON

Contactmogelijkheid_ON
(1)

Contactmogelijkheid_ON
(2)

Layout_ON

Layout_ON(1)

Layout_ON(2)

Bezorgen_ON

Bezorgen_ON(1)

Bezorgen_ON(2)

Betaling_ON

Betaling_ON(1)

VariablesStep 0

.9611.002

.49921.389

.7911.070

.30311.059

.57821.098

.15911.982

.6281.235

.37021.990

.02814.813

.5851.298

.08924.836

.15112.067

.3951.724

.28722.493

.30311.062

.24011.383

.40921.790

.9441.005

.04813.919

.12024.239

.4291.625

.16511.926

.32922.224

.3731.794

.4691.524

.53121.266

.9761.001

.8091.059

.9712.059

.7391.111

.8591.032

.9122.185

.3191.995

.7911.070

.44721.610

Variables not in the Equation

Page 6

Sig.dfScore

Betaling_ON(2)

Plezier_ON

Plezier_ON(1)

Plezier_ON(2)

Overall Statistics

VariablesStep 0

.2605055.986

.28411.146

.8321.045

.24522.814

.24011.383

Variables not in the Equation

Block 1: Method = Forward Stepwise (Conditional)

Nagelkerke R 
Square

Cox & Snell R 
Square

-2 Log 
likelihood

1 .000.000202.442a
StepStep

Model Summary

a. Estimation terminated at iteration number 4 
because parameter estimates changed by less than .
001.

Sig.dfChi-square

1 .0.000
StepStep

Hosmer and Lemeshow Test

ExpectedObserved ExpectedObserved Total

stap2_totaal = gebruiktstap2_totaal = niet gebruikt

1Step 1 19941.00041158.000158

Contingency Table for Hosmer and Lemeshow Test

gebruiktniet gebruikt
Percentage

Correct

stap2_totaal

Predicted

niet gebruikt

gebruikt

Overall Percentage

stap2_totaalStep 1

79.4

.0041

100.00158
ObservedObserved

Classification Tablea

a. The cut value is .500

Exp(B)Sig.dfWaldS.E.B

ConstantStep 1 .259.000159.242.175-1.349

Variables in the Equation

Page 7

Sig.dfScore

Prijs

Prijs(1)

Prijs(2)

Kwaliteit

Kwaliteit(1)

Kwaliteit(2)

Promotie

Promotie(1)

Promotie(2)

Imago

Imago(1)

Imago(2)

Merken

Merken(1)

Merken(2)

Assortiment

Assortiment(1)

Assortiment(2)

Atmosfeer

Atmosfeer(1)

Atmosfeer(2)

Afstand

Afstand(1)

Afstand(2)

Service

Service(1)

Service(2)

Presentatie

Presentatie(1)

Presentatie(2)

Parkeergelegenheid

Parkeergelegenheid(1)

Parkeergelegenheid(2)

Openingstijden

Openingstijden(1)

Openingstijden(2)

VariablesStep 1

.3481.881

.9981.000

.59021.056

.24811.333

.9521.004

.43421.668

.25911.276

.13212.270

.06325.534

.5311.393

.5461.365

.7182.662

.30311.062

.6481.209

.58821.063

.5501.358

.3281.956

.58921.060

.09012.882

.9591.003

.22722.970

.3441.895

.8841.021

.59121.051

.17211.865

.9781.001

.30722.361

.6961.153

.29611.090

.45521.573

.04813.899

.5961.282

.13124.058

.4391.599

.8201.052

.7362.612

Variables not in the Equation
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Sig.dfScore

Wachttijden

Wachttijden(1)

Wachttijden(2)

Plezier

Plezier(1)

Plezier(2)

prijs_ON

prijs_ON(1)

prijs_ON(2)

kwaliteit_ON

kwaliteit_ON(1)

kwaliteit_ON(2)

Promoties_ON

Promoties_ON(1)

Promoties_ON(2)

imago_ON

imago_ON(1)

imago_ON(2)

assortiment_ON

assortiment_ON(1)

assortiment_ON(2)

service_ON

service_ON(1)

service_ON(2)

Contactmogelijkheid_ON

Contactmogelijkheid_ON
(1)

Contactmogelijkheid_ON
(2)

Layout_ON

Layout_ON(1)

Layout_ON(2)

Bezorgen_ON

Bezorgen_ON(1)

Bezorgen_ON(2)

Betaling_ON

Betaling_ON(1)

VariablesStep 1

.9611.002

.49921.389

.7911.070

.30311.059

.57821.098

.15911.982

.6281.235

.37021.990

.02814.813

.5851.298

.08924.836

.15112.067

.3951.724

.28722.493

.30311.062

.24011.383

.40921.790

.9441.005

.04813.919

.12024.239

.4291.625

.16511.926

.32922.224

.3731.794

.4691.524

.53121.266

.9761.001

.8091.059

.9712.059

.7391.111

.8591.032

.9122.185

.3191.995

.7911.070

.44721.610

Variables not in the Equation

Page 9

Sig.dfScore

Betaling_ON(2)

Plezier_ON

Plezier_ON(1)

Plezier_ON(2)

Overall Statistics

VariablesStep 1

.2605055.986

.28411.146

.8321.045

.24522.814

.24011.383

Variables not in the Equation

Step Summarya ,b

a. No more 
variables can 
be deleted from 
or added to the 
current model.
b. End block: 1
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Logistic regression analysis social media usage in step 3 of the CDP-model and product / store factors

Logistic Regression

[DataSet1] D:\Desktop\M3 - Afstuderen\5.Data analysis\spss\update190313.sav

PercentN

Included in Analysis

Missing Cases

Total

Unselected Cases

Total

Selected Cases

100.0214

.00

100.0214

7.015

93.0199
Unweighted CasesaUnweighted Casesa

Case Processing Summary

a. If weight is in effect, see classification table for the total 
number of cases.

Internal Value

niet gebruikt

gebruikt 1

0
Original ValueOriginal Value

Dependent Variable Encoding

Page 1

Frequency (2)(1)

Parameter coding

Minder belangrijk

Neutraal

Belangrijk

Minder belangrijk

Neutraal

Belangrijk

Minder belangrijk

Neutraal

Belangrijk

Minder belangrijk

Neutraal

Belangrijk

Minder belangrijk

Neutraal

Belangrijk

Minder belangrijk

Neutraal

Belangrijk

Minder belangrijk

Neutraal

Belangrijk

Minder belangrijk

Neutraal

Belangrijk

Minder belangrijk

Neutraal

Belangrijk

Minder belangrijk

Neutraal

Belangrijk

Minder belangrijk

Neutraal

Belangrijk

Plezier_ON

Parkeergelegenheid

Presentatie

Service

Afstand

Atmosfeer

Assortiment

Merken

Imago

Promotie

Kwaliteit

.000.000170

1.000.00022

.0001.0007

.000.00098

1.000.00083

.0001.00018

.000.00067

1.000.00088

.0001.00044

.000.00064

1.000.00070

.0001.00065

.000.000125

1.000.00055

.0001.00019

.000.00098

1.000.00076

.0001.00025

.000.00077

1.000.00083

.0001.00039

.000.000143

1.000.00041

.0001.00015

.000.00078

1.000.00096

.0001.00025

.000.00068

1.000.00072

.0001.00059

.000.00037

1.000.00092

.0001.00070

Categorical Variables Codings

Page 2

Frequency (2)(1)

Parameter coding

Minder belangrijk

Neutraal

Belangrijk

Minder belangrijk

Neutraal

Belangrijk

Minder belangrijk

Neutraal

Belangrijk

Minder belangrijk

Neutraal

Belangrijk

Minder belangrijk

Neutraal

Belangrijk

Minder belangrijk

Neutraal

Belangrijk

Minder belangrijk

Neutraal

Belangrijk

Minder belangrijk

Neutraal

Belangrijk

Minder belangrijk

Neutraal

Belangrijk

Minder belangrijk

Neutraal

Belangrijk

Minder belangrijk

Neutraal

Belangrijk

Openingstijden

Wachttijden

Plezier

Betaling_ON

Bezorgen_ON

Layout_ON

Contactmogelijkheid_ON

service_ON

assortiment_ON

prijs_ON

kwaliteit_ON

.000.000167

1.000.00030

.0001.0002

.000.000169

1.000.00024

.0001.0006

.000.00086

1.000.00077

.0001.00036

.000.000134

1.000.00055

.0001.00010

.000.000133

1.000.00047

.0001.00019

.000.00073

1.000.00097

.0001.00029

.000.000159

1.000.00036

.0001.0004

.000.000153

1.000.00036

.0001.00010

.000.000103

1.000.00078

.0001.00018

.000.00070

1.000.00093

.0001.00036

.000.00076

1.000.00089

.0001.00034

Categorical Variables Codings

Page 3

Frequency (2)(1)

Parameter coding

Minder belangrijk

Neutraal

Belangrijk

Minder belangrijk

Neutraal

Belangrijk

Minder belangrijk

Neutraal

Belangrijk

Promoties_ON

imago_ON

Prijs

.000.000138

1.000.00048

.0001.00013

.000.000102

1.000.00064

.0001.00033

.000.000126

1.000.00058

.0001.00015

Categorical Variables Codings

Block 0: Beginning Block

gebruiktniet gebruikt
Percentage

Correct

stap3_totaal

Predicted

niet gebruikt

gebruikt

Overall Percentage

stap3_totaalStep 0

67.3

.0065

100.00134
ObservedObserved

Classification Tablea ,b

a. Constant is included in the model.
b. The cut value is .500

Exp(B)Sig.dfWaldS.E.B

ConstantStep 0 .485.000122.908.151-.723

Variables in the Equation
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Sig.dfScore

Prijs

Prijs(1)

Prijs(2)

Kwaliteit

Kwaliteit(1)

Kwaliteit(2)

Promotie

Promotie(1)

Promotie(2)

Imago

Imago(1)

Imago(2)

Merken

Merken(1)

Merken(2)

Assortiment

Assortiment(1)

Assortiment(2)

Atmosfeer

Atmosfeer(1)

Atmosfeer(2)

Afstand

Afstand(1)

Afstand(2)

Service

Service(1)

Service(2)

Presentatie

Presentatie(1)

Presentatie(2)

Parkeergelegenheid

Parkeergelegenheid(1)

Parkeergelegenheid(2)

Openingstijden

Openingstijden(1)

Openingstijden(2)

VariablesStep 0

.9831.000

.11812.446

.23422.903

.08313.012

.05813.595

.10824.454

.000112.404

.3231.976

.002212.509

.20511.607

.01915.512

.04126.388

.5621.335

.6311.231

.6172.967

.02614.984

.7041.145

.04526.184

.4921.473

.6831.167

.6762.784

.4991.457

.4721.517

.7242.645

.4041.697

.8191.052

.6932.733

.13412.247

.12912.302

.16623.591

.12512.358

.29111.114

.15723.708

.9101.013

.8801.023

.9852.031

Variables not in the Equation

Page 5

Sig.dfScore

Wachttijden

Wachttijden(1)

Wachttijden(2)

Plezier

Plezier(1)

Plezier(2)

prijs_ON

prijs_ON(1)

prijs_ON(2)

kwaliteit_ON

kwaliteit_ON(1)

kwaliteit_ON(2)

Promoties_ON

Promoties_ON(1)

Promoties_ON(2)

imago_ON

imago_ON(1)

imago_ON(2)

assortiment_ON

assortiment_ON(1)

assortiment_ON(2)

service_ON

service_ON(1)

service_ON(2)

Contactmogelijkheid_ON

Contactmogelijkheid_ON
(1)

Contactmogelijkheid_ON
(2)

Layout_ON

Layout_ON(1)

Layout_ON(2)

Bezorgen_ON

Bezorgen_ON(1)

Bezorgen_ON(2)

Betaling_ON

Betaling_ON(1)

VariablesStep 0

.6121.258

.19723.252

.20311.620

.7411.109

.43221.680

.10812.585

.01815.608

.001213.439

.19411.686

.5351.385

.39921.839

.04114.161

.6121.258

.09024.810

.7211.128

.20311.620

.44121.636

.11212.519

.001111.163

.003211.511

.01915.507

.07613.151

.005210.538

.6121.257

.5991.276

.7572.557

.3931.729

.9721.001

.6952.729

.4351.610

.5551.349

.52921.274

.4271.632

.20311.620

.14223.897

Variables not in the Equation

Page 6

Sig.dfScore

Betaling_ON(2)

Plezier_ON

Plezier_ON(1)

Plezier_ON(2)

Overall Statistics

VariablesStep 0

.0105076.248

.12612.344

.000112.425

.001213.865

.09612.774

Variables not in the Equation

Block 1: Method = Forward Stepwise (Conditional)

Sig.dfChi-square

Step

Block

Model

Step 3

.000635.837

.000635.837

.005210.631

Omnibus Tests of Model Coefficients

Nagelkerke R 
Square

Cox & Snell R 
Square

-2 Log 
likelihood

3 .230.165215.607a
StepStep

Model Summary

a. Estimation terminated at iteration number 5 
because parameter estimates changed by less than .
001.

Sig.dfChi-square

3 .83473.510
StepStep

Hosmer and Lemeshow Test

ExpectedObserved ExpectedObserved Total

stap3_totaal = gebruiktstap3_totaal = niet gebruikt

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

Step 3

2114.517156.4836

2412.6161111.38413

209.572810.42812

166.55179.4499

246.461917.53915

276.804720.19620

193.868515.13214

252.672222.32823

231.939121.06122

Contingency Table for Hosmer and Lemeshow Test

Page 7

gebruiktniet gebruikt
Percentage

Correct

stap3_totaal

Predicted

niet gebruikt

gebruikt

Overall Percentage

stap3_totaalStep 3

70.9

40.02639

85.819115
ObservedObserved

Classification Tablea

a. The cut value is .500

Exp(B)Sig.dfWaldS.E.B

Presentatie

Presentatie(1)

Presentatie(2)

Promoties_ON

Promoties_ON(1)

Promoties_ON(2)

Plezier_ON

Plezier_ON(1)

Plezier_ON(2)

Constant

Step 3a

.087.000121.915.521-2.440

1.373.5521.353.533.317

4.129.00717.189.5291.418

.002212.259

2.492.01216.267.365.913

4.628.01116.479.6021.532

.006210.335

3.078.00318.850.3781.124

.918.8841.021.589-.086

.004210.977

Variables in the Equation

a. Variable(s) entered on step 3: Promoties_ON.
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Sig.dfScore

Prijs

Prijs(1)

Prijs(2)

Kwaliteit

Kwaliteit(1)

Kwaliteit(2)

Promotie

Promotie(1)

Promotie(2)

Imago

Imago(1)

Imago(2)

Merken

Merken(1)

Merken(2)

Assortiment

Assortiment(1)

Assortiment(2)

Atmosfeer

Atmosfeer(1)

Atmosfeer(2)

Afstand

Afstand(1)

Afstand(2)

Service

Service(1)

Service(2)

Parkeergelegenheid

Parkeergelegenheid(1)

Parkeergelegenheid(2)

Openingstijden

Openingstijden(1)

Openingstijden(2)

Wachttijden

Wachttijden(1)

Wachttijden(2)

VariablesStep 3

.9971.000

.18111.792

.32022.279

.31511.008

.14212.161

.31122.336

.11012.557

.19811.661

.23922.861

.14112.171

.09812.741

.12724.122

.4291.624

.9771.001

.6922.736

.3681.810

.6321.230

.6612.828

.7961.067

.8711.026

.9622.078

.6871.162

.3431.900

.6332.914

.9171.011

.7241.125

.8922.227

.9001.016

.07613.146

.16123.656

.05513.674

.9211.010

.15623.710

.23011.438

.9851.000

.47521.487

Variables not in the Equation

Page 9

Sig.dfScore

Plezier

Plezier(1)

Plezier(2)

prijs_ON

prijs_ON(1)

prijs_ON(2)

kwaliteit_ON

kwaliteit_ON(1)

kwaliteit_ON(2)

imago_ON

imago_ON(1)

imago_ON(2)

assortiment_ON

assortiment_ON(1)

assortiment_ON(2)

service_ON

service_ON(1)

service_ON(2)

Contactmogelijkheid_ON

Contactmogelijkheid_ON
(1)

Contactmogelijkheid_ON
(2)

Layout_ON

Layout_ON(1)

Layout_ON(2)

Bezorgen_ON

Bezorgen_ON(1)

Bezorgen_ON(2)

Betaling_ON

Betaling_ON(1)

Betaling_ON(2)

Overall Statistics

VariablesStep 3

.1964451.773

.9141.012

.5451.367

.8152.409

.5741.316

.29211.110

.51721.321

.25811.279

.22911.445

.08624.915

.4761.509

.21611.534

.41421.763

.31311.018

.8121.056

.54621.209

.25611.289

.7461.105

.51721.319

.14112.164

.03714.340

.07825.099

.8201.052

.8401.041

.9562.091

.02814.820

.5521.354

.08324.976

.7661.089

.5741.316

.7382.606

Variables not in the Equation

Page 10

Sig.dfChi-square Sig.dfChi-square

ModelImprovement

1

2

3 .000635.837.005210.631

.000425.206.004211.182

.001214.024.001214.024
StepStep

Step Summarya ,b

Variable
Correct Class 

%

1

2

3   IN: 
Promoties_O
N

70.9%

  IN: 
Presentatie

69.3%

  IN: 
Plezier_ON

67.3%
StepStep

Step Summarya ,b

a. No more variables can be deleted from or added to the current model.
b. End block: 1
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Logistic regression analysis social media usage in step 4 of the CDP-model and product / store factors

Logistic Regression

[DataSet1] D:\Desktop\M3 - Afstuderen\5.Data analysis\spss\update190313.sav

PercentN

Included in Analysis

Missing Cases

Total

Unselected Cases

Total

Selected Cases

100.0214

.00

100.0214

7.015

93.0199
Unweighted CasesaUnweighted Casesa

Case Processing Summary

a. If weight is in effect, see classification table for the total 
number of cases.

Internal Value

niet gebruikt

gebruikt 1

0
Original ValueOriginal Value

Dependent Variable Encoding

Page 1

Frequency (2)(1)

Parameter coding

Minder belangrijk

Neutraal

Belangrijk

Minder belangrijk

Neutraal

Belangrijk

Minder belangrijk

Neutraal

Belangrijk

Minder belangrijk

Neutraal

Belangrijk

Minder belangrijk

Neutraal

Belangrijk

Minder belangrijk

Neutraal

Belangrijk

Minder belangrijk

Neutraal

Belangrijk

Minder belangrijk

Neutraal

Belangrijk

Minder belangrijk

Neutraal

Belangrijk

Minder belangrijk

Neutraal

Belangrijk

Minder belangrijk

Neutraal

Belangrijk

Plezier_ON

Parkeergelegenheid

Presentatie

Service

Afstand

Atmosfeer

Assortiment

Merken

Imago

Promotie

Kwaliteit

.000.000170

1.000.00022

.0001.0007

.000.00098

1.000.00083

.0001.00018

.000.00067

1.000.00088

.0001.00044

.000.00064

1.000.00070

.0001.00065

.000.000125

1.000.00055

.0001.00019

.000.00098

1.000.00076

.0001.00025

.000.00077

1.000.00083

.0001.00039

.000.000143

1.000.00041

.0001.00015

.000.00078

1.000.00096

.0001.00025

.000.00068

1.000.00072

.0001.00059

.000.00037

1.000.00092

.0001.00070

Categorical Variables Codings

Page 2

Frequency (2)(1)

Parameter coding

Minder belangrijk

Neutraal

Belangrijk

Minder belangrijk

Neutraal

Belangrijk

Minder belangrijk

Neutraal

Belangrijk

Minder belangrijk

Neutraal

Belangrijk

Minder belangrijk

Neutraal

Belangrijk

Minder belangrijk

Neutraal

Belangrijk

Minder belangrijk

Neutraal

Belangrijk

Minder belangrijk

Neutraal

Belangrijk

Minder belangrijk

Neutraal

Belangrijk

Minder belangrijk

Neutraal

Belangrijk

Minder belangrijk

Neutraal

Belangrijk

Openingstijden

Wachttijden

Plezier

Betaling_ON

Bezorgen_ON

Layout_ON

Contactmogelijkheid_ON

service_ON

assortiment_ON

prijs_ON

kwaliteit_ON

.000.000167

1.000.00030

.0001.0002

.000.000169

1.000.00024

.0001.0006

.000.00086

1.000.00077

.0001.00036

.000.000134

1.000.00055

.0001.00010

.000.000133

1.000.00047

.0001.00019

.000.00073

1.000.00097

.0001.00029

.000.000159

1.000.00036

.0001.0004

.000.000153

1.000.00036

.0001.00010

.000.000103

1.000.00078

.0001.00018

.000.00070

1.000.00093

.0001.00036

.000.00076

1.000.00089

.0001.00034

Categorical Variables Codings

Page 3

Frequency (2)(1)

Parameter coding

Minder belangrijk

Neutraal

Belangrijk

Minder belangrijk

Neutraal

Belangrijk

Minder belangrijk

Neutraal

Belangrijk

Promoties_ON

imago_ON

Prijs

.000.000138

1.000.00048

.0001.00013

.000.000102

1.000.00064

.0001.00033

.000.000126

1.000.00058

.0001.00015

Categorical Variables Codings

Block 0: Beginning Block

gebruiktniet gebruikt
Percentage

Correct

stap4_totaal

Predicted

niet gebruikt

gebruikt

Overall Percentage

stap4_totaalStep 0

76.4

.0047

100.00152
ObservedObserved

Classification Tablea ,b

a. Constant is included in the model.
b. The cut value is .500

Exp(B)Sig.dfWaldS.E.B

ConstantStep 0 .309.000149.457.167-1.174

Variables in the Equation
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Sig.dfScore

Prijs

Prijs(1)

Prijs(2)

Kwaliteit

Kwaliteit(1)

Kwaliteit(2)

Promotie

Promotie(1)

Promotie(2)

Imago

Imago(1)

Imago(2)

Merken

Merken(1)

Merken(2)

Assortiment

Assortiment(1)

Assortiment(2)

Atmosfeer

Atmosfeer(1)

Atmosfeer(2)

Afstand

Afstand(1)

Afstand(2)

Service

Service(1)

Service(2)

Presentatie

Presentatie(1)

Presentatie(2)

Parkeergelegenheid

Parkeergelegenheid(1)

Parkeergelegenheid(2)

Openingstijden

Openingstijden(1)

Openingstijden(2)

VariablesStep 0

.5061.442

.3821.763

.36522.015

.4861.485

.4501.570

.7012.711

.01415.989

.9621.002

.03027.017

.26811.226

.7731.084

.53721.243

.13712.215

.9291.008

.27822.559

.29511.098

.6491.207

.57121.120

.26411.245

.7711.085

.53521.250

.02415.110

.12112.398

.07025.315

.4561.555

.8071.060

.60221.016

.8931.018

.19011.716

.41421.766

.24211.366

.5541.350

.40321.818

.3621.831

.4701.523

.45321.585

Variables not in the Equation
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Sig.dfScore

Wachttijden

Wachttijden(1)

Wachttijden(2)

Plezier

Plezier(1)

Plezier(2)

prijs_ON

prijs_ON(1)

prijs_ON(2)

kwaliteit_ON

kwaliteit_ON(1)

kwaliteit_ON(2)

Promoties_ON

Promoties_ON(1)

Promoties_ON(2)

imago_ON

imago_ON(1)

imago_ON(2)

assortiment_ON

assortiment_ON(1)

assortiment_ON(2)

service_ON

service_ON(1)

service_ON(2)

Contactmogelijkheid_ON

Contactmogelijkheid_ON
(1)

Contactmogelijkheid_ON
(2)

Layout_ON

Layout_ON(1)

Layout_ON(2)

Bezorgen_ON

Bezorgen_ON(1)

Bezorgen_ON(2)

Betaling_ON

Betaling_ON(1)

VariablesStep 0

.6261.238

.6922.736

.27911.173

.9481.004

.55121.192

.01815.605

.5861.296

.01628.283

.4551.557

.3981.714

.58321.078

.02515.031

.29811.082

.06225.562

.6841.165

.27911.173

.55621.173

.7521.100

.05913.562

.10824.448

.22511.470

.7731.084

.41921.741

.3311.946

.3771.779

.43721.656

.8651.029

.6841.166

.9112.186

.8851.021

.30911.035

.59221.049

.7471.104

.8291.047

.9462.111

Variables not in the Equation

Page 6

Sig.dfScore

Betaling_ON(2)

Plezier_ON

Plezier_ON(1)

Plezier_ON(2)

Overall Statistics

VariablesStep 0

.1575060.017

.3611.834

.00916.812

.01628.228

.5161.422

Variables not in the Equation

Block 1: Method = Forward Stepwise (Conditional)

Sig.dfChi-square

Step

Block

Model

Step 3

.001623.676

.001623.676

.02727.219

Omnibus Tests of Model Coefficients

Nagelkerke R 
Square

Cox & Snell R 
Square

-2 Log 
likelihood

3 .169.112193.885a
StepStep

Model Summary

a. Estimation terminated at iteration number 5 
because parameter estimates changed by less than .
001.

Sig.dfChi-square

3 .21579.565
StepStep

Hosmer and Lemeshow Test

ExpectedObserved ExpectedObserved Total

stap4_totaal = gebruiktstap4_totaal = niet gebruikt

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

Step 3

2312.2001510.8008

2810.175617.82522

226.705715.29515

225.214816.78614

163.046112.95415

223.423218.57720

253.337421.66321

211.874219.12619

201.025218.97518

Contingency Table for Hosmer and Lemeshow Test

Page 7

gebruiktniet gebruikt
Percentage

Correct

stap4_totaal

Predicted

niet gebruikt

gebruikt

Overall Percentage

stap4_totaalStep 3

78.4

14.9740

98.03149
ObservedObserved

Classification Tablea

a. The cut value is .500

Exp(B)Sig.dfWaldS.E.B

Merken

Merken(1)

Merken(2)

Layout_ON

Layout_ON(1)

Layout_ON(2)

Plezier_ON

Plezier_ON(1)

Plezier_ON(2)

Constant

Step 3a

.059.000119.314.645-2.836

1.623.4291.624.613.484

4.343.01715.648.6181.469

.01328.633

3.292.00717.201.4441.191

2.051.21911.513.584.718

.02727.240

1.856.15412.037.433.619

.588.26811.224.480-.531

.03226.872

Variables in the Equation

a. Variable(s) entered on step 3: Merken.
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Sig.dfScore

Prijs

Prijs(1)

Prijs(2)

Kwaliteit

Kwaliteit(1)

Kwaliteit(2)

Promotie

Promotie(1)

Promotie(2)

Imago

Imago(1)

Imago(2)

Assortiment

Assortiment(1)

Assortiment(2)

Atmosfeer

Atmosfeer(1)

Atmosfeer(2)

Afstand

Afstand(1)

Afstand(2)

Service

Service(1)

Service(2)

Presentatie

Presentatie(1)

Presentatie(2)

Parkeergelegenheid

Parkeergelegenheid(1)

Parkeergelegenheid(2)

Openingstijden

Openingstijden(1)

Openingstijden(2)

Wachttijden

Wachttijden(1)

Wachttijden(2)

VariablesStep 3

.4181.655

.5841.300

.7022.707

.8861.020

.26211.257

.49921.391

.7021.146

.5251.404

.8142.411

.10512.630

.8251.049

.23422.906

.3291.954

.9211.010

.60421.008

.3901.738

.8551.034

.6752.786

.5021.450

.3771.781

.6302.924

.10112.684

.7521.100

.26022.692

.5211.413

.4831.492

.40221.821

.9301.008

.28111.164

.52021.308

.13212.274

.9501.004

.32022.276

.08013.064

.6051.268

.16023.660

Variables not in the Equation

Page 9

Sig.dfScore

Plezier

Plezier(1)

Plezier(2)

prijs_ON

prijs_ON(1)

prijs_ON(2)

kwaliteit_ON

kwaliteit_ON(1)

kwaliteit_ON(2)

Promoties_ON

Promoties_ON(1)

Promoties_ON(2)

imago_ON

imago_ON(1)

imago_ON(2)

assortiment_ON

assortiment_ON(1)

assortiment_ON(2)

service_ON

service_ON(1)

service_ON(2)

Contactmogelijkheid_ON

Contactmogelijkheid_ON
(1)

Contactmogelijkheid_ON
(2)

Bezorgen_ON

Bezorgen_ON(1)

Bezorgen_ON(2)

Betaling_ON

Betaling_ON(1)

Betaling_ON(2)

Overall Statistics

VariablesStep 3

.4624444.218

.5871.294

.5931.286

.7762.507

.3891.744

.9391.006

.6782.776

.8141.055

.17711.823

.35122.093

.06213.485

.21711.525

.11524.331

.5271.401

.5161.423

.7422.596

.9601.002

.26611.239

.50021.385

.4141.668

.5971.279

.6682.808

.16111.963

.7911.070

.36821.999

.4041.697

.7901.071

.6872.750

.4451.582

.9631.002

.7252.642

Variables not in the Equation

Page 10

Sig.dfChi-square Sig.dfChi-square

ModelImprovement

1

2

3 .001623.676.02727.219

.002416.458.02327.571

.01228.886.01228.886
StepStep

Step Summary a ,b

Variable
Correct Class 

%

1

2

3   IN: Merken78.4%

  IN: 
Plezier_ON

76.4%

  IN: 
Layout_ON

76.4%
StepStep

Step Summary a ,b

a. No more variables can be deleted from or added to the current model.
b. End block: 1
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Logistic regression analysis social media usage in step 5 of the CDP-model and product / store factors

Logistic Regression

[DataSet1] D:\Desktop\M3 - Afstuderen\5.Data analysis\spss\update190313.sav

PercentN

Included in Analysis

Missing Cases

Total

Unselected Cases

Total

Selected Cases

100.0214

.00

100.0214

7.015

93.0199
Unweighted CasesaUnweighted Casesa

Case Processing Summary

a. If weight is in effect, see classification table for the total 
number of cases.

Internal Value

niet gebruikt

gebruikt 1

0
Original ValueOriginal Value

Dependent Variable Encoding

Page 1

Frequency (2)(1)

Parameter coding

Minder belangrijk

Neutraal

Belangrijk

Minder belangrijk

Neutraal

Belangrijk

Minder belangrijk

Neutraal

Belangrijk

Minder belangrijk

Neutraal

Belangrijk

Minder belangrijk

Neutraal

Belangrijk

Minder belangrijk

Neutraal

Belangrijk

Minder belangrijk

Neutraal

Belangrijk

Minder belangrijk

Neutraal

Belangrijk

Minder belangrijk

Neutraal

Belangrijk

Minder belangrijk

Neutraal

Belangrijk

Minder belangrijk

Neutraal

Belangrijk

Plezier_ON

Parkeergelegenheid

Presentatie

Service

Afstand

Atmosfeer

Assortiment

Merken

Imago

Promotie

Kwaliteit

.000.000170

1.000.00022

.0001.0007

.000.00098

1.000.00083

.0001.00018

.000.00067

1.000.00088

.0001.00044

.000.00064

1.000.00070

.0001.00065

.000.000125

1.000.00055

.0001.00019

.000.00098

1.000.00076

.0001.00025

.000.00077

1.000.00083

.0001.00039

.000.000143

1.000.00041

.0001.00015

.000.00078

1.000.00096

.0001.00025

.000.00068

1.000.00072

.0001.00059

.000.00037

1.000.00092

.0001.00070

Categorical Variables Codings

Page 2

Frequency (2)(1)

Parameter coding

Minder belangrijk

Neutraal

Belangrijk

Minder belangrijk

Neutraal

Belangrijk

Minder belangrijk

Neutraal

Belangrijk

Minder belangrijk

Neutraal

Belangrijk

Minder belangrijk

Neutraal

Belangrijk

Minder belangrijk

Neutraal

Belangrijk

Minder belangrijk

Neutraal

Belangrijk

Minder belangrijk

Neutraal

Belangrijk

Minder belangrijk

Neutraal

Belangrijk

Minder belangrijk

Neutraal

Belangrijk

Minder belangrijk

Neutraal

Belangrijk

Openingstijden

Wachttijden

Plezier

Betaling_ON

Bezorgen_ON

Layout_ON

Contactmogelijkheid_ON

service_ON

assortiment_ON

prijs_ON

kwaliteit_ON

.000.000167

1.000.00030

.0001.0002

.000.000169

1.000.00024

.0001.0006

.000.00086

1.000.00077

.0001.00036

.000.000134

1.000.00055

.0001.00010

.000.000133

1.000.00047

.0001.00019

.000.00073

1.000.00097

.0001.00029

.000.000159

1.000.00036

.0001.0004

.000.000153

1.000.00036

.0001.00010

.000.000103

1.000.00078

.0001.00018

.000.00070

1.000.00093

.0001.00036

.000.00076

1.000.00089

.0001.00034

Categorical Variables Codings

Page 3

Frequency (2)(1)

Parameter coding

Minder belangrijk

Neutraal

Belangrijk

Minder belangrijk

Neutraal

Belangrijk

Minder belangrijk

Neutraal

Belangrijk

Promoties_ON

imago_ON

Prijs

.000.000138

1.000.00048

.0001.00013

.000.000102

1.000.00064

.0001.00033

.000.000126

1.000.00058

.0001.00015

Categorical Variables Codings

Block 0: Beginning Block

gebruiktniet gebruikt
Percentage

Correct

stap5_totaal

Predicted

niet gebruikt

gebruikt

Overall Percentage

stap5_totaalStep 0

89.4

.0021

100.00178
ObservedObserved

Classification Tablea ,b

a. Constant is included in the model.
b. The cut value is .500

Exp(B)Sig.dfWaldS.E.B

ConstantStep 0 .118.000185.803.231-2.137

Variables in the Equation
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Sig.dfScore

Prijs

Prijs(1)

Prijs(2)

Kwaliteit

Kwaliteit(1)

Kwaliteit(2)

Promotie

Promotie(1)

Promotie(2)

Imago

Imago(1)

Imago(2)

Merken

Merken(1)

Merken(2)

Assortiment

Assortiment(1)

Assortiment(2)

Atmosfeer

Atmosfeer(1)

Atmosfeer(2)

Afstand

Afstand(1)

Afstand(2)

Service

Service(1)

Service(2)

Presentatie

Presentatie(1)

Presentatie(2)

Parkeergelegenheid

Parkeergelegenheid(1)

Parkeergelegenheid(2)

Openingstijden

Openingstijden(1)

Openingstijden(2)

VariablesStep 0

.5181.417

.8011.064

.8122.417

.7741.082

.16111.964

.33822.172

.3251.968

.6571.197

.42421.715

.7011.148

.21611.534

.39521.859

.4111.677

.09412.811

.24322.829

.3371.920

.6571.197

.47121.505

.9191.010

.4301.623

.7312.626

.10212.678

.3601.837

.03226.856

.5501.357

.3611.835

.33222.207

.9101.013

.9361.007

.9872.026

.3311.946

.7431.107

.60221.015

.03414.503

.20011.641

.06525.455

Variables not in the Equation

Page 5

Sig.dfScore

Wachttijden

Wachttijden(1)

Wachttijden(2)

Plezier

Plezier(1)

Plezier(2)

prijs_ON

prijs_ON(1)

prijs_ON(2)

kwaliteit_ON

kwaliteit_ON(1)

kwaliteit_ON(2)

Promoties_ON

Promoties_ON(1)

Promoties_ON(2)

imago_ON

imago_ON(1)

imago_ON(2)

assortiment_ON

assortiment_ON(1)

assortiment_ON(2)

service_ON

service_ON(1)

service_ON(2)

Contactmogelijkheid_ON

Contactmogelijkheid_ON
(1)

Contactmogelijkheid_ON
(2)

Layout_ON

Layout_ON(1)

Layout_ON(2)

Bezorgen_ON

Bezorgen_ON(1)

Bezorgen_ON(2)

Betaling_ON

Betaling_ON(1)

VariablesStep 0

.9531.003

.41721.748

.9041.015

.4881.482

.7842.487

.20211.628

.4881.481

.43521.666

.02814.817

.9971.000

.08324.976

.03014.687

.9531.003

.09324.750

.5941.284

.4721.518

.7412.600

.17411.850

.02914.762

.07125.288

.14412.137

.6101.260

.33322.198

.5911.289

.6251.238

.7762.506

.7411.110

.6211.245

.8282.378

.29211.112

.01316.221

.04126.412

.5831.301

.6321.229

.8312.371

Variables not in the Equation

Page 6

Sig.dfScore

Betaling_ON(2)

Plezier_ON

Plezier_ON(1)

Plezier_ON(2)

Overall Statistics

VariablesStep 0

.3775052.509

.5501.357

.4361.607

.22323.001

.18711.740

Variables not in the Equation

Block 1: Method = Forward Stepwise (Conditional)

Sig.dfChi-square

Step

Block

Model

Step 2

.015412.356

.015412.356

.05225.895

Omnibus Tests of Model Coefficients

Nagelkerke R 
Square

Cox & Snell R 
Square

-2 Log 
likelihood

2 .123.060121.794a
StepStep

Model Summary

a. Estimation terminated at iteration number 6 
because parameter estimates changed by less than .
001.

Sig.dfChi-square

2 .38755.240
StepStep

Hosmer and Lemeshow Test

ExpectedObserved ExpectedObserved Total

stap5_totaal = gebruiktstap5_totaal = niet gebruikt

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

Step 2

123.85438.1469

234.053618.94717

437.073835.92735

281.590226.41026

291.576027.42429

331.503031.49733

311.351229.64929

Contingency Table for Hosmer and Lemeshow Test

Page 7

gebruiktniet gebruikt
Percentage

Correct

stap5_totaal

Predicted

niet gebruikt

gebruikt

Overall Percentage

stap5_totaalStep 2

87.4

.0021

97.84174
ObservedObserved

Classification Tablea

a. The cut value is .500

Exp(B)Sig.dfWaldS.E.B

Merken

Merken(1)

Merken(2)

Plezier

Plezier(1)

Plezier(2)

Constant

Step 2a

.197.000118.702.376-1.625

1.048.9341.007.562.047

5.180.01415.979.6731.645

.03526.722

.231.02115.332.634-1.464

.292.04114.190.602-1.232

.02827.121

Variables in the Equation

a. Variable(s) entered on step 2: Plezier.
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Sig.dfScore

Prijs

Prijs(1)

Prijs(2)

Kwaliteit

Kwaliteit(1)

Kwaliteit(2)

Promotie

Promotie(1)

Promotie(2)

Imago

Imago(1)

Imago(2)

Assortiment

Assortiment(1)

Assortiment(2)

Atmosfeer

Atmosfeer(1)

Atmosfeer(2)

Afstand

Afstand(1)

Afstand(2)

Service

Service(1)

Service(2)

Presentatie

Presentatie(1)

Presentatie(2)

Parkeergelegenheid

Parkeergelegenheid(1)

Parkeergelegenheid(2)

Openingstijden

Openingstijden(1)

Openingstijden(2)

Wachttijden

Wachttijden(1)

Wachttijden(2)

VariablesStep 2

.26411.246

.20411.611

.37221.977

.7891.072

.7331.117

.8462.334

.9641.002

.4671.528

.6872.750

.3971.717

.4431.588

.29922.417

.5381.378

.4401.596

.55821.166

.7081.140

.15612.014

.35622.067

.5581.343

.4431.589

.51921.313

.6341.227

.6051.268

.8192.399

.9281.008

.5931.285

.8532.317

.6001.275

.8181.053

.8672.285

.4821.494

.9591.003

.7812.494

.03114.629

.16711.907

.05525.816

Variables not in the Equation

Page 9

Sig.dfScore

prijs_ON

prijs_ON(1)

prijs_ON(2)

kwaliteit_ON

kwaliteit_ON(1)

kwaliteit_ON(2)

Promoties_ON

Promoties_ON(1)

Promoties_ON(2)

imago_ON

imago_ON(1)

imago_ON(2)

assortiment_ON

assortiment_ON(1)

assortiment_ON(2)

service_ON

service_ON(1)

service_ON(2)

Contactmogelijkheid_ON

Contactmogelijkheid_ON
(1)

Contactmogelijkheid_ON
(2)

Layout_ON

Layout_ON(1)

Layout_ON(2)

Bezorgen_ON

Bezorgen_ON(1)

Bezorgen_ON(2)

Betaling_ON

Betaling_ON(1)

Betaling_ON(2)

Plezier_ON

Plezier_ON(1)

Plezier_ON(2)

Overall Statistics

VariablesStep 2

.6474641.838

.09612.775

.7741.083

.13224.051

.24711.339

.6081.263

.42421.714

.7181.131

.4301.623

.6982.720

.10012.707

.5471.363

.25822.709

.01715.672

.7541.098

.05825.693

.06313.468

.7951.067

.17623.473

.7931.069

.5221.410

.8142.410

.24411.355

.05313.742

.12824.118

.16411.937

.7371.113

.37821.946

.3491.878

.5481.362

.55421.182

.7511.101

.6211.244

.8332.365

Variables not in the Equation

Page 10

Sig.dfChi-square Sig.dfChi-square

ModelImprovement

1

2 .015412.356.05225.895

.04026.461.04026.461
StepStep

Step Summarya ,b

Variable
Correct Class 

%

1

2   IN: Plezier87.4%

  IN: Merken89.4%
StepStep

Step Summarya ,b

a. No more variables can be deleted from or added to the current model.
b. End block: 1
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Logistic regression analysis social media usage in step 6 of the CDP-model and product / store factors

Logistic Regression

[DataSet1] D:\Desktop\M3 - Afstuderen\5.Data analysis\spss\update190313.sav

PercentN

Included in Analysis

Missing Cases

Total

Unselected Cases

Total

Selected Cases

100.0214

.00

100.0214

7.015

93.0199
Unweighted CasesaUnweighted Casesa

Case Processing Summary

a. If weight is in effect, see classification table for the total 
number of cases.

Internal Value

niet gebruikt

gebruikt 1

0
Original ValueOriginal Value

Dependent Variable Encoding

Page 1

Frequency (2)(1)

Parameter coding

Minder belangrijk

Neutraal

Belangrijk

Minder belangrijk

Neutraal

Belangrijk

Minder belangrijk

Neutraal

Belangrijk

Minder belangrijk

Neutraal

Belangrijk

Minder belangrijk

Neutraal

Belangrijk

Minder belangrijk

Neutraal

Belangrijk

Minder belangrijk

Neutraal

Belangrijk

Minder belangrijk

Neutraal

Belangrijk

Minder belangrijk

Neutraal

Belangrijk

Minder belangrijk

Neutraal

Belangrijk

Minder belangrijk

Neutraal

Belangrijk

Plezier_ON

Parkeergelegenheid

Presentatie

Service

Afstand

Atmosfeer

Assortiment

Merken

Imago

Promotie

Kwaliteit

.000.000170

1.000.00022

.0001.0007

.000.00098

1.000.00083

.0001.00018

.000.00067

1.000.00088

.0001.00044

.000.00064

1.000.00070

.0001.00065

.000.000125

1.000.00055

.0001.00019

.000.00098

1.000.00076

.0001.00025

.000.00077

1.000.00083

.0001.00039

.000.000143

1.000.00041

.0001.00015

.000.00078

1.000.00096

.0001.00025

.000.00068

1.000.00072

.0001.00059

.000.00037

1.000.00092

.0001.00070

Categorical Variables Codings

Page 2

Frequency (2)(1)

Parameter coding

Minder belangrijk

Neutraal

Belangrijk

Minder belangrijk

Neutraal

Belangrijk

Minder belangrijk

Neutraal

Belangrijk

Minder belangrijk

Neutraal

Belangrijk

Minder belangrijk

Neutraal

Belangrijk

Minder belangrijk

Neutraal

Belangrijk

Minder belangrijk

Neutraal

Belangrijk

Minder belangrijk

Neutraal

Belangrijk

Minder belangrijk

Neutraal

Belangrijk

Minder belangrijk

Neutraal

Belangrijk

Minder belangrijk

Neutraal

Belangrijk

Openingstijden

Wachttijden

Plezier

Betaling_ON

Bezorgen_ON

Layout_ON

Contactmogelijkheid_ON

service_ON

assortiment_ON

prijs_ON

kwaliteit_ON

.000.000167

1.000.00030

.0001.0002

.000.000169

1.000.00024

.0001.0006

.000.00086

1.000.00077

.0001.00036

.000.000134

1.000.00055

.0001.00010

.000.000133

1.000.00047

.0001.00019

.000.00073

1.000.00097

.0001.00029

.000.000159

1.000.00036

.0001.0004

.000.000153

1.000.00036

.0001.00010

.000.000103

1.000.00078

.0001.00018

.000.00070

1.000.00093

.0001.00036

.000.00076

1.000.00089

.0001.00034

Categorical Variables Codings

Page 3

Frequency (2)(1)

Parameter coding

Minder belangrijk

Neutraal

Belangrijk

Minder belangrijk

Neutraal

Belangrijk

Minder belangrijk

Neutraal

Belangrijk

Promoties_ON

imago_ON

Prijs

.000.000138

1.000.00048

.0001.00013

.000.000102

1.000.00064

.0001.00033

.000.000126

1.000.00058

.0001.00015

Categorical Variables Codings

Block 0: Beginning Block

gebruiktniet gebruikt
Percentage

Correct

stap6_totaal

Predicted

niet gebruikt

gebruikt

Overall Percentage

stap6_totaalStep 0

83.9

.0032

100.00167
ObservedObserved

Classification Tablea ,b

a. Constant is included in the model.
b. The cut value is .500

Exp(B)Sig.dfWaldS.E.B

ConstantStep 0 .192.000173.311.193-1.652

Variables in the Equation
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Sig.dfScore

Prijs

Prijs(1)

Prijs(2)

Kwaliteit

Kwaliteit(1)

Kwaliteit(2)

Promotie

Promotie(1)

Promotie(2)

Imago

Imago(1)

Imago(2)

Merken

Merken(1)

Merken(2)

Assortiment

Assortiment(1)

Assortiment(2)

Atmosfeer

Atmosfeer(1)

Atmosfeer(2)

Afstand

Afstand(1)

Afstand(2)

Service

Service(1)

Service(2)

Presentatie

Presentatie(1)

Presentatie(2)

Parkeergelegenheid

Parkeergelegenheid(1)

Parkeergelegenheid(2)

Openingstijden

Openingstijden(1)

Openingstijden(2)

VariablesStep 0

.19911.652

.4321.617

.42021.734

.8161.054

.5301.395

.6782.777

.8281.047

.07913.092

.19223.302

.21611.531

.24611.347

.28522.513

.5981.278

.02215.284

.06425.511

.4801.499

.5681.326

.55721.169

.7161.133

.4881.480

.6892.744

.6121.258

.31311.018

.29422.445

.4031.698

.6671.185

.7052.700

.5181.419

.20211.624

.42221.726

.11812.439

.8951.017

.28722.495

.5631.334

.4781.505

.6122.983

Variables not in the Equation

Page 5

Sig.dfScore

Wachttijden

Wachttijden(1)

Wachttijden(2)

Plezier

Plezier(1)

Plezier(2)

prijs_ON

prijs_ON(1)

prijs_ON(2)

kwaliteit_ON

kwaliteit_ON(1)

kwaliteit_ON(2)

Promoties_ON

Promoties_ON(1)

Promoties_ON(2)

imago_ON

imago_ON(1)

imago_ON(2)

assortiment_ON

assortiment_ON(1)

assortiment_ON(2)

service_ON

service_ON(1)

service_ON(2)

Contactmogelijkheid_ON

Contactmogelijkheid_ON
(1)

Contactmogelijkheid_ON
(2)

Layout_ON

Layout_ON(1)

Layout_ON(2)

Bezorgen_ON

Bezorgen_ON(1)

Bezorgen_ON(2)

Betaling_ON

Betaling_ON(1)

VariablesStep 0

.15512.018

.01728.135

.9161.011

.3761.782

.6762.784

.08912.888

.20111.633

.02427.485

.26711.231

.4881.480

.47721.482

.3521.865

.7291.120

.57721.099

.8801.023

.6921.156

.8782.260

.17411.849

.00318.726

.01128.953

.7751.082

.24611.347

.44821.604

.08712.934

.18911.722

.08824.856

.9341.007

.24311.365

.49921.390

.16111.961

.5471.362

.23022.938

.6861.163

.5441.369

.6292.928

Variables not in the Equation

Page 6

Sig.dfScore

Betaling_ON(2)

Plezier_ON

Plezier_ON(1)

Plezier_ON(2)

Overall Statistics

VariablesStep 0

.0955063.538

.28011.169

.02015.388

.05325.864

.00916.824

Variables not in the Equation

Block 1: Method = Forward Stepwise (Conditional)

Sig.dfChi-square

Step

Block

Model

Step 2

.002416.925

.002416.925

.01029.193

Omnibus Tests of Model Coefficients

Nagelkerke R 
Square

Cox & Snell R 
Square

-2 Log 
likelihood

2 .139.082158.593a
StepStep

Model Summary

a. Estimation terminated at iteration number 20 
because maximum iterations has been reached. Final 
solution cannot be found.

Sig.dfChi-square

2 .9984.138
StepStep

Hosmer and Lemeshow Test

ExpectedObserved ExpectedObserved Total

stap6_totaal = gebruiktstap6_totaal = niet gebruikt

1

2

3

4

5

6

Step 2

2911.0001118.00018

133.44139.55910

142.762311.23811

8510.5591174.44174

484.238443.76244

10.000010.00010

Contingency Table for Hosmer and Lemeshow Test

Page 7

gebruiktniet gebruikt
Percentage

Correct

stap6_totaal

Predicted

niet gebruikt

gebruikt

Overall Percentage

stap6_totaalStep 2

84.4

15.6527

97.64163
ObservedObserved

Classification Tablea

a. The cut value is .500

Exp(B)Sig.dfWaldS.E.B

imago_ON

imago_ON(1)

imago_ON(2)

Betaling_ON

Betaling_ON(1)

Betaling_ON(2)

Constant

Step 2a

.142.000140.409.307-1.953

2.538.04014.221.453.931

.000.9991.00012323.942-19.778

.12124.221

.683.4491.574.504-.382

3.170.01915.507.4921.154

.01528.442

Variables in the Equation

a. Variable(s) entered on step 2: Betaling_ON.
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Sig.dfScore

Prijs

Prijs(1)

Prijs(2)

Kwaliteit

Kwaliteit(1)

Kwaliteit(2)

Promotie

Promotie(1)

Promotie(2)

Imago

Imago(1)

Imago(2)

Merken

Merken(1)

Merken(2)

Assortiment

Assortiment(1)

Assortiment(2)

Atmosfeer

Atmosfeer(1)

Atmosfeer(2)

Afstand

Afstand(1)

Afstand(2)

Service

Service(1)

Service(2)

Presentatie

Presentatie(1)

Presentatie(2)

Parkeergelegenheid

Parkeergelegenheid(1)

Parkeergelegenheid(2)

Openingstijden

Openingstijden(1)

Openingstijden(2)

VariablesStep 2

.10712.597

.3391.913

.26122.688

.9381.006

.23411.416

.37121.985

.7191.130

.06513.404

.09324.757

.08013.072

.5611.339

.20723.148

.8231.050

.08412.986

.18923.328

.28611.137

.7321.117

.56621.137

.3951.722

.3221.982

.32622.240

.7761.081

.27311.204

.34522.129

.7171.131

.9831.000

.9242.157

.5741.317

.19311.692

.41921.739

.13712.214

.9141.012

.33122.214

.6701.181

.4601.546

.6592.833

Variables not in the Equation
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Sig.dfScore

Wachttijden

Wachttijden(1)

Wachttijden(2)

Plezier

Plezier(1)

Plezier(2)

prijs_ON

prijs_ON(1)

prijs_ON(2)

kwaliteit_ON

kwaliteit_ON(1)

kwaliteit_ON(2)

Promoties_ON

Promoties_ON(1)

Promoties_ON(2)

assortiment_ON

assortiment_ON(1)

assortiment_ON(2)

service_ON

service_ON(1)

service_ON(2)

Contactmogelijkheid_ON

Contactmogelijkheid_ON
(1)

Contactmogelijkheid_ON
(2)

Layout_ON

Layout_ON(1)

Layout_ON(2)

Bezorgen_ON

Bezorgen_ON(1)

Bezorgen_ON(2)

Plezier_ON

Plezier_ON(1)

Plezier_ON(2)

Overall Statistics

VariablesStep 2

.3974647.856

.5961.281

.14012.177

.26722.643

.7871.073

.3621.832

.6232.947

.13312.262

.6261.237

.12024.247

.4531.564

.16011.979

.33422.191

.6511.205

.5111.433

.7652.535

.8511.035

.29711.087

.47521.488

.9651.002

.6211.244

.8832.249

.16311.951

.31211.023

.21423.079

.6621.191

.20711.590

.40121.826

.27011.215

.20311.620

.14223.903

.8031.062

.7531.099

.8612.300

Variables not in the Equation

Page 10

Sig.dfChi-square Sig.dfChi-square

ModelImprovement

1

2 .002416.925.01029.193

.02127.732.02127.732
StepStep

Step Summary a ,b

Variable
Correct Class 

%

1

2   IN: 
Betaling_ON

84.4%

  IN: 
imago_ON

83.9%
StepStep

Step Summary a ,b

a. No more variables can be deleted from or added to the current model.
b. End block: 1
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Logistic regression analysis social media usage in step 7 of the CDP-model and product / store factors

Logistic Regression

[DataSet1] D:\Desktop\M3 - Afstuderen\5.Data analysis\spss\update190313.sav

PercentN

Included in Analysis

Missing Cases

Total

Unselected Cases

Total

Selected Cases

100.0214

.00

100.0214

7.015

93.0199
Unweighted CasesaUnweighted Casesa

Case Processing Summary

a. If weight is in effect, see classification table for the total 
number of cases.

Internal Value

niet gebruikt

gebruikt 1

0
Original ValueOriginal Value

Dependent Variable Encoding

Page 1

Frequency (2)(1)

Parameter coding

Minder belangrijk

Neutraal

Belangrijk

Minder belangrijk

Neutraal

Belangrijk

Minder belangrijk

Neutraal

Belangrijk

Minder belangrijk

Neutraal

Belangrijk

Minder belangrijk

Neutraal

Belangrijk

Minder belangrijk

Neutraal

Belangrijk

Minder belangrijk

Neutraal

Belangrijk

Minder belangrijk

Neutraal

Belangrijk

Minder belangrijk

Neutraal

Belangrijk

Minder belangrijk

Neutraal

Belangrijk

Minder belangrijk

Neutraal

Belangrijk

Plezier_ON

Parkeergelegenheid

Presentatie

Service

Afstand

Atmosfeer

Assortiment

Merken

Imago

Promotie

Kwaliteit

.000.000170

1.000.00022

.0001.0007

.000.00098

1.000.00083

.0001.00018

.000.00067

1.000.00088

.0001.00044

.000.00064

1.000.00070

.0001.00065

.000.000125

1.000.00055

.0001.00019

.000.00098

1.000.00076

.0001.00025

.000.00077

1.000.00083

.0001.00039

.000.000143

1.000.00041

.0001.00015

.000.00078

1.000.00096

.0001.00025

.000.00068

1.000.00072

.0001.00059

.000.00037

1.000.00092

.0001.00070

Categorical Variables Codings

Page 2

Frequency (2)(1)

Parameter coding

Minder belangrijk

Neutraal

Belangrijk

Minder belangrijk

Neutraal

Belangrijk

Minder belangrijk

Neutraal

Belangrijk

Minder belangrijk

Neutraal

Belangrijk

Minder belangrijk

Neutraal

Belangrijk

Minder belangrijk

Neutraal

Belangrijk

Minder belangrijk

Neutraal

Belangrijk

Minder belangrijk

Neutraal

Belangrijk

Minder belangrijk

Neutraal

Belangrijk

Minder belangrijk

Neutraal

Belangrijk

Minder belangrijk

Neutraal

Belangrijk

Openingstijden

Wachttijden

Plezier

Betaling_ON

Bezorgen_ON

Layout_ON

Contactmogelijkheid_ON

service_ON

assortiment_ON

prijs_ON

kwaliteit_ON

.000.000167

1.000.00030

.0001.0002

.000.000169

1.000.00024

.0001.0006

.000.00086

1.000.00077

.0001.00036

.000.000134

1.000.00055

.0001.00010

.000.000133

1.000.00047

.0001.00019

.000.00073

1.000.00097

.0001.00029

.000.000159

1.000.00036

.0001.0004

.000.000153

1.000.00036

.0001.00010

.000.000103

1.000.00078

.0001.00018

.000.00070

1.000.00093

.0001.00036

.000.00076

1.000.00089

.0001.00034

Categorical Variables Codings

Page 3

Frequency (2)(1)

Parameter coding

Minder belangrijk

Neutraal

Belangrijk

Minder belangrijk

Neutraal

Belangrijk

Minder belangrijk

Neutraal

Belangrijk

Promoties_ON

imago_ON

Prijs

.000.000138

1.000.00048

.0001.00013

.000.000102

1.000.00064

.0001.00033

.000.000126

1.000.00058

.0001.00015

Categorical Variables Codings

Block 0: Beginning Block

gebruiktniet gebruikt
Percentage

Correct

stap7_totaal

Predicted

niet gebruikt

gebruikt

Overall Percentage

stap7_totaalStep 0

68.8

.0062

100.00137
ObservedObserved

Classification Tablea ,b

a. Constant is included in the model.
b. The cut value is .500

Exp(B)Sig.dfWaldS.E.B

ConstantStep 0 .453.000126.831.153-.793

Variables in the Equation
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Sig.dfScore

Prijs

Prijs(1)

Prijs(2)

Kwaliteit

Kwaliteit(1)

Kwaliteit(2)

Promotie

Promotie(1)

Promotie(2)

Imago

Imago(1)

Imago(2)

Merken

Merken(1)

Merken(2)

Assortiment

Assortiment(1)

Assortiment(2)

Atmosfeer

Atmosfeer(1)

Atmosfeer(2)

Afstand

Afstand(1)

Afstand(2)

Service

Service(1)

Service(2)

Presentatie

Presentatie(1)

Presentatie(2)

Parkeergelegenheid

Parkeergelegenheid(1)

Parkeergelegenheid(2)

Openingstijden

Openingstijden(1)

Openingstijden(2)

VariablesStep 0

.4841.489

.8091.058

.7822.491

.8561.033

.8981.016

.9832.035

.3441.896

.9221.010

.57021.124

.29411.102

.17711.820

.27722.564

.9651.002

.27211.207

.46921.513

.9191.010

.01615.792

.03826.527

.5231.407

.5741.317

.6362.904

.7031.146

.6831.167

.9022.207

.4261.634

.3981.714

.27822.563

.9651.002

.7461.105

.9482.107

.01815.614

.8811.023

.05825.711

.7331.117

.05913.570

.13823.967

Variables not in the Equation

Page 5

Sig.dfScore

Wachttijden

Wachttijden(1)

Wachttijden(2)

Plezier

Plezier(1)

Plezier(2)

prijs_ON

prijs_ON(1)

prijs_ON(2)

kwaliteit_ON

kwaliteit_ON(1)

kwaliteit_ON(2)

Promoties_ON

Promoties_ON(1)

Promoties_ON(2)

imago_ON

imago_ON(1)

imago_ON(2)

assortiment_ON

assortiment_ON(1)

assortiment_ON(2)

service_ON

service_ON(1)

service_ON(2)

Contactmogelijkheid_ON

Contactmogelijkheid_ON
(1)

Contactmogelijkheid_ON
(2)

Layout_ON

Layout_ON(1)

Layout_ON(2)

Bezorgen_ON

Bezorgen_ON(1)

Bezorgen_ON(2)

Betaling_ON

Betaling_ON(1)

VariablesStep 0

.18711.743

.12724.123

.09412.810

.7881.072

.22822.957

.4961.463

.19811.654

.43121.686

.3961.721

.5741.317

.53521.252

.9631.002

.5351.384

.8252.386

.7511.101

.4781.503

.6392.897

.7581.095

.05213.771

.14523.863

.30111.069

.8501.036

.58621.069

.4791.500

.03514.464

.07825.100

.10212.671

.9071.014

.26322.671

.5941.284

.7461.105

.8512.322

.7531.099

.9321.007

.9502.102

Variables not in the Equation

Page 6

Sig.dfScore

Betaling_ON(2)

Plezier_ON

Plezier_ON(1)

Plezier_ON(2)

Overall Statistics

VariablesStep 0

.4485050.650

.26111.265

.17911.805

.39021.885

.09412.810

Variables not in the Equation

Block 1: Method = Forward Stepwise (Conditional)

Sig.dfChi-square

Step

Block

Model

Step 2

.007414.225

.007414.225

.01828.045

Omnibus Tests of Model Coefficients

Nagelkerke R 
Square

Cox & Snell R 
Square

-2 Log 
likelihood

2 .097.069232.671a
StepStep

Model Summary

a. Estimation terminated at iteration number 5 
because parameter estimates changed by less than .
001.

Sig.dfChi-square

2 .9293.455
StepStep

Hosmer and Lemeshow Test

ExpectedObserved ExpectedObserved Total

stap7_totaal = gebruiktstap7_totaal = niet gebruikt

1

2

3

4

5

Step 2

2212.446129.55410

6322.6992440.30139

8723.7952363.20564

81.61426.3866

191.446117.55418

Contingency Table for Hosmer and Lemeshow Test

Page 7

gebruiktniet gebruikt
Percentage

Correct

stap7_totaal

Predicted

niet gebruikt

gebruikt

Overall Percentage

stap7_totaalStep 2

69.8

17.71151

93.49128
ObservedObserved

Classification Tablea

a. The cut value is .500

Exp(B)Sig.dfWaldS.E.B

Kwaliteit

Kwaliteit(1)

Kwaliteit(2)

Atmosfeer

Atmosfeer(1)

Atmosfeer(2)

Constant

Step 2a

.376.000117.079.236-.977

1.496.24411.356.346.403

3.598.00817.128.4801.280

.02727.215

.167.02015.383.771-1.789

.654.6341.226.891-.424

.06325.523

Variables in the Equation

a. Variable(s) entered on step 2: Kwaliteit.
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Sig.dfScore

Prijs

Prijs(1)

Prijs(2)

Promotie

Promotie(1)

Promotie(2)

Imago

Imago(1)

Imago(2)

Merken

Merken(1)

Merken(2)

Assortiment

Assortiment(1)

Assortiment(2)

Afstand

Afstand(1)

Afstand(2)

Service

Service(1)

Service(2)

Presentatie

Presentatie(1)

Presentatie(2)

Parkeergelegenheid

Parkeergelegenheid(1)

Parkeergelegenheid(2)

Openingstijden

Openingstijden(1)

Openingstijden(2)

Wachttijden

Wachttijden(1)

Wachttijden(2)

Plezier

Plezier(1)

Plezier(2)

VariablesStep 2

.4581.550

.4061.691

.6072.997

.6661.186

.9041.014

.9082.193

.7321.118

.7791.079

.9332.139

.9691.002

.8411.040

.9782.045

.6151.254

.9581.003

.8722.273

.3271.962

.4671.528

.52821.277

.8671.028

.4631.538

.6662.813

.4841.490

.8381.042

.7822.491

.6631.190

.6021.272

.8552.313

.18811.732

.8821.022

.29122.469

.8941.018

.8821.022

.9752.051

.7691.086

.05813.598

.14123.919

Variables not in the Equation

Page 9

Sig.dfScore

prijs_ON

prijs_ON(1)

prijs_ON(2)

kwaliteit_ON

kwaliteit_ON(1)

kwaliteit_ON(2)

Promoties_ON

Promoties_ON(1)

Promoties_ON(2)

imago_ON

imago_ON(1)

imago_ON(2)

assortiment_ON

assortiment_ON(1)

assortiment_ON(2)

service_ON

service_ON(1)

service_ON(2)

Contactmogelijkheid_ON

Contactmogelijkheid_ON
(1)

Contactmogelijkheid_ON
(2)

Layout_ON

Layout_ON(1)

Layout_ON(2)

Bezorgen_ON

Bezorgen_ON(1)

Bezorgen_ON(2)

Betaling_ON

Betaling_ON(1)

Betaling_ON(2)

Plezier_ON

Plezier_ON(1)

Plezier_ON(2)

Overall Statistics

VariablesStep 2

.7574639.017

.3381.919

.3221.981

.57021.124

.06313.452

.14212.152

.07825.100

.07813.112

.8401.041

.20123.210

.4351.609

.3311.944

.57621.103

.5051.445

.9971.000

.7932.465

.8621.030

.7931.069

.9572.088

.4791.500

.7641.090

.6542.850

.8481.037

.18611.748

.34322.142

.19411.689

.9941.000

.41521.760

.29511.099

.04613.985

.06825.374

.11112.536

.7341.116

.27322.597

Variables not in the Equation

Page 10

Sig.dfChi-square Sig.dfChi-square

ModelImprovement

1

2 .007414.225.01828.045

.04526.180.04526.180
StepStep

Step Summarya ,b

Variable
Correct Class 

%

1

2   IN: Kwaliteit69.8%

  IN: 
Atmosfeer

69.3%
StepStep

Step Summarya ,b

a. No more variables can be deleted from or added to the current model.
b. End block: 1

Page 11
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Appendix 18. Logistic regression analyses of all significant relationships

Logistic Regression

[DataSet1] D:\Desktop\M3 - Afstuderen\5.Data analysis\spss\update190313.sav

PercentN

Included in Analysis

Missing Cases

Total

Unselected Cases

Total

Selected Cases

100.0214

.00

100.0214

7.015

93.0199
Unweighted CasesaUnweighted Casesa

Case Processing Summary

a. If weight is in effect, see classification table for the total 
number of cases.

Internal Value

.00

1.00 1

0
Original ValueOriginal Value

Dependent Variable Encoding

Page 1

Frequency (2)(1)

Parameter coding

Low

Average

High

Minder belangrijk

Neutraal

Belangrijk

Minder belangrijk

Neutraal

Belangrijk

Minder belangrijk

Neutraal

Belangrijk

Minder belangrijk

Neutraal

Belangrijk

Minder belangrijk

Neutraal

Belangrijk

Minder belangrijk

Neutraal

Belangrijk

Minder belangrijk

Neutraal

Belangrijk

Minder belangrijk

Neutraal

Belangrijk

Minder belangrijk

Neutraal

Belangrijk

Minder belangrijk

Neutraal

Belangrijk

Education

Wachttijden

Openingstijden

Parkeergelegenheid

Presentatie

Service

Afstand

Atmosfeer

Assortiment

Merken

Imago

.000.00067

1.000.00088

.0001.00044

.000.00064

1.000.00070

.0001.00065

.000.000125

1.000.00055

.0001.00019

.000.00098

1.000.00076

.0001.00025

.000.00077

1.000.00083

.0001.00039

.000.000143

1.000.00041

.0001.00015

.000.00078

1.000.00096

.0001.00025

.000.00068

1.000.00072

.0001.00059

.000.00076

1.000.00089

.0001.00034

.000.00070

1.000.00093

.0001.00036

.000.000101

1.000.00063

.0001.00035

Categorical Variables Codings

Page 2

Frequency (2)(1)

Parameter coding

Minder belangrijk

Neutraal

Belangrijk

Minder belangrijk

Neutraal

Belangrijk

Minder belangrijk

Neutraal

Belangrijk

Minder belangrijk

Neutraal

Belangrijk

< 40 years

40 - 64 years

65 years and older

stedelijk

matig stedelijk

niet stedelijk

Minder belangrijk

Neutraal

Belangrijk

Minder belangrijk

Neutraal

Belangrijk

Minder belangrijk

Neutraal

Belangrijk

Minder belangrijk

Neutraal

Belangrijk

Minder belangrijk

Neutraal

Belangrijk

Promotie

Kwaliteit

Plezier

prijs_ON

leeftijd3group

landelijksted3deling

Plezier_ON

Betaling_ON

Bezorgen_ON

Layout_ON

Contactmogelijkheid_ON

.000.000133

1.000.00047

.0001.00019

.000.00073

1.000.00097

.0001.00029

.000.000159

1.000.00036

.0001.0004

.000.000153

1.000.00036

.0001.00010

.000.00037

1.000.00092

.0001.00070

.000.000113

1.000.00022

.0001.00064

.000.00017

1.000.00098

.0001.00084

.000.000169

1.000.00024

.0001.0006

.000.000103

1.000.00078

.0001.00018

.000.000170

1.000.00022

.0001.0007

.000.00098

1.000.00083

.0001.00018

Categorical Variables Codings

Page 3

Frequency (2)(1)

Parameter coding

Minder belangrijk

Neutraal

Belangrijk

Minder belangrijk

Neutraal

Belangrijk

Minder belangrijk

Neutraal

Belangrijk

Minder belangrijk

Neutraal

Belangrijk

Minder belangrijk

Neutraal

Belangrijk

Minder belangrijk

Neutraal

Belangrijk

kwaliteit_ON

Promoties_ON

imago_ON

assortiment_ON

service_ON

Prijs

.000.000138

1.000.00048

.0001.00013

.000.000134

1.000.00055

.0001.00010

.000.00086

1.000.00077

.0001.00036

.000.000102

1.000.00064

.0001.00033

.000.000126

1.000.00058

.0001.00015

.000.000167

1.000.00030

.0001.0002

Categorical Variables Codings

Block 0: Beginning Block

1.00.00
Percentage

Correct

socialmedia1keer

Predicted

.00

1.00

Overall Percentage

socialmedia1keerStep 0

60.8

100.01210

.0780
ObservedObserved

Classification Tablea ,b

a. Constant is included in the model.
b. The cut value is .500

Exp(B)Sig.dfWaldS.E.B

ConstantStep 0 1.551.00219.144.145.439

Variables in the Equation

Page 4
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Sig.dfScore

Prijs

Prijs(1)

Prijs(2)

Kwaliteit

Kwaliteit(1)

Kwaliteit(2)

Promotie

Promotie(1)

Promotie(2)

Imago

Imago(1)

Imago(2)

Merken

Merken(1)

Merken(2)

Assortiment

Assortiment(1)

Assortiment(2)

Atmosfeer

Atmosfeer(1)

Atmosfeer(2)

Afstand

Afstand(1)

Afstand(2)

Service

Service(1)

Service(2)

Presentatie

Presentatie(1)

Presentatie(2)

Parkeergelegenheid

Parkeergelegenheid(1)

Parkeergelegenheid(2)

Openingstijden

Openingstijden(1)

Openingstijden(2)

VariablesStep 0

.7961.067

.5191.417

.8122.417

.4011.705

.7811.077

.51521.328

.17911.809

.9301.008

.36821.997

.07713.132

.11312.508

.08524.930

.6661.187

.05313.740

.14223.910

.9501.004

.01116.455

.03026.983

.6401.219

.4751.511

.7332.621

.29611.092

.27511.190

.47021.510

.8821.022

.4321.618

.7112.683

.29811.082

.3251.969

.44521.620

.01316.199

.16911.889

.02227.662

.9501.004

.26311.253

.52021.307

Variables not in the Equation

Page 5

Sig.dfScore

Wachttijden

Wachttijden(1)

Wachttijden(2)

Plezier

Plezier(1)

Plezier(2)

prijs_ON

prijs_ON(1)

prijs_ON(2)

kwaliteit_ON

kwaliteit_ON(1)

kwaliteit_ON(2)

Promoties_ON

Promoties_ON(1)

Promoties_ON(2)

imago_ON

imago_ON(1)

imago_ON(2)

assortiment_ON

assortiment_ON(1)

assortiment_ON(2)

service_ON

service_ON(1)

service_ON(2)

Contactmogelijkheid_ON

Contactmogelijkheid_ON
(1)

Contactmogelijkheid_ON
(2)

Layout_ON

Layout_ON(1)

Layout_ON(2)

Bezorgen_ON

Bezorgen_ON(1)

Bezorgen_ON(2)

Betaling_ON

Betaling_ON(1)

VariablesStep 0

.9571.003

.9412.121

.9671.002

.13812.196

.33322.199

.5571.344

.16611.920

.17523.485

.24211.369

.20711.591

.28522.508

.13912.190

.4731.516

.29322.453

.15112.064

.4261.634

.34322.143

.3651.821

.02115.368

.06725.410

.3821.763

.30111.069

.32722.237

.7581.095

.25411.302

.48921.430

.24811.337

.7651.089

.50021.387

.6401.219

.5931.285

.7142.674

.6521.203

.9671.002

.8902.233

Variables not in the Equation

Page 6

Sig.dfScore

Betaling_ON(2)

Plezier_ON

Plezier_ON(1)

Plezier_ON(2)

Type_consument

Geslacht

Tevreden_inkomen

landelijksted3deling

landelijksted3deling(1)

landelijksted3deling(2)

leeftijd3group

leeftijd3group(1)

leeftijd3group(2)

Education

Education(1)

Education(2)

Overall Statistics

VariablesStep 0

.0885974.214

.8291.047

.7841.075

.9152.177

.4521.565

.14812.096

.24122.846

.04314.108

.9791.001

.11424.338

.09312.824

.001111.109

.5481.360

.3921.733

.09812.734

.23822.874

.7371.113

Variables not in the Equation

Block 1: Method = Forward Stepwise (Conditional)

Sig.dfChi-square

Step

Block

Model

Step 3

.000528.697

.000528.697

.01528.379

Omnibus Tests of Model Coefficients

Nagelkerke R 
Square

Cox & Snell R 
Square

-2 Log 
likelihood

3 .182.134237.811a
StepStep

Model Summary

a. Estimation terminated at iteration number 5 
because parameter estimates changed by less than .
001.

Sig.dfChi-square

3 .85762.599
StepStep

Hosmer and Lemeshow Test

Page 7

ExpectedObserved ExpectedObserved Total

socialmedia1keer = 1.00socialmedia1keer = .00

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

Step 3

109.3529.6481

1814.580153.4203

3325.360277.6406

4229.2602612.74016

21.1351.8651

3417.7731716.22717

4519.4972225.50323

154.043410.95711

Contingency Table for Hosmer and Lemeshow Test

1.00.00
Percentage

Correct

socialmedia1keer

Predicted

.00

1.00

Overall Percentage

socialmedia1keerStep 3

64.8

78.59526

43.64434
ObservedObserved

Classification Tablea

a. The cut value is .500

Exp(B)Sig.dfWaldS.E.B

Kwaliteit

Kwaliteit(1)

Kwaliteit(2)

Atmosfeer

Atmosfeer(1)

Atmosfeer(2)

Geslacht

Constant

Step 3a

2.297.00318.801.280.831

.333.001111.850.320-1.100

1.445.26911.223.333.368

5.561.00517.785.6151.716

.01927.978

.309.02015.379.507-1.175

4.489.18411.7631.1311.502

.02527.405

Variables in the Equation

a. Variable(s) entered on step 3: Kwaliteit.

Page 8
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Sig.dfScore

Prijs

Prijs(1)

Prijs(2)

Promotie

Promotie(1)

Promotie(2)

Imago

Imago(1)

Imago(2)

Merken

Merken(1)

Merken(2)

Assortiment

Assortiment(1)

Assortiment(2)

Afstand

Afstand(1)

Afstand(2)

Service

Service(1)

Service(2)

Presentatie

Presentatie(1)

Presentatie(2)

Parkeergelegenheid

Parkeergelegenheid(1)

Parkeergelegenheid(2)

Openingstijden

Openingstijden(1)

Openingstijden(2)

Wachttijden

Wachttijden(1)

Wachttijden(2)

Plezier

Plezier(1)

Plezier(2)

VariablesStep 3

.9531.004

.6111.259

.8592.303

.9271.008

.7631.091

.9242.157

.9341.007

.4071.686

.6782.777

.3191.993

.7911.070

.58921.059

.23411.419

.4621.541

.46021.552

.22211.489

.3821.763

.37721.951

.6831.167

.21711.521

.46421.534

.7001.148

.8311.046

.9202.167

.3911.736

.26811.226

.50621.362

.6691.183

.9541.003

.9042.203

.25711.283

.20011.643

.31422.314

.6371.222

.08912.888

.23022.940

Variables not in the Equation

Page 9

Sig.dfScore

prijs_ON

prijs_ON(1)

prijs_ON(2)

kwaliteit_ON

kwaliteit_ON(1)

kwaliteit_ON(2)

Promoties_ON

Promoties_ON(1)

Promoties_ON(2)

imago_ON

imago_ON(1)

imago_ON(2)

assortiment_ON

assortiment_ON(1)

assortiment_ON(2)

service_ON

service_ON(1)

service_ON(2)

Contactmogelijkheid_ON

Contactmogelijkheid_ON
(1)

Contactmogelijkheid_ON
(2)

Layout_ON

Layout_ON(1)

Layout_ON(2)

Bezorgen_ON

Bezorgen_ON(1)

Bezorgen_ON(2)

Betaling_ON

Betaling_ON(1)

Betaling_ON(2)

Plezier_ON

Plezier_ON(1)

Plezier_ON(2)

Type_consument

Tevreden_inkomen

VariablesStep 3

.05313.734

.6131.255

.6241.240

.5591.342

.8362.357

.3961.721

.6441.213

.59321.045

.6101.260

.03414.490

.08324.982

.4481.575

.5941.283

.49021.428

.4391.598

.02515.037

.07525.174

.4071.687

.28611.138

.44221.632

.25711.283

.9501.004

.46721.524

.6791.171

.07513.171

.20423.184

.4411.593

.6121.258

.59721.033

.6201.246

.4821.494

.6842.759

.19211.705

.3221.979

.28022.547

Variables not in the Equation

Page 10

Sig.dfScore

landelijksted3deling

landelijksted3deling(1)

landelijksted3deling(2)

leeftijd3group

leeftijd3group(1)

leeftijd3group(2)

Education

Education(1)

Education(2)

Overall Statistics

VariablesStep 3

.4215455.429

.7001.149

.6531.202

.7682.528

.5351.384

.14612.117

.18023.431

.15412.028

.8721.026

.35222.089

Variables not in the Equation

Sig.dfChi-square Sig.dfChi-square

ModelImprovement

1

2

3 .000528.697.01528.379

.000320.318.01129.024

.001111.294.001111.294
StepStep

Step Summarya ,b

Variable
Correct Class 

%

1

2

3   IN: Kwaliteit64.8%

  IN: 
Atmosfeer

65.3%

  IN: Geslacht60.8%
StepStep

Step Summarya ,b

a. No more variables can be deleted from or added to the current model.
b. End block: 1
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Logistic regression analysis all significant personal characteristics and product / store factors * choice 
online or offline shopping

Logistic Regression

[DataSet1] D:\Desktop\M3 - Afstuderen\5.Data analysis\spss\update190313.sav

PercentN

Included in Analysis

Missing Cases

Total

Unselected Cases

Total

Selected Cases

100.0214

.00

100.0214

7.015

93.0199
Unweighted CasesaUnweighted Casesa

Case Processing Summary

a. If weight is in effect, see classification table for the total 
number of cases.

Internal Value

Traditional store

Online store 1

0
Original ValueOriginal Value

Dependent Variable Encoding

Page 1

Frequency (2)(1)

Parameter coding

Low

Average

High

Minder belangrijk

Neutraal

Belangrijk

Minder belangrijk

Neutraal

Belangrijk

Minder belangrijk

Neutraal

Belangrijk

Minder belangrijk

Neutraal

Belangrijk

Minder belangrijk

Neutraal

Belangrijk

Minder belangrijk

Neutraal

Belangrijk

Minder belangrijk

Neutraal

Belangrijk

Minder belangrijk

Neutraal

Belangrijk

Minder belangrijk

Neutraal

Belangrijk

Minder belangrijk

Neutraal

Belangrijk

Education

Wachttijden

Openingstijden

Parkeergelegenheid

Presentatie

Service

Afstand

Atmosfeer

Assortiment

Merken

Imago

.000.00067

1.000.00088

.0001.00044

.000.00064

1.000.00070

.0001.00065

.000.000125

1.000.00055

.0001.00019

.000.00098

1.000.00076

.0001.00025

.000.00077

1.000.00083

.0001.00039

.000.000143

1.000.00041

.0001.00015

.000.00078

1.000.00096

.0001.00025

.000.00068

1.000.00072

.0001.00059

.000.00076

1.000.00089

.0001.00034

.000.00070

1.000.00093

.0001.00036

.000.000101

1.000.00063

.0001.00035

Categorical Variables Codings

Page 2

Frequency (2)(1)

Parameter coding

Minder belangrijk

Neutraal

Belangrijk

Minder belangrijk

Neutraal

Belangrijk

Minder belangrijk

Neutraal

Belangrijk

Minder belangrijk

Neutraal

Belangrijk

< 40 years

40 - 64 years

65 years and older

stedelijk

matig stedelijk

niet stedelijk

Minder belangrijk

Neutraal

Belangrijk

Minder belangrijk

Neutraal

Belangrijk

Minder belangrijk

Neutraal

Belangrijk

Minder belangrijk

Neutraal

Belangrijk

Minder belangrijk

Neutraal

Belangrijk

Promotie

Kwaliteit

Plezier

prijs_ON

leeftijd3group

landelijksted3deling

Plezier_ON

Betaling_ON

Bezorgen_ON

Layout_ON

Contactmogelijkheid_ON

.000.000133

1.000.00047

.0001.00019

.000.00073

1.000.00097

.0001.00029

.000.000159

1.000.00036

.0001.0004

.000.000153

1.000.00036

.0001.00010

.000.00037

1.000.00092

.0001.00070

.000.000113

1.000.00022

.0001.00064

.000.00017

1.000.00098

.0001.00084

.000.000169

1.000.00024

.0001.0006

.000.000103

1.000.00078

.0001.00018

.000.000170

1.000.00022

.0001.0007

.000.00098

1.000.00083

.0001.00018

Categorical Variables Codings

Page 3

Frequency (2)(1)

Parameter coding

Minder belangrijk

Neutraal

Belangrijk

Minder belangrijk

Neutraal

Belangrijk

Minder belangrijk

Neutraal

Belangrijk

Minder belangrijk

Neutraal

Belangrijk

Minder belangrijk

Neutraal

Belangrijk

Minder belangrijk

Neutraal

Belangrijk

kwaliteit_ON

Promoties_ON

imago_ON

assortiment_ON

service_ON

Prijs

.000.000138

1.000.00048

.0001.00013

.000.000134

1.000.00055

.0001.00010

.000.00086

1.000.00077

.0001.00036

.000.000102

1.000.00064

.0001.00033

.000.000126

1.000.00058

.0001.00015

.000.000167

1.000.00030

.0001.0002

Categorical Variables Codings

Block 0: Beginning Block

Online store
Traditional

store
Percentage

Correct

on_offline

Predicted

Traditional store

Online store

Overall Percentage

on_offlineStep 0

64.3

100.01280

.0710
ObservedObserved

Classification Tablea ,b

a. Constant is included in the model.
b. The cut value is .500

Exp(B)Sig.dfWaldS.E.B

ConstantStep 0 1.803.000115.862.148.589

Variables in the Equation

Page 4
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Sig.dfScore

Prijs

Prijs(1)

Prijs(2)

Kwaliteit

Kwaliteit(1)

Kwaliteit(2)

Promotie

Promotie(1)

Promotie(2)

Imago

Imago(1)

Imago(2)

Merken

Merken(1)

Merken(2)

Assortiment

Assortiment(1)

Assortiment(2)

Atmosfeer

Atmosfeer(1)

Atmosfeer(2)

Afstand

Afstand(1)

Afstand(2)

Service

Service(1)

Service(2)

Presentatie

Presentatie(1)

Presentatie(2)

Parkeergelegenheid

Parkeergelegenheid(1)

Parkeergelegenheid(2)

Openingstijden

Openingstijden(1)

Openingstijden(2)

VariablesStep 0

.6021.272

.7331.117

.8642.292

.6861.163

.5281.399

.58721.066

.9411.006

.9711.001

.9972.006

.21711.522

.18711.738

.24122.847

.10612.614

.27711.180

.24422.819

.3801.772

.6811.169

.6722.796

.3851.753

.9111.012

.6852.757

.5411.375

.12912.302

.31022.340

.6331.228

.6431.215

.6562.844

.9081.013

.06513.407

.14923.806

.01515.908

.22911.447

.03026.993

.28011.169

.8281.047

.55721.172

Variables not in the Equation
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Sig.dfScore

Wachttijden

Wachttijden(1)

Wachttijden(2)

Plezier

Plezier(1)

Plezier(2)

prijs_ON

prijs_ON(1)

prijs_ON(2)

kwaliteit_ON

kwaliteit_ON(1)

kwaliteit_ON(2)

Promoties_ON

Promoties_ON(1)

Promoties_ON(2)

imago_ON

imago_ON(1)

imago_ON(2)

assortiment_ON

assortiment_ON(1)

assortiment_ON(2)

service_ON

service_ON(1)

service_ON(2)

Contactmogelijkheid_ON

Contactmogelijkheid_ON
(1)

Contactmogelijkheid_ON
(2)

Layout_ON

Layout_ON(1)

Layout_ON(2)

Bezorgen_ON

Bezorgen_ON(1)

Bezorgen_ON(2)

Betaling_ON

Betaling_ON(1)

VariablesStep 0

.3321.941

.38121.930

.7461.105

.09712.750

.24722.796

.9081.013

.16011.970

.33122.211

.26011.267

.3701.802

.41421.763

.6491.208

.7011.148

.8562.312

.6551.200

.06313.468

.08324.985

.10212.678

.13312.254

.15123.780

.8211.051

.06013.530

.14523.866

.7711.085

.29011.121

.54021.234

.7981.065

.3241.974

.58421.077

.24611.347

.4161.663

.44121.636

.4031.699

.4071.687

.29022.476

Variables not in the Equation
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Sig.dfScore

Betaling_ON(2)

Plezier_ON

Plezier_ON(1)

Plezier_ON(2)

Type_consument

Geslacht

Tevreden_inkomen

landelijksted3deling

landelijksted3deling(1)

landelijksted3deling(2)

leeftijd3group

leeftijd3group(1)

leeftijd3group(2)

Education

Education(1)

Education(2)

Overall Statistics

VariablesStep 0

.3295963.245

.4311.621

.3291.954

.54621.211

.9921.000

.7581.095

.8412.346

.6891.161

.10212.678

.26222.678

.4941.468

.3451.890

.8071.060

.7271.122

.12312.377

.19123.306

.27411.195

Variables not in the Equation

Block 1: Method = Forward Stepwise (Conditional)

Sig.dfChi-square

Step

Block

Model

Step 1

.03126.932

.03126.932

.03126.932

Omnibus Tests of Model Coefficients

Nagelkerke R 
Square

Cox & Snell R 
Square

-2 Log 
likelihood

1 .047.034252.383a
StepStep

Model Summary

a. Estimation terminated at iteration number 4 
because parameter estimates changed by less than .
001.

Sig.dfChi-square

1 .0.000
StepStep

Hosmer and Lemeshow Test

Page 7

ExpectedObserved ExpectedObserved Total

on_offline = Online storeon_offline = Traditional store

1

2

Step 1

177119.00011958.00058

229.000913.00013

Contingency Table for Hosmer and Lemeshow Test

Online store
Traditional

store
Percentage

Correct

on_offline

Predicted

Traditional store

Online store

Overall Percentage

on_offlineStep 1

66.3

93.01199

18.35813
ObservedObserved

Classification Tablea

a. The cut value is .500

Exp(B)Sig.dfWaldS.E.B

Kwaliteit

Kwaliteit(1)

Kwaliteit(2)

Constant

Step 1a

1.982.000117.744.162.684

.349.02315.162.463-1.052

3.027.31111.0281.0921.107

.04026.448

Variables in the Equation

a. Variable(s) entered on step 1: Kwaliteit.
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Sig.dfScore

Prijs

Prijs(1)

Prijs(2)

Promotie

Promotie(1)

Promotie(2)

Imago

Imago(1)

Imago(2)

Merken

Merken(1)

Merken(2)

Assortiment

Assortiment(1)

Assortiment(2)

Atmosfeer

Atmosfeer(1)

Atmosfeer(2)

Afstand

Afstand(1)

Afstand(2)

Service

Service(1)

Service(2)

Presentatie

Presentatie(1)

Presentatie(2)

Parkeergelegenheid

Parkeergelegenheid(1)

Parkeergelegenheid(2)

Openingstijden

Openingstijden(1)

Openingstijden(2)

Wachttijden

Wachttijden(1)

Wachttijden(2)

VariablesStep 1

.4701.522

.3681.812

.30722.363

.5531.351

.7581.095

.8372.356

.5351.384

.8421.040

.7002.714

.6451.212

.7681.087

.8902.233

.3681.809

.20611.598

.34722.117

.12112.401

.3841.759

.29122.466

.6081.263

.7251.123

.8582.306

.19711.666

.7701.086

.43421.667

.4271.632

.15312.046

.35922.051

.8051.061

.6371.223

.7742.513

.7821.076

.05213.761

.14823.820

.23611.405

.5141.427

.43921.649

Variables not in the Equation
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Sig.dfScore

Plezier

Plezier(1)

Plezier(2)

prijs_ON

prijs_ON(1)

prijs_ON(2)

kwaliteit_ON

kwaliteit_ON(1)

kwaliteit_ON(2)

Promoties_ON

Promoties_ON(1)

Promoties_ON(2)

imago_ON

imago_ON(1)

imago_ON(2)

assortiment_ON

assortiment_ON(1)

assortiment_ON(2)

service_ON

service_ON(1)

service_ON(2)

Contactmogelijkheid_ON

Contactmogelijkheid_ON
(1)

Contactmogelijkheid_ON
(2)

Layout_ON

Layout_ON(1)

Layout_ON(2)

Bezorgen_ON

Bezorgen_ON(1)

Bezorgen_ON(2)

Betaling_ON

Betaling_ON(1)

Betaling_ON(2)

Plezier_ON

Plezier_ON(1)

VariablesStep 1

.12412.366

.13424.021

.18211.785

.3401.909

.29522.444

.6511.204

.07513.161

.19523.274

.8741.025

.13812.201

.23322.912

.27211.206

.4051.693

.44421.623

.6971.151

.6771.174

.8672.285

.4221.643

.08412.977

.06925.352

.23611.406

.14712.100

.25822.713

.6671.185

.06213.488

.12824.115

.3481.882

.4031.700

.44121.636

.6841.165

.3731.794

.60521.007

.09912.714

.3241.972

.21623.066

Variables not in the Equation
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Sig.dfScore

Plezier_ON(2)

Type_consument

Geslacht

Tevreden_inkomen

landelijksted3deling

landelijksted3deling(1)

landelijksted3deling(2)

leeftijd3group

leeftijd3group(1)

leeftijd3group(2)

Education

Education(1)

Education(2)

Overall Statistics

VariablesStep 1

.4185758.545

.4851.488

.3361.926

.57621.102

.9311.007

.6901.159

.8292.374

.8311.045

.08213.029

.21523.078

.4471.579

.3891.743

.8031.062

.9021.015

Variables not in the Equation

Sig.dfChi-square Sig.dfChi-square

ModelImprovement

1 .03126.932.03126.932
StepStep

Step Summarya ,b

Variable
Correct Class 

%

1   IN: Kwaliteit66.3%
StepStep

Step Summarya ,b

a. No more variables can be deleted from or added to the current model.
b. End block: 1
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